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A parametric study to evaluate the effects of mechanical design


parameters on the power-to-mass ratio for two high power flexible solar


array concepts has been performed. The approach was to perturb the


existing design-concepts of the 66-W/kg foldout array concept developed


by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company and the 200-14/kg rollout


array concept under development at the General Electric Space Division


and to examine the effects of key mechanical parameters over a wide


range of power levels.


The mechanical design parameters of the solar array examined in








Specific power-to-mass ratios for both solar arrays as a function


of array frequency and array width have-been developed and plotted.


The data plots and computer programs developed can be used as a guide


and form a design manual for future solar array designs.


The main body of this report contains summaries of the baseline


design data, developed equations, the computer program operation, plots
 

of the parameters, and the process for using the information as a design


manual. The appendices contain details of the derivations of the para­
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Development of basic technologies for the design, analysis,


hardware development, fabrication, and testing of planar high power


flexible solar arrays has been actively pursued by aerospace companies


over the last decade. The depth of the development of these technolo­

gies varied from feasibility studies to ground testing of prototype


hardware and flight testing of flexible rollup solar arrays (FRUSA) by


the Air Force. Conceptually, the array designs ranged from semirigid


foldable panels to flexible, lightweight, foldable, and rollout designs.


All of these arrays were designed for Earth orbiting applications


or tailored for deep space exploration. For both uses the thermal


environment is trajectory or orbit and spacecraft dependent, influenc­

ing the array operating efficiency.


In recent studies at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the


application of flexible solar arrays has centered around missions­

where these arrays provide the power for solar electric propulsion ion


thrusters. Specifically, these solar arrays were used for space


vehicles designed for the observation of comets. For such an applica­

tion the arrays were required to operate at a distance from the sun


ranging from 0.6 to 4.5 astronomical units (AU).


Specifically for the Halley's Comet mission, two concepts for the


solar array were considered: (1) The foldout concept, developed by


the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (IMSC), under contract to the


Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) (Refs. 1 and 2), specifically for


Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP); and (2) the rollout concept, developed


by the General Electric (GE) Space Division, under contract to JPL


(Refs. 3 and 4).


Experiences with the adaptation of these two designs to the


Halley's Comet mission prompted the Control and Energy Conversion


Division at JPL to initiate a parametric study of these two solar


arrays performed by the Applied Mechanics Division. The study was to


develop parametric data for the mechanical design of these arrays while


operating at 1 AU and to derive the equations for their application in


other environments. The parameters considered were: natural frequency,


array flatness, aspect ratio, and packaging configurations. These


characteristics were examined by the mechanisms, structures, and


temperature control disciplines. Excluded from this study were the


electrical design considerations. This report documents the results


of the parametric study and is intended to be used as a design guide








The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of a


range of mechanical design parameters on the power-to-mass ratio of two


specific high power flexible array concepts. The design data for several


power levels of each of the two concepts were generated by the respective


c6nt-ractors-and were used as the baseline. These baseline data were


then perturbed by introducing variations in the parameters.


While the existing designs were studied and checked to better


understand the design concepts, the perturbed parametric data are


accurate only to the extent of the credibility of the original design.
 

The variables to be considered were those deemed to be most


critical in impacting the solar array mechanical performance character­

istics. The effect of changing these variables on the solar array


power-to-mass ratio was to be determined.


Specifically, the objectives were to generate data and to develop


plots for the solar array specific power-to-mass ratio, at 1 AU, over








(1) 	 Array natural frequency - ranging from 0.005 to 0.04 Hz.


(2) 	 Aspect ratio - length-to-width ratios from 4 to 10. 






(4) 	 Solar array blanket flatness - uniform and randombetween


2 to 10 degrees of arc.


The resulting data and plots were assembled to produce a design


guide manual. The design concepts and ranges of the parameters would
 







Available design data were used as a basis for this study. For 
the foldout array concept (66 W/kg), these data were available for 
power levels of 12.5, 30, and 60 kW/wing. For the rollout array con­
cept (200 W/kg), the data used were for 10.5 and 60 kW/wing. 
The approach taken in this study consisted of the following steps:
 

(1) 	 Review existing data for both concepts. Clarify design






(2) 	 Define conceptual designs. Document conceptual designs


emphasizing modifications, if any. Define mechanisms


and structural elements used in the analysis.


(3) 	 Define study constraints. Emphasis on packaging constraints








(4) 	 Conduct thermal analysis of the array. Estimate the








(5) 	 Study flatness criteria. Study the effect of various


misalignments and disturbances on the array flatness


assuming thin film theory.


(6) 	 Develop weight scaling equations. The scaling equations


for the weight of the mechanisms and the structural


elements were derived. The scaling equations for the


extension mast were developed by a mast manufacturer under








(7) 	 Develop frequency equations. The frequency equations were


reviewed and modified as necessary. Frequency equations


were derived for those lacking where the array designer


identified these equations as proprietary.


(8) 	 Write computer programs. Computer programs were coded to


generate the pertinent parametric data.








IV. ORGANIZATION OF REPORT


Since some of the material produced by the study is voluminous


and may not be of general interest, the report is divided into several


parts, the main body and six appendices. The main report is a summary


of the study to develop the baseline data, the equations, and the plots


for the parameters and the conclusions. The appendices contain all of


the detailed data, such as equation derivations and computer outputs.











The baseline data used were obtained from design studies


performed by the contractors of the respective array concepts. The


existing designs were studied and some minor modifications made as


appropriate for this study. All modifications to the original data are








The foldout array designs are described in detail in Refs. 1


and 2. Highlights of the design are summarized below. The pertinent








The foldout concept developed by the Marshall Space Flight Center/


Lockheed Missiles and Space Company array (Fig. 1) consists of a flat


folded array blanket, a containment box for launch support of the stored


blanket and extensiop/retraction mast, and a blanket tensioning system








Table 1. Baseline Data for Foldout Array Concepts (supplied by IM$C)


Item 12.5 kW/wing 30 kW/wing 60 kUl/wing 










Array length, m 31.6 31.9 51.0


Array width, m 4.0 8.0 10.1






Mast diameter, m 0.37 0.18 0.23
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The mast is behind the blanket which shades the mast from the sun. 
Since the mast is behind the blanket, a moment load is applied to the


mast. Although this moment loading is of little consequence at low


power levels, it causes increases in mast weight as longer masts and








The solar array blanket is a laminated substrate consisting of the


following layers: 25-micron Kapton, 12.5-micron adhesive, copper


interconnect, 25-micron Kapton, and 200-micron solar cell with 150-micron


fused silica cover glass. The blanket is divided into panels. The


appropriate number of panels are hinged together with a fiberglass


piano hinge to obtain the desired blanket length. For stowage the


blanket is folded accordion style into the array containment box.


Padding is placed between the cells on each panel to prevent the


solar cells from scuffing the cells on the facing panel during stowage.
 







3. Array Containment Box and Cover.


For protection during launch vibration, the array blanket is


folded into the array containment box and compressed between the cover


and bottom of the box. Compression is used to prevent the blanket from


sliding from side to side, thus avoiding cell damage. For a 31-meter


long folded blanket, a 10,342-newton/m preload is required.








The array containment box and cover are constructed of aluminum


honeycomb with graphite epoxy skins.
 

4. Containment Box Latch


For the purposes of this study the containment box latch has been


changed from that used on the MSFC/LMSC array to eliminate the relatch­

ing capability. Rather than using only four tiedown points to hold the


cover down, a cable is used which allows a tiedown point at 0.45-meter


intervals along the length of the box.


At each cover tiedown point the cable is spring-loaded to release


when the cable tension is reduced. The end of the cable is held by a


pinpuller which is fired to initiate deployment.


This new latch allows the cover and box to be lighter because the


latch distributes the blanket preload, rather than the structure of the


box and cover. The blanket can still be fully retracted but cannot be

















The blanket is between the sun and the mast and does not require








The mast canister is a cylindrical graphite epoxy tube into which


the mast is coiled for stowage. The top half of the canister contains








The tensioning mechanisms consist of a negator spring motor and a


spool of wire. The negator spring motor provides a near constant


torque to the wire spool as the wire is fed out during array deployment.


Three pairs of tensioning mechanisms are housed in the array








The wires from another pair attach to the midtension bar to hold


the blanket flat during intermediate deployments. The third pair of


tensioning mechanisms attach to the bottom of the blanket to provide


blanket tension during full deployment.


8. Array Folding Hardware


If the width of the array becomes wider than 4 meters, it will


become necessary to reduce the stowed width by folding the array con­

tainment box. To do this, monoball hinges, rotary deployment actuators,








The stowage configuration for a interplanetary spacecraft using


the unbroken foldout array is shown in Fig. 2. The array is folded so


that the array containment box is between the thrusters and the Shuttle








If the array becomes wider than 4 meters, it will no longer fit


across the shuttle bay. At this point the array containment box must
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 ARRAY CONTAINER 
]US INTERFACE FLANGE 
Foldout Array Unbroken Stowage Configuration
Figure 2. 
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The broken foldout array is shown in Fig. 3. After separation for the


IUS, the solar array position boom is deployed and the array contain­










Appendix A contains two sets of array weights, those supplied by


LISC in Refs. 1 and 2, as well as the array weights as estimated by JPL.
 







The rollout array design is described in detail in Refs. 3 and 4.


Highlights of the rollout solar array design are summarized below. The








The baseline solar array is a fully retractable, rollout design


consisting of two flexible solar blankets in a 'V-stiffened" configura­

tion. The solar array blanket consists of a substrate of 25-micron


Rapton-F, 50-micron solar cells and 75-micron FEP-Teflon as the cover­

sheet. FEP-Teflon is a thermoplastic that may be heat sealed to the


cells and interconnects, without the necessity of a cement.








One of the salient features of this design is the utilization of


in-plane stiffness inherent in the blanket construction as indicated


in Fig. 4. Approximately 1/3 of the required boom stiffness is


obtained from the "V"-stiffened blanket. With a lower requirement on


boom stiffness, the boom mass may be reduced accordingly. The coilable


lattice continuous longeron boom was selected for the best mass-to­

stiffness ratio, relatively low sensitivity to thermal-induced bending,


and low backlash characteristics.


For arrays more than 4 meters wide, the two drums are folded as


shown in Fig. 5.


2. Flexible Solar Blankets


The 50-micron 2 X 2-cm cells are held to a 25-micron Kapton sub­
strate with 13 micron RTV thermoplastic adhesive. The cells are inter­
connected with 25-micron thick molybdenum and are covered with 














Foldout Array Broken Stowage Configuration
Figure 3. 
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Item 10.5 kW/wing 60 kW/wing















Array length, m 17.2 60.5


Array width, m 4.7 8.4






Mass diameter, m 0.12 0.50 
Mast stiffness, 0.532 X 103 149.0 x 103 
2 
newton-m 












The shaft is the structural tie between the drum and the center


support. On the outboard end of the shaft mount, the negator spring


motor and the slip ring assembly are mounted. For arrays under 4


meters in width, the shaft mounts to the center support through a


flange; for arrays over 4 meters wide, the connection between the shaft


and center support is through a hinge to allow the drums to fold for


stowage. The shaft is constructed of aluminum and contains seats for








The drum is a 30.5-cm diameter graphite epoxy cylinder upon which
 

the solar array blanket is rolled for stowage.
 

To remove the blanket from the drum, the mast is extended, and


the blanket rolls off the drum similar to a window shade. To retract


the array, the mast is retracted, and the negator spring motor rotates



































5. Negator Spring Motor


The negator spring motor provides a near constant torque to the


drum to retract and tension the solar array blanket.


The negator motor has several negator springs that are wound


around the shaft during stowage-. When the array is deployed, the


negator springs are wound around take-up spools on the drum and provide


the blanket tensioning force.


The 10.5-kW array was designed to use negator springs to provide


retraction force only. The tension force was obtained by locking the


drums so that they cannot rotate and extend the mast until a coil 
spring in the mast tip fitting compresses enough to give the required 
tension. 
For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that the negator








The center support is the structural tie between the two drums


and the array mast canister. The center support is an aluminum


structure and also provides the spacecraft mounting interface.


7. Array Mast 
The array mast is a coilable, continuous longeron mast. For


deployment and retraction the mast is driven by its motorized canister.


The array mast is constructed of S-glass/polyimide material.
 

A modification that has been made to the array mast for the pur­

pose of this study is the addition of a 25-micron thick aluminized
 

Teflon sleeve around the mast. As designed, the mast is fully exposed


to the sun. While this is not a problem at 1 AU or greater, as the mast


moves closer to the sun it becomes necessary to shade the mast or lose


a significant portion of its strength. The addition of this sleeve








The header is the structure that connects the array mast to the


outer end of the array blanket.


The header is a graphite epoxy beam connected in the middle to











9. 	 Leading Edge Member


The leading edge member is a graphite epoxy beam which takes the


load applied to it at one point by the header and distributes it


uniformly across the blanket.
 

10. 	 Drum Folding Hardware


This study assumes that arrays wider than 4 meters can be folded


to allow them to fit across the shuttle bay. To enable the drums to be








The hinge is a clevis-monoball similar to the Viking solar panel








For the purpose of this study the following changes have been


made in the rollout array:


(1) 	 A protective reflective sleeve around the mast has been


added for thermal control.








12. 	 Array Weight


The rollout array weights for the conceptual designs are listed in


Appendix A. This appendix contains the weights as originally predicted








C. 	 BLANKET PROPERTIES USED IN THE PARAMETRIC STUDY


The basic properties of the solar array blanket are different for


the two solar array designs. The data used in the parametric study


for the foldout and rollout solar array are listed in Table 3.


Table 3. Specific Values Used for Parametric Study


Item 	 Foldout array Rollout array















VI. DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS


The parameters analyzed in this study were array frequency,


aspect ratio, packaging constraints, and solar array flatness.


Frequency and aspect ratio have specific values. Packaging constraints


and solar array flatness are parameters where a specific value cannot 






A. 	 FLATNESS CRITERIA


In generating a design specification for a solar array structure,


it is required to relate the structural and mechanical design to the


performance or power output of the array. To maximize the power output
 

the structure should provide support to the solar cell assemblies such








Typically, blanket flatness is specified as "uniform and random


between 2 to 10 degrees." In order to be able to study the flatness


requirement in a quantitative way, the task was divided into three


parts. First, inquiries were made about the importance of flatness


and the criteria for determining flatness for some of the arrays which


have flown. Second, the causes and effects of array out of flatness


were studied and analytical expressions for the power loss due to these


causes were developed. Many simplifying assumptions had to be made in


this area. Third, these expressions were to be used in the parametric








The first task produced no quantitative answers. Flexible solar


arrays that have flown to date were not evaluated for flatness and the


non-flatness did not seem to be of any concern.


The second task consisted of defining the causes for the flexible
 

solar array non-flatness. The effects were classified as overall or


global deformation and local effects.


The following is a list of possible conditions causing the solar


array blanket to deviate from a flat surface:


(1) 	 Deformations due to gravity or uniform pressure loading.


This is a global effect caused by the acceleration field


produced by the ion drive propulsion and solar pressure.








(2) 	 Deformations due to thermal effects. Thermal effects can














(4) 	 Film wrinkling due to the gravity component acting in the


plane of the solar array blanket. This is a local effect


which applies to the V-stiffened solar array or to a


solar array revolving in the gravity field.


(5) 	 Surface wrinkling due to support misalignment. Three types


of misalignment are considered, non-parallel supports in­







(6) 	 Manufacturing effects. Local deformations due to initial


imperfections of the membrane. This effect was addressed


only for the foldout frame type subpanel.


The effect of the above have been translated into structural


deformations and ultimately into'power loss by analytical derivations.


In deriving these expressions, certain simplifying assumptions had to


be made. Since no test data are available for structural samples


representative of the blanket construction, the hypothesis of these


assumptions will have to be tested at a later date, when such data


becomes available. This subject is discussed further in Section XIII


as an area needing further investigation.


In deriving the expressions for flatness criteria and power loss,


the following assumptions have been made:


(1) 	 An ideal thin film has been assumed in all equations.


Blanket stiffening due to the solar cells and wiring has


been neglected. The importance of some of these effects is


not known at this time. This area has been identified as


requiring additional investigation. The blanket has


been assumed to have homogeneous, uniform properties.


Wherever necessary the structural and thermal properties
 

of Kapton were used.


(2) 	 Linear variations of temperature and tension across the width
 

were assumed wherever applicable.


(3) 	 The effects of blanket imperfections due to manufacturing


were related to the blanket thickness.


(4) 	 All expressions for power loss have been derived using


the disturbances or misalignments.


The derivations of structural deformations and power loss are


included in Appendix B. Table 4 summarizes the estimated power loss


due to the various causes. For each design the maximum power loss in








Table 4, flatness considerations were eliminated from this parametric


study. It should again be emphasized that the justification for such








The array aspect ratio, or the ratio of length to width, was


specified as a parameter to be used in this study. Since the width of


the solar array is an important parameter in defining packaging con­

straints, the width of the solar array was chosen as an independent


parameter, and the aspect ratio as a dependent parameter, in this study.


Whenever a solar array width is quoted for a given power level per wing,


the aspect ratio is a fixed value for that width.


Table 4. 	 Estimated Power Loss for the Foldout
















Acceleration 1 X 10 g 0.1 0.001


Temperature @ 1 AU


Uniform expansion T @ 1 AU 0.5 0.8


Variation across width AT @ 1 AU 0.2 0.2








In plane 10 0 0


Out of plane 10 0.4 0.4


Shift 10 0.001 0.001

















The packaging of the solar array is most strongly influenced by


the shuttle orbiter dynamic envelope and by structural configurations


which are highly mission dependent. The Shuttle Orbiter dynamic


envelope provides a logical quantitative constraint which was used in


this study. Solar arrays under 4 meters in width were considered


unbroken or not folded along the width because of containment within


the Shuttle Orbiter envelope. Solar arrays above 4 meters in width


were considered broken, requiring additional mechanization and structure


for folding the stowage solar arrays. Typical stowage configurations


are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 5. In order to satisfy the spacecraft


constraint, data for a series of parameters were generated and are


presented in this report either in equation form or as detailed com­

puter printouts. The data are intended as a guide for the spacecraft


configuration or systems design. The following parameters were studied:





















The solar array storage width is an independent parameter dis­
cussed earlier as part of the aspect ratio. The solar array length in 
this context is determined by the panel width, such as the container 
width for the foldout, and the drum diameter plirs blanket for the 
rollout. 
Data for the deployable boom canister length aiid diameter were








The array frequency is calculated assuming the solar array to be


fixed at the base of the solar array/position boom interface. Because


the position boom length is mission dependent, this variable has been


eliminated from the study. Since the frequency requirement usually


includes the effect of the position boom, simplified relationships for








In deriving the frequency equation for both solar array concepts,


solar array bending and solar array torsion or twist were considered.


All frequency calculations are based on a Rayleigh-Ritz method. For


the foldout solar array, the equations developed in Ref. 5 were used,


with some minor modifications, as proposed by 1MSC. For the rollout


solar array, the equations developed in Ref. 5 were modified to account


for the shape function of the extension mast. For the rollout solar


array this shape function is different due to the moment constraint pro­







The thermal analyses performed 3n support of this study were aimed


at providing temperature level and temperature distribution of the


extensible array boom elements and of the solar array cell blankets.


While the current study focuses on solar array performance at a helio­

centric distance of 1 AU, the thermal studies were extended to cover the


range of 0.3 to 0.5 AU. A summary of the analyses and data are con­

tained in Appendix C.


A. THERMAL ANALYSES OF THE EXTENSIBLE BOOMS 
1. Foldout Solar Array 
In the foldout solar array concept, the mast is shaded from the 
sun by the solar cell blanket. The boom temperature at 1 AU is esti­

mated at -41C. An estimate of AT, the temperature variations between


longerons, is 2-6°C depending upon cell blanket width (a wider blanket


has a smaller AT). Details of this analysis are contained in Section


I-A of Appendix C.


2. Rollout Solar Array


A cursory thermal analysis of the GE rollout solar array concept


indicates the potential for excessive temperature differences between


elements of the extensible mast. Such temperature differences could


exceed 1000C at 0.3 AU. To avoid such a condition, it was decided to
 

consider the effect of a thermal sleeve around the mast. An analysis


assuming such a sleeve indicates that temperature differences between


longerons at 1 AU can be reduced to about 110C or less. See Section I-B











B. THEPM&L ANALYSES OF THE SOLAR CELL BLANKETS


Temperature level for the solar cell blankets has been generated


as well as temperature deviation resulting from non-flatness.


1. Foldout Solar Array


At a heliocentric distance of I AU, the blanket temperature is


predicted at approximately 460C. The current LMSC blanket design has


the solar cell thermally conducting to the Kapton substrate through the


four weld points to the interconnects. The analysis presented here


assumes intimate conductive contact between cell and substrate, which


leads to solar cell temperature predictions that are somewhat lower than


would be achieved in practice. Depending on the radiation patterns of


the solar cell to the Kapton substrate, temperatures in excess of 800 C


can be expected. Deviations from this value due to local non-flatness,


even when this deviation is as high as 10 degrees of arc is only about


loC. Appendix C, Section II-A, contains a detailed discussion and data


for the foldout array temperhtures versus heliocentric distance,


temperature control strategies, and the effect of non-flatness. The


effect of non-flatness is negligible at I AU but becomes very important


at heliocentric distances less than 0.6 AU.


2. Rollout Solar Array


For the GE rollout concept, the blanket temperature level predic­

ted at 1 AU is 550C. Deviation from this value due to local non­

flatness, even when such deviation reaches 10 degrees of arc, is less


than 40C. The rollout array, because of the V-stiffening, has some


peculiar thermal problems at heliocentric distances less than 0.7 AU.


The local non-flatness becomes very important at small heliocentric


distances, mainly because of the required angle of rotation of the array


to keep the cell temperatures at an acceptable level.


A detailed discussion of the effect of non-flatness and required


array rotation on the temperature of the blanket is contained in


Appendix C, Section II. This section also contains temperature data


for various heliocentric distances between 0.3 to 5.0 AU and local out


of flatness of 0.1 to 10.0 degrees of arc.


In a supplemental analysis, it is shown that temperature non­

uniformity induced solely by V-stiffened geometry is negligible at








VIII. DEVELOPMENT OF PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS


A. WEIGHT SCALING EQUATIONS


The weight scaling equations are derived using the baseline


configurations of both designs as the fundamental data points for extrap­

olation. Typically, scaling laws were derived which required the


evaluation of constants. These constants were determined by applying


the scaling laws to the existing designs, as documented in Refs. 1


through 4; details of the derivation of the weight scaling equations
 

are contained in Appendix D, Section I.


1. Scaling Laws for the Weights of the Structural Elements


The structural elements were scaled based on the function of


elements. In developing the scaling equations, it was assumed that the


elements were either stress, deflection, or buckling critical. The


structural elements were analyzed for loading during spacecraft launch,


and in the deployed cruise condition. Wherever it was not clear which








In the derivation of all scaling equations, it was assumed that


the baseline designs are structurally adequate for both the launch as


well as the cruise environment.


a. Weight Scaling Data for the Coilable Lattice Boom and


Canister. The coilable lattice boom used for the LMSC foldout solar


array was designed by the AEC-Able Engineering Co. of Goleta, California.


The coilable boom design was based on the requirement to meet a packag­

ing volume constraint and constant longeron strain. The scaling


equations for this boom are derived in Appendix D, Section I, Part 1.


Only the pertinent equations will be listed here as they relate to boom


and canister weight. The scaling constants for this boom were determined


from the actual hardware which was built by Able Engineering Co. for


LMSC. It is assumed that the longeron and batten members are made of


solid, circular, initially straight rods of S-glass/epoxy material for a













MB = boom mass, kg


L = boom length, m














E = 5.192 x 107 R4 (2)


where R is the radius in meters. The canister mass is then given as


MC = 0.367LR + 389.6R2 (3) 
where MC is the canister mass in kilograms.


The coilable lattice boom used for the GE rollout solar array


was designed by the Astro Research Corp. and was directed to minimize


the system mass MS, where the system mass was defined as the sum of the


boom mass MB and the canister mass MC .
 

The scaling equations for the rollout type boom have been


derived by AEC-Able Engineering Co. and are documented in Appendix 0,


Section I, Part 2. All assumptions in this derivation are clearly stated.






MS = 3.17 x 10 - 7 R2 +R.4 x1EI-+L 343x10
 




where all the quantities have been defined previously. For a given


application, namely, a given EI and L, Eq. (4) is used to find R such


















MC = 1.343 x i 6E 28"675R 336.7R (6) 
where R is the boom radius corresponding to a minimum MS.


b. Weight Scaling Equations for Other Structural Elements. The








Scaling equations have been developed for the box cover, the


container, the mast tip fitting, the support struts, and the box hinge


structure for the foldout configuration. For the rollout conceptual
 

design, these equations have been derived for the drum, the shaft, the


center support, the header, the leading edge member, and the folding


structure. These equations are numerous and their derivations, includ­

ing the assumptions that lead to these equations, are documented in


Appendix D, Section I, Part 3. In general, for the foldout solar arrays,














2. = blanket length 
wB = blanket width






yA = blanket weight density


and fs denotes a function.


For the rollout solar arrays, a similar functional relation­



























2. Scaling Laws for the Weights of the Mechanisms


The scaling equations for the mechanisms have been derived using


the weight data supplied for the conceptual designs, documented in


Refs. 1 through 4.


Some weights of the mechanisms scaled linearly, others required a


nonlinear relationship, depending on the type of mechanism and its


application. A small number of mechanisms were assumed to have constant


weight throughout this study. The derivations of the mechanism scaling


laws are contained in Appendix D, Section I, Part 4.


For the foldout solar array, a general functional relationship for


scaling the mechanism weights can be written as








W. = weight of the ith mechanism of the foldout configuration 
A = attachment point of intermediate tension distribution bar


'P = total wing power output


T = blanket tension distribution


























afd all other quantities have been defined previously in Eqs. (1)


through (9). Here, again, gM denotes a functional relationship.


B. FREQUENCY SCALING EQUATIONS


The frequency scaling equations for both designs were derived


using a Rayleigh-Ritz energy approach. The lowest frequency of the


first bending mode and of the first torsion mode was sought. The


detailed derivations of the frequency equations are contained in


Appendix D, Section II.


1. Frequency Equations for the LMSC Foldout Solar Array


a. Lowest Bending Mode. The frequency of the lowest bending


mode of the foldout solar array is obtained by first deriving an


equation for the energy balance. The approach suggested by LMSC was


followed throughout. To minimize the boom weight, a minimum boom


bending stiffness, El, with respect to blanket tension is sought. Thus,


using the equation for energy balance, the condition


d(ETI) =0 (11) 
dT 
is imposed. The following relationships can then be derived:













L = boom length


MOB = outboard mass


T = total blanket tension


p' = boom mass density/length


a' = array nass density/length


WB = circular bending frequency


b. Lowest Torsion Mode. The frequency of the lowest torsion











GJ = boom torsional stiffness


I0B = outboard mass moment of inertia about boom axis


s = array half-width


T' = blanket tension/width


O = blanket mass density/unit area


tT = circular torsion frequency


and gT defines a functional relationship.


2. Frequency Equations for the GE Rollout Solar Array


The derivation of the frequency equations for the GE rollout solar


array follows the same approach as that used for the foldout. An


additional complication introduced in the rollout concept is the boom


deflected shape due to the tip restraint provided by the V-shaped


blanket configuration. The derivation of the deflected boom shape is








a. Lowest Bending Mode. The frequency of the lowest bending


mode is determined from the solution of the following cubic equation:

















AA2 f2 (MA'MOBMB'YQkB'A,B,KR3 
A3 =f3 (MAMOB'MB'Y'zB'A,BKR) 
A 4 = f4 (MAYZB) 
and 
A = array mass 
MB = boom mass 
MOB = outboard mass 
A,B = constants determined from the boom differential equation 
using a prescribed tip restraint 

KR = boom root rotational spring constant 

kB = boom length 

T = total blanket tension, both sides 

E1 = boom stiffness 

WB = circular bending frequency 





and f, through f4 indicate functional relationships. All of the above 

quantities must be defined in consistent units. Equation (15) must be 






The complex functional relationships stated above are derived


in Appendix D, Section II, Part 2.


Note that the bending frequency, Eq. (15), is not dependent


on the cant angle S. The advantage of the V-stiffening in bending lies


in the increase in bending stiffness of the boom and not on the size of


the cant angle. This approach is different from that used by GE and is
 

discussed in detail in Appendix D.


b. Lowest Torsion Mode. The frequency of the lowest torsion


mode for the rollout solar array is estimated in a similar fashion, thus


T[j+ f5(,ZB)W22 = T  )Ssin2s]" (16) 
T 9B['OB + MA + f6 (Y' 9,'A,B, B 'B ) sin2 ] 
where, in consistent units,


IOB = outboard mass moment of inertia about boom axis


w = overall array width


5 = cant angle


WT = circular torsion frequency, rad/s


All other parameters have been previously defined. The functions f5 and


f6 are given in Appendix D, Section II, Part 2. Note that the torsional


frequency is dependent upon the cant angle.


3. Frequency Equations for Position Boom Scaling


The solar array frequency equations developed in the previous


sections assume that the solar array is fixed at the base of the solar


array/position boom interface. Since the required system frequency


includes the position boom and since such a boom can have an appreciable


effect on the system frequency, especially if such a boom is long and


slender, scaling laws are required for the design of the positioning


boom. Given a positioning boom length Zp and a required system circular


frequency Us, there is no unique solution for the combination of solar


array and boom design. The solution is iterative and must be satisfied


for any particular design. Since the relationships are complex, weight


or volume sensitivity is best established for a particular design under
 

consideration, rather than as a general rule. The equations are derived








a. Estimation of Position Boom Bending Stiffness Requirement.


System frequency in bending, wb, is related to the position boom bending


by the approximate solution


W4m		 2s 1p FrP) 	 pW\ ) a ap (17) 
with





0.5MA)p (0.23Mp + 




MA = 	 array total mass 









El p = position boom bending stiffness


wa = 	 array lowest circular frequency assumed to be a 
bending frequency 
Equations (17) through (19) must be solved by trial and 
error by first selecting wa > @s, which determines HA, and using some 
first cut position boom properties EI and Mp. The solution must then 
be iterated upon with a final selection of ma and Ep and H, such that IpadMsuhht

tos > 	 Uys.onotoan 
b. Estimation of Position Boom Torsion Stiffness Requirement. 

The system frequency in torsion ml is related to the position boom 
torsion properties by 



















GJP = position boom torsion stiffness
 

I = array moment of inertia about position boom axis
a 
and all other variables have been previously defined. Equations (20)


and (21) must be solved by trial and error in a similar fashion as it


was indicated for sizing the boom bending frequencies. Unless more


information is available, Wa is assumed to be the lowest array frequency


under consideration, either bending or torsion. This leads to con­

servative answers for the boom design. If the array bending and torsion
 

frequencies are available, these should be used in the respective


equations, (17) or (20), for a less conservative, more realistic sizing


of the position boom. This is explained in more detail in Appendix F.


C. PACKAGING VOLUME EQUATIONS


As discussed in Section VI-C, Packaging Constraints, other than


the overall Shuttle Orbiter envelope were considered too numerous to


quantify due to the variety of undefined spacecraft configurations. The


major packaging volumes can, however, be quantified. These are the
 

solar array stowed volume and the coilable mast canister volume.


The array width as a packaging constraint has been diseussed


earlier. The height of the stowed (stacked) foldout array and the


diameter of the stowed (rolled up) GE array will not vary significantly


from the baseline configurations of Refs. 1 through 4 due to the thin


blankets designs. The other packaging volume considerations are the


coilable mast canister length and diameter. Expressions for these


volume requirements have been derived by AEC-Able Engineering Company


and are contained in Appendix D, Section I.


This appendix also contains plots for all the equations which are


summarized here. The equations defining the required volume will be


summarized here for both concepts.


1. Packaging Volume for the LMSC Foldout Boom Canister













where L and R are boom length and boom radius, in meters, respectively.


Equation (22) can be expressed as a function of the required boom stiff­

ness EI by means of Eq. (2).








D = 2.36R (23)
C 
Hence, again, D. can be related to El by Eq. (2). It should be noted








2. Packaging Volume for the GE Rollout Boom Canister
















where the variables are defined as in Eqs. (5) and (6).


b. Canister Diameter. The canister diameter Dc is given by


D = 2.36R (25)
c 
 
where K is the boom radius for minimum system mass.


IX. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The parametric equations developed in the previous chapter can be


programmed on the digital computer to produce data for the two types of


solar array designs. A multitude of data can be generated for the











Two types of plots considered most meaningful have been developed:


(1) specific power, kW/kg, versus frequency in Hz for constant width, in








A detailed description of the computer programs used to generate


data and to develop the plots is not included in this report. Only the


mechanics of the computer programs will be described here as they relate


to the development of the data.








The process for developing foldout solar array design data is as


follows. For a desired power level per wing the required array area can


be determined from the blanket power density. This determines the


blanket mass. Next the array widths of interest and the frequency range


are specified. All the component weights of the array can be calculated


directly for any given width and frequency, except the boom weight.


The required boom stiffness, E, is obtained from the solution of


a quadratic equation resulting from Eqs. (1) and (13). The boom weight


can then be determined by Eq. (1). The total wing weight is thus


determined. Next the torsional frequency is calculated using Eq. (14),


using the boom torsional stiffness, which is related to the boom bending


stiffness (see Appendix D, Section I).


The derivation of the lowest bending mode must be developed to


account for root flexibility at the boom/canister interface. An


approximate correction to account for root flexibility is made in the
 

following manner, assuming that the boom root spring acts in series


with the boom bending stiffness and that the effect of the root spring


does not appreciably change the boom deflected shape in the first bend­

ing mode. The frequency fR, in Hz, of a rigid solar array connected to


the base by a root spring is estimated as







KR = boom root spring








If the bending frequency of the solar array without the effect of


the root spring is fB in Hz, then the bending frequency accounting for




















A minimum solar array frequency is now chosen from the torsional


frequency as calculated from Eq. (14) and the augmented frequency of


Eq. (27). This minimum frequency is plotted vs the specific power.


Various checks are performed by the program, such as (1) the tension is


not allowed to be less than 2.2 newtons (0.5 ib) for each tensioner;





















Blanket mass density 0.895 kg/m2


Weight contingency factors Varying between 1.05 for the blanket to


1.15 for other components as specified








The program can determine numerous design variables, which are


beyond the scope of this parametric study but which are included for a


selected group of configurations in Appendix E.


The following output can be calculated and printed:


(1) Detailed weight list of all elements


(2) Outboard center of gravity location of array


(3) Moments of inertia of array


(4) Boom design values, such as:









(c) Boom root stiffness


(d) Boom canister height and diameter


(e) Boom strength margin


(f) Boom buckling margin


(5) Total array weight and mass


(6) Minimum array frequency


(7) Specific power of array


(8) Array width, length, and aspect ratio








The process for developing rollout solar array design data is


similar to that used for the foldout. Emphasis was placed on the


differences. The blanket area can be determined from the power and the


power density. Next the array widths of interest are specified. Allow­

ance for the boom location was made by using a 33-cm clearance between


the boom and the blanket edge.


Next a range of tensions is specified. Due to the form of the








Before the calculations can proceed, the parameter y, to be used


in Eq. (15), must be determined. Ideally, a y should be selected to


maximize frequency or specific power output. By analogy to the LMSC
 

approach for the foldout configuration, y should be maximized to minimize


E and, hence, boom weight. Such a maximization could not be implemented


in closed form due to the complexity of the algebraic expressions (see


Appendix D, Section II).


An optimization of y by incremental evaluation for each configura­
tion was considered beyond the scope of this parametric study. First, 
it is noted that the frequency equations are functions of the dimension­
































Now, for the GE rollout 10 kW/wing and 60 kW/wing, n equals 0.80


and 0.61, respectively. Thus, 7 varies from 2.81 for the 10-kW/wing


array to 2.45 for the 60-kW/wing array. For purposes of this parameter


study, the following values were chosen:


n = 0.7 
7 = 2.63 
It should be observed that the V-stiffening has the effect of


tripling the critical buckling load as determined from Eq. (29). This


is due to the end constraints on the boom; thus, the effective values of


n are reduced to 0.27 for the 10-kW/wing array and 0.20 for the 60­

kW/wing array. The effects of V-stiffening on the buckling strength of


the extensible mast is discussed in detail in Ref. 6.


The selection of one value for n for this parametric study is


justified since an extrapolation from existing designs was to be per­

formed, and it is consistent with the approach used in obtaining the


extrapolation for the weight scaling equations of Appendix D.


Having set the value of 7, Eqs. (15) and (16) can be solved for


the bending and torsion frequencies, respectively. It should be noted


that Eq. (15) leads to two real positive roots; the smaller root is used


for the frequency calculation, since it corresponds to a mode shape


.wherein the blanket and the mast are in phase. The larger positive root


corresponds to a mode shape, wherein the blanket and mast move out of


phase. For plotting, a minimum array frequency is chosen from the bend­

ing frequency and the torsion frequency. Checks for boom strength and











The following input constants can 	 be used for the GE rollout array:


Blanket power density 	 0.139 kg/m2


Blanket mass density 	 0.368 kg/m2


Weight contingency factors 	 1.05 for blanket weight, 1.15


for all other components








The output data for the rollout solar array is the same as that


supplied for the foldout. In addition, the clearance between the boom


and the blanket can be obtained.


X. PARAMETRIC DATA PLOTS


This section contains the parameter data plots developed from the


computer programs. The plots exhibiting (a) specific power, kW/kg,


versus solar array frequency, Hz for constant solar array width in


meters, and (b) specific power versus solar array width in meters for


constant solar array frequency are included at the end of this report.


The input parameters have been described in Section IX and in Table 3.


There is one plot for each power level ranging from 10 kW to 80


kW/wing in increments of 5 kW.


The data plots cover a frequency range from 0.005 to 0.05 Hz and


aspect ratios from 4 to 10. The lower frequency bound of the plots, if


higher than 0.005 Hz, is determined by the minimum tension requirement


imposed by the mechanisms. The strength capability ratio was not used in


determining the lower bound of the plots, but is supplied in the detailed


printout for selected configuration in Appendix E. For designs requiring


array frequencies below 0.01 Hz, it is advisable to check the strength


capability ratio. The equations for the boom strength capabilities are


given in Appendix D.


A. FOLDOUT SOLAR ARRAY


For the foldout solar array, the specific power, kW/kg, versus


array frequency is plotted in Figs. 6(a) through 6(o) for constant array


width. For the lower power levels per wing, such as 10 kW/wing, some of











The specific power, kW/kg, versus width in meters is plotted in


Figs. 7(a) through 7(o). Note the discontinuities of some of these


curves for the smaller power levels per wing. This is due to the transi­

tion from an unbroken to broken configuration at 4 meters total width.


B. ROLLOUT SOLAR ARRAY


For the rollout solar array, the specific power, kW/kg, versus
 

array frequency is plotted in Figs. 8(a) through 8(o) for constant array


width. The peculiar change in slope of some of these curves is due to
 

the weight sensitivity of the shaft to the design conditions. At higher


frequencies the shaft is designed for a deflection limitation due to


blanket tension; at lower frequencies the launch loads govern the shaft


design. The latter allows a lower weight shaft.


The unevenness of the curves comes from the negator spring weight,


which is determined from design tables supplied by the manufacturer. The








The specific power, kW/kg, versus width in meters is plotted in
 

Figs. 9(a) through 9(o). Note the change in slope at 4 meters for the


10-kW/wing plot. This is due to the transition from an unbroken to a


broken configuration at 4 meters total width.


XI. TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS


A technical evaluation of the conceptual designs was made only to


the depth to which design details for the two solar array configurations


are available. Such an evaluation was consistent with the accuracy and


scope of the parametric study. The technical evaluation and the discus­

sion of the relative merits have been divided into three major areas:


thermal, structural, and mechanical.


A. THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS 
1. Extendable Booms 
The coilable mast of the foldout solar array is inherently more 
spatially uniform in temperature than the mast of the rollout solar array.


This is because the former "sees" a nearly uniform thermal environment


(space and the rear side of the cell blanket), whereas the latter is


exposed to direct solar irradiation and its temperature distribution is


highly sensitive to geometry and spatial variations in thermo-optical


surface properties. However, with the addition of the astromast thermal














For in-bound missions at a distance less than 0.7 AU, both solar


arrays must be rotated off-normal to the sun in order to avoid over­

heating beyond design temperature limits (and, with silicon solar cell


technology, to get reasonable solar-to-electrical conversion efficiency).


Tilting the solar array does not seem to be a viable option. For


rotated solar arrays the flat single blanket foldout design would tend


to be uniform in temperature. However, on the rollout V-stiffened


design, each half blanket would operate at a different temperature. The


temperature differences grow with decreasing heliocentric distance.


This phenomenon occurs because each half blanket of the GE design


receives a different effective solar irradiance.


Summary of Thermal Considerations
3. 
 
Both solar arrays use essentially the same type of solar cells,


filters, adhesive, coverslides, AR coatings, and substrates and should


be thermally equivalent. This is true if the solar cells are in


intimate thermal contact with the substrate.


This requirement has been met in the rollout solar array blanket


design. In the foldout blanket design, the solar cells are conductively


coupled to the substrate at four contact welds to the interconnects


of the substrate. This leaves a large area of the solar cell surface to


radiate its heat to the substrate. These thermal paths will result in






Assuming thermal equivalent blanket designs, the relative merits


of both solar array configurations are mission dependent with the fold­

out having the advantage for in-bound missions of less than 0.7 AU.


The single blanket design of the foldout solar arrays provides














Disregarding solar cell weight, the foldout solar blanket is


heavier due to the use of support frames. The preliminary investiga­

tions into flatness, excluding the dynamic effects, indicate no


advantage in this heavier construction, even when thermal effects are


included. Both concepts are structurally highly nonlinear, having
 

different sources for this behavior. The nonlinear aspects for the


rollout are probably better understood at this point than the foldout.


Uhich nonlinearity is more cumbersome from a control analysis point of











The extension boom/canister system weight is higher for the


foldout solar array due to: (a) design philosophy, the boom for the


foldout is designed for a constant strain with some volume constraints


rather than for minimum system weight as is done for the rollout; and


(b) the eccentric loading imposed by the blanket tension.


The design philosophy can be changed but the eccentric load is


inherent in the concept and, hence, will result in a heavier boom for








The tip mass for the foldout solar array will always be heavier
 

because the containment box cover is designed for launch loading and
 

not for the cruise configuration. The tip mass has a direct impact on


the solar array frequency. The rollout array tip weight consisting of
 

header and leading edge weight is lighter since the latter design is








The rollout concept with the V-stiffened concept is structurally


very attractive. There is no question that the V-stiffened concept








Both solar arrays, when the width exceeds 4 meters, will require


a folding blanket structure for attaching to the spacecraft for launch.


The folding structure will complicate either design structurally.


There is no evidence that one solar array concept is better than the


other when folding is required.


6. Solar Cell Storage


The foldout concept has a better support method for the solar


cells during launch. The rollout array drum design is potentially more
 

complex since the solar cells have an initial curvature due to the drum


radius. An additional, double curvature, may be induced due to drum


bending moments during launch. A prototype rollout drum assembly has


successfully passed vibration testing, as reported in Ref. 6. The drum








7. Lowest Torsion Mode


The foldout array takes advantage of the boom stiffness in torsion


while the rollout does not, since it has a torsion bearing at the


header. The torsional frequency of the rollout could be raised by


locking the header to the end of the boom after deployment.


-8. Coupling of Bending and Torsion Modes
 

The V-stiffened design inherently produces mast bending in the


torsion mode, thus coupling torsion and inplane boom bending. This


results in more complex dynamic motion of the arrays and, ultimately,


the spacecraft system. The impact on the design of the control system,








9. Boom Design Margins


The boom design margins for the rollout solar array are higher


than for the foldout. The basic reason for this is that the V-stiffening


increases the allowable load due to buckling while the eccentric loading


for the foldout decreases it. The values for P/Pcr for the GE rollout


solar array 10 kW/wing and 60 kW/wing are 0.27 and 0.20, respectively


when the effect of V-stiffening is accounted for. The corresponding


values for the LUSC foldout solar array 12 kW/wing, 30 kW/wing, and


60 kW/wing are 0.29, 0.50, and 0.33, respectively, when the eccentric


load is accounted for.


10. Summary of Structural Considerations


Structurally the rollout design is more weight efficient. Both








1. Slip Ring Assembly


The rollout solar array uses slip rings which are not required for











In the rollout concept, all of the tensioning mechanisms are


contained in the drum. There is no need to run wires along the solar


array. This is a simpler mechanical design than the foldout. Weight­

wise, however, the tensioners for the rollout get voluminous and can be


heavier than those used for the foldout. As far as tensioning mechanisms,








3. 	 Mast Thermal Sleeve


The thermal sleeve proposed for the rollout solar array mast is


mechanically cumbersome. For a one-time deployment, the mechanization


is not difficult, although it adds complexity. It is very difficult,


however, to make a sleeve which will retract reliably.


4. 	 Cover Launch Latch


The rollout solar array has the advantage of not requiring a








The V-stiffness design does have a disadvantage that there are


forces which act to wrinkle the blanket. For static loading this


wrinkling effect was shown to be negligible. The wrinkles resulting


from dynamic excitation have not been investigated.


6. 	 Summary of Mechanisms Considerations


Mechanically, the rollout array is a simpler, more reliable design,








D. 	 SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS


Based on the information gathered from the thermal, structural,


and mechanism evaluations, the following summary statements can be made


in regard to the key merits and limitations of the foldout and rollout


flexible solar array design:


(1) 	 The rollout design has a weight advantage over the foldout


design primarily because of the V-stiffening configuration,


and of the blanket construction.


(2) For in-bound missions, both solar array designs must be


rotated "off normal" to the sun in order to limit the


blanket temperature within the upper design limit. The


blanket design is, therefore, critical to ensure good


thermal radiation to space. (See note in the Summary of


Thermal Considerations.) The rollout design, because of the







(3) 	 The rollout solar array uses a split blanket design to


satisfy the V-stiffening approach. This exposes the solar


array mast to direct solar irradiation and creates undesir­







The temperature gradients are highly dependent on the


geometry and spatial variations of the thermal-optical


surface properties. A sleeve cover over the mast has been


proposed to alleviate the temperature gradient problem.


(4) 	 The rollout solar array requires slip rings to transfer


power from the solar arrays to the spacecraft. Based on


the present state of the art, slip rings of high power
 

capacity have not been qualified.


(5) 	 Mechanically, the rollout solar array is simpler, uses less








(6) 	 In general, the rollout solar array design has some mechan­

ical or performance advantages over the foldout design for


outbound mission applications while the foldout solar array


design has some mechanical or performance advantages over


the rollout design for inbound mission applications,


provided that the blanket design is thermally equivalent








A parametric study to evaluate the effects of mechanical design


parameters on the performance of the flexible low-mass, high-power,


foldout and rollout solar arrays has been conducted, and data plots
 

and computer programs have been generated which can be used as a design


monograph for future designs.


The data plots display (a) specific power in kW/kg versus solar


array frequency for constant solar array width, and (b) specific power


versus solar array width for constant solar array frequency. The data
 

plots developed are for the foldout and rollout solar array designs


being developed by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company for Marshall


Space Flight Center and by General Electric Space Systems for the Jet








Detailed derivations of the equations are included in the


appendixes of this report.


The parametric study required an in-depth study of the developed


and conceptualized foldout and rollout solar array design data, and the


development of additional data and design modifications to strengthen


the credibility of both designs. In the course of the study, a number











This background provided a wealth of information on both solar


array designs which prompted the technical evaluation and discussion of


their relative merits. The evaluation was consistent with the accuracy


and scope of the parametric study and was made only to the depth to
 







The parametric study conducted was a limited view and evaluation


of both solar array designs as candidate power sources for future high­

power, low-mass missions. In the course of this study many assumptions


had to be made. It is important to realize that the data plots and


computer programs generated were based on limited information. Further


analysis is necessary to evaluate and to understand the performance and


the behavior of these solar arrays in the space environment. In addition


to the analysis, some testing of small scale models is recommended for


the verification of the analyses performed.


XIII. IDENTIFICATION OF AREAS FOR FUTURE TECHNOLOGY


This study was limited to an evaluation of two array concepts at


a heliocentric distance of 1 AU. Wherever possible, the equations have








In the course of this investigation many assumptions had to be


made. This section summarizes future technology in two basic categories:


(1) areas of analysis and/or test to substantiate the assumptions, and
 

(2) areas of the technology which were beyond the scope of this effort


but which require additional investigations.


A. 	 AREAS OF TECHNOLOGY FOR VERIFICATION OF ASSUMPTIONS MADE FOR


CALCULATION OF BLANKET FLATNESS


The derivations of the flatness criteria are based on the assumption


of an ideal thin film. The behavior of the actual blanket when sub­

jected to the various disturbances and misalignments discussed in


Appendix B should be investigated. This could best be accomplished using


small 	 scale testing and coupon tests.








In the course of the investigations into the flatness criteria, it


was shown mathematically that it is advantageous to tailor the array


blanket such that its width at the center, perpendicular to the tension,


is somewhat less than at the fixed edges where the tension is applied.


Such a design introduces stresses perpendicular to the direction of


tension and has the effect of counteracting the formation of wrinkles


along the length of the blanket. The amount of such a reduction in






B. 	 AREAS OF ANALYSIS FOR FUTURE SOLAR ARRAY TECHNOLOGY


The following areas of investigation are identified as potential


candidates for advancing the solar array technology:


(1) 	 Dynamic effects on flatness criteria. The effect of the
 

dynamic excitations produced by the control system on the


solar array power loss should be investigated. This effect


is control system and trajectory dependent.


(2) 	 Coupled dynamic and thermal effects on structural integrity.


At small heliocentric distances, the thermal effects on the


degradation will effect frequency and, hence, potentially


the structure/control interaction dynamics as a function of








(3) 	 For Earth orbit applications the possibility of thermal


flutter should be investigated.
 

(4) 	 Extension of parametric study to include other existing


design concepts such as FRUSA.


(5) 	 Design data for the competing concepts using a common solar


cell technology. This study considered the arrays as


originally designed only, namely, the foldout array using a


nominal 66-W/kg cell technology and the rollout array using
 

a 200-W/kg cell technology. Parametric data for other


consistent cell technology for both arrays should be


generated such that the specific power can be directly


comparable between the two.


(6) 	 Analysis of nonlinear effects. The array system is highly


nonlinear. This has been shown to be the case experimentally


for the rollout configuration (Ref. 6.) There is no reason


to believe that the foldout array does not exhibit similar


phenomena, even though no test data is available for this


array. The mechanism for the nonlinearities might be


different due to the different blanket construction.


The effect of such nonlinearities on the structure/controls


interaction should be investigated. A first step would


consist of a piecewise linear analysis as compared to a


nonlinear analysis to verify the importance of these


phenomena. A first step in categorizing the problems of


nonlinear phenomena in solar array is contained in Ref. 6.


(7) 	 Testing methods. Since full scale verification of the solar


array in earth gravity is impractical, an integrated test


and analysis approach will have to be used for the verifi­







The objective of such an integrated approach would be to


maximize the probability of success. Investigations into


the integrated test/analysis verification program should


include feasibility studies for dynamic testing, using a








(8) 	 Moment compensating device. A moment compensating device


for the foldout configurations should be considered. A


saving in the boom weight can be realized by eliminating the


eccentricity on the extension mast. The compensating device


does, however, add complexity and reduces reliability. The


moment compensating device was considered to be beyond the


scope of this study.


(9) 	 Criteria for structure and control interaction. This study


was confined to the use of frequency as a parameter because


guidance and control requirements traditionally have imposed


frequency as a structural design criteria. Frequency in


itself is not necessarily a meaningful criteria. A more


meaningful criteria, for example, might be the effective


mass for a particular normal mode at a given frequency. The


concept of effective mass has been successfully used in load


analyses in the past.


An investigation as to a more meaningful criteria for solar


array 	 control problems'might be beneficial and might lead to
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Figure 6(b). Foldout Array Specific Power vs Frequency, 15 kW/wing 
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Figure 7(h). Foldout Array Specific Power vs Width, 45 kW/wing 
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Figure 9 (g) . Rollout Array Specif ic Power, vs Wi-dth, 40 kw/wing 
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The Appendix contains the basic weight data used in the study. It


is divided into two sections. Section I contains the original array weights


as reported by the conceptual design contractors. The weight as adjusted


to account for the modifications is summarized in Section II.


I. 	 ORIGINAL ARRAY WEIGHTS


1. 	 FOLDOUT ARRAY


The original weight summary for the foldout array is shown in


Tables A-I through A-III for the 12.5, 30, and 60 kW/wing configura­

tion, respectively. These tables are taken directly from References


12 and 13. Table A-I represents a much more detailed weight break­

down than either Table A-II or Table A-III. This reflects the depth


to which the conceptual design studies were conducted. The 12.5 kW/








Also note that contingencies are included in Table A-I, where


the other two configurations contain no contingencies.


2. 	 ROLLOUT ARRAY


The original weight summary for the rollout array is given in


Tables A-IV and A-V for the 10 kW/wing and 60 kW/wing configuration,
















NO. COMPONENT TREE 
 








1.2 Mast Element 
 
2.0 Guide Wire Mechanism 
 
2.1 Wire (31.6 M) (1) 
 
2.2 Negator (2) 
 
2.3 Wire Reel (1) 
 
2.4 Negator Hub (1) 
 
2.5 Negator Reel (2) 
 




2.8 z Panel/Wire Retainer (42) 
 
3.0 Intermediate Tension Mechanism 
 
3.1 Wire (21.7 M) 
 
3.2 Negator (2) 
 
3.3 Wire Reel (1) 
 
3.4 Negator Hub (1) 
 
3.5 Negator Reel (2) 
 




4.0 Full Tension Mechanism 
 
4.1 Wire (I M) 
 
4.2 Negator (4) 
 
4.3 Wire Reel (1) 
 
4.4 Negator Hub (1) 
 
4.5 Negator Reel (4) 
 















































































































































































































.20 .02 1 .02 






.15 .84 1 .84 
Cover Assembly 7.45 .15 8.57 1 8.57 










Preload Distribution Structure (2) 
Load Transfer Swint Links (4) 
Preload Lever Arm (4) 
Tube (1) 
Fittings (2) 
Pivot Pins (12) 
















Pad (1) .13 
Adhesive .21 
TABLE A-I (CONT'D) 	 - 12.5 kW/wing 
ITEM 
 
NO. COMPONENT TREE 
 
8.0 	 Container 
 
Honeycomb Panel (1) 
 
8.1 	 Skin (2) 
 
8.2 	 Core (1) 
 
8.3 	 Edging 
 




9.0 	 Triangular Beam 
 
9.1 	 Skin (2) 
 
9.2 	 Bulkhead (2) 
 
9.3 	 Longeron (3) 
 
9.4 	 Support Fitting (4) 
 
9.4.1 w 	 Fitting (4) 
 
9.4.2 	 Roller (4) 
 
9.4.3 0 	 Pin (4) 
9.5 w 	 Perimeter Shield (1) 
 
9.6 	 Pad (1) 
 
9.7 	 Adhesive 
 
10.0 	 Support Struts 
 
10.1 	 Long (2) 
10.2 	 Medium (2) 
 








































































WEIGHT WITH NO. WEIGHT/


CONT. CONTINGENCY PER MODULE


FACTOR FACTOR (KG) MODULE (KG)


.15 11.62 1 11.62


.15 1.39 1 1.39


TABLE A-I (CONT'D) - 12.5 kW/wing 

ITEM 
NO. COMPONENT TREE 
11.0 Solar Cell Blanket 
11.1 Upper Leader 
11.2 Upper Attach Bar 
11.3 Bottom Tension Dist. Bar 
11.4 Intermediate Tension Dist. Bar 
11.5 Lower Leader 




11.6.2 i Solar Cells (3060) 
11.6.3 P Cover Adhesive (3060) 





Hinge Pin (1) 
Total 





































.05 5.87 1 5.87 
.12 




30 kW/wing PLANAR SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT SUMMARY, 200 W/kg


Component Weight (kg) No. Req'd/Wing 
 

















Blanket Tension & Control 3.4 2 
 
Cover 3.02 2 
 
Container 5.78 2 
 
Blanket Padding 0.03 78 
 
Mast 23.6 1 
 
Tip Fitting 0.7 1 
 
Wing Position Boom 9.0 1 
 
Total Wing Weight 
 






























































































































Total Wing Weight 
 



















































































































Bus Strips .17 
 














Center Support 2.23 
 






Leading Edge (LEM) 1.06 
 




Boom Deployer 3.18 
 
Tension Motor .60 
 




5% Tolerance & Contingency 
 
Total Weight Estimate 
 














































































































































































































































































MASS CONTINGENCY (15%) 
 





MASS (KG) PER WING 
 
6








































= 271.6 kg 
= 223.5"WATTS/kg 












































































SPECIFIC POWER (WITH CONTIN.) = 194.5 WATTS/kg








The weights for the foldout array have been adjusted to


account for the minor modifications in the conceptual designs made by


JPL. These weights for the three power levels are shown in Tables A-VI








Tables A-IX and A-X contain the weight breakdown for the




















Support Truss 1.21 
Interconnect Harness 5.59 
Box Cover 4.5 
Cover Latch 0.90 
Mast Tip Fitting 0.73 
Tension Transfer Mechanism 0.02 
Full Tension Mechanism .64 
Intermediate Tension Mechanism 3.0 
Guide Wire Tension Mechanism 1.48 
Mast 15.73 
Mast Canister 16.31 
Miscellaneous Hardware 0.9 
TOTAL 174.29 
TABLE A-VII 
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR THE FOLDOUT UNBROKEN ARRAY 




Support Struts 1.63 
Interconnect Harness 11.18 
Box Cover 9.01 
Cover Latch 1.79 
Mast Tip Fitting 0.87 
Tension Transfer Mechanism .04 
Full Tension Mechanism .75 
Intermediate Tension Mechanism 1.48 
Guide Wire Tension Mechanism .50 
Mast 5.0 
Mast Canister 4.7 








WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR THE FOLDOUT BROKEN ARRAY






Support Struts 2.48 
Interconnect Harness 22.36 
Box Cover 18.15 
Cover Latch 2.41 
Box Hinges & Latches 2.56 
Post Deploy Cover Latch .14 
Mast Tip Fitting 1.35 
Tension Transfer Mechanism .05 
Full Tension Mechanism .95 
Intermediate Tension Mechanism .68 
Guide Wire Tension Mechanism 5.12 
Box Deployment Device .005 Torque (in lbs.) 
Mast 20.6 
Mast Canister 12.1 



























Center Support 2.23 
Mast 1.07 
Header 0.77 
Leading Edge 2.12 
End Strip 0.20 
Misc. Hardware 0.50 
Mast Canister 3.18 
Tension Motor 1.50 








WEIGHT BREAKDOWN FOR THE BROKEN














Center Support 8.92 
Mast 36.40 
Header 1.98 
Leading Edge 1.96 
Misc. Hardware .50 
Mast Canister 31.00 
Tension Motor 23.6 
Mast Sleeve 3.49 
Drum Deployment Hinges & Structure & Lock 1.41 
Drum Deployment Mechanism 1.56 
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INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE DEFINITION OF FLATNESS CRITERIA


This appendix contains the mathematical derivations for the flatness criteria


and the associated power loss. Since several investigators have pursued flatness


criteria,the appendix is divided into several sections summarizing the findings


of each. The sections are self-contained, and the subject matter of some of the


investigations overlap. The assumptions in some derivations differ slightly.


The conclusionsof all these investigations agree however that at 1 AU the esti­

mated power loss due to an out of flatness of the array is negligible.


Where applicable the equations are derived as a function of temperature and


can be used to evaluate out-of-flatness and power loss at various distances from


the sun once the array temperatures are known.


The following subjects are treated in the appendix.


Section I On the Flatness of Thin Films 
Section II Flatness Criteria for Solar Arrays 
Section III Blanket Out-of-Flatness due to Boom Thermal Distortion 
Since the subject of flatness in solar arrays has apparently not been sys­

tematically evaluated,the material presented in this appendix is considered to be


a first step or a basis for further investigations, especially in the area of


dynamics of very low frequency structures on the effect on power loss. This


subject was not addressed in the parametric study. Some preliminary investiga­
































The effect of out-of-flatness of thin films on the power loss of solar


arrays is examined. The out-of-flatness is assumed to be caused by a gravity


field, uniform pressure loading, or thermal loads as well as film wrinkling due








The derivation of the equations relating power loss to the various causes of


film non-uniformity is based on some simplified assumptions which are clearly


stated. An ideal thin film is assumed throughout all derivations.


1. The Cause of the Formation of Wrinkles in Thin Films


It can be shown, Ref. 18 and 19, that wrinkles in thin films appear as a


result of film instability. The direction of the wrinkles run orthogonal to the
 







Analytically this condition can be expressed as







where Ti1 T1 2, and T22 define the stress field of the film. Equation (Bi) is








thickness). This limitation makes it impossible to study the internal geometry


of the wrinkles within the framework of the model for an ideal film. This type


of model does allow the introduction of the following relationship:


h = max (1,1-sO ) , 0 < 0 (B2) 
IV 
where h is the relative average bulge of the film as a result of the compression, 
and aO is the principal deformation (strain) of compression. This relationship 














= if E0 > 0 
= i - C0 if-s0 < 0 
2. The Internal Geometry of Wrinkles


The internal geometry of wrinkling can be studied by considering the finite


thickness of the film, Figure B3. Then the effective angle of the wrinkled zone


can be determined from the relationship


tan a = h -1 (B4) 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 















cos a = 1 i - 5 (B6) 
i+ r 002 2 
1+ 6_ 
(14CO)2 
The cosine of the effective angle a which defines the loss of solar energy 
is expressed by means of the film deformation e0 and subsequently can be intro­




According to Lambert's cosine law the loss of ray energy absorbed by the


surface is proportional to the expression







where 4 is the angle between the ray and the normal to the surface. 
Assuming that in the ideal theoretical case rays fall normal to the plane of


the solar array we can introduce the criterion of flatness from the energy loss


point of view as


fE = i - cos 4 (gl,g2 )] da (B8) 
where a is the surface area of the array and g1 ' g2 are coordinates defining the 
location of a point on that array surface. Equation (B8) is valid provided the 
solar flux is uniform at the surface. The function 4 (g1 ,g2 ) is obtained from 
the solution of the equations of equilibrium of the film.


It is advantageous to divide the surface of the films into regions






a" is the surface with curvature but without wrinkles


aF is the surface with wrinkles but without curvature
























= = arccos 1 - I s 0 (BII) 
and using Equation (B9)


r..= + a (B12) 
Hence, using Equation (B8)


E=- a2 (glg 2 ) d& + 0 2 da"{f f 
(B13) f+ [(g'g) + E0 (g1,g2 I da } 
Furthermore it can be shown that S and 0 depend on the tension T, the change in 
temperature AG and the installation accuracy T.hus we have 
E = f(T,A6,C) (B14)


The requirement to minimize the energy loss, E,leads to the requirement to


optimize the parameters T, A6, and C according to Equation (B14).


This optimization will be developed in the following sections.


4. Smooth Thin Film in a Gravity Field








y = -g x (x-b) , z = 0 (AB=b) (B15) 
2T0 
where T is the tension, b is the fih length, pis the film density and g is the








UNIFORM PRESSUREy 11111 
IACCELERATION 
Figure B5. 	 Thin Film Subjected to Uniform Pressure and Acceleration 
Loading Perpendicular to Plane of the Film 
Equation (BI5) is valid for T0 >> pgb. The following relationships can be 
deduced from Equation (B15): 
tan -	 (2x-b) 	 (B16) 
2=1 - cos [,9-Pg(2x-b) 	 (B17) 
2P292 2 







E= 1 ( P)2 
Consequently the loss of energy is inversely proportional to the square of the











is an expression of the flatness criterion for a smooth film in a gravity field


or any other uniform loading such as solar pressure. Figure B6 shows a plot of


Eversus the dimensionless parameter T0/P for the range of interest.


The criterion can be expressed in other forms. If the film length Z is
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E= 2 ib) (B20) 









Then according to Equation (B20) on6 obtains


(B22)s'-1 + a Ae 1 
Consequently a temperature increase reduces the efficiency of the film


surface if the slack due to thermal expansion is not compensated for. The most


pronounced reduction in power occurs at small (9/b - 1) and Ae. Note that in the


case considered above the flatness can be restored by compensating for the slack


which was caused by film elongation. Since most solar arrays contain a constant


tension device,the above case is only of interest if the device should fail and


the distance between supports is kept constant. Figures B7(a) and B7(b) show the






curves have been generated for Kapton film, a = 2 x 10- in/in/0 C, and are repre­

sentative of solar array strains with E = 0.43 x 106 lb/in 2 for Kapton.


If it is assumed that the heat flux is non-uniform across the width of the
 

film, 6, then the elongations can be approximated by


Az = Ae0- (B23) 
Neglecting the effect of local transverse tension which can appear halfway


across the width as a result of the formation of double curvature and which is


exactly zero at the film edge, one concludes that the principal direction of the
 

longitudinal tension is not changed. In this case Equation (B19) is applicable
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Power loss as a function of temperature variation across the film width is shown


in Figure B7(c) for Kapton film.









 - - Ae0 	 (B25) 
In contrast to the previous case, however, the loss of power cannot be cor­

rected by increasing the tension since the latter is not uniform.


5 .0 I I I I I I I I i I i I i i i 
KAPTON FILM 
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Figure B7(c). 	 Effect of Temperature Variation Across








5. 	 Wrinkled Film in a Gravity Field


a) 	 Non-Uniform Tension across the Film Width


It wi-ll be assumed that the tension varies along the width linearly,


T=T + AT z 	 (B26)0 6 
The shape of the film depends only on the highest tension value TV due to the


assumption that the film extension is negligible. If any tension value T(z)


would determine the shape of any line z = constant,the film would have double


curvaturewhich is in contradiction of the original assumption that the Gauss 






Hence the length of the film is defined by


P, = b 1 + P b I + 12T +A (B27)
1+~2 12i.AT0 + 
AT) 
The contraction of the lines z = constant can be written in the 
following form 
0 = 	 AT Z - 1) (B28)













The power loss as a function of tension variation across the film width is


plotted in Figure B8.


b) Variable Angle of Gravity Vector to Blanket Surface


First the extreme case will be considered wherein the gravity vector


is in the plane of the film perpendicular to the length of the film. This case


is illustrated in Figure B9.


It can be shown that as a first approximation the lines of direction


for the principal tension can be considered as free threads and equations (B15)









60 Co - Pgo (2x-b) 	 (B30)

= cos 0-1 = - [~ 2-) 	 BO 
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Figure B9. 	 Thin Film Subjected to Acceleration Loading in


the Plane of the Film


and using Equation (B13)
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(B31)E = t f 	 To (2x-b) dx-
Now the more general case when the gravity vector slopes to a line along the















E=-L -L- cos y + 0 - sin y 










/ 	 ACCELERATION 
Figure B1O. 	 Thin Film Subjected to Acceleration Loading at Angle


to the Plane of the Film
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c) 	 Non-Parallel In-Plane Supports


If the supports are assumed to be non-parallel in the plane of the


film 	 by an angle A,contraction at the edge of the film will occur, Figure B12.


This 	 can be defined by


0 = _x2 	 (B33) 




E2 J 4 xb 2 dx 2­ 6


















/ 	 / 
Figure B12. 	 Deformation of Thin Film Due to Non-Parallel Supports
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d) Non-Parallel Out of Plane Support (Film Tension)


Next a misalignment by a relative rotation, Q, of the supports out of


plane of the film will be considered, Figure B14. Then,


Q X (B35) 
b 
and the contraction along the Z-axis is given by


s0 2= (Q) (B36) 
and using Equation (B13) 
+
-L 0 t 21)fbd 	 (B37) 
The power loss as a function of film twist angle is plotted in Figure B15. 
WRINKLED ZONES 
Z 
Figure B14. 	 Deformation of Thin Film due to Non-Parallel Supports
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Figure B15. 	 Power Loss as a Function of Non-Parallel


Out of Plane Supports


e) Parallel Shift between Supports


The film is subjected to pure shear by an in-plane relative linear


displacement of the supports. See Figures B16 and B17.


It can be shown that such a shear deformation is equivalent to an


extension 6 along AB (X = 450)


E = X (2 - V-) 	 (B38) 
and a corresponding contraction s0 in a direction orthogonal to AB
 

E0 = ( 2 	 - 2) 	 (B39) 
Since the edges of the film are free,two stress regimes are formed:
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A 
Figure B16. 	 Effect of Parallel Shifts Between Supports on


Deformation of Thin Film
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Effect of Parallel Shifts Between Supports on
Figure B17. 
 






Performing a simple geometric transformation the width of the stressed


zone CD can be evaluated as follows:


CD=A = + b ( 1-i) A >1 (B40)b


The fraction of the area which is stressed is given by


:- + (B41) 









= co - + 1 0.18 x2 + 1 (B42)E- = 2 (342)


For sufficiently long (high aspect ratio) films the stressed area degenerates


into a line (A = 0, c' = 0).


If /b > O,we arrive at the situation shown in Figure B17. Only the


diagonal will be under tension. The other areas will be slack. The contraction


of the slack area in the direction TD can be evaluated by the following:


2s0 =-b + (6-b, )2. b6o-- +(6-b ) 1 bBS3) =
 B3 2 2










A plot of the power loss as a function of parallel shifts of the supports for
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Figure B18. Power Loss as a Function Of Parallel Shift Between Supports
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6. Formulation of the Flatness Criteria


Summarizing the results of the previous sections the following requirements


on the film parameters can be defined:


os y + eo) i 
+ P sin y +-2 + R (B45) 
+ 0o2 2 < o






































1. 	 Local Effects


A thin membrane mounted on a rigid frame will be considered. The


membrane deforms due to the loads applied on its surface.


2. 	 Global Effects


The entire solar array will be considered as a membrane whose stiff­

ness is provided by the tension applied at the edges. Due to the








3. 	 Manufacturing Effects


The effects of initial out-of-flatness to the deformation due to


external loads will be considered.


4. 	 Thermal Effects


Due to the temperature gradient, AT, the membrane will expand. The


in-plane expansion will cause out-of-plane slacks once the external


load is applied. The relationship between the temperature gradient
 

AT and the resulting out-of-plane deformation will be obtained.


In all three cases, the external loading is due to the steady state


(constant) acceleration and/or the solar pressure. The loading is assumed to


be normal to the membrane surface.


The effects of the out-of-flatness are related to the efficiency of the


















W (X, y) 
Figure B19. Membrane Schematic


w(x,y) = w0 h sin -1- sin = out-of-plane deformation 
q' (B46)w = 0.643 th4

h = membrane thickness


a = panel length


b = panel width


q = external loads normal to the surface
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Figure B20(a). Non-Dimensional Deflection and Efficiency - Local Effects


Example: Foldout Array Panel by LMSC


a = 157.5 in.





E = 4.3 x 105 psi

p = 1.27 x 10 - 3 lb/in?





 q = p Acc. = 1.27 x 10 lb/in. 
- 8
_qb =1.27 x 10 6 x 29.78 - 8.796 x 10­
5 3
Eh 4.3 x 10 x 10 ­
3 










__ / y b \qiA" -2
­max -2.02 = .170 x 10 
-. 10
=q' = 8.980 x 
max y4 + i 
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Figure B21. Non-Dimensional Efficiency - Global Effects 
Example: For the LMSC Foldout Array


a = 157.5 in.






 q = 1.27 x 10- psi

















Initial out-of-flatness may exist due to the manufacturing defects. These


effects will be expressed mathematically as the initial deflections normal to


the surface, w 0 (x,y), which is a function of the surface coordinates x, y.
 

Next', it will be assumed that the initial deflection w0 (x,y) can be








w0(x,y) =Z Z A sin ( sin 	 (B49)i(f)0mu n (MaIx bi 
Due to the nature of the external loading on the membrane the first term in the
 

series (m = n = 1) is the most important term; therefore,


w0 (x,,y) I A0 sin (In )sin 	 (() 	 (B50) 
Again the deflection due to the external loading will be expressed as 
w(x,y) = A sin ( ) sin (3) (351) 
The efficiency is defined as: 
Efficiency = cos (xima) " o (y 	 (B52)2ax0 mJx [omax]
3y 

1.00 	 I I 
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Figure 322. Non-Diimensional Efficiency - Manufacturing Effects 
4. 	 Thermal Effects 
The out-of-plane deflection will be assumed as 
w(x,y) = A sin ( sin 	 (B53) 
B-31 
The area of the deformed surface is 
Area 
0 
a f!0awI + x 0 [ ) b/\/11/2 +(.,w dx dy (B54) 
S 0 albj j [ 1 + 2 + ()+ 2]1/2 a­ dx dy (B5 5) 
Aer 
f b [ I+reaL 
2 
223 
=ab +4 (ra atb ) A2 
However, the a ea due to in-plane thermal expansion 
Area = (1-4-cAT)a * (1-laAT)b =(1-4-cAT) 2 at 
Let 
Area = Area 
A r (a2+ /a VaAT 
is 








4b 	 @W 4a(B60)ay -- aAT(B60) 
3aix T 2 Imax2+ 
a = 157.5 in. 

b = 29.78 in. 

5
= 2.0 x 10- in/in/ 0 C 
AT 0 C 1 2 5 10 20 50 100


Zn (AT) 	 0 0.6932 1.6094 2.3026 2.9957 3.9120 4.6052









01.0 	 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
Ln (AT) 
1.0 	 2.7183 7.3891 20.086 54.6 148.4 
AT (°C) 









Figure B24. Membrane Schematic


The well-known Von Karman large deflection plate equation will be used.


DV2w = q +-- F 2-2 ~
 +xy
2F  













2 2 2 
= x2 + y2 = Harmonic operator (B63) 
ax2 ay2 
w = deflection in z-direction (normal to the membrane surface)


B = Modulus of elasticity 
h = Membrane thickness


q = External loading normal to the surface







N Nx 2F2 'N=- 32F- N ~
2F
 
X Dy2 ;X2 XY axay











D = = bending rigidity where v is the Poisson's ratio. 
12 (1-v2) 
Because of the thinness of the membrane, it will be assumed that D 'u 0. 
Equations (B61) and (B62) are nonlinear in nature; therefore,only the


approximate solutions will be sought. The Galerkin's procedure will be used to


obtain the approximate solution. Let


w(xy) = A sin sin 	 ( 
Note: Equation (B64) satisfies the boundary conditions.


Substituting Equation (B64) into Equation (B62), one obtains







Eh 	a A ~=- 2 62 , Ehb (B 6)
b2 232 ' 32 a
 
Next, substituting Equations (B64) and (B65) into Equation (B61), one obtains:


q + 	 a--F [a cos + s cos (2) A sin (2a sin (v). = 0 (B67) 




sn 	 k sin (B68) 
and integrated over the entire surface.

















A = W h, and






= 0.643 (i h) 1 	 (B70) 






w(x,y) = w0 (x,y) + w(x,y) 	 (B71) 






Co 	 Q 
w AXYvi( () ~ sin 	 sina 	 (B72)


m--l 	 n=l 
w(x,y) = A sin (2iX) sin (T) 	 (B73) 
Equation (B72) assumes that the initial imperfection can be expanded into a


double Fourier series. In view of the deflection shape as expressed by


Equation (B73) and because of the orthogonality condition, the dominating term








w0(x,y ) 2 A0 sin(v) sin (-a.'y 	 (B74) 
Upon 	 substitution of Equations (B73) and (B74) into (B62), the stress


function can be obtained as







Eh a2A+A Eh b 
2 
E- 2 
2b--! - j (A0+A) (B76) 
aT2b a





+ 3Ao 2 + 2AoA - 0.2663 1 qb - = 0 (B77)
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X 0.2663 qb4
y4+1 = 0Eh 4 
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BLANKETOU-T-OF-F-LATNESS-DUE TO -BOOM THERMAL DISTORTION 
An estimate of the effect of boom longeron differential temperature on
 

blanket out-of-flatness will be made.







Figure B26. Undeformed Lattice Boom









Assume that longerons B and C are at a uniform higher temperature and


longeron A is at a lower temperature and that the temperature difference is at










Figure B27. Deformed Lattice Boom


Let r be the radius of the beam at the neutral axis and y be the angle the


blanket deflects from the undeformed position.













2 2 // 
Figure B28. Geometry of Deformed Boom 
£ = (r-ah) 6 (B83) 
£ + At = (r+bh) 6 (B84) 
from (B83) and (B84) 
r - (Z+aAP)h (B85) 
= At(Z+aAZ) h (B86) 
At = £ AT (B87) 
At a Z0 AT 
S A 0 (388)





0 < a < 1 Z+ aAzP 0






Equation (B89) relates the angular displacement of the blanket to the differen­

tial temperature of the boom for an unloaded blanket. Since the boom is sub­








 FBT sin y (B90)
 






and the additional angle introduced by beam deflection can be derived from the


force deflection characteristics for the out-of-plane boom/blanket combination


f= 3EI FBT) 
(3 8 0 u (B92) 
0 















u £ y FBT 
y £ 2 02 (B94)
0 24EI - FBT P0 
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the total blanket deflection due to thermal deformation is then


YT 0.304 - 0.125 jj 2h 





/.0.304 + 0.875 Ti 0 1AT02) 
YT \0.304 - 0.125 T 3R 





E = 1 - cos YT 
 
The above derivation neglects any out-of-plane stiffness due to the cant


angle and is hence conservative giving what is believed to be an upper bound on YT


The LMSC foldout concept has an





eccentric loading on the mast. The above derivation should again give a 
conservative estimate since the thermal distortion, which is much smaller than 
that for the GE boom, tends to compensate for the boom eccentric loading. 
Figure B29 shows- the variation in degrees as a function of the dimensionless 
parameter a Z0 AT/3R for typical values of interest. 




a= 2.9 x 10 6 in./in./C


10C < AT < 300C












1-10-1 LSC 12.5 kWiWING" 
m / LMSC 30 &60 kW/WING 
~GE 60 kWiWING 
G/E 10 kW/WING 
1000 










APPLICATION TO EXISTING DESIGNS






EI = 1.854 x 105 lb-in. 
k = 677 in. 
AT = 110C 
R = 2.5 in. 
















Y 1.42 x 10 2 rad = 0.81 deg 





EI = 52 x 106 lb-in2







R = 10 in. 
B-45 








10 = 2.42 x 10 - 3 
3R 
-
YT= 8.90 x 10 3 rad = 0.51 deg 
-5E = 4.0 x 10 






El = 22 x 106 lb/in.








R = 7.5 in.


Load = 22 1b













YT= 1.50 x 10- 3 rad = 0.09 deg 




El = 1.52 x 106 lb-in? 
k = 1257 in.


AT = 60c 
R = 3.5 in. 
Load = 3 lb












k0 2.08 x 10 - 3 
3R 
3 rad = 0.27 degT= 4.59 x 10
-
E= 1.1 x 10-
5 
60 kw/wing 
El = 9.95 x 106 lb-in. 







R = 5.5 in. 
Load = 5 lb 
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The thermal analyses performed in support of this study were aimed at


providing temperature level and distribution of the extensible array boom ele­

ments and of the solar array cell blankets. While the current study focuses on


array performance at a heliocentric distance of 1 AU, the thermal studies were


extended to cover 0.3 to 0.5 AU.


I. 	 THERMAL ANALYSES OF THE EXTENSIBLE BOOMS


1. 	 Boom Temperature Level as a Function of Heliocentric Distance for the


LMSC Foldout Solar Array


In the LMSC solar array design, the extensible boom is shaded from the sun


by the solar cell blanket as shown in Figure Cl. So, the boom's primary thermal


radiative couplings are with the anti-sun side of the solar array and cold, black


space. Furthermore, since any given mast element (e.g., longeron, batten, etc.)


is physically close to the very large solar array, its geometric form factor to


the array is, to first order, 1/2. Consequently, if end effects are ignored,


only minor temperature deviations between elements would be expected. For these


conditions, the energy balance for element i becomes: ,






T - absolute temperature


, - Hottel script-F











a - array substrate (anti-sun side of solar cell blanket)









S" + 5. + 3i 
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e.c F. = s. (1/2),1, a i a i,a






T4 a 4 
T. = -T 	 (C2)3.2 a 
The LMSC solar cell is qualified only up to 1400C. This establishes the upper


limit for Ta which will probably be achieved by off-sun rotation of the array at


small heliocentric distances. Temperatures of the solar array substrate (made


of Kapton with 6a = 0.74) at 1 and 5 AU are about 46 and -13lC, respectively.


With 	 the aid of Equation (C2), the mast element temperature level is no greater








2. 	 Boom Temperature Level as a Function of Heliocentric Distance for the


GE Rollout Solar Array


A cursory thermal analysis indicated the advisability of covering the GE


rollout array boom with a thermal sleeve to avoid significant temperature non­










The thermal effect of covering the GE solar array mast with a 1 mil thick,


aluminized Teflon sleeve for the purpose of avoiding significant temperature


non-uniformity was investigated. It was concluded that temperature differences
 

between mast longerons (which affect mast straightness) could be limited to 200C


or less over the heliocentric distance range of 0.3 to 5 AU. Much larger tem­

perature differences could potentially occur if no sleeve were used.


a. 	 Introduction. One of the concerns in the design of large scale, high
 

power/low mass (flimsy) solar arrays is the potential for thermally induced dis­

tortion of the array deployment boom, To the extent that boom straightness


determines the shape of the cell blanket, boom distortion results in loss of


electrical power delivered by the array. From this point of view, temperature








A number of factors can produce temperature non-uniformities in the GE,


V-stiffened rollup array boom (see Figure C2). First, the boom is exposed to


direct solar irradiation. Consequently, spatial variations in surface radiation


properties a and 6 can lead to significant temperature non-uniformity ­

particularly at small heliocentric distances (e.g., 0.3 AU) where solar fluxes are


extremely high. A second consideration is the sensitivity to geometric position


of a mast -longeron since this determines its "view" of cold, black space. it can


be shown that such view factors to space can vary from about 0.5 to nearly 1 with


relatively minor positional changes. Translated into thermal consequences, if 
for example a = 0.2 and s = 0.85, temperature differences between longerons may 
exceed 50%0 at 0.3 AU due to this effect alone. The third and potentially most


severe factor is partial solar shading of the mast which, at small heliocentric


distances, can cause temperature differences exceeding 1000C.


In an attempt to arrive at a design modification which would reduce poten­

tial temperature differences between longerons, a proposal has been made to con­

sider enclosing the mast in a cylindrical sleeve made of a I mil, aluminized


Teflon film which could be deployed simultaneously with the solar cell blanket.


This section documents the thermal analysis of that concept.


b. Analysis. Since the sleeve is a very thin plastic, circumferential
 

conduction is negligible.* For the sake of simplification, the sleeve is assumed


to have an unobscured view of space and its inside surface is assumed to have a


high emittance coating. The sleeve then provides the radiative thermal environ­

ment which the longerons "see" and which determines their temperatures. Con­

versely, however, the longerons influence the sleeve temperature distribution in


a negligible manner. Under these circumstances, the heat balance for the sleeve,



















a - Stefan-Boltzmann constant


T - absolute temperature








% - extraterrestrial solar irradiance @ 1 AU
 

6 - heliocentric distance


V- Hottel script - F


F - form factor


i - inside surface


o-outside surface subscripts 
*The aluminum film,typically only 1000-2000 A thick, 0 does not provide a 
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Equation (C3) was solved by the method of Fourier Series (Reference 22). 
Note that the temperature distribution must be an even function of 6 about 6 = 0. 
Thus, it was assumed that 
a0 












Since 6i 1, it follows that &dA,dA' = Si2 FdA,dA' and Hottell's crossed­

strings technique can be used to deduce the form factor


FdA,dA' = sin (2'd ' I-
When these relationships were introduced and the Fourier coefficients an and bn








T4(0) = 	aS [1 1 1 cos 0 
062 _±i2 + 2j 
/1 j(M4)+ 2 -~ os (2m e)
=7r (4m2_1) +8i+8 2/(16m21) 
where m = 	 2n. 
With the aid of Equation (C4), the corresponding temperature T1 of a












Referring to Figure C4, the heat balance for the longeron is:




























T = f T4 (0) (C6) 






rsiny = sin (y - 0 + 0. (07) 
Equation (C6) was numerically integrated using equations (C4) and (07) as a


function of heliocentric distance assuming


a = 0.161 1 mil silvered Teflon.






and r/R = 0.95.


The results, given in Table C-I below, relate to longerons placed at


= ±60 and 1800 for which temperature differences are minimum* (less than half 
that for 4 = 0 and ±120'). The 20CC maximum temperature difference predicted is 
substantially less than that which could potentially occur without the sleeve in






required at heliocentric distances less than about 0.7 AU. 
 
would tend to increase the longeron temperature differences, further study may


show that a judicious choice of coating on the inner sleeve surface may more than


compensate for this effect.








Table C-I. Longeron Maximum Temperature Level and Difference











Mean Longeron Maximum Temperature







(AU) Level (C ) 	 (0C)


0.3 128.6 	 20.0


0.4 74.8 	 17.2


0.5 	 38.1 15.4


0.6 10.9 	 14.1


0.7 -10.1 	 13.0


0.8 -27.2 	 12.2


0.9 -41.2 	 11.5


1.0 -53.1 	 10.9


2.0 -117.5 	 7.7


3.0 -146.1 	 6.3


4.0 -163.1 	 5.5


5.0 -174.7 	 4.9 
c. Conclusions. Temperature differences between mast longerons in the


GE, V-stiffened rollup solar array configuration can be limited to 200C or less


over a heliocentric distance range of 0.3 to 5 AU by the use of a 1 mil alumin­

ized Teflon sleeve which covers the mast.


II. 	 THERMAL ANALYSES OF THE SOLAR ARRAY BLANKETS


This section deals with the solar cell blanket temperature level as related


to thermal control and deviation resulting from non-flatness. It also discusses














a. Analysis. The quasi-equilibrium temperature of an LMSC solar cell


blanket or GE half blanket is given by solution of its energy balance equation


(a-fn) -2 cos 6 = a(e +s )T4 	 (C8)


6 2 a b


for the variable T where















n - cell conversion efficiency at maximum power point


a - cell temperature coefficient


T - absolute temperature


f - cell packing factor


So- extraterrestrial solar irradiance @ 1 AU


6 - heliocentric distance


8 - cell blanket local solar angle of incidence


a - Stefan-Boltzmann constant


a - front (i.e., solar illuminated) side


b - back side subscripts


o - reference (To = 280C)


b. Cell Blanket Temperature Control. Of particular significant in this


study is the solar angle of incidence 8 on which the value of T is dependent.


According to current strategy, 6 is nominally maintained at zero for the LMSC


cell blanket or ±y (the V-stiffening angle) for the GE half blankets. However,


as heliocentric distance decreases, blanket temperature increases and, at some


critical distance 6., the blanket temperature reaches its design limit. In order


not to exceed this temperature for further heliocentric distance decreases, the


array is rotated about its mast axis off-sun by an angle Or, where


-6 = = cos 1 (6/6 )2 for LMSC (Cl0) 
-

r = y + = + cos 1 [(/6c)2 cos y] for GE (Cil) 




With respect to the LMSC array, the rotation of equation (C0) produces a simple


result. The cell blanket merely remains at a fixed temperature as the heliocen­

tric distance decreases. However, two very important points must be addressed


relative to the GE array. First, because of the V-stiffened design, any array


rotation leads to unequal solar angles of incidence of the two half blankets and,


thus, temperature level differences between them. Since electrical characteris­

tics of solar cells are temperature dependent, the result is an electrical mis­

match between the half blankets. The second and perhaps most serious concern is


one of a potential for instability in array rotation in the neighborhood of 6c

. 
It is clear that for 6 < 6 , = 0. However, at the instant that 6 exceeds 6e 
by an infinitesimal amount, equation (CII) shows that Or = 2y. Depending upon 






a maximum at Or = y before returning to its value before rotation at r = 2y


(the other half blanket temperature strictly decreases with Or). If the or con­

trol logic were based solely on the output of a blanket temperature transducer,


the array might be driven into mechanical fibrillation.


c. Cell Blanket Temperature Deviations. Because the LMSC cell blankets,


or GE half blankets, cannot be made perfectly flat, there will be spatial varia­

tions of the solar angle of incidence resulting in spatial temperature deviations.


d. Results. The data in Tables C-If through C-IV were generated using


equations (C8) through (Cll) for the following parameter values:


Parameter LMSC 	 GE







b 0.74 	 0.74 
f 0.9 	 0.9


Ti 11.4% 	 12%






y 	 Not Applicable 3' or 8'


Required angle of rotation 8r, cell blanket temperature T, and temperature


deviations AT+ = T(e+Ae) - T(6) and AT- F T(O-A8) - T(O) are given as a function


of heliocentric distance 6. These data show that temperature deviations are less


than 40C for 6 < 6c, even for AO = +100. But, when array rotation is performed,

IAT+j and FAT-I increase drastically as Or increases unless the blankets are


almost perfectly flat. Indeed, even with perfectly flat blankets, Table C-IV


shows that the GE V-stiffened array with y = 80 cannot provide any electrical


power at 0.3 AU since the 0r required to limit the cell temperature to 1200C on


the temperature limited half blanket would cause one half blanket to shade the


other and no cells would be illuminated.







are not severe. But, for missions during which 6 < c, flatness becomes
















6 0r T A0 (deg) 
(AU) (deg) (0C) .1 .5 1 2 5 10 
-.81 -4.08 -8.28 -17.07 -47.38 -122.38 
.3 76.41 140.00 .80 3.97 7.83 15.26 35.52 64.09 
-.42 -2.13 -4.31 - 8.77 -23.23 - 51.58 
.4 65.31 140.00 .42 2.10 4.16 8.17 19.46 36.04 
FI 
-.23 -1.14 -2.29 - 4.65 -12.17 - 26.30 
.5 49.26 140.00 .23 1.12 2.22 4.38 10.49 19.52 
-.07 - .36 - .73 - 1.49 - 4.00 - 8.98 
.6 19.97 140.00 .07 .35 .69 1.34 3.07 5.25 
0.00 0.00 - .02 - .06 - .40 - 1.59 
.7 0 113.49 0.00 0.00 - .02 - .06 - .40 - 1.59 
0.00 0.00 - .01 - .06 - .37 - 1.47 
.8 0 86.77 0.00 0.00 - .01 - .06 - .37 - 1.47 
0.00 0.00 - .01 - .05 - .34 - 1.38 
.9 0 64.80 0.00 0.00 - .01 - .05 - .34 - 1.38 
0.00 0.00 - .01 - .05 - .32 - 1.30 
1 0 46.35 0.00 0.00 - .01 - .05 - .32 - 1.30 
0.00 0.00 - .01 - .03 - .21 - .86 
2 0 - 48.02 0.00 0.00 - .01 - .03 - .21 - .86 
0.00 0.00 - .01 - .03 - .18 - .70 
3 0 - 89.33 0.00 0.00 - .01 - .03 - .18 - .70 
0.00 0.00 - .01 - .02 - .15 - .61 
4 0 -113.96 0.00 0.00 - .01 - .02 - .15 - .61 
0.00 0.00 - .01 - .02 - .14 - .54 










6 r T AS (deg) 
(AU) (deg) (Cc) .1 .5 1 2 5 10 
-1.04 -5.29 -10.79 -22.53 - Shaded 
.3 83.16 120.00 1.03 5.09 10.00 19.32 
- .57 -2.85 - 5.77 -11.83 -32.01 -75.81 
.4 75.32 120.00 .56 2.79 5.52 10.80 25.41 46.42 
- .33 -1.68 - 3.39 - 6.90 -18.18 -40.10 
.5 64.67 120.00 .33 1.65 3.28 6.46 15.40 28.60 
- .19 - .97 - 1.95 - 3.96 -10.36 -22.39 
.6 49.90 120.00 .19 .95 1.89 3.73 8.92 16.56 
- .07 - .36 - .73 - 1.49 - 3.99 - 8.91 
.7 24.56 120.00 .07 .35 .69 1.35 3.12 5.40 
.01 .04 .07 .12 .07 - .60 
.8 0 100.35 - .01 - .05 - .10 - .24 - .82 - 2.39 
.01 .04 .07 .11 .07 - .56 
.9 0 78.00 - .01 - .05 - .10 - .22 - .77 - 2.25 
.01 .04 .07 .11 .07 - .53 
1 0 59.29 - .01 - .04 - .09 - .21 - .73 - 2.12 
.01 .02 .04 .07 .04 - .36 
2 0 - 38.97 - .01 - .03 - .06 - .14 - .49 - 1.44 
0 .02 .04 .06 .04 - .29 
3 0 - 81.94 0 - .02 - .05 - .12 - .40 - 1.17 
0 .02 .03 .05 .03 - .25 
4 0 -107.56 0 - .02 - .04 - .10 - .35 - 1.01 
0 .02 .03 .05 .03 - .23 









6r T A8 (deg) 
(AU) (deg) (0C) .1 .5 1 2 5 10 
-2.10 -10.79 -22.60 -51.97 Shaded 
.3 83.16 34.72 2.06 9.94 19.07 35.43 
- .78 - 3.96 - 8.06 -16.71 -47.49 -136.85 
.4 75.32 80.44 .78 3.83 7.55 14.65 33.79 60.29 
- .41 - 2.08 - 4.20 - 8.57 -22.84 - 51.74 
.5 64.67 97.77 .41 2.04 4.04 7.94 18.84 34.74 
- .23 - 1.16 - 2.33 - 4.74 -12.40 - 26.92 
.6 49.90 107.38 .23 1.14 2.26 4.46 10.67 19.86 
- .09 - .47 - .94 - 1.93 - 5.10 - 11.20 
.7 24.56 115.10 .09 .46 .91 1.78 4.17 7.47 
- .01 - .05 - .10 - .24 - .82 - 2.39 
.8 0 100.35 .01 .04 .07 .12 .07 - .60 
- .01 - .05 - .10 - .22 - .77 - 2.25 
.9 0 78.06 .01 .04 .07 .11 .07 - .56 
- .01 - .04 - .09 - .21 - .73 - 2.12 
1 0 59.29 .01 .04 .07 .11 .07 - .53 
- .01 - .03 - .06 - .14 - .49 - 1.44 
2 0 - 38.97 .01 .02 .04 .07 .04 - .36 
0 - .02 - .05 - .12 - .40 - 1.17 
3 0 - 81.94 0 .02 .04 .06 .04 - .29 
0 - .02 - .04 - .10 - .35 - 1.01 
4 0 -107.56 0 .02 .03 .05 .03 - .25 
0 - .02 - .04 - .09 - .31 - .91 










6 0 T AG (deg) 
(AU) (deg) (0C) .1 .5 1 2 5 10 
.3 
- Shaded 
- .57 - 2.85 - 5.77 
.4 80.32 120.00 .56 2.79 5.52 Shaded 
- .33 - 1.68 - 3.39 - 6.90 -18.18 -40.10 
.5 69.67 120.00 .33 1.65 3.28 6.46 15.40 28.60 
- .19 - .97 - 1.95 - 3.96 -10.36 -22.39 
.6 54.90 120.00 .19 .95 1.89 3.73 8.92 16.56 
- .07 - .36 - .73 - 1.49 - 3.99 - 8.91 
.7 29.56 120.00 .07 .35 .69 1.35 3.12 5.40 
.02 .12 .22 .42 .82 .89 
.8 0 99.53 - .02 - .12 - .25 - .54 - 1.57 - 3.92 
.02 .11 .21 .39 .77 .84 
.9 0 77.29 - .02 - .12 - .24 - .51 - 1.48 - 3.67 
.02 .10 .20 .37 .73 .79 
1 0 58.56 - .02 - .11 - .23 - .48 - 1.39 - 3.47 
.01 .07 .13 .25 .49 .54 
2 0 - 39.46 - .01 - .07 - .15 - .32 - .94 - 2.35 
.01 .06 .11 .20 .40 .44 
3 0 - 82.34 - .01 - .06 - .12 - .26 - .77 - 1.92 
.01 .05 .09 .18 .35 .38 
4 0 -107.90 - .01 - .05 - .11 - .23 - .67 - 1.66 
.01 .04 .08 .16 .31 .34 














(0c) .1 j .5 1 Ae (deg) 2 5 10 
.3 Shaded 
- 3.30 -18.32 -43.87 Shaded 
.4 80.32 - 56.41 3.16 14.58 26.83 
- .66 - 3.37 - 6.84 -14.16 -39.18 -108.84 
.5 69.67 46.03 .66 3.26 6.43 12.50 28.90 51.74 
- .32 - 1.59 - 3.20 - 6.51 -17.20 - 38.10 
.6 54.90 80.46 .31 1.56 3.09 6.09 14.51 26.92 
- .13 - .67 - 1.35 - 2.73 - 7.17 - 15.54 
.7 29.56 103.90 .13 .66 1.30 2.56 6.10 11.20 
- .02 - .12 - .25 - .54 - 1.57 - 3.92 
.8 0 99.53 .02 .12 .22 .42 .82 .89 
- .02 - .12 - .24 - .51 - 1.48 - 3.67 
.9 0 77.29 .02 .11 .21 .39 .77 .84 
- .02 - .11 - .23 - .48 - 1.39 - 3.47 
1 0 58.56 .02 .10 .20 .37 .73 .79 
- .01 - .07 - .15 - .32 - .94 - 2.35 
2 0 - 39.46 .01 .07 .13 .25 .49 .54 
- .01 - .06 - .12 - .26 - .77 - 1.92 
3 0 - 82.34 .01 .06 .11 .20 .40 .44 
- .01 - .05 - .11 - .23 - -. 67 - 1.66 
4 0 -107.90 .01 .05 .09 .18 .35 .38 
- .01 - .05 - .10 - .20 - .60 - 1.49 




Special 0r control logic must be provided with the GE array if during the


missions 6 < Sc, otherwise mechanical instability may occur whenever 6 e 6c. In


addition, the problem of half blanket electrical output mismatch must be


addressed if 6 < 6c.


2. Solar Cell Blanket Temperature Non-Uniformities in GE Array








Temperature non-uniformities in the GE solar cell blanket induced solely by


the V-stiffened geometry were found to be insignificant for design values of


V-stiffening angle y between 3 and 8 degrees of arc.


a. Introduction. 'Bebause a solar cell at (xo, Yo), see Figure C5, has


a larger geometric view factor to space than one at (xl, Yl), it will tend to


attain thermal quasi-equilibrium at a somewhat lower temperature. The magnitude








b. Analysis. The first step is to find the view factor to space from 
any cell -- a function of y, A, B, x, and y. By inspection, the cell with the 
largest form factor to space is centered at x = 0 (or B) and y = A, and the cell 
with the smallest is centered at x = B/2 and y = 0*. By the use of "geometric 
flux algebra" and the closed form solution for a similar view factor, Reference 23, 
it can be deduced that for B >> A,


-: 1{l 1~ cos (wr-2Y)] 1/21
-max Fc ' s 1 L 
 2 
FL s 1 - cos2 (x-2Y)]min
min=






0.9973 1S j50.9997, y = 3 
0.9806 0c,s9975, y = V




















The heat balance for a cell, neglecting conductance paths between adjacent 
cells, is 
4(2 -f)2---S--cosy = ( + r,h + V$ ) T. (C12) 














F - view factor


T - absolute temperature


fl- cell conversion efficiency


Se- extraterrestrial solar irradiance @ 1 AU


6 - heliocentric distance in AU


y - V-stiffening angle


a - Stefan-Boltzmann constant


h - front face of half blanket which cell "sees"

















(- fn) S Cos = ( + -h,s) Th4
 (C13) 
It is easy to show that, consistent with our assumption that B >> A,


Fh,s = cos y. (C14) 
Noting that ss E 1 and Ch c 1 we can write 
2 E2 (1- F (C15)










VC's C C'S 
and 
5 h~ e cos y (C17) 
Equations (C12) through (C17) can be combined to yield the following expression:


+2 s1) (%e f)cosy6 / C8T T E:b= + Se cCos Y + c2(- ' ] a-ff)SBCs 
TC c ce~ 21b+
S + SCF C S+ E:2 (1Fc 'S) ( b + C Co y 62UI 
For values of the parameters in Equation (C18) representative of the GE


array and for the range of Fes reported earlier, the deviation of T. was found


to be less than I*C traceable solely to V-stiffened geometry for y between 3 and


go of arc. This result is valid over all heliocentric distances greater than


about 0.71 AU. At lesser distances, array rotation is required to prevent the


cell temperature from exceeding the 120*C design temperature limit. In such cir­

cumstances, however, blanket flatness plays a far greater role in half blanket


temperature uniformity than does the V-stiffening angle.*


c. Conclusion. Temperature non-uniformities induced in the GE solar








*It should be cautioned that whenever array rotation is performed, significant


temperature level differences will occur between the two half blankets since


their solar angles of incidence are, then, no longer equal -- not even for
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This appendix contains the derivations of the parametric scaling equations


for this study. The appendix is divided into two sections, the weight scaling


equations and the frequency scaling equations. The following subjects are


treated in this appendix:


Section I Weight Scaling Equations


Part 1. 	 Parametric Data for Coilable Lattice Booms for Deploying and


Supporting Solar Cell Arrays from Spacecraft.


The pertinent equations for the weight and dimensions of the


extensible boom and canister are developed. The derivation


assumes a foldout LMSC type extensible boom design - constant


strain longerons and a packaging volume constraint. These data


were supplied to JPL by AEC-ABLE Engineering Co. under contract.


This section contains the final report for the work.


Part 2. 	 Boom and Canister Weight Equations for minimum system weight.


The pertinent equations for the weight and dimensions of the


extensible boom and canister are developed. The derivations


differ from Part 1 in that a minimum system weight is sought.


The system weight is defined as the sum of the boom and canister


weight. The derivations are applicable to the GE rollout array


concept. These data were prepared by AEC-ABLE Engineering Co.


as an addendum to Part 1, above.


Part 3. Scaling Equations for the Weights of the Structural Elements.








Section II. Frequency Scaling Equations


Part 1. Frequency Equations for the 1MSC Foldout Concept. 
Part 2. Frequency Equations for the GE Rollout Concept. 
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The objective of this investigation was to provide para­

metric design data on coilable lattice booms for deploying and


supporting solai cell arrays from spacecraft. Figure 1 shows


a coilable lattice boom along with its nomenclature. Figure 2


is a sketch of a canister of the type which would be necessary








The boom and canister indicated here are the same types as


selected by Lockheed, MSC (LMSC) and General Electric (GE) in


their recent investigations (see References 1 and 2, respec­

tively) of deployable solar cell arrays for spacecraft. ABLE


designed, fabricated and delivered a full-scale engineering


model of their solar array extension boom and canister, as part


of the LMSC investigation. The results of that experience are


reflected in the present data, but GE's analytical results were


also reviewed at the outset of this investigation.


Parametric equations and graphs are presented here, which


define relationships among weight, stiffness, size and other


parameters of this type of boom and canister. The relationships


and graphs presented in the text of this report apply to scaling
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provided to LMSC. However, the derivations of the relationships,


which are presented in the Appendix of this report, have greater
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ASSUMPTIONS FOR PARAMETRIC DATA


Following are the assumptions made in deriving the para­

metric data presented in this report for coilable lattice booms
 







1) All the parametric data presented here are semi­

empirical, based on engineering formulations which are cor­

related to actual measurements of properties of the afore­

mentioned LMSC engineering model of a solar array extension


boom and its canister.


2) The appendix of this report gives derivations of the


equations and graphs presented in the text. Those derivations


include general formulations which may be applied to booms
 

and canisters of materials and geometries dissimilar to those


presently used for empirical correlation.


3) The parametric data apply to both the LMSC and GE con­

cepts (see JLP SOW) except as noted for the strengths of the








4) The data apply to booms and canisters operating over
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tarperature remain less than 1500C. This upper temperature limit


for deploying or retracting the S-glass/epoxy boom is based


on the suppliers' data and indicate the epoxy becomes thermal­

plastic at that temperature. There appears to be no lower tem­







1) Longeron and batten members of the boom are solid,


circular, initially-straight rods of S-glass/epoxy material


having the following properties:

Density, p = 0.070 pci 
Young's modulus, E = 7.1 x 106 psi (axial)

Ultimate bending striin, Cult > 0.030


(E and cult unaffected by temperature variations


from -180 to + 150 0 C.)


2) The longeron bending strain when fully coiled is


e = 0.015 
3) The nominal boom radius R refers to a circle through 
the centerlines of the three longerons. Overall boom radius 
R8 = 1.08R 
4) Batten diameter is 0.80 times longeron diameter. 
5) Batten spacing £ is k = 1.25R 
6) Entire boom length required for an application is

the sum of the length to be extended plus an additional length
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7) Boom weight scales continuously as a constant times


weight of longerons in the boom.


8) Diagonal members of boom are steel cables whose ex­

tensional stiffness is assumed to be a constant proportion of


the longeron extensional stiffness. This assumption is com­

patible with assumption number 7, above. It also implies that


the torsional and bending stiffnesses of the boom are in con­










1) The canister configuration is generally that indicated


by Figure 2. Most of its construction is of aluminum, except for


the fiberglass/epoxy shell in the three-threaded nut assembly.


2) Over the scaling range canister weights per unit ex­

terior area remain constant at one value for areas associated


with the stowage region and at another for the remaining regions.


3) The non-stowage region of the canister consists of its


base, transition region, deployment mechanism and two motors.


Assumption number 2, above, along with the additional assumption


that motor weight is proportional to power required, implies


motor weight is proportional to R2. This conclusion implies


power required is proportional to boom bending strength times
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4) Canister scaling equations apply only when used with


booms subject to the aforelisted boom assumptions.
 

5) Only the weight and length of this stowage region of


the canister are affected by boom length L ; properties of its


other regions are independent of L


6) Aside from the motors or other small protrustions,


the clearance diameter of the canister is approximately 18%


larger than the nominal boom diameter.


Interface Bending Stiffness Assumptions


1) The foregoing assumptions regarding the boom also


apply to the interface stiffness.


2) Longeron loads are reacted eccentrically on the roller


lugs at a distance which is directly proportional to boom radius.
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Parametric data presented here apply over the following


range, as specified in the JPL Statement of Work: 
Boom lengths, L = 45 to 295 feet 
Bending stiffness, El = 4.8 x 103 to 2.8 x 109lb-in
2 
Axial compressive loading, P = 2 to 450 pounds 
For applications to the LMSC solar array concept, P acts ec­
centrically at the following distance e in the direction normal 
to a flat side of the boom: 
e = R + 3.325 inches 
For applications to the GE concept, P acts along the boom axis. 









The boom weight per unit length WB/L is formulated in







E = 8.28 x 10 -VE (lb/ft) 
or in terms of boom radius R as 
WB 7.19 x 10-33 R2 (lb/ft)


In these formulations, WB/L has units of pounds per foot when
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Note also that El is related to R by 
EI = 7530 R4 (in-lb) 






Figures 3a and 3b are graphs of WB/L versus EI over


the range specified for EI with various boom radii in the


El range as indicated by tic marks.


WB/L is also related to the critical axial load


PCR on the entire boom, which would cause local Euler buckling







W- 1.344 x 10 - 3 P (lb/ft)








Figure 4 is a graph of WB/L versus PCR with boom radii








PCR = 5.348 R2 (ib) 
where the value R is expressed in inches. 
Figure 4 and/or the above equations can be used to design 
booms for GE concepts, where the applied loads are axial. 
The boom weight per unit length is also related to the


minimum bending strength, MCR ; the bending strength when one


longeron is compressed so as to cause it to locally buckle, and
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Vigure 3b. Boom Weight Versus Banding Stiffness and Radius; Part of Stiffness Range
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AXIAL STRENGTH, PCR (1b) 
Figure 4. 	 Boom Weight Versus Axial Strength as 
Limited by Local Longeron Buckling 
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WB/L has the indicated units of pounds per foot when MCR is


expressed in inch-pounds. Figure 5 is a graph of WB/L versus


MCR with various values of R indicated by tic marks. Note


also that MCR is related to R by


MCR - 2.675 R3 (in-lb) 
when R is expressed in inches.


Booms For LMSC Concept:


An analysis of the I4SC bocm concept is given in the Appendix. 
It determines the radius of a coilable lattice boom, of overall 
length L , so that it can withstand an ultimate load Pult 
which acts eccentrically at a distance


e = R + 3.325 (in) 
The direction of eccentric loading is such that the resulting 
bending moment tensions one longeron and equally compresses the 
other two. 
The derived relationship among variables L , R and 
Pult is 
5.349 R2 1 1+ R 
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Figure 5. 	 Boom Weight Versus Minimum Bending Strength As Limited By H--p













e =R + 3.325 in. 
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Figure 6. Required Radii For Booms of Length L to Withstand Eccentric Axial Load P 
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Canister Size ii dWeight


The required length Hca n for a canister which can stow


and deploy a boom of length L and radius R is







where L and R are both expressed in inches. The first term


accounts only for the stowage part of the canister; while the


second term accounts for all other parts including the base,


transition region and rotating deployment mechanism (see


Figure 2). Figure 7 is a graph of Hcan versus L and R




















Dcan does not include protrusions due to motors or other items.


Weight W for a canister which can stow and deploy a










where L and R are expressed in inches. The first term


accounts for the weight of the stowage region and the second


term accounts for all other parts.


Figure 8 is a graph of Wcan versus L and R o As


noted for Hcan , the canister weight can also be expressed










17.5" / H 
BOOM RADIUS, R.(in.) oz 
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Figure 7. Required Canister Lengths For Booms of Specified Lengths and Radii 0 0L 
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The bending stiffness K of the interface between the boom







where M = bending moment to which the interface is sub­
jected by the boom.


and 6 angular displacement of boom axis, relative to


canister axis, in response to M .


Note that e does not include effects of overall bending of the


boom; only effects of longeron loads being reacted eccentrically


by the canister which causes local longeron bending. K is


related to boom bending stiffness El by









when the units of EI are lb-in . Figures 9a and 9b are graphs 
of K versus EI with tic marks indicating various values of 
R over the range of EI 
Boom Torsional Stiffness, GJ 






GJ 1.154 R2 Diag


where EKDiag = extensional stiffness of a diagonal cable


and the batten spacing is 1.25 R. Although there is no particu­

lar necessity for it, the foregoing boom weight formulation im­
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Figure 9a. Boom/Canister Interface Bending Stiffness For Booms of Specified H 
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Figure 9b. Boom/Canister Interface Bending Stiffness for Booms of Specified Bending 
Stiffnesses; upper Part of Stiffness Range 
WHt " 1 HMe0 Lfs 
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areas is independent of sca-le Accordingly, the ratio of GJ ­
to- El is independent of boom size. The following correlation 
which exists for the LMSC SEP boom is, therefore, assumed to 
exist for booms of other sizes. 
GJ = 0.020 El


Boom Shearing Stiffness, G-X












EI = 7530 R
4 
then, 
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Following are typical boom and canister design properties








A Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) stage requirement for


two 12.5 kw deployable solar array wings led to LMSC's speci­

fication that its deployable lattice booms be 105 feet long


and have El = 19.5 x 106 lb-in2 . These specifications re­

sulted in the-following boom and canister design properties








Overall length; L = 111 ft


Boom radius; R = 7.2 in. 
Boom weight; WB = 41.0 lb 
Longerons; S-glass/epoxy rods, 0.215 inch diameter,


E = 7.1 x 10 6 psi, eult > 3.5% 
Battens; S-glass/epoxy rods, 0.170 inch diameter
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Preliminary designs for this application called for S-glass/


polyimide, rather than S-glass/epoxy, to enable the boom to


be coiled at temperatures up to about 5500 F. However, over


the temperature range specified by JPL, the two materials








Hcan = 60 inches 
*can = 33.7 lb 
Dcan = 16.8 inches 
Material: 6061-T6 aluminum skin and machined parts; 16 inch 
diameter steel Kaydon bearings; S-glass cloth/


epoxy shell for deployment nut.


Motors: 2-28 volt DC with 30.7:1 gearheads; 4.9 in-lb








A SEP stage requirement led to a GE boom design for which 
L = 198.5 feet and R = 10 inches. For those dimensions, 
the boom and canister would have the following properties, 
based on the foregoing parametric data: 
GE Boom 
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Boom radius; R = 10 inches 
Boom weight; WB = 148 lb


Longerons; S-glass/epoxy rods, 0.30 inch diameter,


E = 7.10 x 106 psi, eult 3.5%


Battens; S-glass/epoxy rods, 0.24 inch diameter


Diagonals; 1/8 inch diameter steel cable






GJ = 1.5 x 106 lb-in 2


PCR = 535 pounds


SCR - 2,675 in-lb











HCan = 85.4 inches


Wcan = 68.2 pounds
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1. 	 Lockheed Missiles and Space Company Report No. LMSC-







2. 	 General Electric Space Division Report No. 77SDS4207


"Final Report Phase I Conceptual Approach Study 200 w/kg
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It is assumed that boom weight WB scales proportionally


to its longeron weight. Accordingly, for solid longerons of






where C = constant to be empirically determined 
and L = boom length 
The cross-sectional dimension of the longerons in the radial


direction from the mast axis is limited by the allowable coiling


strain £ of the longeron material. For instance, for either 








where d = longeron radial dimension OF P0 OR 
and R = boom radius 
Then 
w a Cpc2R2L 3 7.'J 4t DI-SC seetji boron 
D34 
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WB = 41.0 pounds


and for its S-glass/epoxy longeron material, the allowable










The density of the longeron material was determined to be


p = 0.070 pci








WB 5.99 x 10- 4R2L (pounds)











The three longeron axes for this type of boom form equi­

lateral triangles. The radius of gyration RG for the area


of the longerons is then


R 2 -- 2
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Its bending stiffness i6 then 
El = 1.5 EAkR
2 
where E = Young's modulus for the longeron material. 
Consistent with the foregoing discussion, El can be


expressed in terms of the longeron coiling strain of a boom























EI = 7530 R4 (lb-in2 when R = inches) 






One limit on the axial compressive strength of the coil­

able lattice boom is imposed by longeron Euler buckling, with


simply-supported nodes at the batten spacing £ . This buckling












Since £ = 1.25 R 








then PJ/CR = 4.961 e, 
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Therefore, for booms similar to the LMSC SEP model 




The bending strength of this boom is also limited by


longeron Euler buckling, and the minimum strength is when the


bending moment acts in a direction to compress one longeron


while equally tensidning the other two. For that condition,


the bending strength MCR is given by


MCR = 1.5 ICR 
By using the previously given formula for P/CR " CR 
becomes 
MCR = 7.442 E 4R
3 
And for booms similar to the LMSC SEP model, 
MCR = 2.675 R3 (in-lb when R = inches) 
Strength Under Eccentric Loading


The strength of a coilable lattice boom is derived here







DEFLECTED BOOM AXIS 
L 
D3 7 
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The boom is so-oriented that one longeron is tensioned and two


are equally compressed by the applied loading. This represents


the LMSC design concept for which


e = R + 3.325 inches


From Roark, "Formulas for Stress and Strain", page 136,


the maximum bending moment M under this loading condition















and P - L = Euler buckling strength for


L 2 overall boom
















By using the previously given equations for Pk/CR ' e


and E , and by using the first two terms in the series ex­
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1.783 R2 P2 
1 8(7530 R4 ) 




















 stow + Htrans + "mech

where 
Hstow = length required for stowing the retracted 
boom 
Htrans = transitional length of boom, between fully 
coiled and fully deployed configurations 
and Hmech= length required for the three-threaded nut 
deployment mechanism 
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= d + S = effective longeron diameter 
d = 	 actual longeron diameter









then Hstow -	 2R














Hstow = 0.022 L 
for booms of that type.


Measurements of coilable lattice booms typified by the


LMSC SEP model have indicated their transition length is








The three-threaded nut of the deployment mechanism must


secure one set of roller lugs at all times, which requires that


the nut must be longer than k Note that


£ = 1.25 R 
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length of the nut and for the bearings and canister base, 
Hmech is taken as 
Hmech = 1.50 R 
Accordingly, the total canister height is 
H = 0.022 L + 3.30 R (inches)can









The total weight of the canister for the LMSC SEP boom 
is taken to be 
Wcan = 33.7 pounds 
(after adjustment for some weight that is removable from the 
delivered hardware). This weight is considered to be the sum 
of several parts. 
Wcan = Wstow + Wtrans + Wmech 
where Wstow = weight of cylinder in which boom stows 
Wtrans = weight of cylinder and tracks in the 
transition region 
and Wmech = weight of deployment mechanism, including 
nut, guides, bearings, motors and base. 
All these weights are assumed to be constant per unit of


exterior surface area. The surface area of the stowage region,
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= C1 LR + C2Wcan 
 
Since the stowage barrel weighed approximately 5.0 pounds


for the SEP boom, the above equation becomes 
Wcan = 5.21 x 10­ 4 LR + 0.553 R2 (pounds) 
where Wcan is in pound units only when L and R are 




This stiffness is derived by considering the schematic


drawing below for bending a boom when its longeron loads are
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The axial displacement U of a longeron whose axial load












C1 = constant, to be determined empirically 
e = eccentric distance 
£ = batten spacing 







for a solid circular rod
64 
 
















and £ = 1.25 R 
then 
I (R Ee4R3K = 2(e)4 
where C2 = a constant to be empirically evaluated 
It is assumed that the ratio R/e is independent of R


for coilable lattice booms of the type considered here. For


the LMSC SEP boom
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Page All 
was measured. Also 

E = 7.1 x 10 6 psi 

e = 0.015 








Or, for the above values of E and e 















BOOM AND CANISTER WEIGHT EQUATIONS







SECTION I PART 2 
ADDENDUM TO AECR 7821/115 
BOOM AND CANISTER WEIGHT EQUATIONS








AEC - Able Engineering Co., Inc.


Since the GE rollout design concept utilizes near minimum system weight for


the selection of the boom, the equations derived in AEC - Able Engineering Report


AECR 7821/115 will be modified. The system weight is defined here as the sum of








The boom weight has previously been expressed as


WB = Cps 2 R2L (Dl),


where C is a constant.


For the LMSC/SEP type design the constant has been determined as


C = 37.7 
Thus 
WB = 37.7 pE2 R2L (D2) 
and the EI of the boom has been expressed as a function of the boom radius and 
the coiling strain 
El = 1.5 7i ER4 2 (D3) 
The derivation of Eq. (D3) assumes circular solid longerons. 
D461 















As before the expression for canister height, Hcan, will be assumed to be


divided into three parts as follows:


H H + H +11 D6 




 Length required for stowing the retracted boom









Hmech = Length required for the three-threaded nut deployment mechanism


Previously the equation for Hstow was derived for a constant strain. The


equation for Hstow will now be re-written expressing the stowage length as a








H =C 3L E (D7) 
stow 7 
c= + 0.008 (D8) 
for the LMSC/SEP design
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(b) SCHEMATIC OF LONGERON COILED 
IN TRANSITION REGION 
STOWAGET 
REGION (HSTOW) C 
RADIUS 
(a) NOMENCLATURE (c) CROSS SECTION OF LONGERON 
Figure D1. 









Hstow = 1.464 L6 (D9) 




















In the transition stage the longerons are stressed due to coiling and transi­

tional bending. These stresses occur in orthogonal planes. The transmission


length is determined by the maximum allowable working strain. From the LMSC/SEP


design it has been determined empirically that


H = 1.8 R (D12)trans 
For a coiling strain e0 = 0.015. This relationship is empirical and is


based on the assumption of multiple extension/retraction cycling. The cross­

section of the stressed longeron in the transition stage is shown in Figure Dl.















k; C s0 (Cos 8 + Hut __ sin 0)(D16) 
For s0 	= 0.015 and Htrans = 1.8 R.


The combined maximum strain occurs at


0 = 290 x = 0.01716max 












sin = cos 0 (D19) 
Ht 




C c cos tan t R L+ \ H /J


C Htrans trans (20)


Introduce approximations through series expansion


tan-ta1 H R H
R --	 (D21)
_(ftrans1 






+ x) cos [a (1 +-x)1.144 = (1 ­
2 
cos y = 1 - y (D22)2 
1.144 = - (] -(i] +x) (D23) 














0 trans 2 




= 2(sE- SO) (27) 
trans = 1 (D28) 
R 2 ( C -1) 
From the SEP design, c = 0.0172, and from Eq. (D10) C 
















/20.0172 1. 5 ifrE 
The length for the mechanism ech 
H 1.5 R (.25 R (D30) 
where £ is the batten spacing, typically 
£ = 1.25 R 
Hence the total canister height is 
0.6755 L ER + 1.5 R 1.2 





As before the canister weight








Wstow = weight of cylinder in which boom stows


Wtrans = weight of cylinder and tracks in the transition region





























Wstow = 1 Hstow 
S 
stow = 














From SEP data with Wtrans = 3.9 lb 




















Wmech = 0.478 R2 (D35)


and the canister weight


W 0.01661 l+ 0.0407 R 2 + 0.478 (D36)








The system or boom plus canister weight, Ws, is then











7.1 x 106 lb/in2

or with E = 
 
W ..7.887 x 10-8 EI L + 6.233 x 10-6 J + 0.0407 R + 0.478 R2 
2(99.49 -) 






Equation (D38) has been programmed to minimize Ws with respect to R for a 
given L and El. Figure D2 shows a plot of R vs EI for constant boom length, L. 




The boom weight per unit length for the minimum system weight design from


Equation (D5) is plotted in Figures (D4) and (D5). Several plots are required


since the weight is a function of both the boom stiffness f-I and the boom
 







Figures (D6) and (D7) show the canister length, He, for various combinations of


boom length and boom stiffness from Equation (D31). The corresponding data for


canister weight obtained from Equation (D34) are plotted in Figures (D8) and (D9).


Application of Minimum System Weight Data to GE Rollout Design Concepts


The equations developed above are now applied to the GE rollout design


concepts. Two data points are available.
 





Boom E = 
-5 
1.85 x 10 lb-in , length = 677 inches


Boom radius = 2.5 in. Boom wieght 2.3 lb


Canister weight = 7.2 lb


(b) 	 60 kw/wing


Boom E = 52 x 10 lb-in2 , length 2280 inches


Boom radius = 10 in, Boom weight = 80 lb


Canister weight = 68 lb


Equations (D5), (D36) and (D38) have been examined for the above two data points
 

and the data are plotted in Figures (D10) and (Dli). These plots show that the


weights quoted for the rollout design are somewhat higher than the weight obtained


from the above derivation. Either the GE design did not quite achieve minimum


weight or some of the assumptions made in the derivation, such as the small angle


approximation of Eqs. (21) and (22) have introduced inconsistencies.


For purposes of the parametric study either a minimum weight approach as


outlined above will be adopted or the constants of Equation (D38) can be
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SECTION I - PART 3








The scaling equations for the structural elements have been derived using


the weight data supplied for the conceptual designs. The weight data for the
 

foldout array was obtained from References 12 and 13. The rollout array weights


are contained in References 14 and 15.


In developing the scaling equations it was assumed that the elements were


either stress, deflection or buckling critical.


The assumptions used in generating the equations for each of the elements


are described as part of the derivation.


The scaling equations for the deployment mast and the associated canister


were derived by AEC-Able Engineering Company of Goleta, California and are con­







The foldout array weights are defined for two different types of solar cells.


The 12.5 kw/wing array contains heavy cells, 8 mil (200 micron) with a 6 mil


(150 micron) cover glass, Reference 12. The 30 kw/wing and 60 kw/wing configura­





The heavy solar cell blanket has a nominal power density of 0.0000640 kw/in.






in.). The corresponding values for the lightweight solar cell blanket are


0.0000764 kw/in. (0.118 kw/in.) and 0.000496 lb/in? (0.349 kg/in).


For the purpose of this study only the heavy solar cells were considered.


Thus all the weights of the structural elements for the 30 kw/wing and 60 kw/wing






















zB Blanket Length, in.


PC Container Length, in.


Length of Artcul:6ting Outboard Container, in.
ke 
I 
 Section Moment of Inertia, in.









wB blanket width, in.


WB blanket weights, lb


WBH Box Hinge Structure Weight, lb


WC Box Cover Structure Weight, lb


Wcc Container Weight, lb


WCT Box Cover Weight, lb


WF Tip Fitting Weight, lb


WL Load Distribution Structure Weight, lb


WSS Support Strut Weight, lb


yA Blanket Area Density, lb/in














The box cover weight quoted in Reference 12 is divided into two basic


elements: (1) the cover structure and (2) preload distribution structure. The


function of the cover is to restrain the solar cell blanket during the launch


phase. Thus the cover is designed by launch loads which are assumed to be








The box cover for the 12.5 kw/wing configuration is designed for 4 latch


points and a fiberglass preload distribution structure, see Figure D12. The


quoted weight is 5.19 lb (2.36 kg) without contingency. The preload is 1.5 psi


(1.03 N/cm2 ) average. A more efficient preload distribution structure can be


achieved by increasing the number of latch points. This results in some slight


increase in mechanism weight, see Part 4. The latch points have been assumed


spaced at one cover width, 16.5 in. (41.9 cm) apart. For the average pressure


of 1.5 psi (1.03 N/cm2) the preload distribution structure weight is estimated


at 2.64 lb (1.20 kg). This weight is based on a backup structure consisting of














The blanket weight will be defined by


WB = WBwA 
 (D39)
 
The average pressure on the box cover is assumed to be proportional to


Pave = 1 ZB wB YA (D40)


using the 12.5 kw/wing data,
 

ZB = 1244 in.


wB = 157 in.


YA = 0.00128 lb/in.


















0\ ,, CONTAINER 
BLANKET 
C Figure D12. Major Structural Elements for Foldout Design


For the load distribution structure, it will be assumed that only the web and


flange thickness will be varied for different loadings. The reinforcement beams














The weight of the structure is proportional to the area, which for constant


bending stress is proportional to the loading, thus
 







WL = 2.64 lb






 = 157 in. 
y, = 0.00128 lb/in. 
The proportionally constant 
C2 = 0.0106 
WL = 0.0106 £B wB YA (D41a) 
A similar assumption will be made for the basic cover structure. It will be 
assumed that only the facesheet thickness of the honeycomb will be varied, the 
honeycomb thickness is held constant at 1 inch (2.54 cm), thus 




Here again for a bending stress limited design


WC = C3 9B WB 7A (D42)


For the 12.5 kw/wing design


WC = 7.26 lb


PB = 1244 in.


wB = 157 in.






WC = 0.029 2B WB YA (D42a) 
For the total box cover weight, combine (D41a) and (D42a) 
(D43)WCT = 0.0396 kB WB YA 
Equation (D43) can now be used to evaluate the box cover weight for the 30 kw/ 
wing and 60 kw/wing configurations with heavy solar cells. Thus 
WCT = 19.83 lb (9.01 kg) for 30 kw/wing 
and 




The container construction is similar to the box cover, see Figure D12.


The main function is to support the blanket during launch. The following weight











12.5 	 kw/wing 30 kw/wing 60 kw/wing








22.22 lb 12.03 lb 	 19.47 ib


(10.1 kg) 	 (5.47 kg) (8.85 kg)


The weight for the 30 kw/wing and the 60 kw/wing data from Reference 13 have been


adjusted for the support strut weights by subtracting 1.45 lb (0.66 kg) and


2.18 lb (0.99 kg) from the total container weight, respectively.


The assumption is made by LMSC that the weight is proportional to container


length. 	 Thus the equations will be written for a 60 inch section.


The container weight is a function of the blanket weight and the box cover.


Since the box cover is assumed to be a function of the blanket weight only, the


scaling equation for the container weight will be assumed to be of the form






The constants C4 and C5 will be determined by matching the unbroken configuration


container weights for the 12.5 kw/wing and the 30 kw/wing. For the broken con­





Solving Equation (D44) with WCcc 22.22 1b, £B = 1244 in., wB = 157 in., 
yA = 0.00128 lb/in? for the 12.5 kw/wing and with WC = 12.03 1b, kB = 1250 in.,








Then 	 for a 160 inch segment of the container £C 2 WB






and assuming a constant weight per inch
 

WCC = 0.0668 XB B yA + 0.0352 wB 	 (D46)








For the broken array an additional weight proportional to the container


weight will be added to Equation (D46) to account for additional structure due


to the discontinuity to match the cover weight quoted for the 60 kw/wing array.
 

Thus for the broken array


W = 0.0668 PB w. YA + 0.0577 wB (D47)


The weight for the container of the 30 kw/wing and 60 kw/wing configurations with 
heavy solar cells are then estimated as Wcc = 44.5 lb (20.2 kg) for 30 kw/wing 
and W = 90.11 lb (40.96 kg) for 60 kw/wing. 
3. Mast Tip Fitting


The following data points are available for extrapolating the tip fitting


weight for the foldout array, see Figure D12.


12.5 kw/wing 30 kw/wing 60 kw/wing


Weight, WF 1.61 lb 1.54 lb 2.20 lb


(0.73 kg) (0.7 kg) (1.0 kg)


Blanket Tension, lb 22 3 5


Mast Diameter, in. 14.7 7.0 11.0


Initially it was assumed that the tip fitting is of deflection limited design


and hence, proportional to the total blanket tension. This did not result in


reasonable scaling laws. It was then assumed that the tip fitting is designed by


launch loads and that the 60 kw/wing broken configuration carries additional load.








WF = C6 PB WB YA + C7 (D48)


















WF = 0.00127 £ w y 1.29 (D49)


For the unbroken array, and


+WF = 0.00127 ZB WB YA 1.70 (D50) 
for the broken array.


The tip fitting weights for the 30 kw/wing and 60 kw/wing configuration


with heavy blankets can now be estimated using Equation (D49) and (DS0).










The support strut weight for the 12.5 kw/wing configuration is listed in


Reference 12. For the 30 kw/wing and 60 kw/wing configurations, the support


struts have been included as part of the container weights. LMSC has estimated


the support strut weights as follows:


12.5 kw/wing 30 kw/wing 60 kw/wing






Weight, W 2.66 lb 1.45 lb 2.18 lb

(1.21 kg) (0.66 kg) (0.99 kg)


The function of these struts is to support the container/blanket assembly during
 

launch, see Figure D12. It will be assumed that the weight is determined by the








WSS 	 = C8 kB W B YA + C9 	 (D51)


The three data points above do not fit Equation (D51) too well. A least squares








W = 0.0037 kB wB YA + 1.73 	 (D52) 
The weights for the 30 kw/wing and 60 kw/wing configuration with heavy solar


cells can be estimated as








WSS = 5.46 lb (2.48 kg) for 60 kw/wing


5. 	 Box Hinge Structure (Broken Configuration Only)


LMSC does not provide enough detail in Reference 13 for the design of the








An arbitrary criteria for sizing the structure was selected. It seemed


desirable to have the hinge structure stiff enough such that it contributes the


same deflection to the system as the container.


Figure D13 shows a schematic of the box hinge structure design. The stiff­

ness of the container has been estimated using one inch thick honeycomb with a


fiberglass face sheet thickness t.












Equating the tip rotation of a 40 inch segment of the container to that resulting


from the hinge structure for an articulating container segment of length Ze the








Figure D13. Box Hinge Structure Concept


WBH =0.1793 x 10-3  CC e (D54)


Substituting into the above the expression for the container weight, multiplying


by two to account for two such structures and adding 20% for fittings, the










The box hinge structure weight for the broken 60 kw/wing array with k. = 157 in.,


kB = YA = 0.00128 2b/in 
2000 in., is estimated as
 






The rollout array weights are defined for two different configurations, a


nominal 10 kw/wing array and a 60 kw/wing array. The details for the 10 kw/wing


array configuration are contained in Reference 14. The 60 kw/wing configuration


is defined in Reference 15. Both configurations use 3 mil (75 micron) solar


cells with a 1 mil (25 micron) cover sheet, and a 1.5 mil (38 micron) substrate.


The nominal power density is 0.000090 kw/in2 (0.139 kw/m2 ) and a corresponding











A Cross Sectional area, in. 
c Distance from Neutral Axis for Bending Beam, in. 
C. Constant 
dD Drum Diameter, in. 
dS Shaft Diameter, in. 
FD Drum Tension Load, lb 
FR Drum Reaction Load, lb 
. 4 
I Section Moment of Inertia, in. 
2B Blanket Length, in. 
PCC Distance from Array Centerline to Drum Edge, in. 
kD Drum Length, in. 
9H Header Length, in. 
2S Shaft Length, in. 
M Moment, in.-lb 
wB Blanket Width, in. 
WB Blanket Weight, lb 
WCS Center Support Weight, lb 
WD Drum Weight, lb 
WFB Folding Structure Weight at Base, lb 
WFH Folding Structure Weight at Header, lb 
WH Header Weight, lb 
WLE Leading Edge Member Weight, lb 
WS Shaft Weight, lb 
Blanket Area Density, lb/in. 
a Beam Rotation, Radians 
D84 






A sketch of the drum is shown in Figure D14.








10 kw/wing 60 kw/wing


Drum 	 Weight, WD, lb each, 2 required/wing 6.5 11.5


Blanket Weight, WB, lb 30.8 158.1


Drum Tension Load, FD' lb -1.6 27.6


Drum Length, ZD' in. 87 150


Drum Diameter, dD, in. 12 12


An observation is made immediately that the drum weight is nearly propor­

tional to the drum length with a lineal weight of 0.075 lb/in, for the 10 kw/wing


configuration and 0.77 lb/in, for the 60 kw/wing configuration. This would


indicate that the design is not stress limited as for a stress limited case the


drum weight would be proportional to the drum length squared and the mass loading


(drum mass plus blanket mass).








WD = 	 C10 WB + CI D 	 (D56)


solving the above for CI0 and C for the two cases WD = 6.5 lb, WB = 30.8 lb,


PD = 87 in. for the 10 kw/wing configuration and WD = 11.5 lb, WB = 158.1 lb,


9D = 150 in. for the 60 kw/wing configuration
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The following data for two conceptual designs were used for deriving the


weight scaling equation. A sketch of the shaft is shown in Figure DI5.


10 kw/wing 60 kw/wing


Shaft Weight, WS, lb each, 2 required/wing 0.48 -7.08


Drum Length, kD' in. 87 150


Blanket Tension Load, FD, lb 1.6 27.6


Distance from Array Centerline to Drum


Edge, £cc, in. 6.3 15.7


Blanket Length, XB, in. 677 2382


In deriving the weight scaling equation for the shaft the following condi­

tions will be considered: (a) shaft bending due to blanket tension, limitations








(a) 	 Shaft Bending








M = - FD D
2 	 D 
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SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
CENTER SUPPORT 
Figure fl15. Gut-Away View of Room and Storage Drum for Rollout Design


Assume that the shaft length PS is the same as the distance


between the centerline and the drum edge










The shaft weight, WS, can then be written as


WS = AZkC 
 










0.4 k2 p F
WS = D D(D57)


Since dD, a and p will be assumed constant for stress scaling, 
assume the form of the scaling equation to be 
WS = C12 £D F + C13 (D58)


where the constant C13 is to account for fitting weights. Solv­
















5 92 FD + 0.35 (D58a) 
(ii) Deflection Limitation








E rd3 D t












Assume the shaft material is aluminum

























From which, using the available data







W = 	 7.166 x 10- F 





(b) 	 Shaft Loading during Launch


To obtain the reaction of the drum on the shaft it will be assumed that


the drum is excited in its first bending mode, a magnification factor


of Q = 50 and an effective mass of 61% of the total mass.






F = - (50) (0.61) (W + W (D61)






FR = 12.25 (1 .00 39B£DyA + 0.0737YD) (D61a)


and the moment on the shaft assuming a shaft length of 2S - 0. 91D


M = 1.53 kBk2A + 0.112 2 (D62)


For this condition it will be assumed that the shaft is stress limited.


Then the shaft weight can be related to the stress by the equations






wS = 016 (0 01022 BYA + 0.00075) + 17 
Solving for C16 and C17 by using the 10 kw/wing and 60 kw/wing data. 
C16 = 0.000167 C17 0.032 




Comparing Equation (D63a) to Equation (D58a) it is concluded that the


effective stress in the shaft due to the blanket tension is lower than


due to the launch condition. Thus for the shaft weight the larger of

















The function of the center support is similar to that of the shaft, see


Figures D14 and D15. The procedure for the derivation of the weight equation


for the center support is identical to that used for the shaft.


10 kw/wing 60 kw/wing


Center support weight, WCS, lb each,


1 required per wing 4.91 19.62






Blanket Tension Load, FD' lb 1.6 27.6


(a) Bending in Deployed Configuration








W =C FDPZ + C (D64)
CS 18 D D 19









C18 = 1.596 x 10 C19 = 4.75 
-







(b) 	 Loading During Launch


The stress limited condition indicates a weight equation of the form


= 020 (0.01020 9B A + 0.00075) £+ 0 	 (D65) 
using the available data


C20 = 0.000372 C21 = 3.91 
-6		 -
W (3.80 x 10 BYA + 2.79 x 10 7 ) P + 3.91 	 (D65a)CS-''+D


The center section weight will be evaluated using Equations (D64a) and








The header is affected only by the deployed loading of the blanket tension,


see Figure D14. Both a stress limitation and a deflection limitation will be








10 kw/wing 60 kw/wing


Header Weight, WH, 1b, one required/wing 1.98 4.36 
Drum Length, kD' in. 87 150 
Blanket Tension Load, FD, lb 1.6 27.6 
(a) 	 Stress Limitation


Assume a cross-section as follows: b­

t << 	 b
a/b 	 = 2 





A = 0.6 t dD 
3 
I = 0.00333 t d D


The header length will be assumed


kH z 1.2 YD 
The header weight then is 
WH = AtHp p = 0.056 lb/in? for graphite epoxy 
WH = 0.0403 t dD D


The moment is 
M = 0.6 FB D 
Mc aa = I c = b - 0"1 dD 




WH = 0.726 FDD (D66)


Then the weight scaling equation will be assumed of the form


W0 F 2 +0(D6 7)C22 FDY D + C2367
WH 
 H 2 fD 23 
Solving for C22 and C23 from the available data








































Assuming E, dD and 0 to be constant the scaling equation is of the 
form 
w =0 + (069)









C24 = 2.584 x 10 C25 = 1.95


WH = 2.584 x 10-8 FP 3 + 1.95 (D69a)


For the header the weight will be determined from Equations (D67a) and









5. Leading Edge Member


The leading edge member, according to GE, consists of a rectangular cross­

sectional beam with minimum gauge (0.030 in.) thickness wall, constant weight


per length. See Figure D14 for sketch of Leading Edge Member.


10 kw/wing 60 kw/wing


Leading Edge Member weight, WLE lb 1.06 2.16
, 
 












WLE = 0.0133 £D (DT0a) 
6. Folding Structure for Broken Arrays
 

To obtain an estimate for the weight of the folding structure for the


broken arrays it was assumed that the major function of the structure is to


provide support during the launch phase. Since the structure is not well defined


it has been arbitrarily assumed that the ,folding structure weight located at the


array base is 15% of the center support weight and similarly the folding strqc­







Thus for the base


WFB = (5.7 x 10 7 kBYA + 4.18 x 10 8 ) tD + 0.59 (D71) 
































SECTION I - PART 4 






The scaling equations for the mechanisms have been derived using the weight 
data supplied for the conceptual designs. The weight data for the foldout array 
was obtained from references 12 and 13. The rollout array weights are contained 
in references 14 and 15. 
In developing the scaling equations, it was assumed that each mechanisms


scales linearly, nonlinearly or does not change significantly in weight.


The assumptions made in arriving at the scaling equation for each mechanism

















B - Blanket preload, psi


L - Mast length


LI - Blanket length, ft


N - Negator spring weight, lb


NH - Negator hub weight, lb


NR - Negator reel weight, lb


P - Wing power, kW


PW - Panel wire retainer weight, lb


S - Shaft weight, lb


T - Total blanket tension, lb








T2 - Intermediate blanket tension, lb


T3 - Guide wire tension, lb


TM1 - Full tensioning mechanism weight, lb


TM2 - Intermediate tensioning mechanism weight, b


TM3 - Guide tensioning mechanism weight, lb


Tq - Containment box deployment torque required (in.-lb) 
W - Tensioner wire weight, lb 
WB - Blanket width, in. 
WR - Wire reel weight, lb 
W - Washer weight, lb
S 
 






The tensioning mechanisms consist of the following parts: Wire, negator


spring, wire reel, negator hub, negator reel, shaft and washers. The guide


wire tensioner also includes panel wire retainers.


The wire, negator spring and the panel wire retainers are assumed to scale


linearly and 1:1 with blanket length. The wire reel and spring reel are assumed


to scale linearly but less than 1:1 with blanket length. The negator spring is


assumed to scale linearly and 1:1 with mechanism tension. The spring hub is


assumed to scale linearly but at a rate of less than 1:1 with mechanism tension.


The shaft and washer remain constant.























Using the weight information supplied in reference 12, the variables in equa­

tion (D73) can be filled in,


TM3 = 0 (o.oo1 + 0.455 s 0.006) ( - i) EO.15 (0.111) 
+ 0.1 (0.053)] - 0.2 (0.086) + 0.111+0.066 (D73a) 
+ 0.153 + 0.026 + 0.007 
If equation (D73a) is simplified and converted to lbs, the result is 
TM3 =0.022L (0.007 + 0.455 T3) + (101- 1) 0.048 
+ (TS - i) 0.029 + 0.579 (D73t) 






Using the same steps as above, the equations for the intermediate and full


tensioning mechanism can be written as:


TM 2 = 0.024 A(0.001 + 0.755 T2) + (0.OlA - 1) 0.11 + 0.807 (D74) 







In the MSFC/LMSC array the mast length is approximately 1 meter longer than











2. 	 Tension Transfer Mechanism Weight


The tension transfer mechanism weight scales directly with blanket width.









Tension transfer weight = 1.14 x 10 - WB 	 (D76)


3. 	 Containment Box Cover Launch Latch Weight


It is assumed that the folded width of a MSFC/LMSC blanket will remain at


its present 14.85 in. while the array power output increases, and the contain­

















The force that must be reacted by each latch pin can be found from


Latch force = 17.54 x 14.85
2 x B 	 (D77) 
If the 1.5 psi preload for the 12.5 kW array is used the latch force is


17.54 x 14 285 x 1.5 = 195 lbs. 	 (D78)


The tension in the cable is









A 1/16 in. Mil - C - 1835 cable with a breaking strength of 360 lb. can be used 
-to provide a safety factor of 1.5. The cable weight per in. is 6.25 x 10 4 lb


















The cable weight can then be written as:


41.5 .2x10 (1\-7 .54)Cable weight - 6.25 x 102W (19) 21
(D82)

+ 2(17.54) 6.25 x 10-4


The hardware needed for each latch point, (a latch pin on the cover, a latch


pin on the box, and a spring on the cover latch pin) weighs 0.015 lb. The


expression for the latch point hardware is


0.015 V17- 4 (83) 
The hardware with a constant weight are pin pullers (0.385 ib), squibs (0.132 ib)


and cable ends (0.223 ib) which weigh a total of 0.74 lb.






























Latch weight = 9.03 x 10 - 4 BWB + 1.21 x 10- 3 W + 0.762 (D84a) 
For the unbroken MSFC/UASC array equation (D84a) is used once; however,for


a broken array the equation is used three times, once for each containment box.


4. 	 Containment Box Launch Latches











Both the lock and the catch are of aluminum construction except for the


pins and lock spring which are stainless steel. The weight of the latch is


0.022 lb for the catch and 0.03 lb for the lock.


Assuming that the latch would fail through bearing of the 3600 psi yield


lock dog on the catch pin the maximum latching force is:


0.25 	 (projected pin area)(Cos 360)(32000) = 303 lbs 	 (D85)


Since the load capacity of the latch can be increased (by changing the pin


diameter) with a small increase in latch weight it was assumed that the latch
 





In cases where part of the latch was connected to the solar array and part


was connected to the spacecraft, only the weight of the part of the latch
 

connected to the solar array was included.


A pin puller will be attathed to the spacecraft and a catch will be attached


to each end of the folded containment box. The weight of the latch which is


charged against the solar array is constant at 0.06 lb per wing.


5. 	 Containment Box Cover Cruise Latch


The containment box cover cruise latch mass is also the same as the latch


described in part 4 above. Six latches are required for a total of 0.312 lb.


6. 	 Containment Box Cruise Latch


The containment box cruise latch will be a folding strut like the Voyager


RTG boom folding strut. The Voyager weight of 1.23 lb will be used. Two fold­

ing struts are required for a total of 2.46 lb.


7. 	 Containment Box Deployment Actuator


The baseline containment box deployment actuator is the actuator used for


the Voyager RTG boom deployment except that the number of springs have been


doubled. Since there is little known about the deployment torque needed,the scal­

ing equation is written as a function of deployment torque required and another


relation is supplied as a guide f6r determining required torque.










Tq = 	 10P 	 (D87)


The relation for deployment torque required, Tq, should only be used in the











The scaling equations for the MSFC/UMSC solar array are as follows:












+ (T	 - i) 0.029 + 0.5793 

* 	 Intermediate tensioning mechanism - two required per wing.

TM2 = 0.024 A(0.001 + 0.755 T2) +'(0.01A - 1) 0.11 + 0.807 (D74) 
* 	 Full tensioning mechanism - two required per wing







Tension transfer weight = 1.14 x 10
 4 WB
 
* 	 Containment box cover launch latch weight






latch 	weight = 9.03 x 10 BWB + 1.71 x 10 3 Wt + 0.762 (D84a)


- 4 	 ­
* 2(9.03 x 10 BWBl + 1.71 x 10 3 WBI



































b - Spring width, in.


D - Mast diameter, in.


D3 - Spring hub diameter, in.


L - Mast length, ft


Lp - Number of drum launch latch points required per wing


Ls - Negator spring length, in.


M - Individual spring torque required, in.-lb


Mt - Drum torque required per blanket, in.-lb


n - Number of springs used in each drum


N - Number of turns of the drum for deployment


P - Array power, kW
 

R - Drum radius, in.


t - Spring thickness, in.


T - Total blanket tension, lb


Tp - Blanket tension required for partial deployment, lb


Wb - Weight of drum bearings, lb 
Wc - Sleeve weight, lb 
Ws Spring weight, lb














pulling it tight during deployment, and restowing the blanket by roiling it onto


the drum when the mast is retracted.


The tensioner performs these functions by having a negator spring wound








Reference 14 gives the total tensioner weight for the 10.5 kW rollout wing


as 1.32 lb (0.60 kg) with two being required per wing. Since no weight break­

down is given for the tensioner in reference 14, tensioner weight breakdown


from reference 12 was used to obtain all tensioner motor component weights except


the spring weight. The spring weight can be obtained as follows:








M = RT (D88)


Once obtained, M is used to enter chart W in reference 21 where t, D3 and b


are obtained. The required weight of the spring can be calculated from









and 0.29 is the weight density of the spring.


From reference 12, the weight of the tensioner components other than the






[rN (D3 + Nt) + 10D3]n 0.29bt + 0.449, lb 
Equation (D90) yields a weight of 1.199 lb (0.546 kg) per blanket or 2.398 lb


(1.09 kg) per wing for the 10.5 kW rollout array.


If the tensioner weight for the 60 kW/wing rollout array is calculated as


above, the result is 127.616 (58 kg)/wing rather than the 51.7416 (23.52 kg)








If it is assumed that the blanket tension required at any partial deployment


position is expressed by:








Lp = fully deployeddeployed length


and it is also assumed that four springs are used to tension each blanket, then














If it is assumed that the tension is to change in a step function at 25%, 50%


and 75% of deployment and remain constant between these deployment lengths,then


equation (D89) can be rewritten as


Ws = 4 [r4 D3 + i-t) + 10D3 bt 0.29 (D89a)' 
M must be calculated four times, using Lp = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1, and used


to find values for D3, b and t, from chart W in reference 21. Equation (D89a)


must then be used four times to calculate Wsl, Ws2, W$ 3 and Ws4 The weight of
. 
 
the tensioner may then be found from


tensioner weight = (WsI + tWs2 + tWs3 + tWs4 + 0.288 (D94). 
Using the above method to calculate the tensioner weight for the 60 kW/wing roll­

out array 52.03 lb (23.6 kg) is obtained which compares favorably with the








2. 	 Slip Ring Assembly


Reference 14 gives the weight of the slip ring assembly for the 10.5 kW/wing


rollout array as 2.86 kg (6.30 lb), and reference 15 gives the weight of the


slip ring assembly for the 60 kW/wing rollout array as 4.52 kg (9.96 ib).


Since no other information was available, the scaling equation of the slip


ring assembly was obtained by drawing a line between the two data points and


finding the equation of the line:


Slip 	Ring Assembly Weight (ib) = 0.0739P + 5.51 (D95)


3. 	 Drum Bearing Weight


As with the slip ring assembly, very limited information was available about


the drum bearings. The drum bearing weight was scaled in a straight line fashion


as a function of total tension of both blankets. The equation is:


Wb = 	T 0.0127 + 1.28 (D96)


4. 	 Mast Sleeve


The weight of the teflon was calculated as follows:


The sleeve diameter (D') is assumed to be 4 in. larger in diameter than the


mast. The 1/2 mil. silverized teflon weighs 6.17 x 10- 3
 lb/ft 2 . To clamp the






















The latches to be used for the rollout array are the same as described in


part 4 under the foldout array. In cases where part of the latch was connected











The drum launch latch consists of a pin puller mounted on the spacecraft


and a catch (with holes drilled in it rather than having a catch pin) mounted


on the drum. Assuming that only one latch is needed per drum, the weight to be


charged to the solar array is 0.044 lb.


Each drum cruise latch consists of one lock and one catch. The total


weight of drum cruise latches is 0.104 lb.


Each header also requires one lock and one catch for a total of 0.104 lb.


The total latch mass then is 0.252 lb.


6. Drum Deployment Actuator


Since General Electric made no provision for folding the drum during


launch, they had no drum deployment actuator. The following design was conceived


for the purposes of this study.








Since little is known about the torque required to deploy the drum, the


actuator will be designed to provide up to 1000'in.-lb deployment torque. With


the actuator acting along a line 3 in. from the centerlof the joint, 333 lb force








(0".25)2 = 27,000 psi


which can be easily obtained with aluminum. If a 0.5 in. ID tube is used for


the actuator, the area is



















Assuming that 100,000 psi yield stainless steel will be used for the cylinder


the wall thickness must be


0.5 	 in. x 1809 psi = 0.004 in. (Dl00) 
2 X 100,000 psi 
This is an unrealistic size from the manufacturing point of view, so a 0.020 in.


wall thickness will be used. The cylinder weight will be


(0.272 - 0.252) 8 (0.29) = 0.076 lb (DlOl) 
The plunger weight will be 
0.6252(10) 0.1 = 0.012 lb (Dl02) 
Assuming that one endcap is a 0.5 in. diameter disc 0.125 in. thick and the other 





0.1 T 0.252(0.125) + 6,57r 53)] - 0.091 lb 	 (1103) 
The gas producing squibs weigh 0.2 lb each. The total actuator weight is


0.075 + 0.012 + 0.091 + 2(0.2) = 0.579 lb 	 (D104)


Two actuators are required per wing.


Since the weight of the actuator was set by manufacturing rather than burst












* Tensioners - two required per wing 
Unbroken tensioners weight 
S[iN (D 3 + Nt) + 10D3]n 0.29 bt + 0.4491 (D9l) 
Broken tensioners weight 
where 
= Ws1 + Ws2 + Ws3 + Ws4 + 0.288, 
j(D94) 
Ws = 4 [T4 (D3 + t + ion3 bt 0.29 (D89a) 
* Slip ring assembly 
Slip ring assembly weight = 0.0739P + 5.51 (D95) 
* Drum bearing 
Wb = 0.0127T + 1.28 (D96) 
* Mast sleeve 




0.044 lb constant unbroken array 
0.252 lb constant broken array 
Drum deployment actuators 




* 	 Drum bearing


Wb = 0.0127T + 1.28 (D95)


* 	 Mast sleeve 




0.044 lb constant unbroken array


0.252 lb constant broken array





























SECTION II - PART 1


FREQUENCY EQUATIONS FOR THE LMSC FOLDOUT CONCEPT


The derivation of the frequency equations for the foldout concept is con­

tained in Reference 3. The derivation is repeated here only in the interest of








1. Estimation of First System Bending Mode


Assume that the boom/blanket combination of the array deformed as shown in








y 6 (i - cos-.L) (D105) 
x 
LOW TENSION SHORTENING 
BLANKET SHAPE DUE TO BEAM 
CURVATURE 
DEFLECTED BEAM P 
BOOM DENSITY/LENGTH 
ep) 
UNBENT BOOM LENGTH, L 
1Figure D116. Boom Tension OfIG04NIDII 
D115 
6 + A sin-­ (D106) 
The strain energy of the boom, VB, can be expressed as 
f(y)2 E=Y)ydxL 62 T24 Cos2 














7T4 F 6 
64L3 
and the shortening of the boom, A, due to the deflection 6 
L2 r2 sin2 x dx 














The length of the curved array path OP can be expressed as 
2A2 2 JL 2 L 16L 
L2A1 
41. JoL 








The stretch of the array, SA' 




and the strain energy of the array, VA' 
T 2 2 6 2) 
The kinetic energy of the boom, KB 
(Dill) 
Sf 2 (-1_cos 2L dx 







The kinetic energy of the outboard support, K0S 
2 
The kinetic energy of the array, KA 
Ow2f /6x T K - + A sinA 2gJ 2 dx 
22g / 22sinL22 L 
_2 IL Cos2T!-+f 
n+s  2 
cos -M 
(0114) 
+A2f (i Cos 2x dd 
22 2 21 
amO [621 26A . I + A2L amW F62 26AL +A Li 










4 2 2 2 2 2
Tr E13 T7r A2_ 62 = 0.227 pw2 62L64L3 + 41 2g 
(D115)

22 2 F 2 21 
a26L A2Li
+M262 F(62 26AL 2+
+ 2 2g [3 + r 

A relationship between A and 6 must be sought. Moments about Point 0 of forces


on array equal zero.







W a__ 3L A 12 CoTL + LCos Tdx = TA7F2 x f rx 






2 6L 3 +AL 2] 






In the above derivation the geometry is defined in Figure D16. The other








E1 = Boom Stiffness








p = Boom Weight Density/Length


= Array Weight Density/Length
 

= Circular Frequency, Rad/Sec.


All above must have consistent units. It is desired to minimize boom weight,





































o - 0.227 p 2L + + a 2 L 
2 2 6 
Then Equation (DI5)simplifies to 











I+ 2a I+T a - a 









L = +T = 3air f2 Tr 7T) 
T 1 (0121) 
Da a @T 
from (Dll7a) 
3a 2 3r
=-a aTa-t 4L-=2 9a 122a (D122)D2 
Substituting (D122) into (D120) 
. 12 a 2 a 12 2 1222+i
1-­
+ a 2 
_ 2a42i 1+ 2a 2 + 2-L a + R-L a2 0 








- 6a3 (_+ + a +-a 2 = 0 	 (D123) 
T77 
a = 1 = 1.0762 	 (D124) 
12
22 -- 1 
Substituting a into the expression for T gives












E--IN = 0.23048 L42 (0.3207 p - + 1.4254M + or- (D126) 
2. 	 Estimation of First System Torsion Mode
 






















The lateral component of force on element dx of leading edge member is: 
dF = T' x Gdx/L (D128) 
Potential energy associated with this is: 
T2 
dV1 = (Txdx/L) . x* =-T2L x dx (D129) 
Total potential energy for whole array blanket 

















 a = mass/unit area







 J J s xy 2dxdy 
0 -S 




2L2 3 3 9 






















f2 1 ____3L __3 _ 0D34a) 
4 (1 Ls~ 
where 
T- = Membrane tension/unit width 
L = Length 
GJ = Torsional rigidity of mast 
a = Membrane mass density/unit area 
o 
2s = Width of complete array blanket


I = Mass moment of inertia of outboard support member about mast long. axis


f = Frequency, Hz


= Circular frequency, rad/sec


3. 	 Catenary Frequency of Stretched Membrane
















L = Length 
T = Tenston/Tit wid-th 
ao = Mass Density/unit area 

























SECTION II - PART 2


FREQUENCY EQUATIONS FOR THE GE ROLLOUT CONCEPT


The derivation of the frequency equations for the rollout concept follows
 

the Rayleigh-Ritz energy approach used in Part 1 and documented in Reference 3.


Due to the different configuration of the blanket and the out of plane stiffness














1. 	 ESTIMATION OF THE FIRST SYSTEM BENDING MODE


The lowest bending mode frequency will be obtained by the energy method,


STRAIN ENERGY = KINETIC ENERGY


where strain energy includes the bending of the boom and stretching of the


blanket. The kinetic energy is derived from motions of the boom, the outboard


support and the array.








VB strain energy of boom bending = - j d(2) dx (D136) 




	 dy 2 1 1T fLL dp \2 dx 2 fj ki- dx 	 (D137) 
2f 












 kinetic energy of the outboard support = 2(D139)
 
x 	+ p(x) dx (D140)




bending rigidity of the boom


p = boom density
 

M = outboard mass
0 
L 	= length of the boom and blanket


a 	= array density


= circular frequency, rad/sec


The boom mode shape will be assumed to be the same as the static boom


This relationship is based on test data and
characteristic with tip constraint. 
 
is derived in Reference 20.












A = yL sinryL + cos yL-1 (D142)

­ y2L2r cosyL)




B = yL cosyL - sinyL 
 2 2 

r cosyL)
yL(2-2 cosyL - yL sinyL + IyL sinyL - y L 
 
(D144)









T = Total pre-tension force in the blanket







The blanket mode shape will be assumed as


p(x) = a sin (2) (D145) 
both 6 and a are undetermined amplitudes, however they are related through the


balance of moment on array.


Neglecting the cant angle 8 the relationship between a and 6 can be estab­

lished using the same arguments as for the LMSC foldout array, Reference 3.


a L (D146)T 3( Trr 2 
The displacement functions y(x) and p(x) are taken from the static deflec­







yd at x 0dx2
dx KR 













Carrying out the integration, the following are obtained















1 2 2 1 2_ 2 2(D
1 - jyL(A2+B2) -T (A2B ) sin (2yL) + AB sin (yL) 
1 2 2 1 si (22 - i 2 
= 7 yL(A +B ) + W (A2-B2 ) sin (2yL) - AB sin (yL) 
-2A 2 sin (yL) - 2AB cos (yL) + 2AB + yLA2 
)(D151) 
(Dt52) 
T13 4 (B 2-A2) sin (2yL) - 2(A2+B 2 + yLAB) sin (yL) 
+ 2yLA2 cos - (yL) + yIA2 (]L+ L Y2L2)23 
















MB = Boom mass = pL/g


MA= Array mass = aL/g 
























S=--( (nI - n2 
Equation (D156) has to be solved for the first mode bending frequency.
 

2. ESTIMATION OF THE FIRST SYSTEM TORSION MODE


The derivation for the lowest system torsion mode follows the method

























T' = tension per unit width of blanket


a = array mass density per unit area 

w = width of the array


L = length of the array
























F = 4 - • 6 (D161)b 15L








_61T" 2 2 sin2 
V =F 6 2 1 1 \L (D162)B 2 b 2 b4I 4Tw 2 14E 4T'w\L3 15L) 	 15L) 
KINETIC ENERGY OF THE BOOM
 

2 oL "2 
I i 62 
_ P1 jp y2dx 
 




13 \T-y 6 2 sin2 a 




p = weight density of the boom (lb/unit length)











El = boom bending stiffness

(KE)o = kinetic energy of outboard support

M 	0W2 62 12


02 +1-I (w8)2 (D164)


8 sin2M o(02_ (T
2 	 2 +
( 4- )Tsi 1 (e)2 	 (D165) 
where I = moment of inertia of the outboard support. Let 
(D166)







2T'w 	 = Total tension in two blankets =T


2oLw 	 = MA = Total array mass










2 L (y2;2)] 	 (D167) 
Cyt) 3sin2+ 1 
 3






w is the circular frequency in radians/seconds


is the cant angle


I is the moment inertia of the outboard mass about the boom centerline, and


y, w, MAI MB M and 3 have been defined in the previous section as


part 	 of the derivation for the lowest bending mode.


3. 	 CATENARY FREQUENCY OF STRETCHED MEMBRANE


The catenary frequency of the stretched membrane is identical to that








4. 	 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE APPROACH USED BY GE FOR ESTIMATING ROLLOUT








The GE program for the estimation of array frequencies is proprietary and








The approach for obtaining the lowest system bending frequency as used by


GE will be interpreted here for completeness and for purposes of comparison


between the GE approach and that used to develop the equations for this study.













relating tip 	 deflection to tip force is shown in Figure D19(a). 
 






























Since it is assumed that the array operates in a gravity field and further­

more since the transition from Region 1 to Region 2 is not fully understood, only


Region 2 is of interest. Reference 9 gives the equivalent spring constant, of a


linear spring acting as the tip of the boom as


K 4E_ 4T+ T w sin 1l (D168)

eff L 3 15L L 6


where is the cant angle. Keff is evaluated at a value of 6 which corresponds


to the static deflection of the array under the gravity loading. This Keff


represents an average spring constant for a particular loading, Figure D19(b).


The array is then analyzed as a flat array with a tip spring to ground acting


perpendicular to the array.


The derivation leading to Equation (D156) uses a different approach. The


basis for this derivation rests on the assumption that the slope of Region 2


should be used for the spring constant and not an effective spring constant. It


is assumed that the array will have deflected to some 60 under gravity and that


it will be oscillating about that position. In deriving the energy relationships


for the frequency equation the static deflection curve for the boom was used.


It should be noted that the frequency of the lowest bending mode obtained in this


fashion is independent of the cant angle. Thus the advantage of the V-stiffening


array in bending lies in the increase in bending stiffness of the boom and not on


the size of the cant angle. The cant angle does enter the equation for the











SECTION II - PART 3


FREQUENCY EQUATIONS FOR POSITION BOOM SCALING


The derivation of the equations for scaling the position boom are based on


the solution of a two degree of freedom linear vibration system. The solution


is approximate based on the comcept of effective mass, References 24 and 25.


Given the requirement that the system frequency of a solar array wing shall








to find a combination of array frequency w a' boom bending stiffness Elp, boom
 

torsion stiffness, JGp and boom weight, W , such that the calculated system fre­

p 	 p 
quency, en meets or exceeds w .


The solution to the above problem is not unique, but for practical applica­







1. 	 ESTIMATION OF THE POSITION BOOM BENDING STIFFNESS REQUIREMENT


Figure D20. 	 Two Degree of Freedom Spring-Mass System Representing


The Position Boom and Array.








a4 _ k 2 ap = 0 	 (D169)
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(D172)
 
For sizing the bending boom stiffness it will be assumed that the first array












is the actual total mass of the position boom.


" is the actual total mass of the solar array.
a 
and all other symbols have been determined previously. Equation (D173) is used


with Equation (D172) as follows: For a given w and Z a trial value of E and


B - B s p p


0a > Ws is picked; wa and the array width determine Ma from the plots of Section


XI, assuming that the first bending mode exhibits the lowest frequency of the


array, the value of M can be estimated from the position boom design which

P 





and wB are found, subject to volume, weight or strength










Mma a (14 
(D174)

ma 0.46 M +m 
p p a 
2. ESTIMATION OF POSITION BOOM TORSION STIFFNESS REQUIREMENT


The position boom torsion stiffness scaling required that the array/position 
boom combined torsion frequency exceed the required system frequency, w . It will 
be assumed that the first array torsion elastic mode accounts for 30% of the 
array inertia. Then the position boom frequency in torsion with an equivalent

array can be estimated as











WT is the circular torsion frequency rad/sec


J position boom solar moment of inertia






I array mass moment of inertia about boom axis
a 
Assuming that the position boo acts as a massless spring in series between the






Ta 2 (D176) 




where ta is the array torsion circular frequeicy rad/sec.


The procedure is the same as for sizing the boom in bending. It should be








both w and wa for a conservative estimate. If better information is available,
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COMPUTER OUTPUT OF PARAMETRIC DATA


This section contains the detailed computer printout for a selected


number of configurations. Since it was impractical to show plots of all


pertinent data, only a selected set of data points was chosen for print­

out. Enough of these data points are presented such that linear inter­

polation can be used to estimate values for configurations not listed.


The output is grouped by power level/wing and array width. The


data for each combination of power level/wing and array width fill one


page. The output consists of detailed weight lists for all components,









































All other components 1.15


Acceleration field 	 10- 3 g 
Note that the acceleration is used to determine the boom


strength capability ratio. The curves of Section X do contain data








Most of the output data are self-explanatory and all units














Center of gravity 	 Measured from the fixed edge of the








Blanket tension 	 Total blanket tension. Sum of all
 

tensions produced by mechanisms.


Moment of inertia 	 The larger inertia (Ii) is about an


axis located at the base of the array
 

along the width of the array. The


smaller inertia (12) is about an


axis running along the extension


mast. The units are lb-in.2


Buckling capability 	 Capability ratio based on overall


ratio 	 buckling of the mast or local buck­

ling of the longerons, whichever is








Strength capability Based on strength capability of mast


ratio in acceleration field.

















The input parameters to the rollout array are as follows:


Blanket power density 	 0.0000900 kW/in.
2 (0.139 kW/m ) 













Acceleration field 10- g


Cant angle, $ 5 deg






kB = boom length, in. 
T = total axial boom load, lb














The acceleration field was used to determine the boom


strength capability ratio. The data plots of Section X are not limited








Most of the output data are self-explanatory, and all units


are identified in the printout. Most output parameters are the same as














Buckling capability Capability ratio based on overall


ratio buckling of the mast or local


buckling of the longerons, which­

ever is smaller. Does not account


for increase in buckling capa­






















ARRAY TYPE LM8CI'#4DnUT POWER/WING m 8.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 2.00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH w 40,32 4 
 ASPECT RATIO a 20,t6 




4*4** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HM ***** 
 .022 .02? .029 
 
*** * TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 .191 
 .iqJ .291 
** 

*4€** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ * .022 
 .022 oP)9 
 
* ARRAY PROPFRTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (MG)







CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)







"OEJT OF INFRTIA It 
*4AUFNJT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECTIrT POWER (K'/KG) 













* Pn09 PRnPERTTFS 
OIAMETER (IN) 




 *993)7+07 .99397.07 .ui7i+ns 
 
POnT SPRING (Le-IN/RAD) 
 .1290+06 .1290+06 .1946406 
 
AUCKLN CAPABILITY RATIO 
 Q=57 9657 9.55 
 
STPENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO eC_ 
 3.19 3,19 4.57 
 




 (?N) $4.84 S4,84 57.77 
 
IAMETER (IN) IlIo;P0z14,25 la.e2 16.34 
 
* WEIGHTS CLR) * 
AROAY 278.8 278.8 299,7 
STER 
 399 39,Q 52.4
2, q28,9 37,1 
 
FULL TFNSTONER 








FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT IEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 166, SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 207BOX COVER u 7,6 BOy HINGE a .0 
CONTAINER a 16.0 MAST TIP FITTTNG a t,?CONT PX CRIuISE LATCH * .0 CONT BY CVR CR LATCH m *0 





























































































COVER LATCH p 
 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 
 

















































































ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 8.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH x 2,50 H 
ARRAY LENGTH 4 3.26 4 ASPECT RATIO a 12,90 BLANKET AREA a .12500+06 INeSO






M**** FREQUENCY NZINIMUM 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY NZ 



























* ARRAY PROPERTIES 
ARRAY MASS fKG)

ARRAY W!TGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY CIN) 
 
L6,KFT TENSIONJ (1.B) 
 
"nflIT OF, INFRTIA 11 
 
MOugNT OF TNFRTIA 12 
 
SOFrTFIC POWR CRW/KG) 
 











































































* ROom PROPERTIES * 
OIA'ETER (IN) 
El (L3.TN.$O) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAf) 
AUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 




























































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L)


BLANKET 1 SUPPORT STRUCTURE q 2.7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 8.3
66.4 
 
POX COVER a 7,6 BOY HINGE a .0 COVER LATCH a 1,0


CONTAINER a 16,8 MAST TIP FITTING a 1.7 MID TENSION MECHANISM '
.01 
CoNr BX CRUISE LATCH x .0 CONT BY CVR CR LATCH a .0 CONT BX DEPLOY-OEVICE 'o 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 3.8 
ARRAy TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 80 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 3.00 m 
ARRAY LENGTH a 26.88 M ASPFCT RATIO S.96








**4$* TORSIONAL WP0OUENCY W7 $104 
 .104 *lit .148 .I6 *224


SN***IEtnNG FREQUENCY HZ ***.* .027 
 .027 '029 .038 *047 .056


* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 112.0 112,0 
 113.0 118,7 124.5 130.3


ARPAY WEIGHT (LB) 206.4 246.8 28(,6 261.2 273.8 286,6


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 051.2 
 451.2 449,4 139,9 831.3 423.4


BLANKET TENSION (LB) 3.00 3.00 3.00 6.04 9.44 13,60

MOMENT OF TNFQTIA It *8217+n8 .8217+0s .0250+08 68495+08 s8733+08 .8973+06
MOnENT OF INERTIA 12 .2553+06 .2553406 .255406 .2563+06 .PS71+06 2584+06 
SPECIFIC POAEQ (KW/KG) .071 .071 .071 .067 .064 .061 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) O4.0 1.0 int 148 15,6 16,3


r4 ROOM PROPERTIES * 
OIAMETER (IN) 9.78 9.78 10,09 11.68 13,09 14,37

El (LB-INeSO) 42782,07 .42782407 .489SP+07 .87105+07 ,13735+08 0199q9+08


ROOT S0 RING (LB.IN/RAO) *6858+05 *6856+05 .7540+05 ,1169+06 .1645+06 .2177+06


RUCKLYNG CAPABILITY RATIO R'59 $,50 
 805 8,17 7,89 7.62


STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 1.01 2.81 






W'EIGHT (IN) 39.42 39.42 39.94 42.56 
 44,88 46,99

OZAmETER (IN) 11*54 
 11,54 11.91 13.78 15,44 16.96














 18.3 18,3 19.4 25.4 31.4 37.4


FULL TENSIONER 1.O 1.0 




 .9 .9 '9 1.0 I.O 1.0 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


ALANKET a 166.4 SUPPORT STRUCTURE m 2.7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS m 8.3
POX CnVER x 7,6 BOX HINGE a S0 COVER LATCH n III 
CONTATNER a 17.6 MAST TIP FITTING = 1,7 MIn TENSION MECHANISM a .02 
CUNT B* CRUISE LATCH v .0 CONT RX CVR CR LATCH a .0 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 3 .0 
CA'T BX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 3.4 
ARRAY TYPE LNSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING v B. KW ARRAY WIDTH a 3.50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 23,04 M ASPECT RATIO v 6.58 BLANKET AREA 8 12500+06 INwSO BLANKET WEIGHT i 166.4 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
* *** 
stat' 
M*I*INIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
TORSIONAL FRFQUENCY HZ *tt 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (Cifel 
ARRAY WFTGHT (LB) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
ALAWKFT TENSION (LB) 
40'FNT OF INFRTIA I 
HO"ENT OF INERTIA I? 
SPFCIFIC POWFR (KW/KG) 

















































* BOOM PRnPERTIFS * 
4!.&UETER (IN) 
ET (LB-T4-SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
RUCILTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L) 
BLANKET 
BOX COVER a 
CONTAINEP * 
CONT AX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOY HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING x 8.O KW ARRAY WIDTH a ,0o0 M 




****# MINIMUM PREQUENCY HZ '031 .031 .031 .038 .047 *056
***4S TORIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **** 7070 070 *070 .086 .106 .129 
*4** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ ***** '031 903t 1031 .038 *047 .056 
* ARAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 106.7 106,7 106.7 109, 112.3 115.6 
AROAy #ETGHT (LB) 234.8 234.8 234.8 240.1 247.2 254.2 
CENTFR OF GRAVITY (IN) 3a2.3 342.3 342.3 538.3 333.2 328.3 
RLANYFT TENSInN (LS) 3$00 3.no 3.00 4,53 7,08 10020 
M04ENT OF INERTIA II *446J08 .446J+08 *4461+08 .4508+08 .4S72+08 *4636+08 
MO'FNT O INFPTIA 12 *4539o06 .4539+06 .4539+06 .548+06 .s4562+O6 .4578.06 
SPECIFIC PnOFP CKW/ko5 *os .075 ,075 1073 .071 .069 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CKG/KW) 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.6 14.0 14,4 
* OOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER er . 8.44 0S 10.49 1J.50844 
 8,4

400T CLA-IN.Sf .23797407 023797+07 .23797+07 .36068+07 .56607+n7 &81877+07
ODOT SPRING CtBdIN/RAD) e4417+0s 4447405 .4417+05 p6033+05 .8460405 1116406 
RUCKLING CAPARILITY RA-TTO 7.6t 7.61 7.61 7.32 6.95 6.61 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 2,50 2.5O 2.50 3,39 4.68 6.09 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGNT (IN) 3t,40 31.40 31.80 32.92 34.77 36*44 
(IAMETEI *96 9.96 
 11,06 12,37 13*57N) 9.96 

* WEIGHTS (IR) * 
ARRAY 234.8 234.8 234,8 240.1 247.2 254.2 
OSM 9,8 9,8 9'8 12.0 15.0 18.1 






FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS CLB)


BLANKET . 166.4 SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 2.1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS w 8.3 
ROV COVER w 7,6 BOX HINGE * .0 COVER LATCH a I. 
CONTAINER a - 19.? MAST TIP FITTING 1,7 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .o0 
CONT Ax CRIIISE LATCH a .0 CONT AX CVR CR LATCH a .0 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 'o 
CONT RX tAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIOE WIRPE TENSIONER a 2.8 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING x 8.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH . 4,50 M


BLANKET HEIGHT x 166.4 LB





** ** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *** ,033 .033 ,033 038 
*** TORSIONAL FREQuENCY HZ .061 .061 .061 .070 
t* B .033 
 .033 .033 ,038ENDING FREQUENCY WZ 	 *** 

* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 108 8 1o0,$ 108,8 1i2e0 
ARRAY WEIGHT (L8) 239,1 239.4 219'a 212.S 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 297.9 297.9 297,9 295.8 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 3,00 3,00 3.00 0603 
MOMENT OF INFQTIA it ,3S3308 .3533+08 .33+08 .,331+08 
MI4FNT OF INFRTIA 12 .6086+06 *6086006 .6086+06 .609306 
SPECIFIC PfwFR (KW/KG) .074 .074 *014 .073 
SPPCIIIC WEIGHT CKG/KW) 131.6 13.6 13.6 13.8 
.* ROM PROPFRTIFS * 
OIAmETER (IN) 7.96 7,96 7.96 8.S8 
El (LB.IN.SO1 *18812+07 .18812 07 018812+n7 .25307+07 
H 	 QOnT SPRING (LB-IN/RAn) .3703405 ,3703+05 .3703'05 .4626+05 
RUCWLING CAPABILITY RATIO 7,23 7.3 7.21 6.99 
STREMGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 2,37 2.37 2*37 2.94 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
NETGHT (IN) 28.66 28.66 28.66 29.67 
OTAMETER (TN) 	 9,a0 Q.40 9.40 10.12 
* WEIGHTS (LR) *


AY 239.42330.4 23 4 242.5
800O4 	 7,7 7,7 1.7 8,9 
 
CANNISTE4 	 Itee It's it'8 1395 
 
FULL TENSIONER 	 1.0 1.0 1.0 lot 
INTERMEOTATE TENSIONER 	 *9 ,9 ,9 .9 
















































































































SLANKET • P.6.4 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 2.7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS q 8.3 
ROY COVER a 7.6 SOX HINGE a *0 COVER LATCH a 2.7 
CONTAJNFR a 21.3 MAST TIP FITTING a 2.2 MID TENSION MECHANISM a 02 
CONT IV CRUISE LATCH v 2'8 CONT X CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 3 ,9 
COT BX LAUNCH LATCH v *1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 0 207 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLOnUT POWER/WING a 8,0 KW ARRAY WIOTH a 5,00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH 3 16,13 H ASPECT RATIO a 3.23 BLANKET AREA a .12500+06 INaSO BLANKET WEIGHT 2 166,4 LB 




MINtIMUM FREQUENCY H? 
TORSIjAL FRFOUFNCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KO) 
APQAY WEIGHT UR) 
CENTER OF rPAVITY (TN) 
BLANKFT TENSION (Lb) 
HOMENT OF INERTIA It 





















































* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
DTmETEQ (TN) 
El (LB-IN-SM)
ROOt SPRING (L9-IN/RAD) 
RIJCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 











































































INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 9 9 .9 ,9 to 1.0 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 
 166.4 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 2,7
 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 8.3
BOX C0VER a 7.6 BOx HINGE a 
 .0 COVER LATCH o 2"7

CnkTAINEQ a 22,5 
 MAST TIP FITTING a 2,2 MID TENSION MECHANISM • .03CO'T BX CR'ITSE LATCH x 2.8 CONT eX CVR CR LATCH x a CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE v .9CONS BX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRF TENSIONER a 2.5 
ARRAY TYPE LHSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 100 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH x 3.00 M 




*8*4* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 9*84* .022 .022 .029 $038 
***9* TORSIONA L 
 FREQUENCY WHZ**8* 1203 103 .138 *185 
****t BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *4* ,022 0?2 '029 .038 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 141.3 t41.3 118,q 159.0 
&PA*Y WEIGHT (LB) 310.9 310.9 327.5 349.9 
CFNTER OF nRAVITY (IN) 568.7 568.7 558.0 545.0 
BLANKET TENSION (18) 3.00 3.00 5.3t 9.44 
H1ENT OF INERTIA It .1630+09 .1630+09 .t684+09 .1757+09 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 431414A6 *3181+06 .3149+06 .316?+06 
SPFCIFIC POWFQ (fl/KG) 07± .071 *067 .063 
SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/KW) 	 t.1 14*. 14,9 159 
 
* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
OIAMETER (IN) 10,94 10.94 12.66 14.67 
 
El (LB-TN-SQ) .67127+07 .67127+07 .12010+08 .21659+08 
 
ROPT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) *9614+05 *9614+05 ,1487+06 *23t4+06 
 
RIJC'LING CAPASILITY RATIO 9.01 9.0! 8.86 8.65
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 	 2.48 2,48 3.7t 5.53 
 
* CAWNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 07,16 47.16 49.99 53.31 
DIAMETER (IN) 12.91 12.01 14.90 17,31 
* W IGHTS (LB) * 
ARRAY 310.9 310.9 327.5 3499 
$OOM 27,3 27.3 36.5 419,0 
CA'NISTER 2304 23a0 305 40,0
FULL TENSInNER .O 1.o 1o2 1.6 
 
INTERMEOIATE TENSIONER *9 '9 1.0 1.0 
 
























































































































BLANKET a 206.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 2,9 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 8 10.3 
SOX COVER a9.5 SOX HINGE a .0 COVER LATCH l t1 
CONTATNER a 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 
0".8 
.0 
MAST TIP FITTING 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH 
jl.A 
a0 
MID TENSION MECHANISM * 
CONT RY DEPLOY-DEVICE x 
.02 
.0 
CONT AX LAUNCH LATCH 0 It GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 3.9 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWERWING * 10,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH p 3,50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH 2e.A0 M ASPECT RATIO u 8,23 BLANKET AREA v .15625+06 IN.SO BLANKET WEIGHT 2 208.0 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FRFOIIENCY kZ 






















ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
AQQAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY CIN)
BLANKET TENSTON (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I 
SPFCIFIC POWER (nW/KG) 



















































* 800 PROPERTIES . 
IAETER (IN)
Er CI(-INSO) 
ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
RurKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 

















































































ROY COVER a 
CONTAINER a 
CONI HX CRUISE LATCH p 






FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE i 2.9 
ROY HINGE a .0 
MAST TIP FTTTING p 18 
CONT BY CVR CR LATCH N .0 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER v 3,5 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH 2 
MID TENSION MECHANISM * 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING a 10.a KW ARRAY WIDTH a 4.00 M 




r*.* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ **4** *025 025 029 .038 '047 .056 
¢*5*t TORSIONAL FREOUFNCY HZ * *068 .068 .079 .106 .1t32 1159


• *e5 BENOINO FREOUENCY HZ ***** .025 .02 .029 .038 .047 .056


* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 133.4 133.4 135.6 141.2 146,7 152.4


4ARRY WEIGHT CLB) 293.5 23.5 298.3 310.5 322.8 335.2


CFNTEI OF GRAVITY (IN) a3,g 431.9 428.6 420.8 413.4 40605


RLAN*PT TENSION (La) 3.00 3.00 ;,98 7.o8 11.06 15.93
MOMEIT OF IrjFRT4I It *8776+08 *8776+08 .8853+08 .9048+08 .9245+08 9444+08


MO-plNT OF INERTIA 12 .5577+06 .5577+06 .5583+06 S601+06 .5621+06 .5645+06


SmFCIFIC POU r p (KM/KG) .075 '075 .074 .071 .068 .066


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/K) 1303 13.3 13,6 1401 14.7 15.2


* BOOM PROPFRTtES *


DImEE (IN) 	 9,44 9.44 10.14 11,73 13.14 24.42


El 	 (LB-IN-SQ) .37233+07 .37233+07 .49971+07 .88741+07 .13962+08 .20246+08


ROnT SPRING (LBeIN/RAD) 6179,05 .6179+05 .7659+05 1I8+06 .1665+06 .2200+06


RUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 8.27 8.27 8.12 7.77 7.43 7.10


STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 2.22 P.2? 2.73 4,14 5.69 7,36


* CANNISTFR PROPERTIES *


HEIGHT (IN) 37,41 37.41 3857 4t.19 43.51 45.62


DIA M ETER (IN) 	 1*14 1114 1.97 13.85 15.51 17.02






 293.S 296.3 310.5 322.8 335.2 C)




 17.0 17,0 19.4 25.4 31o4 37.4

FULL TENSIONER 
 1*0 1,0 t.i 1.4 2.1 r


INTERHEDIATE TENSIONER .9 *9 .9 1.0 1,0 10


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


IL-ANKFT 3 208.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 2". INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 10.3


BOX COVER a 9.5 ROX HINGE 2 .o COVER LATCH a 1.2


CONTAINER a 22.4 MAST TIP FITTING 1.8 
 MTO TENSION MECHANISM m .02
 

CONT OX CRUISE LATCH • .0 CONT AX CVR CR LATCH a 'o CONT nX DEPLOY DEVICE N .0 
COJT RX LAUNCH LATCH a .t GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER m 3,2 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/wING a 1O., KW ARRAY WIDTH 1 0,50 H


ARRAY LENGTH x 22,40 M ASPECT RATIO 8 
 4,98 BLANKET AREA u .1S625.06 INeSQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 208.0 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY H7 *4026 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY NZ 4*¢4 


















* ARRAY PROPIRTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (4G) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
rFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
BLANKET TENSION (LB)
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/kG) 





















































AUCKLflG CAPABILITY RATIO 
















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET * 
BOX COVER a 
CPNTAINER a 
COT AX CRUISE LATCH a 







BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING * 
CONT RX CVR CR LATCH a 







COVER LATCH * 
MID TENSION MECHANISM • 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 10,0 KM ARRAY WIDTH v 5,00 M


ARDAY LENGTH a 20,16 N ASPECT RATIO a 4.03 BLANKET AREA a .1562S+06 ?N.SG BLANKET WEIGHT 9 208,0 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ****t 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **I** 



















* ARRAY PROPFRTIFS * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (L.) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKFT TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA II 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWER (KWIKG) 


















































" ROOM PROPERTIES * 
IAMETER (IN) 
El (.B-IN-SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
SUJCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 













































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 208.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 2.9 INTERCONNECT HARNESS V 10.3 
ROX COVER . 9.5 SOY HINGE v g0 COVER LATCH a 29 
CONTAINER a ?53 MAST TIP PITTING 0 2.3 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .03 
CONT BY CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH m .4 CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE a 142


CONT MY LAUNCH LATCH n .t GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 2.8


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING x 10,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH w 550 M






t*s*s MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ** .029 *02q .O29 '038 .007 056
**$** TnR5IONAL FREQUENCY HZ *** .006 *046 .046 '061 .076 '0,01 






APPAY MASS (KG) 13214 23204 
 t32,4 135.2 138.2 141.2


ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 




CF-,TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 304.7 309.7 
 304.7 306.1 302.4 2q8.9

PLANXFT TENSION (LB) 3.00 3.00 3.00 5.15 
 8.05 11.59

'OHENT OF tNFRTIA I .456t+08 4561+08 ,4561+08 *4604+08 .0651+08 46q7#O8

HOFIENT OF INFRTIA 12 '1098+07 .o98+07 
 '1098+07 .1100+07 *1103+17 .1106407

Sp'lCrre POWER (W/k) .076 
 '076 .016 .074 ,072 
 6071

SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/Kw) 13.2 
 1S.2 13.? 13.5 13,8 14.1


* 800n4 PROPERTIES * 
0 (IN) 8,04 
 8,04 10.31 11430qIAWETER 6104 91?1 





ROT SPRING rLB-IN/RAD) .3816+05 .3816+05 
 .3816,05 *5736+OS .8035+05 .1059+06
RAJCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 7.27 7.27 7.27 6.83 
 6.11 6.03
STPFNCGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 1.93 










 9,49 9049 9.49 







 291.4 291.4 








 12.0 12.0 12.0 15.5 19.1 
 22.7

FULL TFNSIONER 1.0 
 too I.0 1.2 1.5 1.7

ITERMEDIATE TENSIONER 
 9 9 .9 to 10 1.0


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


aLANXET 208.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE c 2,q INTERCONNECT HARNESS s 10,3

ROm COVER a 9.5 BOX HINGE m It COVER LATCH 3 209 
CONTAINER a 
 ?6,0 MAST TIP FTTTING 2.3 MID TENSION MECHANISM * .03


CnN? HX CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 CONT 8X CVR CR LATCH x .4 CONT 8X DEPLOY DEVICE a 1,2


CONl RX LAUNCH LATCH a It §UI]FE WIPE TENSIONER x 2,7


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 1 10.0 XW ARRAY WIDTH v 6,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH X 16.80 H ASPECT PATIO O 2,80 BLANKET AREA a *15625#06 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT * 2000 LB 
***** MINIMUM FREOUENCY HZ *.*** 
 
*3*3* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY wZ ***** 
 
BENOING FREQUENCY HZ *'*** 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS C(G) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT CLA) 
 




MOMENT OF INERTIA I1 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 12 
 
SPFCIFIC POWFR (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 







ROT0 SP41NG (LBfIN/RAD) 
 
RIIKLTNG CAPARILITY RAT!O 
 

































































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT$ (LB) 
ALANKET s 208.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 2,0 INTERCONNECT HARNESS it 10.3 M 
ROX COVER l9,5 BOw HINE v It COVER LATCH x 2.8 _-
CONTAINER 2 27.5 MAST TIP FITTING a 23 MID TENSION MECHANISM s .03 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a .4 cONT BX DEPLOY*DEVICE 3 t.? 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a It GUIDE IIRE TENSIONER a 2,6 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WINO; 12.5 KW ARRAY WIDTH . 3,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH * 42.00 M 






 NZ **5 017




*4*5* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY WZ *5*4* .103 
 6115 .174 ,230 .296 .359






* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MAS$ (KG) 179,6 183.1 




A~qAY WEIGHT (LB) 395.0 
 402.8 443,0 S83.9 
 525.7 568.4
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 716.0 711.7 
 691,7 674,9 660.3 647,6

BLANKET TENSION (L) 
 3,00 3.69 8.30 
 24.75 23,05 33.19
MOmFNT OF INERTIA It .3253+09 *3?96+09 .3521+09 .3750+09 .3984+09 .4224 09


MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .3878406 .3880+06 .3895406 .3912+06 
 .393S+06 .3q6a+06

S0ECIFIC POWER CKW/kG) .070 
 .068 .062 .057 
 .052 *pB

SPECFIFC FIGHT (KG/KW) 14.4 













P 10550,0 .13032+08 *29984+08 .54506+08 .87084+08 .12822,09
ROOT SPRING CLB3IN/RAl) 
 .1350#06 *IS81+06 *29S4+06 
 *4624+06 .6572+06 .8784*06






STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 218 2,51 4,39 6,05 8.63 10.88


* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) S6,60 57,69 62.63 66,86 70.65 74,13

DIAMETER (IN) 
 t4,U6 15,24 










 42. 47,5 
 72.1 972 122.9 144.1


CANNISTER 29,9 32.9 48,1 63,4 
 78.9 9q.6
FULL TENSIONER 
 1.0 li 1.5 2.0 
 2.6 3.3
INTERHEDIATE TENSIONER 
 ,9 .9 1.4 1.0 1.0 ti1l


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 260o0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE x S.l INTERCONNECT HARNESS 3 12a9BOX COVER S It's BOX HINGE x 




CONTAINER 0 24.$ 
 MAST TIP FITTING x 19 
 MID TENSION MECHANISM 3 .02CONT RX CR'TSE LATCH s ,0 tONT BX CVR cR LATCH a .0 CON? BX DEPLOY DFVLCE 3 ,0
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH , .1 GU!DE WIRE TENSIONER a 4.6 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 12.5 KW ARRAY WIDTH 9 3,50 H






*0*** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** .019 *Otq .0?8 '038 .047 ,055 
tW** TORSIONAL FREQUFNCY H7 *'* *082 .084 .127 .171 ,215 .260 
teas BENOTNG FREGUENCy HZ ***9 .'9 .019 .028 .038 .047 .055 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY mAsS (KG) 172*3 173.0 186,0 199.1 212,5 226.0


ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 379,! 380.6 409,1 438,1 467,4 497.2


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 616,3 617,5 6O,8 588,1 575,9 564,9


BLANWET TENSTIN (1.) 3,00 3,16 7.1e 12.65 t9.76 28.45


MOMFNT OF INERTIA it ,2313+09 .2319+0g .2429+09 .2540409 .2654409 .2769+09


MnOENT OF TNERTIA 1? .5268+06 ,5269406 .5286+06 .5307+06 .5334406 5367+06


5PFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) ,073 .072 .067 .063 059 .055


SPECIFIC kEIGHT (KG/Kw) 13.8 13.8 14,9 15.9 17.0 18,1


* 4nOM PROPERTIES *


DIAMETER (IN11.32 11,47 14.10 16,34 18,34 20,16


ET (LB-IN.SQ) *76720+07 .80907+07 .18482+08 .33360+08 .52921+08 .77370+08


ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD2 1063+06 .1106+06 ,2055+06 ,3200+06 .4523+06 .6014+06


HPUKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 0.10 9.09 A,87 8.66 8,43 8.19








HEIGHT (IN) 49,85 50.10 4.44 58.14 61,44 64.45


DIAMETER (IN) 13,35 13.53 16.63 19.28 21.64 23,79


* WEIGHTS (LB) *


ARCAY 379.1 380.6 409.1 438.1 46704 497:2


Boom 31,3 32.1 48,s 65.2 82,1 993


CANNISTER 25.2 25.8 37,6 49.4 6t.2 73.2


FULL TENS1ONER I'D too 1,4 1.8 2.3 3.0


INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER ,9 .9 1.0 1.0 to 1,1 
 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS CLB)


BLANKET a 260.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE • 3.1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 12.9 

SOX COVER a 11,8 BOX HINGE x .0 COVER LATCH a 1,3 

CONTAINER m 25.6 MAST TIP FITTING 1.g 
l MID TENSION MECHANISM • .02
 
CONT AX CRUISE LATCH m .O CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a .0 CONT AX DEPLOY DEVICE '0


CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 4.1


ARRAy TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 12.5 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 4,00 M









INLUM FREQUENCY wr 
 
s**** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ fl*** 
 
**$$$ BENOING FREQUENCy Hz ***** 
 
* ARRAY PROPFRTIES *


ARRAY MaSS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 




MOvENT OF TNERTIA II 
 
MOENT OFPNERTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/KH) 
 







hi 	 ROOT SPRING (LB-TN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLIN CAPAHILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 




















BLANKET U 260,0 
ROX COVER 11.8 
CONTAINER 26.3 
COJT AX CRUISE LATCH s ,0 














































































































































SUPPORT STRUCTURE u 3.1 
BOX HINGE u 'O 
MAST TIP FITTING a 1.9 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a *0 
fUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 3,8 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVEP LATCH * 
MTD TENSION MECHANISM • 














































































































































































ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POwER/WING a 12.5 KW ARRAY WIDTH * 4,50 H 
ARRAY LENGTH a 28,00 M ASPECT RATIO m 6,22 BLANKET AREA a .19531+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT m 260.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
*4*4* MTNIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *$$* .021 1021 .028 .038 .047 056 
**4* TORSONAL VRFQUFNCY NZ *$*** .057 .057 *078 .105 .131 *158 
B*44*ENODIG FREQUENCY HZ *44* .021 .021 .028 .038 .047 .056 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES S 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 













CENTER OF CRAVTTV (IN) 













MO"ENT OF INFRITA it '1359+09 *1359+09 .1387+09 .1422+09 .1458+09 *1493+09 
MOAENT OF INERTIA 12 .9052406 .9052+06 .9070+06 .9100406 .9134+06 9176+06 
SPFCIVIC POWFR (KM/KG) .075 f075 .072 .069 .066 .063 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) t3*4 13.4 13.9 14.5 15.1 15.6 
.4 BOOM PRrERT.ES * 
OIAMETER (IN) 9,*9 9,96 11.62 13,44 15,06 16,53 
ET (Ls-INSQ) 













P.IKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 8.52 A.52 8.24 ?,9 7.S4 7q?0 
STRENGTH CA0ARILITY RATIO 1.87 1.87 2.91 4.40 6.04 7.80 
* CANTISTFR PRnPERTIFS * 
HEIG T (IN) 40,68 40.66 43.43 46.4 49.11 51s53 
DIAMETER (TN) 11.75 11.75 13.71 15.87 17.77 19.51 
0 0 
* wEIGHTS (LA)* 
ARRAY 369.0 369.0 382,4 399.3 4t6.3 433.6 '" 0 
BO0M 188 18,8 25,6 34,3 43.1 51. 9 0 
CANNISTER 19.0 14.0 25.3 33.2 41.0 48. 
FULL TENStONER 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.5 
tNTERHEDIATE TENSIONER .9 .9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 10-
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 260,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE u 3.1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS ; 12.9 
BOX COVER a 11,8 BOX HINGE a .0 COVER LATCH 3 3,3 
CnTAINFR x 27.6 MAST TIP FITTING x 2.3 MID TENSION MECHANISM x .02 
COIT RX CRUISE LATCH u 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a a4 CONT RX DEPLOY DEVICE v 1.5 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH * .1 GUIE WIRE TENSIONER a 3.5 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 12.5 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 5.00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 25,20 M ASPECT RATIO a 
 5,04 BLANKET AREA v .19531406 INwSD BLANKET WEIGHT a 260,0 LB






MINIMUM FREOIIENCY HZ **** 
TORSIONAL FRFOUENCY wZ *V** 


















$ ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF CRAVITY tIN) 
RLANKET TENSION (LB) 
MO*4ENT OF INERTIA II 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPCIFIC PlWFr (nw/KG) 





















































RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 


















































































ROX COVER S 
CONTAINER a 
CON? BX CRUISE LATCH a 






FREOUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 3.1 
BO HINGE a '0 
MAST TIP PITTING w 2.3 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a a4 
GUIDE WIRF TENSIONER a 3,2 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH • 
MID TENSION MECHANISM z 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLUOUT 	 POWER/tvING a 12,5 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 5.50 M 




$*** MIN]MUH FREQUENCY HZ ***** .023 .023 .028 
*88*4 TORSIONAL FREOUFNCY HZ *84U14 .004 .05 




ARRAY 	MASS (KG) 	 164.0 164.0 166.9 
 
T
ANPAY WEIGH (L8) 	 360.9 360.9 367.t 
 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 392.5 392.5 3R.P 
 
BLAMKrT IENSTON (LB) 3.00 3.00 4.53 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It .8928+08 *8928+08 .9006+08 
 
uOn4NT OF INERTIA 12 O1342+07134247 0134+07 
 
SoECIFIC POWER (KW/VG) .)76 .076 .075 
 
SPFCIFIC WEIGHT CKG/Kw) 1301 13.1 13.3 
 
* 	 ROOM PROPERTIES


OTAMETtO (IN) 8,99 8,99 9,97 
 
El (LB-IN.S) '3059A+07 03059A+07 046292+07 
 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) *5333+05 *5333+05 .7275+05 
 
RUCKLING CAPAPILITY RATIO 7,97 7.q7 771 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1,72 1.72 2.32 
 
* 	 CANNISTER PROPERTIES


HEIGHT (IN) 34.68 34.68 36.30 
 
DIAMETER (IN) 10,61 10,61 11,77 
 
* WEIGHTS (LR) * 
ARRAY 360.9 360,9 367,1 
sOOM 1?.6 12.6 15.5 
CANNISTER 15.3 19,3 185 
 
FULL TENSIONER 1.0 1.0 1.2 
 
INTERgMnTATE TENSIONER *9 ,9 .9 
 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT$ (LB) 
 
eLANKET a 260.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE v 3.1 
 
POX COVER a 11.8 BOX HINGE n I1 
 
CO'TA!NER ?0.9 MAST TIP FITTING m 2,3 
 
COT RnX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CON? BX CVR CR LATCH a .4 
 




























































































































INTERCONNECT HARNESS V 12.9


COVER LATCH a 302

MIT TENSION MECHANISM s .03

CUNT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 15

ARRAY TYPE LM$C FOLDOUT POWERIWING 12'5 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH m 6,00 H






**$** MINIMUM FREQUENCY H? ***** 	 0 
 *(24 .028 .038 .047 .o06 
**** TOPSIONAL REQUENCY HZ *0*6 ,0 O4O *OL7 063 *079 *09S 
t*B* BENDING FREQUENCY H7 ***** 	 ,024 .02a .028 .038 04J7 .056 
*ARRAY DRO0EQT!ES * 
ARRAY MASS (MG) 162.9 J62,9 164.9 169, t73,5 177,9 
AQQAY WEIGHT (L) 358,5 358.5 362,7 372. 381o7 391.3 
CE'ITER OF GRAVITY (IN) 359.9 3599 357.7 352.9 3U8,/ 393,9 
RLANKFT TENSInO (LB) 3.00 3.00 4.15 7.38 1t,53 16.60 
MOENT 0 INERTIA It .7456+08 .7456+08 *709+08 *7594+nA .7690+08 .7786+n8 
4U0rT OF I14ERTIA I ,1595+07 .1595+07 *tS96+07 .1601+07 .1605+07 .1621+07 
SpECiFIC POWER (KW/It .077 .077 .076 .074 .072 .070






* BOOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 	 1161 8.61 
 9134 tO79 t2,08 13.24


El (t4.!N.SO) .25662+07 .2566P+oT .35555+07 .63068+07 *9954t00 .14391+08


ROOT SPRING (LB-N/RAD) 









STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1,65 1.65 
 2.10 3.20 4,43 5.77


* CAINNSTFR PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (TN) 32.39 32.39 33.59 36.0 38.12 40,04 
DIAMETER (IN) 10. 5 tolls 11.02 12.73 14.a2 15.63 




 358.5 358.5 362,7 372,2 381.7 391.3






 13.9 16.2 21.2 26,2 3i.2


FULL TENSIONER 1.0 1.0 1.1 
 10 1.7 2.1


INTERMED ATE TENSIONER 
 ,9 .9 .9 1.0 1.0 1.0


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT$ (LB)


RLANKET 3 260.0 SOPPORT STRUCTURE a 3,1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 12.9 
POX COVER ill.8 ROY HINGE a ,1 COVER LATCH a 3.1 
CONTAINER * 31.0 MAST TIP FITTING £ 2.3 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .03 
CONT A% CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 rNT RX CVR CR LATCH a ,0 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 1.5 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH a at GUIDE WIRE IFNSIONER a 2.9 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING * IS.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH m 4.00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 37, 8 0 M ASPFCT RATIO a 9,45 BLANKET AREA a .23438+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 31240 LB 
FPEQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETFRS 
*** 
* 
M**vINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FRFQUFNCY Z 





















* aRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARCAY MASS CkG) 
ARQAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
ALANKET ESION (LBI
HOMENIT OF INERTIA II 
MO(ENT OF INFRTIA 12 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 

















































* ROOm PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (TN) 
ET (LB-IN.SO) 
ROOT SPRING (L8.IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 






















































































91Y COVER a 
CONTAINER x 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH v 






FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT$ 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3 ,3 
BOY HINGE a *0 
MAST TIP FITTING x 1,9 
CONT OX CVR CR LATCH X '0 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 403 
(LB) 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS 9 
COVER LATCH a1.5 
MID TENSION MFCHANISM x 




ARRAY TYPE LHSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 1S,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH m 4.50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 33,60 M ASPECT RATIO v 7,47 BLANKET AREA 3 .23438+06 IN.SG BLANKET WEIGHT a 31z20 LB 
**** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
*4*4* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
4*** BENDING FRFGUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY P40PERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARQAY WEIGHT (LO) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
PLAqKET TENSIMN (LB) 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA I 
4OmWrT OF INEQTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POwER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CKG/Kw) 







ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLtNG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
$TPFNGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 
nIAMETER (IN) 












COT HX CRUISE LATCH m 




.018Ole 019 '028 
 
*** 	 *062 
O? ,093
 
,O18l .019 .020 
 
201.6 203.5 215.8 
 
443*5 447,8 474.7 
 
57A.4 576,3 563.8 
 
3.00 3.54 7.97 
 
.2367+09 #2381+09 .2466+09 
 
*Too07 	 1071+07 1074+07 
 
'074 .074 .070 
 
13.4 13.6 14.4 
 
10,91 11.38 13.98 
 
.66339+07 ,78439+07 .17BS6+08 
 
.9529+05 1081+06 .2002+06 
 
8,91 8.86 8.57 
 
1,69 1.91 3q,1 
 
47,11 47.88 52.16 
 
12,88 3.43 16,49 
 
443*5 407'a 47..8 
 
?7*1 29,5 44.S 
 
23.3 25,1 36,6 
 
1,0 	 1t1 1.5 
*9 ,9 tO 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LS)


'038 .047 loss 
0125 157 1169 






























































INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 15.5


COVER LATCH a 	 3.7 
MID TENSION MECHANISM s '02 
CONT OX DEPLOY DEVICF 3 1,7 
312.o SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
14.P SOW HINGE a 
 
1.1 MAST TIP FITTING 3 
2.8 	 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH ' 










ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING x 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 5,00 H


ARQAY LENGTH a 30.29 H ASPFCT RATIO a 6,05 BLANKET AREA a .23438406 INSO3 BLANKET WEIGHT m 312.0 LB





MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *$**g 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES # 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
AkRAY WEIGHT (L$) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
ALANKET TENSTIN (LB) 
4OPENT OF INERTIA 11 
4OMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KM/KG) 

















































.8 OOM PROPERTIES * 
OlAmETER (IN) 
Fn (LB-TN.SQ) 
ROnT SgoING (La.IN/RAP) 
RLJrKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 




















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 

RLANIET a S12.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 3.3 INTERCONNECT HARNESS w 15.5 
RlW COVER • 14.2 BOX HINGE o .0 COVER LATCH a 3.7 
CONTAINER a 32.2 MAST TIP FITTING F 2.4 MID TENSION MECHANISM • .03 
CONT IX CRUISE LATCH m 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH • .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE m 1.7 
CONT 8X LAUNCH LATCH 3 .1 GUIDE HIRE TENSIONER x 3,7 
ARRAY TYPE LMBC FOLDOUT POWERiWING * 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH v 5,50 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 27.49 M ASPECT RATIO a 5,00 BLANKET AREA v *P3438+06 IN*SO BLANKET WEIGHT 3 312.0 LB 




MINIUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY 47 





















* ARRAY PROERTIFS * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
AQPAY WEIGHT CLR) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
MO4ENT OF INFRTIA It 
MOvENT OF INERTIA 12 
SOFCIFIC PfWER (kWIK9) 























































ROOT SORING (LB.IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY PATIO 




















































































tOX COVER * 
CONTAINER x 
CONT NY CRUISE LATCH a 






FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3.5 
ROW HINGE .1 
mAST TIP FITTING 2.4 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH E 41 
GUIDE WIRF TENSIONER a 3.4 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS 0 
COVER LATCH B 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a IS.0 Kw 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 6.00 M


ARQAY LENGTH * 25.?0 M ASPECT RATIO a 
*t**$ MTIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
**4 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY WZ 4t*O* 
*4*S* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *0*2* 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARPAY WEIGHT CLS) 
 
CENTER 'IF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
4LANXFT TENSION (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA It 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/KW) 
 




ROOT SPRING (LBeIN/RAD) 
 
RUrKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STPENGTH CAPA41LITY RATIO 
 


















.020 *02) '02A .038 
 
.039 ,039 *055 ,073 
 
.020 *020 ,028 .038 
 
194,5 194.S 200.4 207.2 
 
427,9 127,9 400,8 455.7 
 
436.1 436.1 430.0 4123.4 
 
t.00 300 .. tO62 
 
.1292+09 1292+09 .1323+09 $1337+09 
 
.1e85+07 	 .1885407 188q+07 *1895+07 
 
,077 .077 .075 .072 
 
13.0 13.0 13,4 13.8 
 
9,43 9,43 11,21 12.97 
 
.36968+07 .36964+07 *7399P+07 1322q+08 
 
,6j46+05 .6146+05 *1034+06 *1599+06 
 
8,| 8.21 70R 7,38 
 
1*50 1.50 2149 3,78 
 
17.38 37.38 4033 43,22 
 





427,9 127,9 440.8 55,7 
 
152 15,2 21,5 28t7 
 
16,9 16,9 23.3 30,6 
 
1.0 tO 1,3 1.7 
 
.9 .9 1,0 1.0 
 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


RLANKET a 31,o SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 3.3 INTERCONNECT HARNESS w 15.5 5 
RO CnVER t24,2 BOY HINGE a *1 COVER LATCH a 3's 
CONTAINER 34(.5 MAST TIP FITTING w 2.,1 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .03 
COT RX CRUISE LATCH • 2.0 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH * .4 CONT RX DEPLOY DEVICE a 1.7 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a I1 GUInE WIRE TENSIONER s 3.? 






















































































































ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 1S.0 XW 	 ARRAY WIDTH 9 650 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 23,26 m ASPECT RATIO a 3,58 BLANKET AREA a .23438+06 INeSQ BLANKET WEIGHT 3 312.0 LB 
**t MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
asss* TORSIONAL rREQtlUNCY wZ ***0* 
 
***** BFNOING FREOUENCY HZ 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CFNTER OF 4RAVITY (IN) 
 
4LANKET TENSION CLS) 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC POWaR (KA/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 







ROOT S0RING (LB.IN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 
 




















RLANKT i 312.0 
 
POX COVER a 10.2 
 
C0NTAINER a 35,6 
 
CANT JX CRUISE LATCH q 2,8 
 





'***2,02 .021 '028 
 
.035 .035 '008 
 
'****.02. .021 .028 
 
193,3 93,3 197.8 
 
425,2 415.2 435.t 
 
002,7 aO?.? 398.1 
 
3.00 3.00 5.52 
 
.1095+09 .1095+09 ,iO8+Oq 
 
*2211+07 ,221.07 .2215407 
 
.078 '076 .076 
 
12,9 12.9 13,2 
 
q.05 9.05 10955 
 





7,99 7,.4 7.60 
 
1,45 1,45 2.27 
 
35.09 35.09 37.56 
 
10,68 10,68 12,95 
 
425.2 425.2 435,1 







'9 ,9 1.0 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS CLB)


SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3,3 
 
BOX HrNCE v .2 
 
MAST TIP FITTING a 2.0 
 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH 0 '4 
 


















































COVER LATCH x 
MID TENSION MECHANISM 3 



















































































ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING a 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH x 7,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH x 21.60 M ASPECT RATIO a 
 3.0q BLANKET AREA a .23438+06 IN-SO





S*4* MINTHUM FREQUENCY HZ 
t:*** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY W2 




































* ARRAY PRO'FRTtFS *

ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
AR0AY WFIGHT (LB ) 
 




MOmENT nF INERTIA II 
 
MOMENT OF INFRT!A 12 
 
SPECIFIC POWFR (KW/wGI 
 

























































































ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 

RUCLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 








































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS CLB) 
BLANKET s 312.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 3.3 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 15,5 
ROX COVER • 14.2 BOX HINGE 2 .3 COVER LATCH 5 3,4 
COINTATNER x 36.7 MAST TIP FITTING a 2.4 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .04 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH 2 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH • .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 17 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH a at 6ULnE WIRE TENSIONER I 3.0 
ARRAY TYPE L$C FOLOOUT POWER/wING a 20,0 MW 	 ARRAY WIDTH w 4.00 M


ARRAY LENGTH 3 50,4O M ASPECT RATIO a 12,60 BLANKET AREA a ,31250+06 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT a 416,0 LB


***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY NZ 
 
e*$*4 TORSIONAL FRrQUENCY W2 *$** 
 
*I€** BENDING FREQUENCY MZ ***** 
 
S 	 ARRAY PQOOFRTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
BLANKFT TENSION (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF INFPTIA It 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I? 
 
SPeCriFC POWER (KW/kG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 
 







ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLIN CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 




















BLANKET P 416, 
ROX COVER w 16.9 
CPNIAINFP m 38.3 
CO'IT 4X CRUISE LATCH a .0 




'**4*.013 *OQ *028 
 
*f67 '10 .158 
 
.013 .019 028 
 
275.6 299's 333.9 
 
606,9 	 658.8 734,5 
 
set.? 861,6 838.2 
 
3.00 7.08 15.93 
 
.7367+o9 7812+09 .8464+Oq 
 
7O?7+07 	 .1080+07 01084+07 
 
073 ,067 *060 
 
13.8 t5.O 16.7 
 
13.40 16.69 20.59 
 
.S097+08 *36334+0O .84060,08 
 
t766406 	 '3412+0 .6400+06 
 
q,59 9.56 9.51 
 
t.51 274 4,74 
 
65,77 71l20 77,62 
 
15,81 19,70 24.29 
 
606.9 658.8 73415 
 
61.4 9563 t44°Q 
 
36.5 54,2 79.6 
 
1.0 1.4 2.1 
 
.9 1,0 ID 
 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS CLB)


SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 3,8 
POX HINGE a .0 
MAST TIP FITTING 3 2.0 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a .0 





























































































INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 
COVER LATCH 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 



















































































ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POwER/WING 2 20.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH * 4.50 H









*** HrNT4U FREOUENCY HZ 
 019 	 
.046
193 .028 	 .037 
 1055
 
***t* TORSIONAL FRFGUENCY MZ ****$ 	 .056 
 ,082 .124 .167 .211 .256


***** AENnING FREQUENCY H7 ***o .o13 .019 
 .028 .037 .046 .055


* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 271,7 
 287,8 314.1 341,0 368.3 396.3


ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 597.8 613.2 691,1 750.1 810,3 871.9 
CENTFR OF GRAVITY (IN) 778.6 76S,5 716.2 729.9 715.5 702.8 
RI bJFT TENSION (L6) 3.00 6e29 10.16 25.1$ 3Q34 56,65MO4ENT OF INERTIA It .5712+09 *5942+09 .6319+o9 *6705+09 .7098+09 ,7499+09
MO4ENT OF TNERTIA I? .t4o?+17 .0405+07 .141o+07 v1416+07 .1425+07 *1436+07SPECIFIC POWER (MW/KG) 	 .074 .069 .064 
 .059 .054 .050
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 	 13.6 14,* 15.7 17,0 18.4 19,8 
.R AOOM PROPERTIES *


DIAMfTER (IN) 	 12.62 5.23 18,75 21,77 24.46 26,94


L 	 El (IR.TN.Sn) .11855,08 *2519LJ+08 .7875+n8 .10504+09 .16756 09 .2463(,09ROIT SPRIN (IB-IN/RAD) .t473+06 *25q2+06 40837+06 .7564+06 .1074+07 .1433+07


RUCKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 9.39 9.30 9.t14 8,96 8.75 8.50


STRENGTH CAOARILITY RATIO 	 l*04 
 2.44 4.28 6.30 8.44 10,66 0 . 
* 	 CANdISTEQ PROPERTIES * aWEIGH? (IN) 59,62 63.94 69.75 74,72 79.17 83.25 0 
DIAMETER (IN) 	 11.99 17.97 22.13 25.68 28.86 3178 pU > 
* WEIG14T3 (LOi)*

ROOM 597.8 633,2 695.1 750.1 810.3 671.9

ARR 	 E 48.4 70.5 106.q a140o 181.8 220.5


CAPJISTER 	 32,0 
 (4.9 65.8 86,8 108.1 129.6 WI
INLL TENSIAER 10 1.3 1.9 7 .81 .. 
ITERMEDIATE TENSIONER .9 I.O 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 416.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 3.8 INTERCONNECT HARNESS V 20.7 
POX COVER 3 18.9 BOX HINGE a .0 COVER LATCH a 	 S.2
CONTAINFR a 	 38.0 MAST TIP FITTING a 2.6 MID TENSION MECHANISM m .02


CONT BX CRUISE LATCH q 2,8 CANT OX cVR CR LATCH a .4 
 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE x 2,3

CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH a It GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 4.8 
ARRAY TYPE LMC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING . 20.0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH a 5,00 M


-ARRAY 	 LENGTH a 40,32 M ASPECT RATIO a 8,06 






f**t*t MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** *QU 019 
 *028 .037 .046 .055

o*t$t TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *** 
 *048 .067 .tot 6135 .170 .206


***** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ ***** 








 (KG) 	 266.2 277,4 298.2 319.3 340,8 362.6

ARRAY WEIGHT (1) 	 585.5 
 610,3 6S6.1 702.5 7a9.7 797.8


CFNTER 	OF GRAVITY (IN) 




ALANKET TENSION (LB) 	 3.00 5.66 
 1275 2?.66 3S.41 50.98




MOHFHT OF INERTIA 12 .1723407 .1725'07 .1731+07 *1738407 .1748+07 .1760407


SFrIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 	 .075 
 D072 .067 063 .QS9 .055


SPFCIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 13.3 13,9 14,9 16*0 17.0 1.11


* ROOM 	 PROPERTIES *
P 	 0DIMETER (IN) 11.95 14.00 17.27 20.02 22 47 24,71
FT (LB.IN.S0) .95504+07 .18191tO .41588o8 .75121+08 .119a6+09 .17449+09
ROOT SPRING CLB*IN/RAD) .1?52+06 .2031+06 .3775+06 .5882*06 .8320+06 *1107+07
IUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9,21 9.07 Rk3 8.q 8.30 7.99
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 	 1.39 2.19 3.67 5.76 7.78 qfO


* CANNISTER PROPERTIES *


HEIGHT 	(IN) 54,65 
 58.09 63.41 67495 72.00 75.70


OIAMETER (IN) 14.1O 16.57 20.37 
 23.62 26.51 29.16


* WEIGHTS (L) *


ARRAy S8. 610,3 








 28.64 38.0 55,6 
 73,2 90.9 108.8
FULL TENSIONER 	 1.0 
 1,3 1IA 2.6 3.5 4.7
INTERMEnTATE TENSIONER 
 *9 1.0 te 1.0 1,1 t.2


FREDUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


PLANKET a 	 416.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE q 3,R INTERCONNECT HARNESS p 20.7 

ROX COVER a 18.9 BOX HINGE a 	 .0 COVER LATCH a 5.0

CPNTA1NF4Z 
 39.1 MAST TIP FITTING u 2,6 MID TENSION MECHANISM P .03 
CUNT RY CRUISE LATCH £ 2.8 CON? BX CVR CR LATCH u .4 tONT 4X DEPLOY DEVICE a 2.3 
CONI RX 	 LAUNCH LATCH v .1 GJIOE WIRE TENSIONER 0 4.5


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 20,0 KM ARRAY WIDTH a 5,50 H 
ARRAY LENGTH a 36,66 M ASPPCT RATIO a 6,66 BLANKET AREA 3 33250+06 INw$r BLANKET WEIGHT * 416 0 LO 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY Hj 
TORSIONAL FREQIENCY 4Z 






















ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 262.1 270,0 286,9 304,0 32104 339.0 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 













BLANKET TFNSION (LB) 3,0O 5.15 1J259 20.60 32.t9 46.35 
MOMENT MF INERTIA II .3712+09 .3782.09 ,3932+09 *4084+09 .4238+09 4394+09 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I2 .2078+n7 .200007 .2087+07 *2095+07 *eO6+o7 .2119+07 
SPECIFIC POWFR tKW/KG) .076 .074 .070 .066 .062 *059 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 13.1 t35 j413 IS,2 16.1 16.9 
* 80fl PPOPERTIES * 
OTAmETER (IN) 11.38 13.05 16.o3 28.57 20.83 22,89 
El (I8-IN-SO)













RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9,(3 8488 B.57 8.26 7,9? 7958 
STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO t.34 1.97 3.52 5,27 7,16 9.17 
* CANNISTR PROPERTIES * 
WEIGHT (IN) 50. 3 53.28 S8921 62,39 &6.12 69.52 
DIAMETER (IN) 13,4 15,0 t,92 21,92 24,8 27.01 











7ii S ,8 
130.3 
CANNISTER 25,5 32,7 47'8 62,9 78.0 93.2 
FULL TENSIONER 1,0 1.2 1,7 2.4 3.3,3 
IMTERMEOIATE TENSIONER .9IO 1,0 1en let 1.1 
FREOUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L8) 
BLANKET 416,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 0 3,8 INTERCONNECT HARNESS w 20.7 
POX COVER S 18,9 BOY HINGE a .1 COVER LATCH a 4.8 
CONTAINER 0Q,3 MAST TIP FITTING * 2,6 MID TENSION MECHANISM 003 
CONT? X CRUISE LATCH o 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT B DEPLOY-DEVICE u 2,3 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH a $1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 4,2 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING £ 20.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH x 6,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH * 33.60 M ASPECT RATIO 8 5.60 BLANKET AREA 0 .312S0+06 IN-8O BLANKET WEIGHT a 416.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

* tINIMUM FREQUENCY HZM*** *** .,05 *OlQ .028 .037 .046 .055

*$* TORSIONAL FRFQLIENCY HZ ***** *038 '047 tot ,095 .120 e144 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 2S.0 264.7 278.7 292.9 307.2 321.6 
APPAY WEIGHT (B) S69.8 582.3 613.2 644,a 67S.9 707,9 
CEmTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 588.2 583.2 571.7 S61.2 5s.5 542.S 
RLANVFT TENSTON (LB) 3.00 4.72 10.62 18.88 29.51 2049 
H4MFNT OF INERTIA It .3089+09 *3129+09 ,3230,09 *1332+09 .3435+09 *3539+09 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 *2t68+07 *2470+07 02477+07 .2486+07 *219A+07 .2512+07


SPECIFIC POWR (KW/HG) .077 .076 .072 .068 .065 .062








DIAMETER (IN) 10,89 12.21 14,99 17,36 )9.45 21,36


ET CLR.IN-S) *65B85507 .10405+08 .236S0408 .02471+08 .67035+08 .975i0+08


ROD? SPRING (L.ReNiRAD) .9477+05 *1336+06 .2472+06 *3835+06 ,5401+06 .7153+06


BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO A.85 8.70 8.34 7.97 7.0 7.23


STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 1,29 1,79 3.a2 4,83 6.60 8,49


* CANNISTER PROPERTIES *


WEIGHT (IN) 47,0$ 49.25 53.84 57,74 61.20 64.36


DIAMETER (TN) 12.85 140,1 17.69 20.48 22.96 25.21


* WEIGHTS (LA) * 
ARRAY 569.8 582.3 613.2 644,4 6759 7o7.9 
Room 27.0 34.0 51.2 68,7 86.3 1000 
CANNISTER 23.2 28'5 41,7 54,8 67,9 81,0 
FULL TENSIONER 1.0 1.2 it? 2,3 3.1 4.0


INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 9 It0 1.0 1.0 1.1 l.t


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


PLANKET 3 416,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE . 3.8 INTERCONNECT HARNESS u 20.7 
ROX COVER a 18.9 BOY HINGE a .2 COVER LATCH V 4.6 
CA'ITAINFR a 40 MAST TIP FITTING 2 MID TFNSION MECHANISM c .03,6 
CI'lT BY CRUISE LATCH a 2,R CnNT BX CVR CR LATCH P .4 CONT 8X DEPLOY DEVICE u 2.3 
C0NT RX LAUNrw LATCH • .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 3,9 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 20,0 KMw ARRAY WIDTH P 6,50 H






** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *V*V 0016 .019 .020 037 
TORSIONAL FRFQUENCY N7 6***034 /il0 .061 '082 
**,,s BENDING FREQUENCY Hj l**** *0O9 .028 .037.0)6 

* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY HAS8 (KG) 256,7 260o7 272.6 284's 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (Li) 964,7 S73,6 599.7 626,0 
 
CFNTER OF 4RAVTY (IN) 543S 540.0 530.2 521.2 
RLANKFT TENSION (La) 3.00 4,36 9.80 17.43 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA It .2612+09 .263S+09 .2705+09 .2776+09 
MO14ENT OF INERTIA 12 .2893+07 .2899+07 #2903+o7 .2912+07 
SPECIFIC PowvE (KN/KG) *078 0077 T073 0070 




DIAMETER (IN) 10.46 11,49 14,10 16,3
L~J El (LB-.N-SO) *55980+47 81543+07 .18500+08 .33161t.O 
S R ? SPRIN (LR.IN/RAD) *8390+05 ,1i12+06 .2056+06 .3186+06 
HUC(LTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 8.68 8.53 8.12 7.72 
STAFNGTH CAPARILITY RATIO t.25 1.64 2*95 4.4S 
* CArNI$TER PROPERTIES # 
HEIGHT (IN) 41.12 4S.82 50.13 53o79 
DIAMETER (IN) 12.34 13,56 16.64 19.25 
* WEIGHTS (LS * 
ARRAY 
564.7 573,6 599,7 626,0BOOMN 0 27.8 1.8 S6.0 
 
CANNISTER 21.2 25,2 36,8 48,3

FULL TENSIONER 1.0 1.1 1,6 2.2 
 
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER .9 .9 1,0 1,0 
 




















































































































BLANKET * 416,O SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 3,8 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 20.7 




BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING * 
.2 
2,6 
COVER LATCH 2 
MID TENSION MECHANISM * 
4,5 
.03 
COT HX CRUISE LATCH a 
CnNT PX LAUNrH LATCH a 
2R.8 
#I 
CONT RX CVR CP LATCH X 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 
14 
3,7 
CONT OX DEPLOY DEVICF 3 2,3 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WINOS 20.0 Iw ARRAY WIDTH S 7.00 M


ARRAY LENGTH S 2A.80 H ASPECT RATIO a '.11 BLANKET AREA U 31250+06 IN.SG BLANKET "EIGHT a 4t6,0 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCy HZ 





















* ARRAY PRODERTIFS * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CE"tEQ OF GRAVITY (IN)
RLANKFT TENSION (LB)
MOMENT OF INFRTIA I 
MOMENT OF WERTrA 1? 
$ Fti rc POWER (nW/KG) 


















































BROOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN)
FI (LR-IN-8) 
4POST SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
RUKLIG CAPASILITY RATIO 

















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT 0EIGHTS (LB) 
RLANKET a 
ROX COVER a 
CONTATNVR * 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH * 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOY HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT Bx CYR CR LATCH x 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH 
MID TENSION MECHANISM 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/IING * 25.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH A 5,00 M 




*9*O* MIN14UM FRPQUENCY HZ 011$* .019 *028 .037 .04@ .055


8*44 TORSIONAL FREQUFNCY NZ *$*4 .048 .083 *124 .170 .216 *262


*4*$* RFNOTNG FREQUENCY HZ $*4*$ .011 .019 .028 .037 .046 .055


* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 336,6 368.0 406.2 445.3 465.4 $26.5


ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 740,6 809.6 893.6 979.6 1067.9 1158.3


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 88304 862.1 810,7 8226 806.9 793.1


RLANKT TENSION (LB) 3.00 8.8r 1992 35.41 55.32 79.66


MOAPNT OF INERTIA 1I *90?3+09 .9614+09 *1034+10 .1108+10 11184+10 .1262+10


MO4ENT OF INFRITA la .2133+07 .213807 .2146 07 .2158407 .2173+07 .2192+07


SPECIFIC POWFR (Ki/KG) *074 *068 .062 .056 .052 .047


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 13.5 t4.7 16.2 17.8 19,4 21.1


* ROOM PPOPERTIES *






1 Ft (LB-N.SQ) *14991+08 .45162+08 .10418+09 

H O0T SPRING (LBeIN/RAD) *175606 .4016+06 .7SI7+06 .1179+07 .1679407 .2249+07


RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9.52 9.43 9.32 9.17 8.98 8974

STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1,22 2.62 4,56 6,67 8.88 11.16


* CANNTSTER PROPERTIES *


WEIGHT CIN) 65.73 72.74 79.50 85.30 90.50 95.30








ARRAY 740,6 809,6 893,6 979.6 1067.9 1158.3 0 _


gonm 61.2 1060a 161.3 217,7 275#6 334.8 
CANNISTER 36.4 59.9 87.9 t16.3 115.0 $74.3 
FULL TENSIONER 1.0 1.5 2.4 3.5 5.0 6.8 
14TERHEDIATE TENSIONER .9 1.0 1.0 1,1 1.2 1.3 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 520.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 2 4.2 INTERCONNErT HARNESS c 25.8


9OX CnVER a 23,7 BOX HINGE * .1 COVER LATCH 2 7,0


CONTAINER a 46.1 MAST TIP FITTING P 2.7 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .03


CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE w 2.9


COPIT OX LAUNCH LATCH a 1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 5.3


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 25,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 5.50 M








fl***t MINIMUM FREQUENCY H7 ***4* 01? .019 .028 .037 .046 l05 





6Fli0NG FQFQUENCY H7 ,012
 .019
'** l08 '037 .046 '055


* ARRAY PROPERTTES *


ARRAY MASS (fG) 
 33003 3S3.9 
 38e,6 416,0 447.9 48096
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 726,6 778.6 846aR 
 915.1 985,4 10573


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 805,4 788.6 7701 
 753,9 739.6 726.6
RLANKPT TENSION CLB) 3.00 
 8.O5 18.11 32.19 
 50.29 72#02
MOMENT OF INERTIA It .7340609 *7697+09 
 .8162+09 48637109 .91?1+09 
 .961q+0q
MOMENT MF INERTIA 12 
 .2971+07 .2S77+07 *2586+7 
 92599+07 .2616407 #2637+07
SPECIFIC POMR (Ww/K ) 
 .076 '071 
 .065 .060 .056
 .052




* OOnm PRnPERTrlS *


AMnETER (IN) 12.74 
 16,37 20414 23T37 
 26,26 28,91
El (o8-IN.SO) .12327+08 
 .33575+08 .77041+0 .13967409 
 2 256+09 .32684#,09

ROOT SPRPNG (LR-IN/RAo) .117+06 .3215+06 5995+06 9366+06 1328+07 1772 07






STRENGTH CAPA91LITY RATIO 
 118 2,39 
 4,19 6,19 8.31 10.51


* CANNISTFR PROPERTIES *


WEIGH$T (IN) 60,71 66.69 




 15.03 19.31 23.77 






 726.6 778,6 846,2 
 915,1 985,4 1057.3




 32.7 51,4 
 75.4 99,5 123.8 
 146.5
FULL TENSIONER 
 10 1.5 2.2 
 3.3 4.6 6.3

INTERMEOTATE TENSIONER 
 .9 1'D 
 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3


FREQUENCY INDEPENOeNT WEIGHTS (LS)


BLANKET 3 520,0 
 SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 4,2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 25,8BOx COVER a 23,7 00 HINGE a 1 COVER LATCH m 6.7


CONTAINER 3 47.2 MAST TIP FITTING g 2.7 MID TENSION MECHANISM w .03CONT Bx CRUISE LATCH x 2,8 CONT RX CVR CR LATCH ,4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 9 
 2.9CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH x I1 GUTDF wIRE TENSIONER w 4,9 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 25,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6.00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 0?,00 M ASPECT RATIO a 7,00 BLANKET AREA a *39063+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT v S20.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
tnt. TORSIONAL FREQUENCY H? 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS CKE) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
eE4TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKFT TENSTIN (L) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
MOMENIT OF INERTIA 12 
SPRFCIPIC POWER (KW/KG) 


















































* ROOM PROPFRTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN)FT (LB.IN.SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD)
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 














































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L8) 
PLANKET S 520.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE • 4,2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS P 25.8 
8OX COVER v 23.7 POX HINGE a .2 COVER LATCH 6.4 
CONTAINER a 48.4 MAST TIP FITTING u 2,7 MID TENSION MECHANISM 0 ,03 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH * .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 3 2,9 
CONT fX LAUNCH LATCH a q1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 8 4,6 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING * 25,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH w 6,50 m


BLANKET WEIGHT 0 520.0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH a 38.77 M ASPECT RATIO a 
**$I* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
*** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
*'** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *** 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (XG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)

BLANKET TENSION (L8) 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA It 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA I? 
 
SPECI IC POWFR (CK/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 







ROOT SPRING CLB-IN/RAo) 
 
RUCKLIMG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPAqILITY RATIO 
 
























.013 ot9 .028 0037 
.033 ,050 .076 .101 
,013 .019 *028 .037 
321,8 336.0 3S712 378,7 
 
707,9 739.1 785,9 833,2 
 
6A4,0 673.? 6S9,7 647,1 
 
3,00 6.81 15.32 27.24 
 
05143+09 .5?87+09 05503*09 ,5722+09 
o3577.07 .3583+07 43595+07 .361D907 
*078 .074 .070 .066 
12.9 13.4 14.3 15.1 
 
i1,70 t4,39 17,68 20,48 
 
87663+07 920070+08 .4?45+o$ .82383+OA 
 
,1174+06 *2186+06 .4055406 .6304+06 
 
9,00 R.A? 8e54 8.20 
 
I'll 2.00 3,57 5,33 
 
52.88 5733 62*76 67o38 
 
13.80 16.98 20,86 24s17 
 
707,9 739,t 785.9 833,2 
 
36.0 54, A2,2 110.3 
 
27.1 39,s 57,8 76,1

1.0 	 1,4 2. 2,9
.9 1.0 1,0 111 





















































































































BLANKET a 520.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 4,2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 25.8 




BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
.3 
2.7 
COVER LATCH 3 
MID TENSION MECHANISM 
6.2 
.03 
COKT RX CRUISE LATCH 





CONT RX CVR CR LATCH v 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 
*4 
4,3 
CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 9 2,9 
ARRAY TYPE LM3C FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 25,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH x 7.0O M 






f***#*4 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *** 	 '013 .019 '028 '037 .O1J6 055

TORSIONAL FRFQUENCY HZ ***** *030 .044 .066 .088 lit1 134


BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *'** 	 .03 .019 .028 .037 .046 .055


* ARRAY PROPFRTrES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 318.9 330.1 348,2 366.5 385.1 403.9 
A9QAY WEIGHT (LB) 701.6 726.3 766.1 806.4 847.2 888.6 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 635.9 627.7 61r.5 604,4 594.1 5A445 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 3.00 6.32 14.23 25,29 39.52 56.90 
HOMENT OF INERTIA It 4401+09 4496+09 04650+09 *4806+09 .4963+09 .5122+09 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .4145+07 .4151+07 *0163+07 ,ain+07 .4201+07 .4228+07 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) .078 .0ib .072 '068 .065 .062 
SPECIFIC mEIGHT (KG/KW) 12.8 13.2 13,9 14.7 15.4 16.2 
* AOOM PROPFRTIFS *


DIAMETER (IN) 1.27 13.60 16.70 19,33 21,67 ?3,81


El (L6-IN-SQ) .75409+07 *15qqq+o$ .36387+08 .65386+08 .10327+09 915031+09


41 ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) .1049+06 .1844+06 .3415+06 .5301+06 .7468+06 *9896+06


.n 	 BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 8.95 8,71 
 8,34 7.95 7,55 7.15


STRE'1GTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1.07 1.84 3.0 4,96 6.76 8.69


* CANNTSTER PROPERTIES *


HEIGHT (IN) 49,77 53,62 5874 63.08 66,94 70.46


DIAMETER (IN) 13,29 16.05 19.70 22.81 255s7 28.09


* WEIGHTS (LB) *

ARRAY 	 701.6 726.3 766.1 806.4 88*1a 888.6


BOOM 	 31.0 45.1 68.1 91.3 114.7 138.4


CANNISTER 25.0 35 2 51.4 67,6 83.9 to2 C M 
FULL TFNSIONER I.0 1.3 1.9 2.8 3,8 51 ;- > 
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER '9 1.0 lO 1.0 11 1.2 .'-
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 520,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 0 4,2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS ; 25.8 
BOX COVER a 23.7 BOX HINGE * .4 COVER LATCH a 5.9 
CONTATNER a 50.6 MAST TIP FITTING m 2,7 MID TENSION MECHANISM * .04 
CONT AX CRUISE LATCH . 2.A CONT BX CVR CR LATCH . .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 2.9 
COJT BX LAUNCH LATCH m .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER • 4,1 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING u 25,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7,50 M






*4*4 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ .0241* '019 '028 .037 .046 0O55 
4*4*$ TORSIONAL FREQUF'JCY HZ '*44*028 .039 *0S8 .078 '098 .110 
2* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ ** .014 '019 .028 '037 .046 .055 
* ARQAY PROPERTIES * 
ARPAY MASS (4G) 31616 325.6 341l2 357.0 373.0 389.2 
ARrAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 696,6 71663 750.7 785,4 820.6 856.2


CENTER IF GRAVITY CIN| 594.0 587.5 576.8 567.0 557.8 s,!

BLANKET TENSION (LB) 3.00 5.90 13.28 23.60 36.88 53.ll

MC1IERIT OF INERTIA It .3811+09 ,3875+00 3987+09 .4100409 
 4215+09 *433o+09MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .4756*07 .4762407 ,775+07 .4791+01 .486+07 *18d4+07 
SPFCIFIC POwER (KW/KG) *079 ,077 *073 '070 '067 .064 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) t,7 13.0 13.6 14,3 14.9 150 
* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 10,88 12.90 15.84 18.33 20,54 22.05S 
El (LB..Sfl8) .65565*07 .12964+o 029433+08 .S2801+08 ,832st1o, .12097*69 
ROnT SPRING (LB-IN/RA) O9446+05 .2913*06 .4516+06*1575+06 .6354+06 .8409+06 

BUCKLiNG CAPABILITY RATIO 8,81 8,57 8'ts 7.73 7130 6,,88
SIRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1,04 1.71 3.07 4,62 6,33 8915 

* CANNTSTER PROPERTIES * IEIGHT (TN) 47.06 S0.39 55,23 59.34 62.99 66.31 
DIAMETER (IN) 12,84 15,22 18*69 21.63 20.23 26.61 
* WEIGHTS (LB) *


APPAy 6q6,6 716.3 750.7 785,0 820.6 856.2
BOnm 27.0 37.9 57.2 76.5 96.1 115.9 
CANNISTER 23.1 31.6 46,1 60.7 75,2 89.8 
PULL TENSIONER 10 Is 1,9 2e6 3.6 4,8
INTERMEOIATF TENSIONER .9 1,0 1.0 tO t5, J.2 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LBI


RLANKET t 520.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE • 4.2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 25.8 
qOX COVER • 23.7 BOX HINGE a Is COVER LATCH 'a 18 
CONTAINER a t.8 MAST TIP FITTING a 2.7 MtD TENSION MECHANISM a .014 
CONT BY CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT RX CVR CR.LATCH 2 '4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 2,9 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH m , GtIlE WIRE TENSIONER a 3.9 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 0 25.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8,00 H


ARRAY LENGTH a 31,50 H ASPECT RATIO w 3,94 BLANKET AREA a @39063+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT F 520.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
*** 
*$* 
MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ **** 
TOPSiONAL FRrQUENCY HZ *4*4* 



















ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARDAY MASS (XG 
AQQAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSTON (CL) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA II 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I2 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 

















































-* P00MRPOPERTIES 0 
DIANFTER (IN) 
El (LB-IN-SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
RALCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 


















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 520.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE m 4,2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS m 25,8 
Brx COVER £ 23.7 BOX HINGE a .6 COVER LATCH x 5,b 
CONTAINER a 52,9 MAST TIP FITTING c 2.7 MID TENSION MECHANISM u '04 
COIT BY CPIJSE LATCH a ?.8 CONT OX CVR CR LATCH 3 .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 2,9 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH m I1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 3,8 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING . 30.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH w 5.00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH w 60.US M ASPECT RATIO , 12,10 
 BLANKET AREA a ,46875+06 INwG BLANKET WEIGHT a 624.0 LB 
FREQUFNCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
t***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY H? 
*** * TORSIONAL FREQIJPNCY WZN 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES 
ARRAY mAss (KG) 
ARRAY WFIGHT (LB) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKFT TENSION (LS) 
MO4FNT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/MG) 


















































* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
OIAM ETEQ (TN) 
El (LB.IN.SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LBeIN/RAD) 
RUrKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 












































































ROX COVER a 
C04TAINER x 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 






FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 4,6 
BOX HINGE w It 
MAST TIP FITTING 0 2,9 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH 8 ,a 
GuInE WIRE TENSIONER a 6,1 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM n 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING P 30,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 5,50 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 54,99 M ASPFCT RATIO a 10.00 BLANVET AREA 3 *46875+06 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT m 624.0 LB 




MINTMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***O* 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 



















* ARRAY PROPFrQTIES $ 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
A'RAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENtER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKET TENSION (Lb) 
HOmENT OF INERTIA It 
40M NT OF INERTIA 12 
SPErIFIC P'WER (KWdKG) 

















































* QAM PPOPERT!ES * 
DrATM TER (TW) 
E (LB-IN.SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
RUCKLtNG CAPARILITY RATIO 




















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET v 624.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 4.6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 31.0 
ROX COVER m 20,4 BOX HINGE 0 .1 COVER LATCH a 9,4 
CONTAINER a 5'.2 MAST TIP 'FITTING a 2,9 MID TENSION MECHANISM v .0 
CONT OX CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 CONT 8X CVR CR LATCH,* 4 CONT BX DEPLDY-DEVICE * 3. 
CONT 9X LAUNCH LATCH v .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 5,6 
ARRAY TYPE LM$C FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 30.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6,00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH . 50,40 H ASPECT RATIO a 8.40 BLANKET AREA 4 .46875+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 624,0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**t$ MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ o**010 .019 .028 .037 *046 .055 
**.** TORSInNAL FRFQUENCY HZ ***** .037 *070 .106 .142 *180218 
** BENO14G FREQUENCY HZ .*010 .09 .028 .037 oab N055 
* ARRAY PROPEQTIE$ # 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 













C'NTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION tLB)



















O-OFNT OF INFRTA 12 
SPFCIFIC POWFR (KkKG) 



















* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
OIAMETER (IN) 13.36 1,42 22,69 26,35 29,63 3?,64 
El (L8-!N.19l nQOIoA*5391+08 .12411:09 .22571+09 .36077+09 .53.409 
ROUT SPRING (LIN/RAD) 1t74+06 4587+06 .8572+06 .134? 07 .1908+07 *2552+07 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 













* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 4 
HEIGHT (IN) 65,70 74.06 8t.O 87.14 92,55 97,52 
DIAMETER (IN) 15,76 21,74 26.78 31.10 3a,96 38.52 





























FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 
4OX COVER m 
624,0 
28,4 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE w 
BOY HINGE * 
4.6 
.2 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH a 
31.0 
8.9 
CONTAINER a 55,3 MAST TIP FITTING v 2,9 MID TENSION MECHANISM a s03 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH x 
CONT AX LAUNCH LATCH a 
2.8 
.1 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 
, 
5,3 
CONT By DEPLOY DEVICE x 3.5 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FPLDOUT POWER/WING a 30.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6,50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 46.53 H ASPFCT 
 RATIO v 




*$*# MINIMUM FREQUFNCY HZ ***9* .Ott 
 .019 
 *08 .037 
 '046 
 ,055 












* ARRAY PROPERTIFS * 













CENTrER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 


















































 17,5 18.T 
















ROOT SPRING (LB2IN/RAD) 






























































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB3

6LANKET * 




BOX HINGE a 
a 4,6 
.3 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS 0 
COVER LATCH ; 
31,0 
e.5 
CINTAINCR u 56.4 MAST TIP FITTING a 2,9 MID TENSION MECHANISM s '03 
C04T RY CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CANT BX CYR CR LATCH * .4 ClINT 6X DEPLOY DEVICE 9 385 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH 4 .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 5,0 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 30,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 9 7,00 M








**** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***t* .01t .019 .028 *037 .046 .055 
$*** TORSIONAL rREQUFNCY HZ ***** .030 052 .078 .OS ,132 .160 
€**** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *****.011 '019 .028 .037 *046 .055 
* ARRAY PRnPERTIES * 
ARRAY PASB KG) 3F4.4 409.2 438,6 468.4 4988 S2908 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 845.7 900.2 964.9 1030.6 10Q7.4 1t15' 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 766.3 750.9 734.8 720.5 707,6 695.8 
RLANKFT TENSION CLb) 3.00 q.10 20.08 36.42 56.qo 81*94 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 11 .7664+09 '79Rq+09 *8377+n .8770+09 *91bq+09 .9575+09 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .4941+07 .4952+07 .4969+07 e4993+07 .50?T07 5062+07 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/MG) .078 0073 .068 .064 .060 .057 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CKG/KW) 12.8 13.6 1.6 15.6 16,6 17.7 
* BOn PROPERTIES * 
m IETER (IN) 12,35 16.39 20,11 23,31 26,16 28,76 
ET (LB.tN.SQ) .10882+08 .33464+08 .76469,08 .t3806,09 .21909+09 .32040+09ROOT SPRING (L8IN/RAD) .1381+06 .3207+06 *596t+06 .9285+06 .1313+07 1746+07


RUCfLING CAPARILITY RATIO 9,23 8,99 8.69 A.37 8.01 7062


STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .97 2,t6 383 5,70 7,71 9,81


* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
WEIGHT (IN) 57,79 64.40 70.59 75.87 80.58 84r.88 
DIAMETER (IN) 14,57 19.30 23.72 27.50 30.87 33,94 
* wEIGHTS (LB) * 
ARRAY 845.7 900.2 964.9 1030.6 1097.0 116P.5 
gnom 00.7 78.0 1181U 15901 20005 242.4 
CANNISTER 30.5 - 508 74.5 98,2 122.1 146.2 
FULL TENSIONER ID 15 2,4 3.6 S.1 7.0


INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER ,9 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 6?4,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE u 4,6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 31.0 
ROW COVER 28.4 BOY HINGE w .5 COVER LATCH a 8, 
CONTAINER 3 57,6 MAST TIP FITTING v 2,9 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .04 
CnN MY CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CON? BX CVR CR LATCH a a CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICF c 3*5 
CONT AX LAUNCH LATCH w .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 8 4,7


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/wING c 30.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH * 7.50 m






*011 .019 '028 *037 .046 .055
MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 ******** 	 
***** TORSIONAL FREQUFNCY HZ *'*** 	 .027 




 '028 '037 *046 .055
SteAt BENDING FREGUENCY HZ 	 '*5* .019 
APPAY PROPERTIES *

(G) 	 381.1 401.4 426,7 452.3 478.3 504.7
ARPAY MASS 

ARRAY WEIGHT (I8) 
 83803 883't 938,7 
 995.0 1052.2 1110O
 
664.5 653.6
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 	 ?that 703.3 689,1 676,3 

3,00 8.50 19.12 33,99 53.11 76,48
BLANKFT TENSION (LB) 
 
.7022+09 .7712+09 *8005+09
MOMENT OF INFATIA I 	 .6628+09 .6854+09 *7136#09 





SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 	 *079 .075 .070 

15.1 15.9 t698
SPFCIFIC nEIGHT (KG/Kw) 	 1.4 	37 10.2 
 
.* ROOM PROPERTIES 
DIAMETER (IN) 11192 15.51 19.06 22.06 20.76 27.21 
1 El (LB.IN.$n) .94581+07 .27075+08 .61717+08 .11116+09 ,17596+09 .25670+09 
ROOT SPRING (LB*IN/RAD) 	 .1243+06 ,2736+06 *5076+06 ,7892+06 1l4+07 .1478+07

RUCKLIJG CAPABILITY RATIO 	




3.58 5,35 7.26 9,29
STRE'1GTH CAPARILITY PATIO 	 '94 2.01 

* 	 CANNISTER PROPERTIES *C

66.37 71,35 75.78 79.83
HEIGT (IN) 	 54.60 60.51 

29.22 32.11
DIAMETER (IN) 	 14.01 18.30 22,49 26.05 

* WEIGHTS (LB) * 
838.3 883.1 938,7 995.0 1052.2 1110:3
ARWAY 
 
sorom 38.9 65.8 Q93 133.3 167.7 202.5 d 
CANNISTER 28,3 45.6 66.8 88,0 109.3 130.7 
1.5 2.3 3,0 4.8 6.6 __
FULL TFNSIONER 	 1.0 
 
1,0 191 1.2 1.3
INTERHEOIATE TENSIONER 	 *9 1.0 

FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 624,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 4,6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS F 31.0


.6 COVER LATCH x 7,8
BOX COVER a 28,4 BOX HINGE a 
 
CONTAINER a 5.7 MAST TIP FITTING w 2.9 MID TENSION MECHANISM a 004


CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CP LATCH a 04 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 3'5


CnNT BX LAUNCH LATCH 8 It GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 3 4's


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/wING s 30,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH s S,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 37.80 H ASPECT RATIO ; 4,73 BLANKET AREA 1 .068T5+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 6240 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
(***** MINIMUM FREQIJFNCY HZ 













**S*S BFNO!NG FRFQUFNCY HZ 1**$.012 *01q *028 *037 046 .055 















MrITER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKFT TENSTON (LR)



















MOMF4NT OF INtRTTA I? .6445+A7 .64707 .6476407 .6504+07 .6539407 ,6582407 
SPCCIC POWER (KW/KG) 'o79 .076 .072 .068 .065 0962 
5$FCIFIC wrtGHT (KG/KW) 12*6 13.2 13.9 14,6 15.4 16.2 
* qO PROPERTIES * 
I3z DIAMETER (IN) 11.54 14.76 t8,13 20,99 23,54 25,85 
U, El (L8-IN.S) 













BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9,01 8.70 8.31 7,91 7.48 7,05 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO ,92 1,87 3.35 5.02 6.85 8,79 


















832.5 869.6 917,9 966,8 1016.9 1066.7 















INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER .9 1,0 10 111 1.2 1.3 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L) 
BLANKET s 624,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 4,6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 31.0 
BOX COVER a 28,0 BOY HINGE a .7 COVER LATCH a 7.s 
CnNTAINFR 3 599 MAST TIP FITTING x 2.9 MID TENSION MECHANISM u .04 
CONT BE CRUISE LATCH * 2.8 CON? RX CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT OX DEPLOY DEVICE a 3.5 
COAiT 9X LAUNCH LATCH w .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 3 4,3 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 0 35.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH x 6,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a sq.80 M ASPECT RATIO v 
*5*4* MINTMUM FREQUENCY HZ **** 
*4*4* TORS1ONAL PREQUENCY HZ *#** 
S*** SENOING FREQUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
APPAY MASS (KG) 
APPAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
eLANKFT TENSION (1,S) 
 
MOENT Or INERTIA It 
 
MOMENT OF IFRTIA I2 
 
SPFCIFIC ROJPR (Ki/kG) 
 
SPECIFIC WFtGHT (KG/Kw) 
 
* ROOM PROPERTIES "






ROT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
WEIGHT (IN) 
DIAMETER (IN) 















































































































 312m+07 	 .4202#07 r 
964 9.60 























































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a .7280 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a set INTERCONNECT HARNESS 0 36,2 
BOX COVER a 33.2 BOX HINGE a .3 COVER LATCH v 12,4 
CONTAINER a 6.3. MAST TIP FITTING F 3.0 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .03 
COt BX CRUISE LATCH X 8.8 CaNT OX CVR CR LATCH P .4 CONT BX DEPLOY-DEVICE a 4,1 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH a .I GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER : 5,9 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 35.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6,50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH m 54.28 m ASPECT RATIO a 8,35 BLANKET AREA a .54688+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT P 728.0 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY Hz *** 
TORSIONAL FRFGUENCY HZ ** 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (La) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
mOHENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 •496Q*07 
S0 FCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 




















































ROOT SPRING (L0eINNRAD) 
UCKLIN CAPABILITY RATIO 






















































































COT FX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOY HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT BY CVR CR LATCH x 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS 8 
COVER LATCH 3 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING I 35.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH m 7,00 H






MINIMOM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
BENDING FREOUENCV HZ 
*#$ 
*4*4*.010 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
o0 q09 l08 











* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (La) 
MnE T OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC POWFR (KWIKG) 

















































* BOOM PROPERTIES * 
t IAMETEQ (IN) 
Et (1-TNtSQ)
ROnT SPRTG (LB-IN/RAA) 
RUC'LING CAPABILITY RATIO 












































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET 3 
ROX COVER a 
728.0 
33,2 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOX HINGE a 
5,1 
I5 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS W 




COIT BX CRUISE LATCH a 
64.5, 
2.m 
MAST TIP FITTING V 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a 
3.0 
.4 
MID TENSION MECHANISM. 
CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE c 
.04 
4,1 
CONt BX LAUNCH LATCH x .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a S,3 
ARRAY TYPE LSC FOLDOUT POwER/WING a 35.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIOTH a 7,50 H


ARRAY LENGTH a 47,04 H ASPECT RATIO • 6.27 BLANKET AREA .30688+06 INwS 	 a 728.0 LB





**8*4 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *85* .010 .019 .028 037 0146 055 
*4*8* TORSIONA L FPFQUENCY HZ 4*4* *027 .053 t1er) *107 *135 a163 
***sS BFNnING FREQUENCY M47 *4** *010 .019 .028 .037 .006 .055 
* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 446,9 083,9 S22,2 561,1 6oo.9 641.4 
ARRAY WEIGHT CL8) 983't 1064.6 1108.8 1234.5 1321.9 1411.1 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 837,5 817.5 799,9 784, 770.2 757,5


SLANKPT TENSION (LS) 3.00 11.57 26,02 46.26 72.29 104.09


MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 .1060410 111+10 1181+20 ,124+10 .1308+10 *1373t10 
MOPENT OF INERTIA 12 .6565407 .6601+07 .6626407 .6662407 .6707+07 .676?t07 
s5FCIFIr POWER (KW/KG) .078 .072 .067 .062 .058 .055 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) l8 13.8 10.9 16.0 17,2 18.3 
* 800W PROPFRTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 12.88$ 18.13 22.31 2S.87 29,06 31.97 
E1 (R.IN.S) 1?899+08 .50bOa+O8 *t159o+oq .20972+09 *33355+09 .48889409 
ROot SP'TNG (LB-IN/RAo) .1569+06 .4374+06 .8143+06 .1270+07 '1799+07 *2397407 
RUCKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 9,33 9,08 8.81 8,49 6.11 7.73 
STPENGTN CAPAAILITY RATIO .87 2.9 4*04 S,98 8.06 10,22 
* CANNiSTER PROPERTIES * 
WEIGHT (IN) 	 62.01 70.67 77.55 83.44 8,69 93'50

DIAMETER (T') 	 15,20 22.00 26.32 30.33 34,29 37,72


* WEIGHTS (LB) * 
AQQAY 983.! 1064,6 114 .8 1234,5 1321.9 14tt11 
POOM 53,0 10u.9 I58. 213.6 269.4 326.1 
CANNISTER 33.5 62.3 91.s 12O,6 150,3 280,2 
FULL TENSInNER 1.0 1.7 2.8 4.3 6.3 8.7 
INTERMEDIATE TFNSIONER .9 1.0 1,1 1.1 1.3 14 









SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOX HINGE a 




INTERCONNECT HARNESS 9 
COVER LATCH a 




CONT OX CRUISE LATCH * 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a ,4 CUIT 6X DEPIOY DEVICE * 4,1 
CO'T AX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 5,0 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 8 35,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH v 8.00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a UaUtO M ASPECT RATIO 3 515 BLANKET AREA a *54688+06 INeBS BLANKET WEIGHT S T28,. LB 




MINIMUM FRFOIJENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FRiQUENCY kZ 






















* ARRAY PROPFRTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WFIGHT (LB) 
CeNTER OF fRfVTTY (IN) 
RLA'JET TENSION (LB) 































4r, NT OF INFRTIA 22 
SPECIFIC PnWER (KM/KG) 



















.* RO0q PROPERTIES * 
nIAMETFR (IN) 12 47 17,25 21,21 24,59 27,59 30,34 
L' 
El (LBoIN-SQ)
POnt SPRING (LBIN/RAo) 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 











































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT$ (LB) 
BLANKET a 
40Y COVER a 
728,0 
33.2 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3 
BOX HINGE N 
S. 
.8 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 




CONT OX CRUISE LATCH a 
66,8, 
2,A 
MAST TIP FITTING v 
CONT RY CVR CR LATCH * 
3.0 
.4 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 
CONT B DEPLOY DEVICE V 
.04 
4.1 
CONT OX LAUNCH LATCH a .I GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 4.8 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/1WING e 35.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIOTH x 8.50 M


BLANKET WEIGHT V 728.0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH a 41,51 M ASPFCT RATIO a 
(***** MINIMUM PREDUENCY H7 etch* 
*8$* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY NZ *.*4* 
4*66* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *4*4* 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG)
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
BLANKFT TE4S~nN (LB) 
 
'O0ENT OF TNERTIA It 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPFCIFIC POWFR (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 




D ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CARAILITY RATIO 
 
































































































































































































































































BLANKET 728.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE S O.1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS p 36,2 
ROX COVER a 33,2 BOX HINGE a 1.0 COVER LATCH a 9,8 
CONTAINER % 67.0 MAST TIP FITTING a 3,0 MID TENSION MECHANISM a '04 
CONT By CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT OX CVR CR LATCH X .4 CONT RX DEPLOY DEVICE a 4.1 
CONT 8X LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 4,6 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC rOLDOUT POWER/WING x 35.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH x 9,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH 1 39,20 M ASPECT RATIO a 
**5 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *5*$* 
 
***** TOPSIONAL FRFGUENCY MZ *1*** 
 





ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARPAY WETGWT (LB) 
 




M4AENT OF INERTIA Ii 
 
IOmEIT OF INERTIA IP 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (K/KG) 
 









ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAO) 
 
RUCKLYNG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STPFNGTN CAPABILITY RATIO 
 

























.011 .019 .028 .037 
.021 *038 T057 .076 
.011 '019 .028 .037 
437.6 460.1 485,7 511.6 
 
962.8 W0242 1068.5 1125.6 
 
699,8 687,4 674,6 662.9 
 
3.no 9.64 2t.69 38.5S 
 
.7231+09 7464+09 .7732+09 .8002+09 
 
.9468+07 	 9486+07 .95|6+07 .9559+07 
 
.080 *076 .072 .068 
 
12.5 13.1 13.9 t4,6 
 
11,75 15,76 19.36 22.42 
 
.89087+07 .28906,08 65777+08 011826+09 
 
*1189+06 .2874+06 95325+06 .8267+06 
 
9.0s 8.69 S.?8 7,84 
 
.0 1.8 3.37 S.05 
 
53.34 S9,97 65.90 70.95 
 
13.86 18.60 22.85 26.46 
 
962.8 1012.2 t068,5 1125.6 
 
36.7 66.1 99,7 133.7 
 
27,4 46,8 68.6 90.3 
 
1,0 	 1.6 2.5 3.8 
 
.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 
 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)










































































BLANKET a 72860 SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 5,1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 0 36.2 
OX COVER a 3,2 SOX HINGE s 1.2 COVER LATCH a 9,4 
CONTAINER a 60.1 MAST TIP FITTING • 3,0 MID TENSION MECHANISM • .05 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH 8 
CONT AX LAUNCH LATCH v 
2.8 
.2 
CONT BX CYVR rR LATCH 3 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER • 
.a 
4.4 
CONT BX DEPLOY'DEVICE a 4,1 
ARRAY TYPE LMBC FOLDOUT POWER/WING v 40.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH c 7,00 N


ARRAY LENGTH a S7,60 N ASPECT RATIO v 8.23 
 BLANKET AREA a .625004-06 IN-80 BLANKET WEIGHT R 832.0 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY Hr 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPFRTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
PL&NET TFWSTON L8)
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPFCIFIC POWER ((WItK) 


















































* BOOM PROPERTTES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
(LBOTN-SO) 
ROOT SORING (LB-IN/RAO) 
AUCKL!Nr CAPABILITY RATIO 


















































































ROX COVER . 
CONTATREt 
CON? Ax CRUISE LATCH x 






FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L8) 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE v 5*5 
BOX HINGE a ,6 
MAST TIP FITTING a 3.2 
CONT X CVR CR LATCH a 4 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER v s,8 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH•a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM * 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 40.Q KW ARRAY WIDTH x TSO H






M***** 01***,0 .014 
 .028 .037 .046 .054
INITMuM FREQUENCY HZ 

**** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY AZ .030 060 '091 *122 .155 o188


St'sENDING FREQUENCY HZ *0*** .010 .Ot9 .028 .037 .046 .054


* ARRAY PQOOFRTIES *


ARRAY MASS CKG) $20.0 57412 629.4 686.0 743.9 803.3


ARRAY dETGW? (LB) 1141,0 1263.2 1394,7 1509.1 1636.6 1767.3 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 95593 930.5 909.6 841,5 875,7 861.6 
HLANKFT TENSION (LB) 3.78 Ist 33.9 60.43 94.42 135.96 
"O'ENT OF INERTIA It .1606+10 *1725+10 ,1847+10 *197-2+to .2099+10 .2230+10 
4OmENT OF INERTIA I? .7510+07 *7531+07 .7564+07 .7610+07 .7669+07 ,774t+07 
SPECIFIC PnfhR (XW/KG) .077 .070 *064 .058 .054 .050 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CKG/Kw) 13,0 t4.4 15.7 tli 18.6 20.1 

* BOOM PROPERTIES *


DjAmTER (IN) 14,61 20.78 2,60 29.73 33,43 36,83


El (L8.IN.S0) .21309+08 .87234+08 .20087+09 *36547+09 .58441+09 .86123+09


OO0T SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) .2286+06 .6580+06 *1230+07 .1927+07 .2740+07 .3665+07


RUC9LTNG CAPABILITY RATIO .47 9.30 910 8.85 8,53 8.15


STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIn .9s 2,55 4.45 6.53 8,72 10.97


* CANNTSTER PROPERTIES *


WEIGHT (TN) 70.67 80.85 88.80 95,62 101,72 107.34


DIAmETER CTN) 17,24 24.52 30.20 35.08 39a,5 43,46


* WEIGHTS (LB) * 
AkQAY 1140.0 1263.2 1384,7 1509.1 1636.6 1767.3 00 
ROnM 77.8 157.4 238o9 322.2 407.5 494.7 
rANNISTER 43.2 81.8 120.4 159.3 198,9 239,0 
FULL TENSIONER 1I 2.0 3.4 5.4 11,11 S 
INTER4EDIATE TENSIONER .9 1,0 1,1 1.2 1,4 1-6 
FREOVENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET * 832,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE u 5.5 INTERCONNECT HARNESS m 41. 
ROX COVER a 3T9 BOX HINGE a .7 COVER LATCH a 14.3 Cd) 
CONTAINER a 72,6 MAST TIP FITTING i 3.2 MID TENSION MECHANISM u .04 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH 8 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH • .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 4,6 
CONI BX LAUJNCH LATCH s I1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 515 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 8 40,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH o 8,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 50. M ASPECT RATIO a 6,30 BLANKET AREA a .62500406 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 3 832.0 LeB


FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
**t** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 






















* ARRAY PROPERTIES 4 
APPAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WFTGHT (LR) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MO4ENT OF INERTIA r? 
SPeCIFIC POWER (KWIkG) 


















































# BOOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LB-IN.So) 
ROIT SPRING (LBsIN/RAD) 
eUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 


















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS CLB) 
BLANKET a 
ROX COVER * 
CONTAINER a 
CONT 8X C lISE LATCH a 







BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT BX.CVR rR LATCH X 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS 8 
COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 






ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWERWIING a 40,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH m 8,50 M






*4* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** .010 .Otq .028 .037 .046 .054


*4*4* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *4*4* .023 .07 0071 .096 .121 146









ARRAY MASS (KG) 507.3 548.3 589.8 632.) 675.3 719.2


ARRAY WEYGNT (Lg) 1116.0 1206.2 1297.6 139007 1485.6 1562.3


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 8046.6 826,9 809,7 794.4 7A0.6 768.0


RLANKET TEVSION (LB) 3,33 13.33 29,99 53,32 83.31 119.96


MrPENT OF INERTIA It ,1226+10 .1293.10 .1362+10 *1431+10 .1502+10 t57i1O


MOMENT OF INERTIA I2 .9628#07 .9652+07 .9689 07 .9741+07 .9808+07 .9889+07


SPECIFIC POWFR (KW/KG) '079 .073 .068 .063 .059 .o56


SPECIFIC WF!GHT (KG/Kw) 12.7 13,7 J4.7 1s.8 16.9 180


-4 ROnm PROPERTIES *


nIAMETER (IN) 13.p8 18.86 23.t9 26.90 30,20 33,22


Ei (LB-IN-SQ) t4546*08 .59185+OA .13544+09 .24489+09 .38918+09 .56998+09


ROOT SPRING CLBIN/RAO) .1717406 .4919+06 '91s2+00 1427+07 .2020+07 a689+07


RIJCKLYNG CAPABILITY RATIO 9.30 9.f2 8.71 8.36 7,95 7.51


STqWNGTw CAPABILITY RATIO .83 2.25 3.97 5,89 7,94 10,09


* CANNISTER PROPERTIES *


WEIGHT (IN) 63.00 72.20 79.36 85.47 90,91 95.90


DIAMETER (IN) 15.67 22.25 27.37 31.74 35.63 391?0


* WEIGHTS CIR) 4C 
1206.2 1297.6 1390.7 t485.6 1582.3 ,
ARRAY 	 1116.0 

fnom 56,7 lai 173.1 232.7 293.4 355.1


35.S 67.1 98,5 130.1 161.9 194.0
CAN'NISTER 
 
FULL TENSIONER 1.1 1.9 3.1 4.9 7.1 9.9


PNTERMEOIATE TENSIONER .9 t.o t.1 1.2 1.3 1.5


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


RLANKET m 832,. SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3 5,s INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 41.3 
9OX COVER * 37,9 BOX HINGE a I. COVER LATCH a 13.0 
CONTAINER a 71,9 MAST TIP FITTING a 3.2 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .04 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH F *0 CONT SX DEPLOY DEVICE a 4.6 
CONT BX LAINCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 5,0 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLOOUT POWER/WING s 40,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH q 9,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 40,80 M ASPECT RATIO x 4,98 BLANKET AREA a .62500+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 832.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
f***t* 
****4 
MINI4UM FREQUENCY 147 













***** BENDING FREQUENCy HZ *010 *019 .928 .037 .046 *054 
* ARRAY PROPFqTIFS * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 502.7 538,9 Sy7'. 612.6 650.4 689.0 
ARRAY WETGHT (LB) 
CFNTEQ OF GRAVITY (IN 
LANKET TENSION (UG) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
MOmENT OF IN*RTIA 12 
S0FCIFIC POER (Kw/RG) 











































* ROn4 PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 12,71 18.05 22.18 25.71 2A.85 31.72 
El (t0.IN.SQ) 













RtJCKLTNG CAPARTLITY RATIO 9.23 8089 S.54 8.14 7.71 7.25 
STQENGT" CAPARILITY RATIO .78 2.12 3.76 5s9 71ST 9.66 


















































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET 0 
BOX COVER x 
CONTAINER U 





SUPPORT STRUCTURE s 
BOX HINGE x 
MAST TIP'FITTING a 





INTERCONNECT HARNESS q 
COVER LATCH U 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a 1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 3 4.8 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDCUT POWER/WI7N a 40.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9,50 M


ARRAY lENGTH a 4P?4 M ASPFCT RATIO a 4.47 BLANKET AREA a .62500+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 0 832,0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENnENT PARAMETERS 
**0** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
*n.. TORSIONAL !REQUFNCY M 



















* AROAY PQOPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
ILANRFT TFNSION (L91 
MOMENT nF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 

















































* ROOM PRPFPRTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
Ef (LR-IN-8)
a, ROOT SPRING CLS.IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 






























* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT (INI 



















































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT$ (LB) 
BLANKET a 832.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 5'5 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 41,3 
'3Ow COVER 37,9 BOX HINGE 3 I'S COVER LATCH m 12,1 
CONTAINER * 77.? MAST TIP FITTING a 3,2 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .05 
CONT AX CRUISE LATCH 2 P. CONT IX CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT BX DEPLOY*DEVICE a 4,6 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 4,6 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDAUT POWER/WING u 40,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH P1O,00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH P 40,32 H ASPECT RATIO a 4,03 BLANKET AREA a ,62500+06 PNv$8 BLANKET WEIGHT a 832,0 LB






HINIMUH FREQUENCY HZ 
TORS7ONAL FREQUENCY HZ 






















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARqAY WEIGHT (L) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
ALANKET TENI5ON (LB) 
MOmlNT OF INERTIA 11 
MOMENT Or INERTIA 12 
SOfCIFrC POmER (KW/G) 


















































* BOOM PROPERTIES * 
OIA4ETER (IN) 
FT (LB.INSQ) 
ROOT SPRING rLe.IN/RAO) 
AUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 


















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
RLANKEtT 
BOX COVER a 
CONTAINER v 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE u 
BOX HINGE v 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT 8X CVR CR LATCH a 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING I 45.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 9 7.00 H


9.26 BLANKET AREA * .70313+06 INOSO BLANKET WEIGHT a 936.0 LB





.010 .O9 .028 
 037 04s ,054,****M NIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *$* 
***** 038 .077 .118 
 .160 ,203 *248*to. TORSIONAL FREQUFNCY HZ 

'**** ,028 .037 .045 .05
t S RENDING FREQUENCY HZ *010 
 019 
s ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
883'5 980,6 108t,2
ARRAY MASS (KG) 620.9 698,9 789.6 
ARRAY WETGWT (LB) 1344.1 1537.6 1737.2 1943.7 215To4 2378.6 
1065.1 1007,2 1031,9
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 11414,2 31.9 1086.3 
 
PLANKET TENSION (LB) 5.2 20.08 06.09 8j.94 128.03 184 36 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It ,2721+l0 ,3018+10 .3326+10 *3645+10 3975+10 4315+10 
40MFT OF INERTIA 12 .7368+07 *7392+07 7431+07 .7485 o7 .7ss4+07 .7639+07 
o74 *064 *017 .051 .046 .042sPErIFIC PnWER CKW/KG) 175 196 21.8 240SPECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/KW) 13.6 255 
* ROOM PROPERTIES * 









*1113+07 *2099t07 ,3318+07 
 *47S9+07 6420+07

ROOT SPRING (LB-NIRAO) *3835+06 

NO IUCKLINq CAPABILITY RATIO 9.69 9,70 9.66 9.55 9035 9.04


5.07 7.31 9,60 11.92





* CANNTSTFR PROPERTIES * 
WEIGHT (IN) 84,77 
 96,98 106.60 114,92 122.43 129,39 a
 
AaOi 47,1 52.39 0DIAMETER (IN) 20,48 29.22 36,09 
* WEIGHTS ML)* 
1344.1 1537.6 1737.2 1943,7 215704 23786 
BOOM 132a4 269,4 411.2 557.9 709,6 8b6. 





6*2 2,4 443 
 1,0 1005 14,7
FULL TENSIONER 




FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (1B) 
936.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE u 6.0 INTERCONNECT HARNESS m 46,5RLANKET a 
 
R 20.0
3Ox COVE a 42.6 BOX HINGE 3 .6 COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM m ,04CONTAINER a 78,4 MAST TIP FITTING a 3.3 
 
CO'JT SX CRUISE LATCH . 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH' .4 CONT 
 BX DEPLOY DEVICE a sea


CONT AX LAIINCH LATCH a *1 GUIDE WIRE TEN$IONER 8 6,4


ARRAY TYPE LHSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 45,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIOTH 7,5O M






**L** MINT4U4 FREQUENCY HZ 
4*4*4 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *'*4* 
BENflNG FREQUENCY HZ 4** 
* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES 
 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
A%1QAY WEIGHT (Le) 
 




MOENT OF INERTIA It 
 
MOFNT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC PowFR (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 
* Aon' PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (L'-IN.SQ) 
CD ROOT SPRING (LAeIN/RAD) 
RUCKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 
STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 


















BLANKET a 936,0 
BOX COVER a '1',& 
CONTAINER a 79,6 
CO'T EX CRUISE LATCH u 2.8 









































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


SUPPORT STRUCTURE n 6,0 
 
BOX HINGE a .8 
 
MAST TIP FITTING a 3.3 
 
CONT AX CVR CR LATCH a .4 
 
GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 6,1


*037 ,046 .054 
'139 '176 .214 






























































INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 46,5


COVER LATCH a I,9


MID TENSION MECHANISM a 04


CONT RX DEPLOY DEVICE c 5,2


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 49,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 8,00 M


BLANKET WEIGHT a 936.0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH a 56,70 M ASPECT PATIO 
** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
*$€$ TORSIONAL FREQUENCY NZP2 4 
*bse$ pFNOING FRGIIENCY Hj 
$ ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARQAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
'LANKtT TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT UP INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWER R4/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
.* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
hi DIAMETER (IN)
1 ET (LBINc5g) 
 
H ROOT SPRING (LBnIN/RAD) 
BUCKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTN CAPABILITY PATIO 
 





















Q*** *019 .028 .037.010 
.029 .059 .090 .122 
.010 9OIg .028 .037 
S88.3 653.0 719,O 786.8 
1294.3 1436.5 158I,9 1730,9 
1007.2 981.1 954.3 940.6 
1iU8 17.92 40.33 71.70 
.2020+10 .2181+10 ,2346#10 *2515+10 
*9593+07 .9621+07 .966q+07 '9727+07 
076 *069 .063 .057 
13.1 1.5 16,0 17.5 
15.66 22.29 27,47 31,92 
 
.28t6+08 	 011551409 .26646009 *48566+09 
 
*281**06 *8123+0h .152007 .2385+07 
9o50 9.35 9.17 8.92 
 
*99 2o63 4.57 6.68 
 
74,96 85,89 94.44 10t,78 
 
18.08 26,30 32.41 37,66 
 
1294.3 t436,5 1581.9 0730.9 
 
94.3 191.1 290.2 3ql.8 
 
0915 93.9 138.3 183.3 
 1,2 2,2 319 6.2 
 
*9 1,0 I1 1,3 
 
































































ALANKET a 936'0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE s 640 INTeRCONNEC7 HARNESS p 465


POX COVER a 42.6 BOX HINGE a 1.0 COVER LATCH a 18,0


CONTAINER a 	 80,? MAST TIP FITTING 
 v 3.3 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .04


CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT OX CVR CR LATCH a 41 CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE P 5,2


CON? BX LAUNCH LATCH w at GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 5e


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 45,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 0 8.50 M






(***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ** .0tO *019 .028 0037 046 1.054 
V*flt TORSIONAL FRFOUENCY HZ *** .026 .053 .080 '108 ,136 .65 
***** RENnING FREQUENCY HZ ***** .010 *019 .028 .037 *046 0054 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) so,3 636,6 694,1 752.7 812.8 674.1 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 1276,6 1400,6 1526,9 1656,0 1788,2 1923.5 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 950.2 926.8 9Q0,8 889,3 673.9 860.1 
MLtNKET TENSTON (LB) 0,72 16.87 37,96 67,48 105.44 15t.83


MOHENT rIF TNFRTIA It .1770+10 .1891+10 .2016+10 .2143+10 .2273+10 t2405410


MOUFMT OF TNFqTIA 12 .1082408 .1085+n8 .0089+08 .1096408 .1105.08 .1115+08


SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) '078 .071 .065 .660 *)55 .051


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 12.9 140t 15.4 16.7 1.1 19,4


* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
IIAMETER (IN) 1l,95 21.?6 26,18 30,39 34.16 37,62 
El (LB.IN.8Q2 .23400+08 095628+08 .21982+09 .39926+09 .63736+09 .93765*09 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) .2453+06 .7050+06 .1316+07 .2059+07 .2924+07 -. 3906+07 
RIICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9.42 9021 897 8,66 8.29 7,86 
STRENGTw CAPABILITY RATIO .92 2,48 h,33 6.37 8,53 10,76


* CANNTSTER PRnPERTIES 4 
EIGHT (IN) 70.90 t,31 89.42 96,37 102,59 108.30 
DIAMETER (IN) 17.65 25.09 30.R9 3,86 40.31 44,39 
$ WEIGHTS (LB) * 
ARRAY t276.6 1400.6 1526.9 1656.0 17882 1923.5 
ROoM 80,9 163.6 208,1 334*3 422.4 S12.3 
CANNISTER 45.0 8B,2 125,4 166,0 207.0 248.7 
FULL TENSIONER 1.1 2.1 3.7 5,9 8,8 12.2 
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER '9 1.0 2,! 12 1.4 1.6 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET s 936,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 6.0 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 3 46,5 
POW COVER 3 02,6 BOX HINGE x 12 COVER LATCH 3 i7.2 
CONTAINER 3 51.8 PAST TIP FITTING a 3,3 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .04 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 2.6 CONT B CVR CR LATCH a ,4 CONT AX DEPLOY DEVICE a 5.2 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a I1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 9 5,5 
ARRAY TYPE LM8C FOLDnUT POWER/WING a 45,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH * 9.00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 50,0 H ASPECT RATIO x S,60 BLANKET AREA a 70313+06 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT 2 936.0 LB






MINTMUM FREOUENCY HZ ***** 
TORSIONAL FRFOUENCY HZ *.*** 



















* ARRAY PiOPERTIFS * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY .EIGHT (LB) 
CrtITFq OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKET TENSION (L8 
MOmENT OF INERTIA It 
MOVENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWFQ (KW/KG) 





















































ROOT SPRING (I.IIN/RAD2 
RIJCKL!NG CAPARTLITY PATIO 






















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
ALANKET a 
Afl COVER I 
CONTAINER 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOY HINGE • 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH w 
HID TENSION MECHANISM m 





ARRAY TYPE LM4C FOLDOUT POWER/WING 0 4S00 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH. 9.50 M






MINI4UM FREQUFNCY Hz '019 
**V#* TORSInNAL FREQUENCY HZ flfl .021 
 ,043 '06s .087 0110 *133

***** 8FNOING FREQUENCY Hz ***** 	 .010 .019 *028 0037 *046 .054 
H*tt *** 	 .010 
	 *028 1037 .046 054 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 568,0 612.4 657,0 702,4 748.7 795.9 
ARRAY WEIGHT CLB) 1250.4 1347.2 144S.4 1545.3 16Il761 1750.9 
CFPITER OF GRAVITY (IN) 	 es3,3 
 834.3 817's 80's 788,9 776,5


RLANKET TENSION (L8) 3.77 15.09 33.96 60.38 94.34 135.85


MOMENT OF INFRTIA It .1393+10 .1467,10 .1541+10 .1617+10 .1694+10 .1772+10


1404EPJT OF INFRTIA 12 .1349+08 .1353+08 .1358+08 .1365+08 .1375+08 .1386+08


SOECTFIC POW R (KW/KQ) 
 '079 .073 .068 .064 *060 .057 





 13,74 19.51 23,99 27.81 31,22 34.34










SUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 	 9,27 8.96 
 8,62 8.23 7,78 7.31


STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 8t 2,21 3.91 5,80 7.83 9,96










 16.21 23.02 28.31 32*82 36,84 4052






 1250.4 1347.2 1445.4 1545.3 1647.1 1750.9


R00 61. 123.3 jR6,425 'sO 315.7 382.0


CANNISTER 	 37.7 
 7t*S 105.0 138.7 172.6 206,9

FULL TENSIONER 




 '9 1.0 t,1 1.2 	 1. 6 
1,,6
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET * 	 936,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 6,0 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 46.5 

ROY 	 COVER a 42,6 BOX HINGE a 1.6 COVER LATCH 3 IS. 

CONTAINER a 	 8Ui1 
 MAST TIP FITTING n 303 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .05 
CONT SX CRUISE LATCH * 2,8 CONT SX CVR CR LATCH 4 .4 CONT OX DEPLOY DEVICE a 5,2 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a $I GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER w 5.1 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/wING V 45,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH *10,00 M


BLANKET WEIGHT a 936,0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH a 4S.36 M ASPFCT RATIO 

f**** MINIMUM FREQUENCY *?010 
***** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
****W RFNOING FREQUENCY HZ 5**€010 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 

ARRAY MASS (KG) 

ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 

CE4TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 

ALANKET TENSION (LB) 
MOeI]T OF INERTIA it 
MO-EA r OF NFRTIA 12 

ShrIrIc POWFP (KW/KG) 

SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW1 

* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
OIAMETR (IN1) 
EI (LB.IN.SQ) 
Ut ROOT SPING (LB.IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPAIILITY RATIO 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 


















3 a.4 BLANKET AREA a 70313+06 IN&SQ 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 






019 ,028 .037 

563.9 603.2 643,0 683.5 

24016 t327.1 1414,7 1503,7 

$11.7 791.5 779.2 765,4 

3.58 2141.3 32.26 57.36 

.1250+10 .1308+10 '1366+10 .1426+10 

.1495+08 	 ,1U980A .1504+08 .1511+08 

080 *07s .070 .066 

12.5 13.4 14,3 Isle 

13.21 18.75 23.05 26,71 

14268+08 ,S7893*08 .13213+09 .23828+0 

.169p+06 ,4838+06 *8980+06 *139+07 

9.21 	 A.S $,07 R,04 

'77 2.09 3,72 554 

62*09 70.23 77.33 83.37 

15,59 22,13 27,p0 31.2 

71g0.6 1327.1 141 4 , 1503,7 
53.7 108.2 16395 219.5 

34,8 66.0 96,8 127.7 

1.1 	 1.9 3a$ 5.2 
'9 1.0 1.1 1.2 






























































































ALANKET a 936,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3 6,0 INTERCONNECT HARNESS p 46,5 
ROY COVER a 42.6 SOY HINGE 1 1,9 COVER LATCH * 15.2 
CONTAINER x 85.2 MAST TIP FITTING * 3.3 MT0 TENSION MECHANISM ; .05 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT Bx CVR CR LATCH a ,4 CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE a 5,2 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH x .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 4.9 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FLOOUT 	 POWER/WING % 50.0 MW ARRAY WIDTH t 7,00 M






***i MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ** 010 019 *08 .037 .045 1053


*** TORSIONAL FREQUFNCY WZ **** *042 *086 .132 .180 .230 *281


S1*€* .010, 9 .028 .037 .04S *053
BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
* ARRAY PQOPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 698.9 817.4 940.6 1069.1 t203.0 1392.6 
ARQAY WEIGHT (La) I37.6 t798.3 2069.4 2352.0 2606.6 29S3.6 
CENTER OF tRAVITY (IN) 1266,6 1o3Os 1202.8 t110.6 1162.2 1146.7 
BLANKET TENSION (.82 6,32 25.29 56.90 101.16 S8.06 227.61 
MOUENT OF INERTIA it .362tO *4335+10 .4867+10 *5421+10 .5999+10 .6601+10 
TOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .8tp+07 .82P1+07 .8269+07 .8336.07 .842107 .8526+07 
SPECIFIC POAER (KW/KG) 072 061 '053 *047 *0a? 0037 
SPECIFIC WETGHT (KG/KW) I1.0 16.3 18.8 21.4 24.l 26.9 
* 	 4O0M PROPERTIES 
OAMETER (IN) 1932 27.62 34,19 39,91 45.10 49,94 
El (Ls.PJ.SQ) .65231+08 *27239+09 .63977+09 .11872+10 .19362+10 .29096+10 
O 	 0T SPRING (LR-IN/RAD) *529l06 1546+07 .2933+07 *4663+07 *6729+07 .9133+07


RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9,82 q,93 10.00 9,98 9.81 4b58


STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1,24 3.18 5.37 7.65 9.97 12,29


* C4ANNSTFR PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 94.25 107.94 118,79 128,22 136,78 14.76 
DIAMETER (1N) 22.80 32.59 40.35 47,09 53.22 58,92 
* WEIGHTS CLO)* 
ARRAY 1537.6 1798,3 2069.4 2352.0 2646.6 2953.6 
ROOM 182.3 37?.6 571.0 777.8 993.3 1217.7 
rANNISTEO 75.8 14a.7 214,9 287.1 361,T7 438.8 
FULL TENSIONER 1.3 2,8 5,1 8.4 t2.7 1709 
INTERMEDTATE TENSIONER 1.0 1,0 t2 1.4 1.7 2.0 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET 2040.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 6,4 INTERCONNECT HARNESS v 5.7 
RqX COVER a 47.4 BOY HINGE m .7 COVER LATCH • 26.2 
CONTAINER x 8S,4 MAST TIP FITTING 3.5 MIO TENSION MECHANISM a .0 
CON? RY CRUISE LATCH v 2.8 CONT BY CYR CR LATCH a .4 CONT BX DEPLOY OEVICF a 5.8 
CONT PX LAUNC LATCH m .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 8 7.0 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 50.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH m 7.50 H


ARRAY LENGTH a 67.?0 M ASPECT RATIO N 
 
***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
****t TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
*S*** BENOING FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
 
MO-rNT OF INFRTIA I 
 
MOENT OF INERTIA I2 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 
.* OOM PROPERTIES * 
t DIAMETER (IN) 
EI (LB-IN.S0) 
901 SPRING (LB.INRAO) 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 


























.010 .019 '028 .037 
 
.037 .075 *I14 .15S 
 
*010 ,019 .028 .037 
 
68t. 782.3 886.3 994*0 
 
1499,7 1721.1 to,8 2186.8 
 
1186.3 11534. 1127,4 1106.0 
 
5.90 23.60 53,11 94,42 
 
.3263+I0 ,3633+t0 *40t1+10 .4414t0 
 
.9385+07 .9U164o7 .9467+07 *9539+07 
 
073 .06 .056 .050 
 
13,6 15.6 17.7 19.9 
 
18,32 26.14 32.30 37,64 
 
.9P675+08 .22807#09 *S0965+09 .93938+09 
 
.4007 06 .1310+07 .2473+07 ,3912+07 
 
9.71 9.73 9.70 9.58 
 
1ot5 3.01 S.13 7.37 
 
88.43 101.3 1.51 120.31 
 
21.61 30.84 38.12 44.42 
 
1499.7 1721.1 1949.8 2W86.8 
 
252.9 311.4 475,6 645.8 
 
67.9 t9.13 191.5 253.t 
 
1.3 2.6 4.8 7.9 
 
1.0 1,0 1,2 1,1 
 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LO) 
 






















































































































BLANKET a 2000.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE w 6,4 INTERCONNECT HARNESS SV7 " 
BOX COVER S 47o4 BOX HINGE v .9 COVER LATCH 24,7 
CONTAINER a 86.5 MAST TIP FITTING a 3. MID TENSION MECHANISM x .04 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH ; .4 CONT BX DEPLOY OEVICE a 5.8 
CONT AX LAUNCH LATCH a .t GUIDF WIRE TENSIONER a 6.6 
00
 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WINO 4 50,0 kW ARRAY WIDTH P 8,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 63.00 H ASPECT RATIO a 1,88 BLANKET AREA s *78125O6 IN-8Q BLANKET WEIGHT * 1O4Oo0 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TOPSIONAL FRFQUENCY HZ *49*9 


















* ARRAY PROPERTIES 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WFTGHT CLA) 
CFNTIE OF GRAVITY CIN) 
81 ANkFT TENSTnN (LB)
MOMENT OF YNFRTIA It 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWER (KWjK/) 






















































RUCKLING CAPAaILITY RATIO 



















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET v 
BOX COVER u 
CONTAINER v 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE I 
BOX HINGE u 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT BY CVR CR LATCH * 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 
COVER LATCH u 
MID TENSION MECHANISM • 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLOOUT POWER/wING X 50,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH * 8,50 M


BLANKET WEIGHT a 1040,0 LBARRAY LENGTH a 59.30 H ASPECT RATIO a 
t**l MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
***** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY NZ ***** 
 
a**** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ **0** 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARRAY HASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
R1ANKET TENSION CLBI 
 
'OENT OF INERTIA IS 
 
4OMENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC Pr4Fq (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 
 







ROOT SPRING (LR.!N/PAD) 
 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 


































































































































































































































































BLANKET m 10000 SUPPORT STRUCTURE • 6,4 INTERCONNECT HARNESS R 51? 




BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING x 
1.3 
315 
C0VFR LATCH a 
MID TENSION MFCHANISM 0 
22,3 
.04 
CONIT AX CRUISE LATCH m 2.8 CONT By CVR CR LATCH X .4 CONT Bx DEPLOY DEVICE a Ss 
COT BK LAUNCH LATCH v 1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 8 6,0 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING x So0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH q 56.00 M ASPECT RATIO 6.22 BLANKET AREA a .M829+06 INeSO BLANKET HEIGHT * 1040,O LB






T INIMUN FREQUFNCY HZ *44*4 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY H7 *4*4* 



















* ARRAY PROPFRTIES 
ARRAY t"ASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LU) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (LU) 
HOmENT OF INERTIA It 
HOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SECTFXC POWFR (KW/kG) 


















































* ROOm PROPFRTTES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LB.IN.Sfl
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 



















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
RtANKET a 
RC0 COVER a 
CO'JTAT'JPR a 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURF a 
BOY HINGE v 
MAST TIP FITTING q 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a 







COVEQ LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM w 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 50.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 9,50 M 




f480* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY WZ 











































* 	 ARQAY PROPERTIES

ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
APoAY WEIGHT (LA) 
 
rEdTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
ALANKFT TENSION (LB) 
 
MOq'4j OF INFRTIA It 
 
'4OtEiT OF INERTIA 12 
 
sPFrIptC POvFR (KN/KG) 
 





































































































* 300M PROPERTIES * 
DTAMETEg (IN) 
Fl (LH-IN*SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-N/RAD) 
 
AtlrKLTJC CAPABILITY RATIO 
 




































































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L0)

ALANKET a 1040,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 6.4 INTERCONNECT HARNESS v 51.7 
ROX COVER a 47.4 BOX HINGE a 1.8 COVER LATCH a 20,4 
CONTAINER v 91.1 MAST TIP FITTING v 3,5 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .0s 
COWT 4X CRUISE LATCH 0 2.8 - CONT BX CVR CR LATCHP .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 5.8 
CONI AX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONFR a 5,5 
ARRAY TYPE LM$€ FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 50,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH :10.00 M 
£PQ&Y LENGTH a SO,4o M ASPECT RATIO 2 5.04 BLANKET AREA a .78is406 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHI U 1000 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
* ** 
4€44* 
MTNTMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY 42 






















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (1.8) 
rENIER Of GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT OF !NFRTIA it 
MOMENT (OF INERTIA 12 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 


















































* ROnm PRI'PERT7ES * 
DIAMETfR (IN) 
EI (LH-IN-SQ) 
ROnT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 



















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 
ROX COVER • 
CONTAIER a 
tOT RY CRIME LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE m 
BOX HINGE v 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT BY CVR CR LATCH 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS g 
COVER LATCH * 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POER/WING v 55,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 7,00 M








*t** MINIMUM FREOUENCY HZ ***M* .OO *019 p028 '036 '04S .0S3


***** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY WZ ****0 ,47 Oq5 .147 4201 .258 .317


Sees' RENOING FREQUENCY HZ *4*5 .010 .0t9 .028 .036 ,045 .053


* ARRAY PRqPFRTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 793.4 949.3 1112.8 1284,6 1465.1 1654.7


ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 174S.5 2088.S P448,2 826.2 3223.3 3640,4


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 1387,9 i3tA,8 1119,7 1297,0 127B.6 1lp3ba


BLANKET TENSION (L8) 7,6S 30.60 68.85 122.40 191.26 275.41


OMENT OF INERTIA It s528+10 *6O1+1O .6936+10 ,7857+10 8824+10 .983A+10


MOMENT F IFRTIA 12 .9024+07 .OSq+o7 .9117#O7 .9198+07 .9302+07 .9S2?07


SPECIFIC POWER (KWIKG) '069 .058 .009 ,043 .03a .033


SPFCIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 10, 1.3 20.2 23,4 26.6 30,1


.4 ROOM PROPERTIES *


qIAMFETER (IN) e1.30 30,52 37.87 44,29 So,7 55,67


EI (LB-TN-SQ) .9635D+06 .40548,09 .96216+09 .1801t410 .Z9643+10 ,14943+10


ROT SPRING (LR-IN/RAD) 7090+06 ,2085+07 *3983+07 ,6375+07 ,9261+07 ,1265+08


RIJCKLIN( CAPARILITY RATIO 9.95 1Ot 10.36 10,44 10.38 10.15


STRENGTH CAPASILITY RATIO 	 1.33 3.37 5.62 7.93 10.24 12*54


* CANNISTER PROPERTIES *


WEIGHT (1M) 103.75 118,96 131.08 141,69 151,38 160,45


DIAMETER (IN) 25.14 36.01 44.68 52.27 59,20 65,69


* 	 WEIGHTS (LR) 
ARRAY 1?45.5 2060.5 2446,2 2826.2 3223.3 3640*4 
ROOM ?43,7 500.3 770.? 105490 1352.0 1664.7 ;p. 
rANNISTER 92.0 176.6 263.3 353.3 447,0 54,7 r" 
FULL TENSIONER 1.4 3.2 6.0 10,0 15.2 21.5 H 
PMTERMEOIATE TENSIONER 1,0 lot .2 I.s 1-8 2.2 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


RLANKET a 1144,O SUPPORT STRUCTURE x 6.9 INTERCONNECT HARNESSs 56.8 
RO% COVER a 52.1 BOW HINGE a .7 COVER LATCH a 33.7 
CnTAINFR a 92.3 MAST TIP FITTING a 3.6 MID TENSION MECHANISM 4 .04 
CONT Ry CRIJISE LATCH w 2,8 CANT OX CVP CR LATCH S ,4 CONT 6X DEPLOY DEVICE 8 6, 
CONT AX LAUNCH LATCH a *I GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 7,6 
0 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING w 55,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7,50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 73,92 M ASPFC? RATIO a 9.86 BLANKET AREA 4 *85938+06 INuSG 






MINIMUM FREOUENCY HZ **010 
 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 





































I ARRAY PROPERTIES *

ARRAY MASS (WG) 
 
A9RAY WFIGHT (.8) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
RL&NKET TE'STON (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTTA II 
 












































































































ROOT SPRING (LR-IN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 

























































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)

BLANKET v 
BOX COVER a 
2144.0 
s.t 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE x 
ROW HINGE v 
6,9 
.9 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH a 
56,8 
31,7 
CONTAINER w 935 MAST TIP FITTING a 3,6 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .04 
C04T RX CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 CONT OX CVR CR LATCH 0 a CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE a 6.4 
CON? BX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 7.2 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 55,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8,00 N 
ARRAY LENGTH a 69.0 M ASPECT RATIO a 5.66 BLANKET AREA n 0$5938+06 IN=SO BLANKET hEIGHT 114.0 LB 




MINIMU1M FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY 4Z 





















* ARAY PROPERTIES 0 
ARDAY MASS (KG) 
ARPAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CFNITER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION CLB) 
MOMENT OF INERTTA 11 
MO'ENT OF INERTIA 12 
S0FCTFIr POWFR (KW/KG) 





















































RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 






















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LS) 
BLANKET a 
ROX COVER 2 
1144.0 
52! 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE v 
BOY HINGE a 
6.9 
1,2 
INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 




CONT AX CRUISE LATCH z 
94.6 
2,8 
MAST TIP FITTING v 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH 2 
3,6 
.4 
MID TENSION MECHANISM n 
CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE w 
00 
604 
COtT 9X LAUNrH LATCH a Il GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 6.8 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING w 55,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH p 8.50 m


ARRAY LENGTH a 65,23 H ASPECT RATIO a 7.67 BLANKET AREA a .85938+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT * 11440 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY NZ ***** 
TORSIONAL PRFOUENCY i$4***** 



















* ARRAY PROPFQTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEtGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT nF INERTIA I 
MC)'$NT OF TNERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC PnWFR (KW/KG) 



















































OOM PROPERTIES * 
OAmFT ER (IN) 
El CLB-IN.S) 
ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
RIJCKLt4G CAPABILITY RATIO 

















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 1180,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE I 6.9 INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 56.8 
BOX COVER s 52.1 BOX HINGE a 1.4 COVER LATCH a 28.5 
CUNTAtqFR a 95,7 MAST TIP FITTING * 3,6 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .Oa 
CON! PX CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a ,4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE x 6,4 
C!NT By LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 6.j 
ARRAY IYVE LM SC FDLDOUT 	 POWER/WING a 55,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH F 9,00 M







f4*0* HINT4UM FREQUFNCY HZ $**** .010 .Otq op8 .037 .045 .054


*028 *058 .087 1l18 ,150 *182
**S* TOPSIUNAL FREQUENCY HZ ****# 
 




* ARRAY PROPFQTIES *


LR4AY HAS$ (KG) 726.0 812.0 900,2 990,8 1084.2 1180.2


ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 1597.2 1786.4 1980,3 2179,8 2385.2 2596.5


CFNTER Or GRAVITY (IN) 	 1092,9 
 1ObS,2 1042,2 10221A 1005.6 990,7


RLA' KFT TENSION (LB) 5.95 23,80 53.5 qS,2O 148,75 214.21


MOmENT OF INERTIA II .2937+10 *3t96t0 ,3462+i0 *3736*to *401,1O *4307+10


MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .1l81+08 *1486408 .1493408 *15()408 21517408 91533+08


SP cIFIC PnriR (KM/KG) *o76 *068 *061 .OS6 *051 .v47


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 33.8 14.8 16.4 18.0 19.7 21.5


* BOOM PROPFRTIES *


DIAMETER (IN) 17.S4 24,97 30,80 35,81 40,31 44,47

.76942+09 .12360+10 .18298+t0El 	 (LB-IN-SO) .44246+08 .18197+09 .42095+09 

ROOT 5P ING (LR.IN/RAO) 	 3955+06 .1142+07 .2142+07 ,3368+07 .4806+07 *6450+07


RLurKLING CAPARILITY RATIO Ross 9'a3 9.26 9,00 8,64 8.21


STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO t03 2,74 4.73 6.89 9,13 11,43


* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 8?.29 94.56 104.1? 112.44 19.87 126.73 
DIAMETER (IN) ?0.69 29,47 36.34 420p5 47,57 52.4? . 
* 	 WEIGHT$ (LB) *D


Ar QAY 1597*2 1786.4 1980,3 2179.8 2385I2 2596.5


ROOM lpa.s 260.5 396,3 535.7 67.O 826.2


CANNISTER 6t.6 117,3 173,2 229.9 287,7 346,7


FULL TFNSIONER 1.3 2.6 4.9 8.0 12.0 16.9


INTERMEOTATE TENSIONER too 1.0 1,2 1.4 1.6 1.9


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 1144.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 6,9 INTERCONNECT HARNESS V 56,8 
ROX COVER a 52.1 BOX HINGE 4 1.6 COVER LITCH 0 27,1 
CONTAINER v 96.9 HAST TIP FITTING x 3,6 MID TENSION MECHANISM a ,us 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH v 2,8 CONT OX CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT RX DEPLOY DEVICE a 6,4 
CONY BX LAUNCH LATCH a .i GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 6.2 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 55,0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH N 9,50 M


ARRAY LENGTH * 58.36 M ASPECT RATIO a 6,4 BLANKET AREA v .85936+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT v 1144,0 L8 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 






















q ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ApPAY MASS CKGI 
AQPAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION CL8) 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWFR (Ki/KG) 


















































* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN 
El (LEI.IN.SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RA) 
RUrXLING CAPABILITY RATIO 


















































































FREOUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET a 
nOX COVER a 
CC"TAj'IFq a 
COMT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING v 
CONT OX CVR CR LATCH 8 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS u 
COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPF LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 55,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 10.00 N


AR4aY L!14GM a 55,44 M ASPECT RATIO N 5,54 BLANKET AREA a *85938o6 IN.SO BLANKET WEIGHT m H±44.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
*S** MINItUM FPFOUENCY HZ 
*..." TORSIONAL FREOUENCY WZ 






















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS c( ) 
ARRAY wEIGT (LA) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (!NJ 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
OMEMI OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
spEcrFIC POWER (KWIRG) 

















































** ROOM PRORERTIES * 
OIAMETER (IN) 
El (LB-tN-SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
AUCXIl'4 CAPABILITY RATIO 



















































































FREOIENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKFT v 
80Y COVER w 
CONTAINER a 
CONT 89 CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOX HINGE w 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT DX CVR CR LATCH a 






INTERCONNECT HARNE$S x 
COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM 0 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING x 60.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 0 7.00 M


ARRAY LENGTH x 86.4t H ASPECT RATIO a 1234 BLANKET AREA 3 .93750+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT * '1248#0 LB


FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
/*3** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 3*3*3 
3 T*IORSIONAL FREQUENCY kZ *4*3* 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARQAY WEIGHT (Lg) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
ALANKFT TENSION (LB) 
MO'mEkIt OF INERTIA It 
MOMFJIT (F INERTIA 12 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 



















































* B00M PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LB.IN.SQ)
ROOT SPRING (LR.TN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAmABILITY RATIO 


















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET x 
BOX COVER w 
COPTATNEQ x 
COT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
BOY HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH • 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS 0 
COVER LATCH x 
MID TENSION MECHANISM * 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLOPUT POwER/WING a 60.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.50 M








Jt** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** OtO .Ot1 *028 .036 ,045 '053 
tt* TORSI(iNAL FREQUENCY HZ ****1 O0tJ4 *09t Io0 '191 .245 .302 
sas* R=OTNG FREQUENCY H2 **4 .010 '019 '(128 *036 *045 .053 
* ARRAY PQOPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 865.7 1035.2 12130t 140010 1596.4 1802.8 
ARRAY wEIGHT (LB) 1904.5 2277.0 2668.7 3080.0 3512.2 3966,2 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 1412.9 1374,2 1345.4 1322.8 1304.4 1289,2

ALANKET TENSION (18) 8,50 33,99 76.08 135.96 212t44 305.91

MO~qT (IF INFQTIA It .S912+10 *6855+10 .7847+10 ,8889+10 *9985+10 ,1113+11 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 1? .1130*08 .1134408 1141+08 1115P408 .116508 .1181+08 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 069 .058 .049 .043 .038 *033 
SPECIFIC WEIGHI CKG/Kw) 14.4 17.3 20.2 93.3 26.6 30.0

* ROOM PRnPERTIES * 
OTAMETEQ (IN) 22.07 31.61 39.23 45,89 51,97 57,67 
1 El (LB-IN.SQ) .11094+09 .46748+09 .11080+10 .20748+10 .34142+10 .S1769+10


H Poni SPPINS (LB-IN/RAOI .7880+06 .231807 *4421+07 .7087+07 .1030+08 ,1407+08


RUCKLING CAPARTLITY RATIO 9,95 10.07 10.34 10.40 10.30 10.03







* CANNiSTER PROPERTIES 
 
HEIGHT (IN) 106,26 2o01 134.57 145.56 155.60 165001


DIAMETER (IN) 26,04 37.30 46.29 54.15 61,33 68.05


* WEIGHT$ (LR) 0


ARRAY 1904.5 2277.4 ?668.7 3080.0 3512.2 3966.2 
 
ROOM 266.3 546.7 841.6 1151.6 1477.3 1819.1 
 
CANISTER 98,4 189.0 281 9 378.4 478.9 583,6


FULL TENSInNER 1.5 3,4 6,6 11.1 16,8 25.8


INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1.0 1.1 1,3 l.6 1.9 2.3 
 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT$ (LB)


BLANKET v 128.O SUPPORT STRUCTURE x 703 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 4 62,0


BOX COVER • 5"8 SOX HINGE x 1.0 COVER LATCH * 40.1 
CONTAINFR v 100.4 MAST TIP FITTING a 3,8 MID TENSION MECHANISM a '04 
CONT AX CRUISE LATCH . 2.8 CONT AX CVR CR LATCH • 4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 7.0 








ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING m 60,0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH v 8,00 M






**** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ **** .010 .Ot1 ,028 *037 *045 .053 
** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ****s *039 080 .122 ,166 .212 ,260 
+*+*t FENDING FREQUENCY HZ o .0280otq ,037 ,045 1053*19 

* ARRAY PQOPERTIFS * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 842.2 987.2 1138.2 1295.9 1460.4 1632.2 
ARqAY WEIGHT (LB) 1852.9 2171.9 2504,! 2850.9 3213.0 3590.9 
CE'TER OF GRAVITY (IN)' 13pR,t 12Q3.1 1265,5 12a3.2 1224,9 1209.3 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 7.97 31.87 71470 127.46 199.16 ?86,79
40"ENT OF TNFPTTA I1 .5076+tO .5773+10 .6502+10 .7262+10 .8054+10 8881+10 
MOIMENT OF INERTIA 12 .t28+o8 .1281+08 .1295+08 .1306+08 .1320408 ,1337+08 
SPFCIFIC POmEA (KI/kG) .071 .061 .053 .046 *041 ,037 
SPrCIFrC WEIGHT (KG/XW) 14,0 16,5 19,0 21.6 20.3 PT.2 
*BOOM PROPERTIES*

OI AAETER (IN) 20.98 30.00 
 37.16 43,38 49,04 54,32
El (t,3eN.SQ) .90702+08 .37926+09 .89199+09 .16575+10 .27068+10 .40733+10 
OOT BORING (LB-IN/RAD) .6775+06 .1981+07 .3763+07 .5988+07 .8651+07 ,1175+08 
SUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9.A3 9.95 !oot 9.96 9,77 9,14
STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 1.25 3.22 5.1 7,lo 10.02 12,34 
* CANNTSTFR PROPERTIES I 
HFJrHT (IN) 100.10 114.99 126.79 13706 146,40 155,11 
OIAMETER (TN) 20,76 3S.40 43,84 51.19 57,87 64,09 
* WEIGHTS (L8) * 
ARRAY 1852.9 2171,9 2504,1 2850,9 3213.0 3590,9 
BOOM 225.7 461.6 7o.9 965.0 1233.2 1512.8 
CANNISTFR 48.7 169.9 252,6 337,9 426,1 517'5 
FULL TFNSIONER 1.5 3.2 6,2 10.4 15,8 22.4 
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1.0 1.1 1.3 15 1.8 2.2


FREOUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET s 1248,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE * TO INTERCONNECT HARNESS 3 62,0 
ROX COVER s 56.8 SOX HINGE a 1.2 
 COVER LATCH z 37,9


CONTATHER a 101.5 MAST TIP FITTING a 3.8 MID TENSION MECHANISM x .04 
C("NT BY CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BY CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE z 70 
CONT BY LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUlIE WIRE TFNSIONER a 7.3 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 3 60.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.50 H 
8.37 BLANKET AREA * *93750+06 IN-SARRAY LENGTH 8 71.16 M ASPECT RATIO a 
*0M4* mINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *** 
$o* TORSIONAl FRFQUENCY HZ 
*8.*4 BFNODNG FREQUENCY HZ ***n* 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES

ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LS) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
4L&NJET TENSION (LB) 
MOUEtIT OF INERTIA II 
MOAEMT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
SPECIPIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 
* OnM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LB-IN.-O) 
PnOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAO) 

RUCKLTIJG CAPABILITY RATIO 

STRENGTN CAPABILITY RATIO 
















































































































































































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 1248.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 7o3 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 62,0 




BOX HINCE a 
MAST TIP FITTING 3 
1.s 
3,8 
COVER LATCH U 
MID TENSION MECHANISM 9 
35.9 
.04 
CONT OX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH • .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 7.0 
CONT HX LAUNCH LATCH s It GUIDE WIRF TENSIONER a 6,9 
c 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 60,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH w 9,00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 67,20 m ASPECT RATIO a 7, 7 BLANKET AREA a .937S0+06 INeSO BLANKET WEIGHT a 1248.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
***** MINIMU4 FREQUENCY HZ 
*qs TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 






















* ARRAY PqOPERTTFS * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WET04T (LB) 
CEN T ER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKFT TENSION (LB) 
"TAENT OF INERTIA It 
mn1LNT OF INERTIA I2 
SOrCIFIC PO4rR (K'/KG) 


















































* 800M PROPERTIES * 
0IAHtTEQ (fN) 
El (I.e-IN-$q) 
ROOT SPRING CeL6IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 




















































































FREQIJENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
RLANKET m 
lox COVER 4 
CONTAINER * 
CQNT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3 
BOX HINGE m 
MAST TIP FITTING o 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH z 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS o 
COVER LATCH : 
MID TENSION MECHANISM s 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 60,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9,50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH 3 63.67 M ASPECT RATIO x 6,70 BLANKET AREA • *93750t06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 12460 LB 




MINlIMUM FREQUENCY MZ 
TORSIONAL FRFQUFNCY wZ 




















ARRAY PROPERTIES 4 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CE'TER OF qRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKFT TENSION (LB) 
MOMET OF INERTIA II 
O0ME4T OF I)FRTIA 12 
SPfCIFIC POWFR (KW/KG) 




















































ROOM PROPERTIES * 
rIAHETYFR (IN)
El (LB.IN.SQ)(]OT SPRING (LA.IN/RAD)RUrLING CAPARTLITY RATIO 



















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
tLANKET a 1248.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 7.3 INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 62.0 
ROX COVER a 56.8 BOy HINGE • 2.0 COVER LATCH u 32.6 
C04TATNFR x 104,9 MAST TIP FITTING a 3.8 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .05 
DEPLOY DEVICE 2 7,0CONT RX CRUISE LATCH u 2.8 CONT By CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT By 
CON? WX LAtJNCN LATCH a . GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 6.3 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING w 60,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 810.00 H


ARRAY LENGTH a 60,48 M ASPECT RATIO a 6,05 BLANKET AREA a ,93?50+06 IN9S BLANKET WEIGHT 3 1248.0 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY H7 ***** 
TORSIONAL FRFOIIFNCY 1 7**t 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES 4 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CEUJTEP OF GRAVITY tIN) 
BLANKET TENSTON (LB)
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 


















































* BOOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
ET (LB-IN-SQ)
ROIT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
6UCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 



















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BLANKET 
ROX COVER a 
CONTAINER a 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 
BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING * 
CONT AX CVR CR LATCH • 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS 3 
COVFq LATCH * 
MID TENSION MECHANISM e 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING s 6S,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7,00 M


BLANKET WEIGHT * 1352,0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH x 93,61 M ASPECT RATIO 
 
*** HfINImUM FREQUENCY NZ *$* 
 
**** TOrSIONAL FRFQUENCY NZ ***** 
 
***4 BENnING FREQUENCY HZ 4**** 
 
* AQAY PROPFRTIES *


ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
RLANKET TENSION (LB) 
 
O4FtIT OP INERTIA I 
 
mOENr OF INERTIA 1? 
 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/Kw) 
 







ROnT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLYNG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 

























.010 .019 .028 .036 
 
.055 .115 *178 .246 
 
.010 .o019 .08 .036 
 
1005.0 1259.8 2532.3 1823.9 
 
2211.0 2771,6 3371.1 4012.6 
 
1677.7 1585.1 155.6 1533,6 
 
10.69 42.74 96.27 170.96 
 
.9160+10 .1114+11 *1326+t1 .1553+11 
 
*107?+08 .1077+08 .18oS+08 .1096+08 
 
*065 1052 *042 036 
 
i5.5 19,4 23.6 28.1 
 
25.30 36.44 45,40 53,43 
 
.19181+09 	 .82504+09 19Q58+10 .38134+10 
 
.1188+07 .3549,07 .6883+07 .1119+08 
 
10.22 	 10.71 l2.5s 1I.07 
 
1,51 3.68 5.98 8.29 
 
122,82 141.20 156,06 169.23 
 
29.86 43.00 53,62 63,04 
 
P211.0 2771.6 3371.1 4012.6 
 
406.4 842.9 1311.0 1812.2 
 
12Q7 251.3 378.5 512.8 
 
1.7 4.1 8.1 13,7 
 
1.0 1.1 1.4 1.7 
 










































































BLANKET a 13S210 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 7.7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 8 67.2


ROX COVER u 61.6 BOX HINGE * 
 IS COVER LATCH a 	 53.2


CONTATNER 3 106.? MAST TIP FITTING V 3.9 MID TENSION MECHANISM ac Ou 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 2,A CONT BX CVR CR LATCH 4 .4 CONT IX DEPLOY*DEVICE a 7.5 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a @1 GUIDE wIRE TENSIONER a 8.7 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/W!ING a 65.0 XW ARRAY WIDTH P 7.50 M


ARRAY LENGTH x 87.37 M ASPECT RATIO 8 11.65 
 BLANKET AREA 3 .10156+07 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT a 1352.0 LS
































* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 967,5 1181.7 1008.3 1648.5 1902.8 2171.9 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 21285. P549.7 3098,3 3626.6 4186.2 477$.3 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
RLANKFT TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA II 

























SPECIFIC POWER CfW/KG) .067 .05s .046 039 .034 .030 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/kw) 14.9 Ie$2 21.7 25o4 R9.3 33, 
" RFOOM PROPERTIES 
. 












ROOT SPRING (LB.N/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPARILITY RATI 



























































INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1.0 11 1,3 1,7 2.1 2,6 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS CLE) 
RLANKT v 
809 COVER a 
CONTAINER v 






BOY HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING = 





INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH a!9,9 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 




CO T RX LAUNCH LATCH x *t GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER v 8.2 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING W 65.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH x 800 M


ARRAY LFNGTH S RI,9 M ASPECT RATIO a 




PENnD'OING FREQUENCY HZ *5*5* 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTFR OF CRAVITY (IN) 
 
ALANKFT TENSION (LB) 
 
HMHENT OF INERTIA It 
 
HOMNT OF IJFRTTA I? 
 
S'ErIVIC POWFR CKW/KG) 
 
SPFCIFIC WFIGHT (KG/KW) 
 
* ROOM PROPERTTES * 
OIAMETER (IN) 
ET (LB-IN-8Q) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAO2 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 

























.010 *019 .028 
.0$2 .087 *133 
.010 Ot9 .028 
937,7 1120.4 1312.1 
 
2063.0 2464.9 2886.5 
 
1434.6 1396,3 1367.7 
 
9.3s 37,40 84.14 
 
*6603410 *7655+to .8762+10 
 
.t392#08 *1398+0B .1407+08 
 
.069 l08 .OcO 
 
14.4 1712 20.2 
 
22,77 32.63 40.48 
 
.12588+09 o53040+09 .t571+10 
 
.8663+06 ,2548+07 .4867.07 
 
9.94 1O.6 10.31 
 
1.33 3.37 5o62 
 
1O,52 124,8 t37.74 
 
26,87 35so 47.77 
 
2063.0 2464.9 2886.5 
288.1 59)*O 910.4 
 
104,5 	 200.8 2997 
 
1,6 3.7 7,2 
 
1,0 111 1.3 
 

















































































































































aLANKET 1352,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE u 7,7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a b7 2 
ROX COVER a 62.6 FOX HINGE a 1.3 COVER LATCH i 47.1 
CONTAINER a 108.s MAST TIP FITTING 3 3,9 MID TENSION MECHANISM c .04 
COP'T OX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a ,4 CONT SX DEPLOY DEVICE x 15 
COJT 9X LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TFNSIONFR a 7.8 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING W 65.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH U 8,50 H






MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREOUENCY HZ 




















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASs (KG) 
ARRAY wFTIrT (LB) 
C;kTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
qLANKFT TENSION (LB)
MOPNT OF INERTIA II 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIriC POWFP (KW/XG) 






















































9UCALTWG CAPASILITY RATIO 


















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
ALANKET a 1352.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 7,7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 67.2 
AO COVER U 62,6 BOY HINGE a 
 1.6 COVER LATCH 44,6


CONTA1NER * 109.6 HAST TIP FITTING * 3.9 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .o4 
CONT HX CRUISE LATCH a 2,8 CONT BY CVR CR LATCH 8 .0 CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE a 7e 
CONT AX LAIINCH LATCH m .t GUIDE WIRE TFHSIONFR x 7.4 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOtDOUT POWER/WING a 65.O KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 9,00 M 
BLANKET WEIGHT a 1352.0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH a 72,80 M ASPFCT RATIO 
 
***t* 
M$*INIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FRFQUENCY HZ 
***** 
BENttDINTNG FREQUENCY HZ "#4* 
SARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS C(KG3 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
4LA4KET TESTON (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF I4FRTIA It 
 
"O'ENT OF IJFRTIA I2 
 
SPECIFIC PO4FR (KI/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (fG/KW) 
 







ROOT SPRING CLA.IN/RAD) 
 
RUCMLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 






































 25A3.5 ?90902 
 
17A310 





































































































































































































RLANKFT 	 1352,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 7,7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 67,2 
BOX COVER • 6t,6 POX HINGE S 1.9 COVER LATCH x 42.4 
CnNTAINER a i10,8 MAST TIP FITTING * 3.9 HID TENSION MECHANISM a .05 
CONT OX CRUISE LATCH * 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 7.5 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH x of GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 7.1 
0 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WINO u 65,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH x 9,50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 6A.Q7 M ASPECT RATIO a 7,26 BLANKET AREA • .101S6+07 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT S 13S2,O LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
f***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
***** TORSIONAL #RFQUENCY HZ ***** 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS CKG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF IRAVITY (IN)
ALANKET TENSION CLB) 
MnMNT OF INERTIA II 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 12 
SPECIFIC P04FR (4w/wo) 


















































* RfOM PROPERTTES * 
DTAMETER (IN) 
Et CL8.IN.S),
ROOT SPXIN( (LR-IN/RAo) 
RUtKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 











































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
RLANKET a 1352.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 7.7 INTERCONNECT HARNESS p 67.2 
ROX COVER a 61.6 BOX HINGE a 2.2 COVER LATCH 40op 
CONTAINER v t1,q MAST TIP FITTING a 3.9 MID TENSION MECHANISM * .05 
CONT MX CROISE LATCH a 2, CONT OX CVR CR LATCH X .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 3 705 
CONT HX tAUNCH LATCH u .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 6.8 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/HING a 6SO KW ARRAY WIDTH a10.00 H


6.55 BLANKET AREA 4 ,10156+07 IN.SO
ARRAY LENGTH x 65.52 M ASPFCT 
 
*4** HMINIlUIM FRFQUENCY H? 
*4*4* TORSIONAL FRFOUENCY 4Z *4*4 
*4*4* BFNOING FREQUENCY H7 4$4*4 
* ARRAY PROPFRTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY wEIGHT (LB) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
4LANKFT TENSION CLB) 
MOMENT OF 1NFRTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POIEt (KW/VG) 
SPECIFIC dEICHT (KGXw) 




Pont SPRING (LB-IN/RAO) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 















































































































































































































































































Sax COVER a 
CONTAINER 2 





SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 
POX HINGE 3 
MAST TIP FITTING a 





INTERCONNECT HARNESS • 
COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM * 





CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a I1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 6,5 
0 
ARRAY TYPE LM$C FOLDOUT POWER/WING x 70,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH * 7,00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH 0100,81 M ASPECT RATIO v 14.40 BLANKET AREA 3 .10938+07 ZN.SO BLANKET WEIGHT a t45690 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ fl*** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *t*** 



















* ARRAY PRopeRTIES * 
ARRAY MASS CKG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER O GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (LB)
MOMENT OF TNFPTIA I 
hOWENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC PflFP (KW/KG) 























































PUCKLNG CAPABILITY RATIO 


















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
RLANKET a 
4OE COVER 4 
CONTAINER w 
CONT 6X CRUISE LATCH a 







BOX HINGE m 
MAST TIP FITTING * 
CONT RX cVP CR LATCH v 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 
COVER LATCH o 
HID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING s 70.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH s 7.50 M


ARRAY LENGTH I 94,09 M ASPECT RATIO 3 12.54 BLANKET AREA U .10938+07 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT a 1456.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 

0p8 .036 .044 .052
t***$ MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ** .010 09 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ o**s .108 .167 .231 .298 .371*052 
BF*4*ING FREQUENCY NZ .**4010 '019 .028 .036 ,044 .0528  

$ARRAY PPODERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 1076.6 1343*4 1628.3 1932.8 2257.8 2604.4 
ARPAY W'FIGHT (LB) 2368.5 2955.5 3582.3 4252.1 4967.2 5729.7 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 1636.1 isqa'a 1565:3 1543.4 1526,3 151205 
bLANKFT TENSTON (C) 11.57 46.026 104.09 185.06 289.15 416.38 
MO'ENT OF TNFRTIA It .9gqta+lo .1201+11 .1425+11 .1665+11 t921+1 12194+11.
MOMENT F INFRTIA I? .1325+O *1331+08 .1134+08 .1355408 *1173+08 1195+08 

SPECIFIC POWER (KM/KG) .065 .052 .ot3 *q36 .031 .027 

SPECIFIC WEIGHT CXG/KW) 15.4 14.2 23.3 27.6 32.3 37.2 

* RO0M PROPERTFS * 

QyAmFTEg (TI) 25.86 37o23 46.41 54.54 62.06 69.17 

El (LR-TN.SQ) .2093+09 .89900+09 .2170q+10 .41411+10 .69403+10 .10715+11 

*3185+07 .7332.07 *1190408 .t753+08 .2428+08
HDOT SPING (tAeIN/RA) 	 .1269+07 

11.39 11.19
L RUCKLING CAPAnXLITY RATIO 	 10.20 10.65 11.06 11.33 
3.66 5.96 8.27 10.54 12.77
STRENGTH CAOARILITY RATTO 	 1.49 

* CANNTSTER PROPERTIES 

NEIGHT (IN) 124.16 142.92 158.07 171.48 183.88 195.63 

DIAMETER (IN) 30.52 43.93 5.76 64,36 73.23 81.62 

* WEIGHTS (LB) 04d 

ARRAY 2368.5 29S5.5 3582.3 4252.1 4967.2 5729.7 

426.8 884.4 1374.4 1898.2 257.4 3053.4
BOOM 
533.5 661,1 837.15
CANNISTER 135.0 261.7 393,9 

FULL TENSIONER 111 4.3 8.7 14,.7 ?2.5 32.1 

INTERMEOTATE TENSIONER 1.0 1.1 1,4 
 1.8 2.3 2.8 

FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 

BLANKET a 1456.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 8 842 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 	 T2.4 
61,45OX COVER x 66.3 BOX HINGE 8 	 1.1 COVER LATCH a 

MAST TIP FITTING a 4,t MID TENSION MECHANISM 9 .04
CONTAINER s 114.3 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH w 2.8 CONT OX CVR CR LATCH 0 .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 8 8.1 









ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 70,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.00 M


ARRAY LENGTH a 08.2t H ASPECT RATIO v 11,03 BLANKET AREA m *10938+07 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT a tS, LB 




MINIMUM FRElUENCY HZ 
TORSInNAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PqrDERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (L-B) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
LANKFT TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 

















































* 401M PPoPRTIES * 
OIAMETER (IN)
EL 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
RIJCKLINa CAPARILITY RATIO 


















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENOET WEIGHTS (LB) 
RLANKfET a 1456.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 8.2 INTERCONNECT HARNEPS a 72,4 
4nX COVER a 66.3 DO HINGE a 1.4 COVER LATCH * 57.9 
CO1TAINER 115.4 MAST TIP FITTING a 4.1 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .09 
C?)NT aX CRUIqE LATCH u 2.8 CONT BX CYR cR LATCH a .4 cONT OX OEPLOY DEVICE a 8.1 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a It GUIDE WIRE TENSIONFR a 8.3


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING a 70.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH w 8.50 M










**n* TORSIONAL #RFQUENCY HZ ** 	 *040 ,83 .127 
*019 .028 036 .045 053
*s4** BFNOING FREQUENCY HZ *.s*. '010 

* ARAY PROPFRT!ES *


ARRAY MASS ('G) 100916 1205.0 t140.9 1625.3 1851.7 2089.5


ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 2221.2 2650.9 3101.8 3575.7 4073,8 459740


CFNIEP OF (RAVTTY (IN) 1453.3 1415.6 1387.3 1135.0 1346.9 1331.7


$LANKET TEYStON (LB) 10.21 40.R2 91.85 163.28 255.13 367.39


MOMENT OF INERTIA 1 .7300+10 *8459+10 .9679+10 .1096+11 .1231+11 .1372+11


MOmE9JT nF INERTIA 12 




SPECIFIC an.ER (KM/KG) 	 069 .058 OSO .043 .038 .034


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 	 14.4 17.2 20.1 23.2 26.5 29.9


.* O04 PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 23.43 33.57 4t.6 48.72 55,18 61.23 
H FI fIS.TN.SQ) 141ti+09 .59450+09 .14087+10 .26373+$0 .43389+10 .65775+10 
0 qROT SPRING (LO-IN/RAD) 	 .9438,06 *2776+07 .530107 ,8484+07 *1232 08 .1684+08


. UCKLTNG CAPARILITY RATIO 	 9.94 10.4 104,8 10.29 10,12 9.78 
SIPFNGTH CAPABILITY PATIO t.33 3.37 5.62 7.92 10.24 12.54 
* CANNISTeR PROPERTIES *


PFIGHT (IN) 110.57 127.30 140.63 152.30 162.95 172.93


01AmETER (IN) 	 27.65 39,61 49015 57.S49 65,11 72,25


* WEIGHTS 	 (LB) *I90 
ARRAY 2221.2 2650.9 3101.8 3575.7 4073.8 4597.0 .0 
BOOM 30q.2 634.6 976.9 1336.6 4714.4 2110.8 s T 
CANISTER 	 110.2 212.1 316.6 425,1 538.1 656,0 
1.6 3.9 7.7 13.1 20.0 28,4d
FULL TFNSIONER 
 
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.1 2,6


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT8 (LB)


RLANKET * 1856.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 9 812 INTERCONNECT HARNESS w 72.4 
qOX COVER a 66.3 BOX HINGE n 1.7 COVER LATCH 4 54,7 
CONTAINER a 116.6 MAST TIP FITTING 0 4.1 MID TtNSTON MECHANISM a .04 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH x .4 CONT SX DEPLOY DEVICE P 8.1 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 7,9 
ARRAy TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING s 70,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH f 9,00 M 
8.71 BLANKET AREA 8 .10938+07 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 3 146s0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH a 7Aal M ASPFCT RATIO a 
 
1***** MINIMUM FRFOUENCY HZ ** 
$t** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY H? 
S**t FREQUENCY HZBENOING 
* ARRAY POOPERTIES * 
RR&V MASS ("G) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
BLAN(ET TENSION (L8) 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
 
MOPENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (gG/VW) 
 





ROOT SPRINr (LP-IN/RAD) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 





















BLANXET a 1456.0 
 
BOX COVER a 66.3 
 
CONTAINER a 117.7 
 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 
 






















































































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 8.2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 72,4 
BOX HINGE x 2,0 COVER LATCH a 52.9

MAST TIP FITTING P 4,i MID TENSION MECHANISM 0
.05

CONT BX CVR CR LATCH 0 1,4 CONT BY DEPLOY DEVICE 3 8.1

GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 7.5 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING . 70,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9.5Q m











ORSIONAL VRFQUENCY wj 4** 






























* ARRAY PROOFRTIES *

ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENtER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
qLANKFT TENSION (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF TIFRTIA It 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 12 
 
SPFCIFiC 0OfFR (KW/KG) 
 
























































































ROOT SPRING CLB.IP/RAD) 
 
AUCKLING CAPARBILITY RATIO 
 















































































































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHT8 (LB)


BLANKET v 	 14S6.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE x 8.2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 72.4


SOX COVER m 66.3 BOX HINGE a 2.3 COVER LATCH i 49.s 
Cn"TATNER t118.p MAST TIP FITTING a 4,1 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .05 
CONT RA CRIJISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT RX CVR CR LATCH X 4 CONIT BX DEPLOY'DEVICE a 8,1 
CONT 8X LAUNCH LATCH a .I GUIDE WIRE TFNSIONER a 7.2 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLOUT POWER/WING a 70,0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH '10,00 M


7,06 BLANKET AREA a .10938+07 IN-SQ 
 BLANKET WEIGHT a j456#0 LB
ARRAY LENGTH a 70,96 H ASPECT RATIO a 
***4-* HINIMUM FRFUFNCY HZ ***** 
* T.*ORSIONAL FRFOUENCY HZ * 
**et* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ ... * 
* ARRAY PRoD~qTIES * 
ARRAy MASS C(G) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 

BLANKFT TENSION CLB) 

mflHFt OF INERTIA 11 
WC ENT OF INrRTIA 12 
SPFCZIqC POWER (KWI/X) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 

"~**ROOM PROPERTIES * 
t DIAMETER (IN) 
EI (LB-IN.Sg) 

ROOT SPRING (LBeIN/RAD) 

RLIrKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 

STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 

* CANNTSTER PROPERTIES * 
WEIGI4T (IN) 
DIAMETER (IN) 
































































































































































































































































































qLANKFT 14r6,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3 602 INTERCONNECT HARNESS P 72.9 
Any COVER a 66,3 BOX HINGE a 2,6 COVER LATCH n 47.3 
CONTAINER a 1PO.O MAST TIP FITTING a 4.1 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .05 
C04T HX CRUISE LATCH * 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH 3 .4 CO4T RX DEPLOY DEVICE c 8,2 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH I 1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER m 6,9 
ARRAY WIDTH 	x 7,00 M
ARRAY TYPE L'SC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING 0 75.0 KM 
 
ARRAY LENGTH IO8,01 M ASPECT RATIO 3 15,03 







019 *027 .036 .044 
f***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 	 ,0ti 

.064 .135 .213 .297 *390 .490
****0 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
*Op7 .016 ,04'4 051
tee BENDING FRFQUENCY H7 *H*** 	 .010 .019 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 1291.5 1644.8 2074.6 2544.0 3055.4 3611.1 
4564.2 5596.9 672.0 7944.4ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 2753.2 3618'5 

CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 	 1864.8 1822.6 
 1?95.3 1775.8 1761.2 1749.8


BLANKET TFNSION (LB) 14.23 
 56.90 	 I2R.03 227,61 355,64 512,12


.2382+1t .2884+1t .3431+1t .4025+11
INERTIA 11 .1505+11 .t923+it 








006 *036 .029 .025 .021
SpOrTFIC 	POWFR (KW/KG) .060 

40.7 	 46.1
SPECIFIC 	WEIGHT CKG/KW) 16.7 21,9 27.7 33,9 

* ROOM PRIQPFRTTES *


DIAMETER (IN) 	 29.37 42655 53.30 63.13 72.27 81.04


El CL-INSO) .34819+09 .15340+10 *37997+tO .74318+10 .12764+11 .20184+11


.1116+08 .1845+08 *2768+08 ,3904+08
ROrT SPRING 	CLB-INRAD) ,1858+07 S5651+07
JUCKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 	
 10.52 	 11.31 12.08 
 12.71 t3,05 13,01


6.21 	 8.46 10.66 12.80
1.65 3.91 
STRENGTH 	CAPABILITY RATIO 	
 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES *







 34.66 	 50.21 62,99 
 74,49 85.27 95.62


* WEIGHTS (1S) * 
 
ARRAY 2753.02 3618.5 4S64,2 5596,9 6722.0 7940.4 
 
ROOM 
 631.9 	 1326.2 2087,3 2919.1 	 3825.6 4510.7
 
34?,0 521,0 714,0 922.4 	 141 7 3
CANNISTER 	 174,S 
 
1.9 5.1 t0.5 17.9 	 27.5 39,
FULL TENSInNER 
 




FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
 
BLANKET v 	 1560.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 8.6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS s 77,1 
BOX COVER a 71.0 BOX HINGE a 	 ,9 COVER LATCH a 
 79.6 
4,2 MID TENSION MECHANISM U .04CONTAINFR a 120,1 MAST TIP FTTTING a 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH . 2.8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH * , CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE 3 8.7 










ARRAY TYPE LH$C FOLDOUT POwER/W:NG 6 75,0 KM 	 ARRAY WIDTH N 7.50 M






M*** 	INIMUM FREOUFNCY H7
 ***** 9010 OQIQ .e2e 




**O**.TOPSIONAL FREQUENCY 1Z 
 056 l1t6 *182 .252 
 .328 .409

**8t BENDING FREQUENCY HZ ***f 	 o010 .019 .028 *036 '044 *052


* ARRAY PROPFRTIES V 
ARRAY 
 MASS (KG) 1193.? 1521.9 t875.9 2257.5 2668,4 311'0.0 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 2626.0 3348.2 141p6,9 4966,5 587045 6842.0


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 1716,6 i7O/1,7 1676,3 1655.5 
 1639*5 16a6.7
RLANKET TENSION (LB) 	 13.28 
 53.11 119,50 21P.44 331.93 477.98


MOMENT OF INERTIA It .1256+tt ISS6+11 j88t+tl .2231+1i .2608+11 .30t+t1


M0'ENT OF INERTIA 12 	 1429+08 
 1432*08 143+08 .1I59,n8 .1480+08 .1505+08


SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 .063 .049 '040 
 033 '028 a024


SPECIFIC wFIGHT (KG/Kw) 
 15.9 20.3 25,0 
 30.1 35.6 4'1.S


* 	 BOOM PROPERTIES 
DIAMETER (IN) 27.78 40,10 50.t 59,64 67.35 75,26

El 	 (LB.IN-S) 
 .27879+09 *12097+10 .29S96+10 
 .56881+10 .96294+10 .1501241


ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 	 *1573+07 .4729+D7 
 .9231+07 1510+08 *2241+08 .3127+08


8UCXLING CAPABILITY RATIO 	
 t0.33 10.92 11.06 
 11.86 12.o0 11.4


ST 0 ENGTH CAPAfILITY PATIO 1.56 
 3,78 6.08 8.37 10.61 l2.8i








 133,15 t53,47 110000 184.74 198,44 211,49

DIAMETER (IN) 	 32,78 
 47.3t 59.13 69.67 79.*7 8.81






 2626.0 3348.2 4126.9' 4966.5 5870.5 6842.0


BOOm 527.7 1099.2 1717,0 ?383,6 3101*3 38725
CANNISTER 




 1.9 4,8 9.8 




 1.0 1.2 
 1.5 1.9 2,4 3.1


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a t560,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 8,6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS s 77.5 





 x 	 121.2 MAST TIP FITTING a 0,2 MID TENSION MECHANISM U *04CONT B% CRUISE LATCH s 
 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH ; ,4 CONT BX DEPLOY'DEVICE 8 8,7 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH a It GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 9,3 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/HING E 75.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 800 M








** MINIMUMH FREQUFNCY HZ ****to .0 .019 .028 .036 *044 052


e**** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ** *049 *IO .157 *217 .280 .348


***** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ ***** .010 .019 .028 .036 *044 .052


* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES


ARRAY MASS (KG) 1148.0 1426.3 1723.0 2039.7 2377.4 2737.1


ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 2525.6 3137.8 3790.6 4487.4 5230.3 6021.6


CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 16IJ3.0 1602.3 1573.6 t5r1.9 15340.9 1521,0


BLANKET TENSION (LB) 12.45 419.79 112.03 199.16 311.9 448.11


MOWFNT OF INERTIA It .1066+11 .1287411 .1523+11 .1775+11 .2043+11 *2329+11


MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .1616+08 .1623+08 .1635+08 .1653408 .1675408 .1702+08


SPECIFIC PMwFR (KW/KG) .065 .053 *044 .037 .032 .027


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 15.3 19.0 23.0 27.2 31.7 36.5


N.* BOOM PROPERTIES *


DIAMETER (IN) 26,39 37.97 47,32 55,58 6322 70.44


9280 .L-NS)26S+9 .44671+10 .74748+10 .11923+11
H ElEl tLB.IN.SQ) 	 .22695+09 . 728*09 ,3Y~O AJl T~Bt 531

ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAo) *1348+07 .4016+07 .7770+07 .1260+08 .1853+08 .2564+08


RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 10.17 10.60 10.97 11.20 11.20 10,94










WEIGHT (IN) 125.40 144.51 159.93 173.57 186.16 198.08


DIAMETER (TN) 31I04 04.81 65.83 65.59 74.60 83.12


* wEIGHTS (L8) * 	 o 
ARRAY 2525.6 3137.8 3790.6 4487.4 5230.3 6021.6 t 0 
8ooM 44.3 924.1 1434.9 1980.3 2561.6 3180.4 
CANNISTER 10.1 271.6 408.7 553.1 705,9 867.4 
FULL T!EIbONFR 1.8 4.6 9.3 15.8 24,2 34.4 
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1,0 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.4 3.0 "E 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L8)


BLANKET w 	 1560.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE w 8.6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 77.5 
POX COVER a 71.0 BOX HINGE a 	 1.5 COVER LATCH a 70.3


CONTAINER a 1?2.4 MAST TIP FITTING a 4.2 MID TENSION MECHANISM u .04


CONT RX CRUISE LATCH * 2.R CONY BX CVR CR LATCH a .4 CONT B DEPLOY DEVICE • 8,7


CfNT RX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER 9 8.8


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POwER/WING a 75.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.50 M


BLANKET WEIGHT w 1560.0 LB




1*.e** HtNbUM FREQUENCY $Z *4*4 10 .Oq .028 .036 
 
***** TOPSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 0*13 .089 *138 '189 
 
*4*0* EFNOING FREQUENCY HZ *** .010 .019 '028 .036 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


ARQAY MASS (KG) 1111.3 1350.3 1602.9 1870.2 
ARqAY 4FTGHT (LR) 2444.9 2970.6 3526.3 M114.8 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 1551.4 15t12.3 1483.8 1461.7 
PLANKET TENSION CLB) 11.72 46,86 105.44 187.44 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I1 .9183+10 .1084+11 1259+11 .1445+11 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I2 .1919+08 '1827408 .1840+08 .1856+08 
SPECIFIC POwER (KWIMG) .067 .056 .047 '040 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 14.8 18.0 21.4 24.9 
 
* FOfM PRO)PERTIES *


H OIA"ETEQ (IN) 25.15 36.11 44.08 5.60 
 
I-- E (8.IN.S0) *18737+09 .79546+09 .1899a2o .35829+10 
 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAO) .1167+07 *3453+47 .6633+07 *1068+08 
 
10.34 10.58 10.67 
PUCWLING CAPABILITY RATIO 10.04 






HEI(H1 (IN) 11.55 136,62 151.10 163.83 
 
AIAMETER (IN) 29.68 420.61 52.96 62.07 
 




 P444.9 2970,6 3526.3 4114.4 
 
BOOM 
 381.7 786.5 1215.3 1669.2 
 
CANNISTER 127.0 
 245,2 367,4 495.1 
 
FULL TENSIONER 1.7 4,4 8,8 14.9 
 
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 
 t.0 1.1 1.4 1.8 
 






















































































































BLANKET v IS60.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 8.6 INTERCONNECT HARNE8S a 77,5 




sOy HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
18 
4.2 
COVER LATCH 1 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 
66.9 
'00 
CON! WX CRUISE LATCH v 2.6 CON AX CVR CR LATCH X .4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 8.7 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH v .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER n 8,4 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING v 75,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH v 9,00 M






MI***NIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *** ,0 ,019 .028 0036 .Oas .OS3 
***** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY MZ ***** .039 .079 .122 .166 ,213 ,262 
S*** RENOING FREQUENCV HZ **** *0tO .019 op8 .036 .045 .053 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (kG) 1081.4 1288.9 1506,7 1735.6 1976.1 28,6 
AIRAY WEIGHT (LB) 2379.2 2835.7 33W4,8 3818.2 4347,3 4903.0 
CFNTFR OF GRAVITY (IN) 1469.7 1a32,5 1404.6 1382.5 1364eS 1349.4


RLANKFT TENSION (LB) 11,06 44.26 99,58 177.03 276,61 398.32


MOMENT OF INERTIA It .8000410 .9266+10 
 i060+ti *1199+11 .13A611 .1500+11


MOMENT OF INERTIA I2 .2035+08 .2043+08 2057*08 .2076+08 .2101+08 .2132'08


.069 .058 050 .043 1038 .034


SPFCIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 14,4 17.2 20.1 23.1 26.3 29.7 

SPFrIFIC POWFR (KW/KG) 

* ROOM PRr)PERTIES 
2,.5 34,46 
 42,75 50,00 56.62 

El (1$.IN80) .15660+09 465958+09 .15626+10 .29246+10 .48103+10 .72903+10


ROOT SPRING (LB.INiRAO) .1021+07 .3000+07 15729+01 .9168+07 .1332+08 *1819+08


RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 	 9,93 10.13 lo.)s 10.23 10.03 9.64


(IN) I40ETER 	 62,62


STRENTH CAPARILZTY RATIO 	 1,33 3,37 5.61 7,92 10.23 12,53


* 	 CAhNISTER PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT (IN) 112.44 129.61 t43*29 155.26 166.19 176.42

OIAOETER (TN) 28.38 40,66 50,1q 59,00 66.81 la,13

C
* WEIGHTS (LS) * 
ARRAY 	 2379.2 2e38.7 3314.8 38)8.2 437.3 4903.0


ROOM 	 329.6 676,4 1041,1 1424,3 1826.6 2248,7


222.9 332,9 447,0 565,8 689,7 6
CAMISTER t1s'8 
 
FULL TENSIONER 1,7 4.2 8.3 14.1 21,6 30.7


1.0 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.2 2.8
INTERMEOIATE TENSIONER 

FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET a 1560,0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 3 8.6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 775


ROW COVER 3 71.0 BOX HINGE a 2,1 COVER LATCH x 63.0


COI TATNFR a 124.7 MAST TIP FITTING * oa2 MID TENSION MECHANISM W .05


CONT BX CRIIIE LATCH X 2,8 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH * ,4 CONT BX DEPLOY'DEVICE a 8,7


rONT UX LAUNCH LATCH £ ,1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 80 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING X 75,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9.90 M








S*4* lINIMU4 FREQUENCY sj **** 010 .0t9 ,028 .036 .045 .053 
*S** TORSIONAL FRPQUENCY HZ *4*4* *035 .071 *109 .148 *189 .232 
4**0 BENDING FREQUENCY HZ **** *010 .019 028 .036 .045 .ls 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 1056.8 1238.7 14268.5 1626.8 t834.0 2050.6 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LS) 2324.9 2725.2 3142.7 3578.9 034,.9 4511.2 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 1396.3 1361.2 1314.1 1312.3 12q.o 1278.7 
fLANKFT TENSION (LB) 1(,48 01.93 94.34 167.71 262.05 377.35
MOMENT Of INERTIA I .7041+10 .8024+1( .9051+tO .1012+11 .1124+11 ,1241+11


MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .2263408 .2272+08 .2286+08 .2307*08 .2333+08 .2365t0B


SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) .071 .061 .053 .046 .041 .037


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/XW) 14.1 16.5 19.0 21.7 24.5 27.3


" R8OOM PROPERTIES * 
(IN) 2A.FTER 32,98 'OAsS 47,70 53.93 596753,06 

El (2B-IN-SO) .13228+09 s5355409 .13029420 .24228+10 .39595+1o .59629+10


ROOt SPRING (LB-IN/RAO) .8q92-06 *2631*07 .4999+07 .7961+07 .iist+O8 .1564+08


RLILING CAPABILITY RATIO 9,83 9.94 9.97 9.87 9.59 9.16








HFIGHT tIN) 106,98 121.35 136.33 147.64 17.92 167.91 
DIAMETER (IN) 27,21 38491 48.20 56.29 63.64 70.50 
ARRAY 2324.9 2725.2 3142.7 3578.9 4034.9 451102


800m 287.0 587.0 qoo96 1228.1 2570.0 1926.7


CANNISTER 106,2 203.9 303.6 406.5 513.1 623.6


FULL TENSIONtR t.6 4,0 7.9 13.4 20.5 29.1


INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.1 2.7


FAEOUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


RLANKE? S 2560.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 8.6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 77.5 
40X COVER a 71.0 BOX HINGE 0 2.4 COVER LATCH m 59.9 
CONTAINFR a 125.8 MAST TIP FITTING u J.2 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .0 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 2.8 CONT fX CVR CR LATCH .4 CON? BX DEPLOY DEVICE a 8,7 
CONT BX LAUNCH LATCH m . GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 7.6 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT 	 POWER/WING 0 7S,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH ilO,00 M






et**** MINI4UM FREQUENCY HZ * * 00 .019 .028 .036 *OU5 .053 
**w** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY NZ '* .064 'OqA .133 '169 0207,03t 

***** BENnNG FREQUENCY HZ **** .010 019 .028 .036 .005 .053 

* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES 

ARRAY MASS (KG) 1036.2 1197.1 1364.0 t537,6 1t18.2 1906.1 

ARPAY WEIGHT (LB) 2279.? 2633.6 3000.8 3382.8 3780,1 4193.4 

CETER OF GRAVITY (IN) t330.0 1297.0 1270,9 1249,5 1231,4 1215.9 

MLAMKFT TFN'SION (LB) 9,96 39,83 89.62 159.33 ?48.95 358,49 

MOENT OF INERTIA I1 .6251+10 .7024+10 7829+tO *8665+10 *q534+10 .104+11 

MOMENT OF INERTIA I? .?503+08 .2512+08 2528+08 .251Oe08 .2577+08 .261t+08 

SPECIFIC POWER (KA/KG) .072 .063 '055 .049 *004 .039 

SPECIFIC tEIGHT (KG/KW) 13,8 16,0 18.2 205 22.9 25,4 

* ROOM PROPERTIES * 

OTA4MTEq (IN) 22,16 31,65 39.15 45.65 51.55 57.03 

El (LB-TN-Sr) t1280+9 .46948+00 .10990+10 *2032A+10 .33044+10 .49498+10 

ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAO) .7979+06 ,2325+07 4400+07 *6979+07 '1005+08 .1360+08 

RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 9,75 9,78 9.73 9.55 9.21 8.75 






WEIGHT (IN) t02,04 117.70 130.08 10o.8t t50.54 t59.58


nUAMETER (TN) 26.15 37.34 46.t9 53.87 60,83 67.29


* 	 WEIGHTS (LA) 

ARRAY 2279,7 2633.6 3000,8 3382.8 3780.1 4193.: 4. 

A00A 251*7 523,6 785,8 1068.7 1362.5 1667.6 

fAMKISTEP 97,8 187.5 278,5 372,1 468 4 567.9 
FULL TENSIONER 2.6 3.8 7.6 12.8 t9.5 27.7 -
INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1.0 1.1 13 t,7 2,1 2,6 S: 0 
FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


1560.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE m 8.6 INTERCONNECT HARNESS * 77.5 

BOX COVER a 71.0 BOX HINGE X 2,8 COVER LATCH m 57.2 

CONTAINER a t16.9 MAST TIP FITTING a 4.2 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .0s 

CONT BX CRUISE LATCH w 2.8 CONT sx CVR CR LATCH ,4 CONT OX DEPLOY DEVICE N 8,7 

rONT BX LAUNCH LATCH x It GUIAE WIRE TENSIONER m 7.3 

ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 5 80.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7,00 M 
ARRAY LENGTH 115i.21 H ASPECT RATIO J BLANKET AREA a *j2S00+07 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 4 1664.o LB16,46 
 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 




















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARrAY WFIGHT CLH) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
ALANKET TFNSION (LB) 
3O'IENt OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POAER (KW/KG) 

















































* 4OMM PROPETIES * 
HH DIAMETER (IN)ET (L9-IN-SO)
ROnT SPRING CLB.IN/RAO) 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 











































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
RLANKET a 
BOX COVBR a 
CONTAINER £ 
COT AX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE x 
BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING 
CONT BW CVR CR LATCH a 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH a 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDnUT POWER/WING a 80,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH P 7,50 H 
14,34 BLANKET AREA 9 *f2500+07 IN-SQ
ARRAY LENGTH .107,53 m ASPFCT RATIO a 
*44 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ****010 

8*8*1 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***0 

* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ **** 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 

ARRAY MASS (KG) 

ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 

CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 

RLANKET TENSION (LB) 

MOMENT OF I'ERTIA 11 

MOMENT OF PJFRTIA 12 

SPFCIFIC PO4ER (Xw/wG) 

SPECIFIC NEIGHT (KG/KW) 

t ROOM PPOPERTIES * 
D1ETER crN) 
ET (LB-IN-SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LRwIN/RAD) 

SUJCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 

STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 

















BLANKET WEIGHT 0 1664.0 LB 
























































































































































































































































































SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 9.1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 827RLANKET 3 1664,0 
1.3 COVER LATCH a - 89,7$O COVER a 75.8 BOX HINGE a 
 
128.2 MAST TIP FITTING a 4.4 MID TENSION MECHANISM a .04
CONTAINER a 
.4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICEP 9.3
CaNT RX CRUISE LATCH a 28 CONT BX CVR CR LATCH a 
CONT sX LAUNCH LATCH a .1 GUIDE WIRE TENSIONER a 49e 
-1 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWFR/WING v 80,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH . 8.00 M


ARRAY LENGTH 3100,81 M ASPECT RATIO a l2o6O BLANKET AREA 
 .12500+07 IN-SO
 BLANKET WEIGHT a 1664,0 LB
e 





NINIMIM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY 14 *M*? * 


















* ARRAY FROPERTIES * 
ARNAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
RLANKEY TENSION (LB 
MOENT OF INERTIA It 
tOmEIJT OF TNFRTIA I 
SPECIFIC POsER CKW/4G) 



















































* ROmM PROPERTIES * 
DTmETER (IN)
El (IS-TN.59r
ROOT SPRING CLS.IN/RAD) 
AUCKLIN CAPABILITY RATIO 








































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
BtANKET 
BOX COVER a 
CnNTAINER * 
CONT RX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 
BOX HINGE x 
MAST TIP FITTING a 
CfNT RX CVR CR LATCH * 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS a 
COVER LATCH v 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING a 60,0 XW ARRAY WIDTH a 8,50 M 
ARRAY LENGTH a 92.88 M ASPECT RATIO a 11.16 BLANKET AREA u .12500.07 INaSO BLANKET WEIGHT 8 1664,0 LB 




MINIMUM FREOUFNCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREOUENCY $7H 






















I ARRAY PROPERTIES 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WETGHT (LB) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA it 
MOIEHT OF INERTIA IP 
SPECIFIC POER (K%/KG) 

















































* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LB-IN.SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LR.-N/RAD)SUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
























































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (L8) 
BLANKET • 
80 COVER a 
CONTAINER a 
CONT BX CRUISE LATCH 








SUPPORT STRUCTURE * 
BOX HINGE a 
PAST TIP FITTING 9 
CONT RX CVR CR LATCH X 






INTERCONNECT HARNESS x 
COVER LATCH x 
MID TENSION MECHANISM a 





ARRAY TYPE LPSC FOLOOUT POWER/WING x 80.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9.00 H


ARRAY LENGTH v 89,61 m ASPECT RATIO a 




***## MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** .010 








**** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *4*5* .010 




* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 1183.0 1433.6 1698.4 1978.4 ??7o'5 2587,2


ARRAY wEIGHT (IB) 2602,6 3154.0 3736.5 4352.6 5003.9 5691,9

CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 1562.0 
 1523,7 1495e6 1473.8 1456.2 
 t441.6
RLAIKFT TENSION (LB) 12.59 50.36 113.30 201,42 314.72 453.20

MOENt OF INERTIA It .9914+10 t168+11 .1355+1t *1553+11 .1762+11 t982+11


HnOE'iT OF INERTIA 1? 




SPECIFIC POwER (KO/KG) 




SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KGIKw) 
 la8 17,9 21.2 24.7 28.4 32.3






 25.70 36,88 45.84 53,71 60,93 67.72
El (LB.IN-8] 

.20415+09 .86599+09 .20661410 .38943,10 
 64499+10 .98428+10
ROOT SPRIN (LR-IN/RAD) 1?45+07 *3680+07 
 .7065+07 *1136+08 .1659+08 .2278+08


RUCKLIN CAPABILITY RATIO 
 10.03 10431 10.52 
 tO58 10.2 20.05


STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO t.40 
 3.49 5.76 8,08 10.38 12.66


* CANNISTER PROPFRTIES *


MEIGHT (IN) 120,02 
 138,47 153.24 166.23 178,14 189.35


DIAMETER (IN) 30.33 




* WEIGHTS (LB) $


ARPAy 2602.6 3154.0 




 401,4 826.7 




 132.2 2S52 382.5 
 515.4 654.6 800.7


FULL TENSIONER 1.8 




 1,0 1.2 
 1.4 1.9 2.4 3.0


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET * 1664.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE m 9.1 INTERCONNECT HARNESS. 027


FOX COVER a 75.8 BOX HINGE w 2.2 
 COVER LATCH P 75,6
COkTAINER a 
 131,6 MAST TIP FITTING • 4.4 MID TENSION HECHANISM a .0s 
CONT AX CRUISE LATCH v 2.8 CONT BX CVR tR LATCH t *4 CONT BX DEPLOY DEVICE u 9.3 
CONT RX LAUNCH LATCH u .1 GUIDE WTRF TENSIONER a 8,4 
ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLDOUT POWER/WING 3 80,0 XW ARRAY WIDTH a 9,50 M 




0**S MINIMUM FREGUENCY HZ .010 *019 '028 9036 .045 .052 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 0*lf .037 076 .117 0159 *204 .251 
**** PFNOING FREQUENCY HZ '*o OI '019Q .028 .036 .045 .052 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ARRAY MASS CXG) 1153.1 1372,4 1602,6 1844,4 2098.4 2365.2 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 2536.9 3019.4 3525.6 4057.6 4166.5 5203.4


CENTER OF GRAVITY CIN) j4811, 1447 5 I49.q 1398.1 138O. 1365.1


BLANKET TENSION (LB) 11.93 47.71 107.34 190,82 998.16 429.35


MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 .8704+10 *1007+t1 1151+11 .1303+11 .146+11 16?8tIl


MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 .2421+08 .2431+08 .2447+08 2470+08 2500 08 42537+08


SPECIPIC POWFR (RWdKG) .069 .058 *050 .043 . 038 . 034








DIAMETER (IN) 24,63 35629 43,77 51.19 57,97 64,32


ET CLB-ITNSQ) .17230+09 .72S48+09 .17182+10 .32148+10 .52860+t0 .80089+10


ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RA) .1096,07 .3223+07 .6152+o7 .09842.07 'i2e9+G8 .1952+08


SUCKLING CAP&BILITY RATIO 9.92 10.11 t0.22 1O.i7 9.93 9.51


STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1.33 3.36 5.60 7.91 10,22 12,52


* CANNYSTER PROPFRTIES *


HEIGHT (IN) 114.17 131.75 145.75 158,0 169.18 179.65


DIAMETER (IN) 29.07 4$164 51.65 60.41 68,41 75,89 P-d


* WEIGWTS (LB) *


ARRAY 2536.9 3019,4 3S25.6 4057.6 4616.5 5203*4


BOOM 349.3 716,8 1103.2 1509,0 1935.0 2381.7


CANNISTER 12tl 2S3.3 348'5 467,9 592.4 722.1


FULL TENSIONER 1.8 ,4 a.9 1502 23,2 330


INTERMEDIATE TENSIONER 1.0 2.1 1,4 1.8 2,3 2,9


FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB)


BLANKET 1664.0 SUPPORT STRUCTURE a 9,2 INTERCONNECT HARNESS 0 82.7 
BOX COVER m 75.8 BOX HINGE a 2.6 COVER LATCH * 71.9


CONTAINER * 132.7 MAST TIP FITTING v 4.4 MID TENSION MECHANISM a as






CONT bX LAUNCH LATCH 3 It GUIDF WIRE TENSIONER w 8,0


ARRAY TYPE LMSC FOLOCUT POWER/WING x 80.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH mtO,O0 H


ARRAY LENGTH a 80,65 M ASPECT RATIO 
 * 8.06 BLANKET AREA m 1I25O0+07 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT w 1664,0 LB


FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
Mn#INIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
.*. TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 






















* ARRAY PROPFRT!ES * 
ARRAY maSS CKG) 
AR4AY WEIGHT (Lm) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
BLANKET TENSION (LE)
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 


















































* BOOM PROeFRTDES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
f (L-I.-SQ)
ROnT SPRING (LRPIN/RhD) 
RUCKLING CAPARTLITY RATIO 

















































































FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT WEIGHTS (LB) 
RLANIET a 
OX COVER a 
CONTAINER a 
COT BX CRUISE LATCH a 






SUPPORT STRUCTURE m 
BOX HINGE a 
MAST TIP FITTING 
CONT BX CVR CR LATCH P 







COVER LATCH * 
MID TENSION MECHANISM 

















ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 8.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 3.00 M


BLANKET AREA 1 .8889*05 IN.8G BLANKET WEIGHT a 08,8 LB


*$$* MTNIUM FREQIJENCY HZ 
 
**** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
flf** RENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


RI ANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY mAss (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LBI) 
 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TE'ISION PER BLANKET (LO) 
 
MO4LNT OF TWEATIA 1? 
 
M04ENT OF THERTIA lP 
SPECIFIC POwER (KM/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CKG/KH) 













ROOT SPRING (LR-IN/RAD) 
 
BUJCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 

























DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATOR$ 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 

























.022 .037 *05 
 





44*O 43,4 42,9 
 
25.64 26.l P6,32 
 
R.S 8,67 8.77 
 
38.6 40.7 43.o 
 
8118 69.b 91,6 
 
358.4 3570 353,9 
 
.50 1.SO 3.0o 
.2170408 .2315+08 .2448+08 
.513900E .98+ 05 .U86S+OS 
.2(17 .196 '18b 
 
0,8 So 5,4 
 
j2.7 12,6 12.5 
 





5486.o .1278+05 .2188*o5 
 
27,80 	 16.29 11.85 
 
1,04 2.31 3.87 
 
25o,3 27.31 28.75 
 
5.38 7.13 8.61 
 
84'a 89,6 94,6 
 
2.6 4.6 6,6 
 
3,2 5.5 8.0 
 




I-D 1.0 1lon. 
 




5.4 O5.5 55 
 
1.3 1.3 1.3 
 
. .0 7.0 
 
1.3 t,3 1.3 
 
7.6 	 T,5 7.4 
 









































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a eO KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH . 3,50 M 




***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *44* 
 *024 *O11 057 
 
*4*4 
 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **4* (I24 .011 .0S7 
 
*$* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 04*
*o9 *ORS It19 
 
* ARRAY PRqPERTIES *


ALANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 51* 53'5 53.0 
 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 20.88 21.11 2129
ASPECT RATIO 
 5,97 6.o3 6.o8 
 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 38.6 RIO93.3
1.2
AR4AY WEIGHT (LB) • 85.0 88.5 
 92.2
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY fIN) P87.6
289.1 20.4

TEISION PER BLANKET (LB) *50 
 1,50 3nO0
MOuENT OF INERTIA 11 .1436+q8 *15034oB *IS67+S

MOMENT OF INERTIA I? .7991'05 .7810.oS .7671+05 
 








BLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE 
 (IN) 129 12.8 12,7 
 






.97837 oS .S30 6,34
.29992406 961025+06 
ROOT SPRING (LO-IN/RAD) 
.04334 4 .9343+0o .1%92*+5 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 21,t! 12,54 8,94

STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
.85 1.96 3.23 
 




 22.25 23.Q 25.52DIAMETER (TN) 
 4.69 6.26 7.48 
 




 8500 88.5 922
ROOM 1.8 3*2 4,6

CANNISTER 
 2,4 4.3 6.j
TENSION MECHANISM 
 1.0 1.1 104
MAST SLEEVE 
 1.4 1.6 l.8 
 
SHAFT 
 1.0 I.n 1,0

HEADER 
 2.2 2.2 2,3
DRUM REARING 1.9 1.5 196 
CENTER SUPPORT 5.4 55 s *s 
ORLI4 DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 1,3 1.3 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 7.0 7.0 ?l
LEADING EDGE MEMBERS j.7 1.6 1.6
r'RtIMS 9.3 9.2 9,1 
 
LATCHES 












































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING . 8.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH P 4 00 M 
BLANKET AREA a 088889*05 INSGQ BLANKET WEIGHT 3 48.8 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
*##** HJNIHUM FREQUENCY HZ **I** o2b .045 .063 '076 '088 '097 
*4*4* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** .o2* .045 .063 .076 .088 *097 
***** BENDING FREQUENcY HZ ***** .oSS .092 .13o .tis 0183 *204 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
RLANKET WIDTH (IN) 64.1 63,S 63,1 62.8 61.6 62.4 
ARRAY LENGTH (m) 17,62 17.77 17,09 17,97 18o03 18,09 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY HASS (KG) 



















CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 241.3 Bao,1 238,2 236,3 234.7 233#2 
TENSION PtR BLANKET (LB)
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 



















SPECIFIC PAWER (KW/Kfl) .20 .199 *192 .187 .183 .t79 
* SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 4.9 5.0 5o 5.3 5s5 '56 
t.LaNKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) I2.9 12.9 12,8 12.8 1.7 112.7 
t.3 
00 





























STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .74 j.67 2.77 3.71 4,68 5,48 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 19.88 21,75 23.24 24.24 e4o59 25.23 




858 88.7 91.6 94'. 96.2 98.1 





















































SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 


























ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWfR/WING a 8.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 4,50 M


BLANKET AREA a .88889405 IN.S BLANKET WEIGHT a 48,8 L8






MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQIENCy HZ 






















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
ARPAy LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RAT10 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARkAY WEIGHT (LA) 
CEJER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
1E1'SInN PEP BLANKET (LB)
MOENT OF INEkTIA 11 






















































SPECIFIC POwER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/IKW) 



















* ROOM PROPERTIES . 
%0 DIA.ETER (IN) 
El (LL-IN-SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
AICKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 












































































































DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 






































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 8.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 2 5.00 M 
BLANKET AREA I .88889*05 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT x 8*8 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**4t* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *.4*4 ,029 .050 070 .086 *099 o1lo 
*#s* TORSIONAL FRFQlIENCY HZ ***** OoQ.05' 070 .086 o0Q *Ito 
4**4 qENOING FREQUENCY WZ *4 *061 '1o6 .I49 .182 .21O .235 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 















ARRAY MASS (KG) M0.8 at.7 "2.7 43.5 44.2 44,8 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 89.8 91.8 93.9 95.8 97.3 ?8.7 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 179.1 178.4 177,3 176.1 175.3 174,4 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LH)
MOMENI OF INERTIA 11 



















SPECIFIC PriMER (Kw/KG) .196 .192 .187 .1B4 18t .78 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW)






t2.9 12,9 g2.9 
5b 
129 















ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 2nS+O4 04793+n4 .81I4+n4 lIoS+oS 13?6+(iS *1631+ S 
QLICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 12.64 7.34 S.2t 4.27 .71 3o32 
STREHGTH CAPABILITY RATIO bO 1.36 2.27 3,0S 3.76 404 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 
HEIGHT (IN) 16.39 18,o4 19.03 2,o?3 20.91 21,848 
DIAMETER (TN) 3.63 4,79 S.lt 6,33 6.81 7.20 
* WEIGHTS (LA I 
ARRAY 89,8 91,8 93.9 95,8 970. 98,7 



























HEADER 2.6 2. 2.7 ?.7 2#8 208 
PRUIA 4E*RING 1*5 1,2.816 2.8 1 















LEADING EDGE MEMBERS P.6 2.6 7.5 7.5 2.5 245 
rrdUMS 14,5 13 t4,2 14,2 ta,2 t41,t 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 93 03 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 
 
BLANKET AREA a 





*4*R* BENDING FREQUENCY He 
 
* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
RLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 




AW$AY MASS (9G) 
 
AWRAY WEIGHT (L) 
 
CE'*TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA 11 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (KWIkG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 








ROOT SPRING (LB-N/RAD) 
 
RICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 


























DkUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 




POWER/WING . 8*0 XW ARRAY WIDTH a 5eSO H 




*o *oS3 *o74 .090 .104 
 
.o31 *053 .074 .096 *1O4 
 
Sob4*s065 Sit2 .158 .193 .222 
 
93,9 93.4 93.1 92.8 92,6 
 
12.03 12.9 12.13 12.16 12.19 
 
2.19 2.20 2*1 a,21 2,2 
 
41.7 	 444.1
2 S 44.0 
 
91.8 93.5 95.4 97.1 98. 
 
157.7 157,3 056.3 155.3 155.8
4.5 
 
:4981:07 *5083+o7 5I79+07 .5253+07 
 t5316+07 
 
.2717.O0 .2689406 .266Bncb .2659+06 .264S+o6 
 
.192 .188 .184 181 .179 
 
5.2 5.3 5a 5.5 506 
 
13.0 13.o 12,9 12,9 12.9 
 
2.88 3.80 0,S3 5so8 5.00 
 
*3249+05 .93311+Sg 01981t1)6 '29868+06 .39981b06 
 
.1763+04 .41)47+04 .6846+o4 .9314+(14 i119+oS 
 
11,10 	 6.414 457 3,74 3.25 
 
Is$ leas 2.08 2.s8 3,45 
 
15.23 16.2 18,08 18.93 19,59 
 
3.40 4,48 S.34 Se2 6.31 
 
9t,8 93.5 95,4 97.i 98. 
 
.7 lea II7 2.1 2.4 
 
t.3 	 2.3 3.3 4,046 
 
.9 1,0 1.2 1.4 1.5 
 
.8 .9 ltn 1.t t1 
 
1.1 2,1 1.3 I.S 17 
 
2.6 2.6 2:7 2.8 2.8 
 
I.s :.5 1.63 1.6 1.6 
 
6.5 6.5 6,9 6.5 6.5 
 
1.3 1,3 1.3 1*3 103 
 
7.0 7To 7.0 7O 7.0 
 
2.9 2.9 ?.a P.8 a.8 
 
16.1S 16.0 15.9 15.9 15.9 
 






































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 8.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 6.00 M








14*¢ MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *0*** *032 o055 o077 *094 .109 .121


**t4 TORSIONAL FREUENCY HZ **** ,o3s ,s0 ,077 ,q94 6109 121


***** AENIING FREQUENCY HZ .117 
 .166 *2o3 .234 .262
*.*** ll?
" ARRAY PROPERTIES *


HLANKET wIPT4 (IN) 103.8 1n3o3 1030 
 102.8 In2.6 102.4


AkRAY LENGTH (M) 1088 10.93 10.9b lo.99 t.nO 11602







APPAy MASS (XG) 	 .3. 44.2 44.9
APRAY WEIGHT (LA) 	 94,l10|,4 95,5 97,p 98,8 Ipn4. 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 	 14O,2 139.9 139.3 138,4 137.7 137.0


TENSION PEp BLANKET (LR) 
 501 1.5o 3.00 4,5n 6,00 7.5o


OmCFNT OF INERTIA II :4121:o17 .419iO7 .4265+07 .4321+07 .4369+o7 u413+o7


mUmENT OF INERTIA I? .34140'
b 
 *3384+n6 3361+6 .3347+b *3337+06 .3329+o6


SPECIFIc POwER (KW/KG) 1t87 *184 .181 .178 17jb .j7 
SPECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/Kw) 5,3 Si 5=5 5.6 57 568 
BLANKET * MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 13'0 I3.o 13.n 13.0 13,0 13.o 
* BO0 PROPERTIES *


DIAMETER (IN) 2.74 3.61 4.3o 4.77 5.13 5.43


El (LB-IN-0) 026S59+05 .80337405 .16173+ob .24366+06 .32599+06 4086p1+06


ROOT SPRING (LB.TN/RAD) .151740 .3479+o4 .5879+4 *7995+n4 .9946+04 .1178.05


RUCILING CAPABILITY RATIO 	 so.O4 
 5.82 .13 3.38 293 2.63


STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 52 t,18 1.97 2.65 3.27 3,85


* CANNIST#R PROPERTIES 

HEIGHT (IN) 14.00 15.51 16,69 17,49 18.11 18o63 




ARRAY 94,1 95.5 97.2 
 98,8 100.1 101.4






CANNISTER t.2 2.1 2.9 3.6 4,2 .7






 ,a 09 ,9 ISO 1.0 11







 2*6 F.6 2.1 2.8 ?.9 390


DRUM BEARING 	 1.5 1.5 3.6 J.6 t.6 17






CP'sm DEPLOY kCTUATORS 	 1,3 1,3 1,3 1.3 1.3 103


SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 7.0 7 o 7 7.0 7.o 7,0

LEADING EDGE MEMBERS 3.2 3.? 3.? 3*1 3.2 3,1 




 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 10.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 3.00 M 
BLANKET AREA v ,1l111+06 INwSQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 61,0 LA 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
*5*5* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ **Ol* *olO *03 0 *o41 *050 '057 .063 
*5*4* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *O*le *o18 .030 *041 .050 .057 .063 
***S RENOING FREQUENcY HZ ***** ,035 .061 .085 0104 6119 1133 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKEr w"orN CINJ 
ARRAY LENGTH (4) 
ASPECT RATIO 

























ARRAY WEIGHr (LR) o0.1 116.9 1i3,9 119.6 [24.3 W.7 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TEMSInki PEP BLANKET (LA) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 

























SPECIFIC POwER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 




















LOLi * FOO IAPROPERTIESE T E R (I N )
El ALT-INT O] S,3 4 .23378466 7 ,|4 .72568:6 B oss 9 '5I 8.5915$0702279t#07 1 0 3 4 .308304+o* 1 0 9 ? *39 0 04 4 0 7 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
.7750+04 *1813+(ig .3111#oS .4276,o5 .5364+05 *6398.0S 
RUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 38.09 22.74 t6.30 13.43 11.91 10472 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1.08 2.44 3.96 5.22 6.51 755 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES
HEIGHT (IN) * 28,61 3o,82 32.89 34o29 35.ol 35.92 




100.1 106.9 3q jQ.6128 7 12.3 : 




































DRUM OEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 




































.1 7.3.1 7.27.2. 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/W!NG A 10.0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH A 3.50 M






FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**$** 
** 
MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 















**so* BENDING FREOUENCY HZ *4*4* ,039 .067 '195 o116 .133 0149 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
LANKET WIDTH (IN) 53,8 53.1 52 6 52,2 52.0 5.7 

























CENTLR OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PEP BLANKET (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA IT 
MOMENT OF INEfTIA IP 
SPECIFIC POWFR (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/Kw) 














































ROOT SPRTNG (LaeIN/RAD) 
RUCXLING CAPARILITY RATIO 































* CANNISTrR PROPERTIES 4 
HEIGHT (IN) 25.18 27.42 29*22 304.3 31.37 32.16 
DIAMETER (IN) 5149 7.27 8,69 965 10.,40 11o2 
# WEIGHTS 
AQRAy (LA) * 99.5 104.4 109,5 113.1 117.2 120.4 












































DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 































.1 0 1 1 *t $I 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING i 10.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH a 4,00 N 
BLANKLY AREA w .1111406 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 61.0 1.9 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
e*4* 
V**** 
M644*INIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES # 
RLANKET 4DfTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
AkPAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
MUnENT OF INE'T1& 11 
MO4ENT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/G) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/K] 










































































* Boom PROPEQTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (L14.!N.Bf 
ROOT SPRING (LBT-N/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
























































DRJM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 























































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING 8 10,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 4,50,M 
BLANKET AREA a 




***** MINIMUM FREOUENCY HZ 	 o2*** 
.0 2 

TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *o*** .022 
 
**** BENDING #IEQUENCY HZ ***** .046 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIFS 
 * 
PLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 73.8 
 






MJRAY MASS (KG) 
 46.3 
 
AkQAY WEIGHT (L) 
 102.0 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 271.2 
 
TEPSTON PER BLANKET (LA) 
 .50 
 
MOUENT OF INtRTIA Ii 
 .148n+08 
 
MOMET OF INERTIA I 
 .188oo6 
 
















ROOT SPRING (LA-IN/RAD) 
 *3534#0j4 
 
HIICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 18.99 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 ,65 
 































DRUM REARING 1.5 
 
CENTER SJPPnRT 6.1 
l)RLIM DEPLOY ACTUATORS i.3 
 
SLIP RIN(, ASSEMLY 7.2 
 




LA TCtiES Is 
 




.039 .54 '066 076 '085 
'039 .054 u066 4076 *085 
,079 S112 .136 .157 .175 
73,p 72.8 72.S 72.2 7260


19.27 t9.39 19.47 19.53 1,59






47,8 19.3 50.5 51,5 S214






270&Q 268,3 266,4 265.1 2b64


1,50 3.00 4.5 6.00 7.51)

















 128 12.8 12.8 12.7


4.98 5*94 6,59 7.09 7S7


.25000+06 .50617+06 .76555+06 ,10273,o7 .1291o07

,825(o0 .1383+05 *1887onS *2352+n5 *279?,os 
l1,OS 7,86 6,44 5.60 5.11 
t145 2,4t 3.23 3,97 0,078


22,87 24039 25*., 26,21 2604


5.88 7oolI936 7I77 	 8094 
10501 tOB*4 1111 It3.00)


2.8 	 460 '59 57 6.)


*.8 5 s 6.7 7,8 8b8







 1,6 t. t8 1.9


too 1.0 192 1. I. 
2,6 2.6 2.7p.1 2.8 
I's 1.6 1.6 1.6 i.? 
61 6,1 6.1 6.1 6.1 
tm3 1.3 Iss1.3 1,3 
7, 7 7.2 7,2 7.2 
2.2 ?.2 2,2 2.2 2.2 
12, 12.5 12.5 t2,4 t2.4 
Is 13 .3 .3 *1


ARRAY WIDTH a 5,00 MARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 10.0 KW 
BLANKET AREA .I1111*O6 IN*SQ BLANKET WEIGHT £ 6t,0 L 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
S*.*s MINIMUM FRE'UENCY HZ 'n***02M 0O41 .058 *00 'O81 '090 
*44th 
*'**# 
TORSIUNAL FRFQUENCY HZ 















* AP4AY PROPERTIES * 
RLANrEFT IDoTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (H) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY HASS (KG) 
AkIAY WEIGHT (LMR) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TE',SIt3 PER RLANKET (Le) 
MOMENT OF TNERTIA It 























































SPECIFIC Pn*ER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 



















* pOOH PRUPERTIES t 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LI .TN.S I I63713+15 
ROOT SPR!NG (LB-IN/RAD) 
RIICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 











































































MAST SLEEVE 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 l.6 1.6 
SHAFT 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 iO 1.6 
HEADER 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 ?. 2.8 
DR0O BEARING 1.5 I. 1.6 Job 1,6 1 
CENTER SUPPORT 
DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a JO=0 xW ARRAY WIDTH a 5SO m












TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 *44; 025 *043 *061 .074 *08s '09S






* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


RLANKET wIDrH (IN) 
 93,7 93,! 92.7 
 92.5 92,3 92.1


ARWAY LENGTH (M) 








ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 48,0 49.0 50.0 51.0 5108 52.6


AkRAy WEIGkT LRJ IS5 
 17,7 IfoI' 112,2 14.q 115.6


CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 207.6 207.0 206.0 
 2n4,6 203,7 202.7
TFNSIOJ PER BLANKET (LB) 
 .50 1.50 3.0o 4,SO 6.00 7.bo

MO0EtI? OF INERTIA 
 .9307+07 .9527.a0 *9734+07 
 9892+07 .1003+08 1I1O+08


MOM9N? OF INERTIA 2 *3181+nb ,3144s+6 .3115i+6 3098*06 .3084,06 *3o73*o6


SPECIFIC POwER (KW/KG) .2n8 .204 zoo 
 .196 .93 *190


SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Mw) 4.8 4,9 5,0 
 5I 5.Z 5.3 
RLANKET - MAST CLEAkANCE (IN) 13.0 l3.o 12,9 12.9 t2.9 12,9 
La) 
*0





nTAMETER (TN) 3.28 4.33 S.17 5.73 6.16 6,,2ER (LPIN.SO) .So9o0005 *15446+n6 .31161+06 ol7013+06 *62967,6 .7q 00 13o+0 
POnT SPRING (LBINRAO) .2471404 *56804o4 096l5+04 *130905 .1630.05 .1932.05
tUCRLING CAPABILITY RATIO 




STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 






HFIGHT (IN) 17.69 
 19.40 20.76 21.67 22.38 22.96


DIAMETER (IN) 3,88 















 I'7 2,9 4,2 t 5,9 6.7






 ID lot 
 1,3 1t3 14 1.5
SHAFT 1.3 
 1.3 1, Its 1.7 19










 6.8 67 67 
 67 6o7 6s7
DrP.J4 DEPLOY ACTJATORS t.3 
 1.3 1,3 1t3 1.3 1.3


SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 7.2 
 7.p 7", 7.2 7,2 ,7o2

LEADING F06E MENqER$ 2.9 Poe 
 2.8 2,8 2.8 2.8


6*1S 16.0 1519 
 15. a5.8
Ibt  l5.9 

LATCHES =3 ,3 .3 .3 .3 3


ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING x 20,0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH v 6,09 H







MINTPLIM FREGIIENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 4** 
SBENDING FREQUENCY HZ 4*50 
FREQUFNCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
'*0s*02b .045 .064 
.0?6 .045 *064 










* ARRAY PROPERTIFS * 
6LANKET VITDTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M)
ASPLCT RATIO 
ARRAY 'ASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB)
CEJTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PFR BLANKET (LB)
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I? 
SPECIFIC POWER (KM/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/() 








































































'* 0 qOo PROPERTIES * DIAMETER (TN) 
kI (LR-IN.SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
A'JCKLIqG CAPABILITY RATIO 























































nRUN DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 






















































































ARRAY WIDTH 3 3.00ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 15.0 XW 
91.5 LB
BLANKET AREA a .16667406 INv8Q BLANKET WEIGHT U 
**** 
s*4** 
MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUFNCY HZ 




FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETFRS 
*012 *020 *o27 
o012 .00 027 











* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
MLANKET WIfT (INI 
ARRAY LENGTH CH) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
AQUAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSI0 PER BLANKET (LB) 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA It 
MOE14T OF INERTIA 12 
5PECIFIC POwER (K#/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KGiXW) 








































































o * ROOM PROPERTIES 
DIAMETER tIN) 
El (L4-IN-SQ) 
ROUT SPRING (L8.INIRAO) 
kUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 

























































OPUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 























































































ARRAY TYPE G! ROLLOUT POwER/WING v 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 3,50 H 
BLANKET AREA a .16667+06 yN.S0 BLANKET WEIGHT m 91's LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY AZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
HLANKET IDtN (IN) 
ARRAY LENGrH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY PASS (G) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CENTFR OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PFP BLANKET (1B) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MO-ENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC PfthER (K-/KG) 
SPECIFIC "EIGH? (KG/KW) 
























































































ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
AUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 



















* CANNISTER PROPERTIESHEIGHT (IN)(IN) 31.957IAMETER 34,43 36,7111.7,8206 38170j3,44 40.1115.07 43.0417,58 
* WEIGHTS (LB) 4 
Ar~ayROM 136,75,2 145,99.2 t55,413,4 
. 








ORUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 










































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POwFRtWING a 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a qoo M


BLANKET AREA U 916667+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 2 91.5 LB


*4*** TOSNpAM FREQUENCY HZ #*** 
 
*#flt TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ****s 
 












APPAY FIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PEP BLANKET (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA it 
 
vOmENT OF INFRTIA I2 
 
SPECIFIC POWER CKWjKG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 
 









ROOT SPRING ttn.PN/RAO) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 





























SLRIM OEPLY ACTUATORIN 
SLI ING AaSSEMBLY 






 .034 .044 053 '067 
.014 
 O25 
 .034 *a4O .053 0067 
.028 







































































 *158 14tn 




































 157,6 165.4 178.a
4,0 
 Ito 























































 l.9 1.9 1'*$ 
S 	 11,0 In.9 in.? 1 .1 1o.b l .s
 
LATCHES 	 1t .1,!.,1.


ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 15.0 KW ARRAY WIOTH a 4,0 M 
BLANKET AREA t1666706 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT * 91.5 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**1*- MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 41*4 
se.* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *4*4* 
















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKFT WIDTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
AkRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY HEIGHT (L) 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PER RLANKET (LB)
MO-ENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I? 
SPECIFIC PO4ER (KWMKG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 





























































H * OOM PROPERTIES * 
DTAMETER aTNI 
E (L eIN.S) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
























































DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 


























































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 
 
BLANKET AREA X 
 
*#** MINIMIiM FREQUENCY HZ *** 
14*** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
***** SENDING FREQUENCY HZ *4* * 
* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
RLANKET 4I7rH (IN) 
 




ALQAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY EINGHT (LB) 
 
CEvTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
 
MO L.NT OF INERTIA It 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC P0.4ER CKN/kG) 
 
SPECIFIr WEIGHT (CG/KW) 
 
BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 
* ROOM PROPERTIE * 
DIAMETER (TN 
El (i.eIN.S(;) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STPENGrH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 




















 OilM PEPIOY ACTUATORS 
 
SiIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 






POWERIWING a 1S*o KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH n S.00 N 






.016 .088 *039 'Oo *061 .078


'****016 028 '039 .050 9061 .078


.032 .056 '079 *1o2 *124 .16o


83.2 82.6 $a.o 81.5 81. '80.5 
25.43 25,64 25.81 ?5.96 26.o9 26.28


5*)9 St3 5.tb 5.iQ 5.22 5.26


63,0 65,1 67,2 69.4 71.8 75,7


138.5 143,1 t47:8 15?, 158.0 166.6


3R2.8 38104 379*2 376.4 373,2 367.t


.50 I.50 3.00 5,00 7.50 12.so


*3713*no *3853*n8 *3983+n8 .4loeo8 *4237+o0 *4432+n


.3391#06 	 .3332406 03287.+6 .3249+0 *3216+n6 @3172+06


236 .23t .223 .216 .209 '19a


4.2 4,3 4,5 4.6 4,8 Soo


12,9 j2.9 l28 t2#8 t28 1207


4,54 6.00 7.16 8*16 9,05 to.41


.I4SoGo6 .44248+n6 089673+1b .15116+07 .22907+07 .3873f+o7


.5419+04 .1251+0s .2124+05 .314305 .4292+n5 .6365+05


27.57 	 16.45 tl*43 8,90 7,30 5,80


.59 t.32 2.!9 3.16 4.2t 6.17


24.85 26,98 28,67 3O.12 31.43 32.87


5.36 7n 8*45 9.63 10.68 l2s29


138.5 143*1 a7t,8 152.8 l58.a 166.6


2.6 4,5 6,4 8.4 10.4 13.4 
3,1 S.5 7.8 10,1 12.4 1b,4 
1,1 19. 1*4 119 2*3 32. 
it7 2.o 2,3 ass 2#7 3.0

1*4 t.4 1.4. ).4 1.6 2.1)

2,6 2.6 ?,? 2.7 2,8 3,0

1.5 I'S 1,6 t.6 to7 to8


6.9 6.9 o,9 6.8 boa .i
i's I'S I's 6.8 1.81


7.6 7.6 7,6 7.6 7,6 7,6


2.5 ;).5 2.5 2.S 2.5 2.5


14.4 i4.3 14,2 14.1 14,o 13.9 
.3 .3 .3 .3 *3 .3


ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 5,50 M 
BLANKET AREA 3 016667+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 91.5 LB 




MJNp4UM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAy HASS fKG) 
ARPAY WEIGHT (LB) 
CEJTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PEP RLANKET (LB) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I 
MOMENT OF INPRTIA I 
SPECIFIC PflER (KW/MG) 
SPECIFIC WETGHT CKG/Kw) 











































































* ROOM PROPERTES 
DIAMETER (TN) 
El (LR-IN-Sf) 
ROOT SPRINq (LBIN/RAD) 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 






































































































ORU DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP PING ASSEMBLY 







































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING x 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6,00 M


BLANKET AREA c *16667+06 INSG BLANKET WEIGHT a 91.5 LB
 

FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**#$4 MTNIMUM FREQUENCY HZ .*o18 *o3l .044 *oS6 O68 '087 
**t** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** .018 .031 *044 .056 .068 .oa 
*4*4* BE'JOIN! FREQUENCY N ***** .036 .062 .088 .113 o139 .179 
* ARRAV PROPERTIES * 
RLANKET NINTH (IN) 






an.74 lo.? 2.82 1o103 20.90 100 21.00 
ASPECT RATTO 3.42 3,44 3,46 3e47 3.48 3.0 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 64.7 66,3 67,8 69.5 71.2 794 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 142.4 145.8 149.2 152.9 156.7 163.7 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 300.8 300,1 298.s 297.? 295.4 290.8 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB)













MOMENT OF INERTIA I? .5396.n6 *5328*n6 *5276,6 .5233+0 .5196,n6 .5147#n6 
SpEIFIC P04ER (KwdKG) .?32 Z26 *2?p .?j6 .211 *2o2 
t4 SPECIFIc WEIGHT (KG/XW) 0.3 4.4 4,5 u.6 4.7 5n 
BLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 13.0 13,0 12,9 12.9 j2.9 12,8 
S POOM PROPERTIES s 
DTAmETER (TN) 3.94 5.20 6,2o 7.06 7,82 8.99 
El CL-IN-St) 0 o35+0 5 .28670.06 .57885+06 .97261+06 .14695+ol .2476+07 
ROOT SPRING (LR.TN/RAD) .3927+o4 .9032+04 .1530 oS .2258+oS .3o77+oS 04S4840 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 20.74 12.05 8.56 6.66 5a5 432 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .48 1.07 1.78 2.59 3.46 5.1 
* CANNISTFR PROPERTIES $ 
HIIGHT (IN) 21.91 23,53 25.36 26,67 27,84 29.06 
DIAMETER (IN) 4.65 6.13 7.31 8,33 9.23 10.61 
* wEIGHTS (L%) * 











































ORLIM REARING is 1.5 1,6 1.6 1.7 1,8 
CENTER SUPPORT 
QU" DEPLOY ACTUATORS 



















LEADING EDGE MEMBERS 3.2 3.1 3t 1 3.1 3.1 
og 7s1 .8 17,7 17,6 17'5 17,5 17,4 
LATCHES .3 ,3 .3 .3 .3 o3 
14 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 
 
BLANKET AREA S 
S*** MINIMUM FREQUENCY MZ *4*4 
 
*** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *.9*4 
 
ve*4. qENOING FREQUENCY HZ *44 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


PLANKET WInTH tIN) 
 




ARQAY HAS$ (KG) 
 
AQRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY CIN) 
 
TENSION PER RLANKET CL) 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC POwER (KM/KG) 
SPECIFIC *EIGHT (KG/KW) 
BLANKET - pAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 





ET 	 (LR-N.Sq) 
 
NOOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLUJG CAPA3ILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 


























DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
5LIP MING ASSEMBLY 
 






POWER/WING a 20,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 5 400 H 




*011 .024 .031 *039 046 
 
*02 *O2 ,olt o39 .046 
 
*o21 .0? .062 '080 *04 
 
62,6 61,1 60.4 59.6 5901 
 
4Soh 46.20 46.76 47,34 47.77 
 
13.27 1,s.5 11.69 11803 11,94 
 
78.5 87.0 92.7 99.4 lOS4 
 
172.6 191. 204.0 2t8.7 231 
 
719.4 708.9 700.1 6Qo9 681.5 
 
,50 2,50 ",5 7,50 10,50 
 
.15111+1)9 .1695,o9 .t805+0q .1933+09g *2034+oq 
 
.2380406 	 *2261.06 .22Q6#6 .2152,06 .211446 
 
.255 .23o .2j6 *2O1 *90 
 
3.4 a,4 4,6 Soo 963 
. o?

t2.7 12.4 12.3 t8.2 1.00 
 




*45558+06 *23 43 o .44156+ol .75416+07 .10751+o8 
 
.1278405 *4437*05 .7022+oS .1049,06 .1369+06 
 
62.32 	 290 21,89 37o36 )4,86 
 
.86 S.78 4s19 5.91 7,57 
 
33,98 38.34 4oe66 43.ol 44.30 
 
8,06 12.29 1493? 36.37 18,03 
 
t72.6 191.4 2049O 218.7 231. 
 
6.3 14.6 20.0 26,S 31.4 
 
6,9 16.0 21,? 28.3 34.3 
 
1.3 3S8 2.5 3.2 i0 
 
3,5 4,7 5,3 6.0 6.5 
 
1.0 1.o 1,1 1,2 1q3 
 
2,? 2.3 t . 2.3 z,4 
 
1j5 1.5 1.6 I.? ISO 
 
Sob S.5 5.6 5.7 9,8 
 
1.3 .3 I'3 1.3 1.3 
 
8,0 8.0 8.o 8.o 8,on 
 
1.9 t09 3.8 1.8 its 
 
lien 10,7 10,6 10,5 1O,4 
 









































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING x 20o0 KW ARRAY WIDTH m #.So M 
BLANKET AREA U 922222+06 IN.8u BLANKET WEIGHT a 122,0 LB 
FREOUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
St 
•*4* 
M**NINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (H) 
ASPECT RATIO






















CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSIOn PEP BLANKET (LB)
MOMENT OF INERTIA I1 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC P04ER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC EIGHT (KG/kw) 











































S ROOM PROPERTIES * 
OAMETER (TN) 
61 (L.IN.SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/HAD) 
RICKLITNG CAPABILITY RATIO 
























































Pk'IM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLI P kING ASSEMBLY 






















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 20,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH u 5.00 H 
BLANKET AREA N *22222+n6 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT * 122,0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
H***MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *9*3* .012 *027 .036 *046 '054 *065 
**0*4 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 













ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
HLANKET WIDTH (IN) 828 81.s 80,8 802 79.7 79.2 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS ('G) 

























CENTER OF GRAvITY (IN) 













MU ENT OV INERTIA II .8640+08 :9305+08 .9686+08 #1013+09 .1049+09 1100+09 
M OMFNT OF INFRTA p
SPECIFIC P'PER (KW/KG) 


















BLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.9 12,8 12.7 12.6 12.5 12.5 
* RnOM PROPERTIES * 
OTAMETER (IN) 
El CL-IN-SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAO) 

























STRENGTH CAPAeILITY RATIO .62 2.01 3a14 4.49 5.66 7137 
















* WEIGHTS (LR) 9 !pd 






















MAST SLEEVE 244 3,2 3.6 440 4,2 4:6 
SHAFT I.g 1.7 i.7 is? 1. 2.2 
HEADER 2.6 2.6 a.7 2.8 209 301 
DR M REARING I'S 1.5 1.6 g.7 1.8 109 
cFTER SUPPORT 7,4 7.3 7.3 7.? 7.2 i.2 
ORUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 

































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 20.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH * SSO M


BLANKET AREA a a2?222+06 IN.80 BLANKET WEIGHT a 122.0 LB


FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
6*pt .- MIHIMUM FREQUENCY HZ **** *03 029 *939 *049 .058 ,069 
**t** 
*9*** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 








=oT6 .049.o98 6O5 8069 66.141 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES 
RLANKFT 'TfTH (IN) 














ARRAY MASS (K(,) 



















CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TEfSION PEP BLANKET (LB) 




































BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) j2.9 12,9 12,8 12.7 g2,7 12,6 
ROOM PROPERTIES 
DIAMETER (INi 5.14 7,73 8,99 10.33 11.26 12.4 
E (L-IN.G0) o20758+06 .1066007 *1943A07 .32818+07 .46385+o7 e693o9 o7 
ROOT SPRING (LReIN/RAD) .709004 *24199o .3795.nS .5621.+5 .7?86,oS .9847,bS 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 35.30 16,00 12.00 q.S1 8.08 6.69 
STRENGTN CAPABILITY RATIO .55 j.78 2.71 4000 5,06 6.63 
* CAkNISTFR PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 27.51 3t.12 32.87 34.23 35.51 37.35 
DIAMETER (IN) 6,06 9.t3 lo.61 12,19 13,9 14.70 
* WEIGHTS (LA) * 
*R AY 175's 18507 09265 200,3 I06.9 ii7.t 






























DRU' BEARING t*b 1.S 3,6 I,7 j,8 1.9 
CEiTER SUPPORT 













SLIP RInG ASSEMBLY 8.0 8.0 8,A 8o 8,n 8., 
LEAOING EDGE MEMqERS 2.8 2.6 2,8 2.8 2.8 2.7 
o0lims 16.1 15.9 15.8 I57 15.6 15.5 
LATCHES .3 .. .3 .3 3 03 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWEROWING a 20.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH w 6.00 M 
BLANKET AREA 8 .22222+06 IN-Q BLANKET WEIGHT a 122.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
o*48* 4INIMOM FREQUENCY HZ *ol*4 *O14 o03l *o41 ,052 *o6t 073 
8*64T TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *484* ,014 .031 *OOI .O2 *061 *073 
P*6**aENDING FREQUENCY AZ 1*18,027 .060 .080 .014 122 148 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES $ 















ARRAy hASS (KG) 80.7 84,6 87,3 9o.3 9219 97.t 
ARRAY WEIGHT (1.) 177.5 186.2 t92,n 19867 20.4 2t3.6 
CFfITER OF GRAVITY (IN) 420.8 418. 415,4 412.S U097 404.0 
TENSION PEP BLANKET (LB) .so 2.5n 4.50 7.50 l0.50 15.50 
MOmENT OF TNERTIA It .5609+08 .5915+0S .60960o8 *b632+o8 *6470+o8 *6708+08 
MOMENT (IF INERTIA Ip .6786.n6 .66274n6 .6554.06 .6482*o6 .6431nb .6372+06 
SPECIFIC POE4R (KW/KG) .248 .236 .229 1221 .215 .206 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KJ) .04.2 4.LI 4.5 0.6 4, 
BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.9 12.9 12.9 12.8 12.8 12.8 
* ROOM PROPERTIES 
DIAmETER (IN) 4.80 7.22 8,39 9.55 10,41 11.51 
El (LR.IN-S) .16919+o6 .86539+nb *15748+n7 26S536D07 .37451+07, .55855+07 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) .6082.04 .2068u)5 .3241+nS .4793'oS .6206+05 .8376.05 
RIJCKLING CAPABTLITY RATIO 30.81 13,#4 j0.5 S6.4 6.90 5.71 
STdE'4GTH CAPABILITY RATIO .50 1m6 2.-7 3,56 4,51 5,91 
* CANNISTFR PRPPERTIES * 
HEI6HT (IN) 2584 29.24 30.88 32.52 33.73 35.27 
DIAMETER (IN) S.66 8.52 9.89 t1,27 12.29 jS.58 






















TENSION MECHANISM t.1 1,4 19 24 209 4,O 
MAST SLEEVE 1.9 2.4 ?07 2.9 3.t 3.4 
SHAFT 2.8 2.7 2.7 p.7 ?.7 3.5 
HEADER p.6 2.7 2.8 2,9 3.1 3.3 
ORUm BEARING 1.5 1.5 1.6 to7 j.8 1.9 
CEMTER SUPPORT 8,7 8,6 8,s 8.5 8.5 8.a 
QR'Im DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 103 1.3 1.3 i.3 i.3 
SLI P RIN6 ASSEMBLY 8.0 8.0 8,0 8.o . eo 
LEADING EDGE MEMRERS 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3. 3.0 
jRUHS17.8 17.6 17.5 17.4 17.3 17,3 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 20.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6,50 M






*44*4 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
*4* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
$*4* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
ARRAY PROPERTTES * 
sLANKET WIDTH (IN)




ARrAY HASS (KG) 
 
ANPAY W&IGHT (LB) 
 
CE'41ER OF t;RAVTTY (IN) 
 
TENISION DEW RLANKET (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA II 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I 
SPECIFIC PnleR (X/KG) 
SPECIFIC "FIGHT (KG/jw) 
m 9LANI(ET - MaST CLEARANCE 







ROOT SPRING (LR-IN/RAO) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 


























OTgIM AEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 




























































































































































 903 9.2 
1.3 
 1.3 


































































































































































































ARRAY T YPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING m 20.0 KW ARRAY WIOTH a 7.00 M 
BLANKET AREA a *22222+o6 IN.S0 BLANKET WEIGHT a 122,0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENOENT PARAMETERS 
$**$ MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ $015 033 .044 .057 .067 080 
*so** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **** *ulS *033 *044 0S7 *o67 .080 
I$s*f BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *#*S* .030 .066 .088 .114 *134 .163 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ALANKET WIDTH fiN) 122.7 121,6 121,1 120,6 120,3 119.8 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 23.00 23.20 23.30 23.39 23,46 23.56 
ASPECT RATIO 3.29 3.31 3,33 3,34 3,35 3,37 
ARRAY N4ASS (KG) 82.9 86,0 88.1 90.4 92.5 96.2 
ARRAY WEIGHT RR) 182'5 189.? 193,8 199.0 203.s 211.6 
CaTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 343.3 341.9 340.3 338.6 336.9 332.1 
TENSION PRF BLANKET MIR) .50 2.50 4050 7,50 10,50 15.50 
MOmENT OF TNERtIA It *39584lB *1244n8 ,4224+nB .4339+o8 .4435o8 .4571+08 
MOmENT OF INERTIA I? .9937*o6 o9760+06 .968n0n6 960tOb .9547+o6 *9485,06 
SPECIFIC POAER (K4/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (kG/KW) 






















DIAETER ITN) 4.24 6.37 7.40 8.42 9.t8 10,14 
El (I.R.IN-S) 













RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 2409 10,87 6,13 6.33 5.36 4,43 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .41 t.34 2.05 2.97 3.77 4,96 
* CANNISTFR PROPERTIES * 00 
HEIGHT (IN) 23.45 26.57 28.08 29.58 30.68 3.09 0 




182's 189,2 193.8 199.0 2o3.5 211.6 
-
ROOM 2.2 4,9 6.7 8.7 10.3 12b-















SHAFT 4.0 4,n 3,9 3.9 Ago 5.3 
HEADER 2.6 2,7 2.9. 3.1 3.3 3.7 
DRUM BEARING 1.5 I's 1.6 1.7 i.8 1.9 
CENTER SUPPORT 













SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 











OrIIMS 21,2 21,0 20.9 20.8 2n.8 20,7 
LATCHES ,3 .3 .1 .3 ,3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING m 25*o KW ARRAY WIDTH a 5.00 N 
BLANKET AREA 3 *27778+06 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT w 152.5 LB 
*4* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *4*4, 
*44*4 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
464*4 PENDING FREQUENCY HZ 41*** 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


BLANKET WTDTw (IN) 
 




ARPAy mass (KG) 
 
APRAY WEIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PEP BLANKET (LR)

MOMtNT OF INERTIA I1 
 
'MENT OF INERTIA Ip 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPErIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 
BLANKET * MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 
If 







ROOT SPRING (LB-TN/BAD) 
 
PUCKLI14G CAPABILITY RATIO 
 






























PRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP R1PG ASSEMBLY 











































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POER/WING a 25.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH . 5.50 M 


















**** BENDING FRFUUENCY HZ 042*4





$ ARRAY PROPERTIES *




































CE"TEP OF GRAVITY (IN) 






TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
 




































 '218 	 .207
















* 	 OOM PROPERTIES 




































































































































SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 



































 .3 o3 
ARQAY TYPE GE NOLLOLIT POWER/WING 'a 25.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6,00 N


BLANKET AREA 3 .27778+06 INwSO BLANKET WEIGHT t52.5 LB


FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
f4*** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ l*****oll .019 *029 *039 *o4? o057 
.bat. 
***** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 













* Ak'AY PR')PERTIES * 
BLANKET '4DT4 (IN) 102.4 10I.5 OO.? 99.9 99.4 98.8 
AkRAY LENGTH (M) 34.46 34475 35.0 35.3o 35.49 3547T 
A$ECT RATTO 5.14 5.79 5.84 5.88 5.91 5.95 
AkPAY MASS (KG) 













CE,4rER OF GRAVztY (IN) 
tESIOJ PEb BLANKET (LA)



















M04ENT OF INERTIA 1? .8155*06 .8o3+n6 .7876+06 .7760+06 ,7681+nb .7587+06 
SPECIFIc POWER (KW/KG) *258 0250 24O '23o .2 .212 
mLANFET 
SPECIFqC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 














* ROOm PRPPERTIES * 
A!AHFTER (TN) 5.61 7.41 9.27 10,86 11.97 13,35 
EI (LQTN-SO) .26637406 .812764n6 .19285+7 *36349+o7 .53678+07 .82987+07 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 













STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .51 t.14 2.1b 3.36 4.39 5.87 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 
HFIGHT (IN) 29,53 31s96 33.99 36.t 37.60 39,45 




212.9 220.0 229.3 239.5 247,9 259.6 















MAST SLEEVE 205 2.9 3.4 3*9 4.2 4.6 
SHAFT 3.4 3.3 3,31 3.2 3.2 3.2 
HEADER 2,6 2.6 2,7 2,9 3.0 3,3 
ORtJ BEARING to5 1.5 t.6 1.7 2.7 19 
CENTER SUPPORT 9'a 9.3 9.3 9.2 9.1 9.1 
DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 9.3 1.3 
SLIP WING ASSEMBLY 




















LATCHES .3 .3 13 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 25.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6.SO M 
BLANKET AREA U *27178+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 3 15e.5 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ****e 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 





















ARRAY mASS (KG) 97.8 300.6 104.3 t0863 111.6 116.3 
AQqAY WEIGHT (LB) 215.1 221.2 229.4 230.2 245.5 255.9 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
rE sION PER RL4NKET 
MOMENT OF TNERIA 11 










































BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.9 12.9 j2.9 12.8 12.8 12.7 
* AnOm PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LR.IN.S8) 
ROnT SPRING (Ls.IN/RAV) 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 































* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * WEIGHT (IN) 2791 30o.2l 32.48 34,49 35.90 37.24 
DIAMETER (IN) 6.21 8,20 10.18 11,92 13.j3 14.76 
* WFIGHTS (L) 
APqAY 
* 










































3. 4 . 
DRUM BEARING 
rENTER SUPPORT 



















SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 



























ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING w 25.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH * 7.00 M 




*44* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *4**.02 *o2l *032 *04.3 0SI .063 
TORSIONAL FREQLIENCY HZ *n* .012 *021 .032 O43 .ost .063 
*4** BINDING FREQUENcY HZ *4*4* '024, tl *o62 .084 .102 .126 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ILANKET WTDTH (IN) 122.4 121.6 120.8 120.2 119.7 119.1 
ARRAY LENGTH (m) 28.83 29,02 29.0 ?9.36 29.47 29.61 
ASPECT RAhIO 4,tZ 4,ts 4017 4.19 4.21 4e23


ARRAY MASS (WG) 99.0 iol,4 1n4,7 10e. 1l112 115,5





CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 443,7 442.7 440.4 037.5 434,9 430.8


YE JSION PER BLANKET (LB) c50 1.50 3.50 6,50 9,Sn 14*.0 
MO"ENT OF INERTIA I .7587.08 .7809+08 .8072+08 08345+08 .8562+B8 .88B2+08 
MP'ENT OF INERTIA 1? .I9117 .l117607 .I61* 7 .1148+W .1139.07 .1129,07 
SPECIFtC P04ER tKw/KG) PS3 a6.239 0231 R256 *217 
SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/Kw) 4*0 4,1 S.3 .,64.2 4,4





 4,96 6.55 
 8.12 9,5s 1o47 t1.67


El (LA-tN-SQ) .t8652406 .56668+06 13389+07 .25141+01 .37029+07 .57o59+o7 
ROT SPRING (LB-INIRAD) *65436(1 .1506+05 .2869405 .4603+05 .6154+05 .8511+05 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 37,90 19,12 12.59 9,29 7,72 .8 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .42 .95 1.77 2,76 3.61 4,85 
* CANNISTER PROPFRTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 26.60 28,79 30.96 32,87 34.20 3S,85

DIAMETER (IN) 










 3.1 5.S 8.5 tt.? I 17.7 
CANNISTER 3,7 6,4 9,9 13,6 165 29,5

TENSION MECHANISM 1.1 I? 1.7 2.3 3*0 3.9

MAST SLEEVE 2.0 2,3 2,7 3.0 3.3 3,5






 ?,7 2,8 3.0 3,3 3.6

DR4M BEARING I e, 1is t,. 1,9
J6 1,7 

CENTER SUPPORT it.3 It.? ti.2 11.1 11.0 io
0IUm OEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.3 
SLIP RING ASSEMRLV 8.5 8.s 8. 8.s 8.5 8.s 




ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 25,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.50 M 
BLANKET AREA 8 .27778*06 TN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 152.5 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
*4* M INIMUM FREQUENCY HZ '*$4*013 *022 .033 O45 *)53 *o65 
**o* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ .*,013 .022 ,o33 '045 .053 *e6S 
is*** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *4*4* ,025 .042 .065 .088 *106 *131 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
RLANKET WIDTH (IN) 132.9 131,6 130.8 13n.2 129.8 129.2 
ARRAY LENGTH (H) 26.55 26,82 26.96 27910 27.19 27.30 
ASPECT RATIO 3.54 3.58 3,60 3.61 3.63 3.64 
AWPAY MASS (KG) 10o.4 In2.5 105,4 108.6 11,3 115.3 
APAY WEIGHT fL) - 221.0 225.6 232.0 239.0 244.9 253.6 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 402.9 4)4.3 402.6 400,4 398.3 394.7 
TENSION OFR BLANKET (LB) 













MOMENT OF INERTIA I? .14122+0 *1392.nl 1376+0l .1363+1)7 .1354#o7 .1344.07 
SPECIFIC POwER (KW/KG) .249 .244 .237 '230 '225 .2j7 
SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/K) 4.0 '.1 4.2 4.3 u.5 1,6 
BLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) t2.4 13,0 13.0 13.0 12,9 t2.9 















ROOT SPPTNG (LB-TN/RAD) .5781+04 *1338+oS .2546.n .4081.05 .5452+05 .7534,ob 
BIJCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 29.29 t7.118 11.24 8,29 6.88 5.59 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 039 .87 1.61 2.53 3.32 4.46 
A CANNISTrR PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) p5,4 27,6*4 29.72 31.56 32.84 34,4 
DIAMETER (IN) 5,52 7.30 Q05 10.59 11,67 13.00 
* WEIGHTS (L.43 * 0 0 
ARRAY 221.0 225,6 232.0 239.0 244.9 253.6 
Pooim 2.7 4.8 7.5 10.3 1,5 I5.6 
CANNISTER 3.3 5.8 8.9 t2.2 14'8s3 063 
TENSION MECHANISM lt 1.2 1.6 2.2 8 70 
MAST SLEEVE I.8 2.t 2,4 p*7 p.9 3.2 
SHAFT S.8 5.7 5.6 5.5 5.5 6.1 0 
HEADER 2.6 2.7 2,9. 3.1 3,4 3.8 
DRUM REARING 1.5 ts 1,6 1.7 1.7 1.9 
CENTER SUPPORT t2.5 1,23 t2. i,2 12,1 I,. 
DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
S| IP k7NG ASSEMBLY 1.3 es 1.3 Es, 2.3 895 2.3 8.5 t93 8.5 1.3 8., 
LEADING EDGE MEMBERS 4.1 4.0 4'a 4,0 4o 401) 
nRUs 23,0 22,8 22.6 22.5 22.5 22,4 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 ,3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GF ROLLOUT POWER/WING 0 25.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH i 8oo M 
BLANKET AREA 9 .27778+06 IN-SQ BLANKET HEIGHT * 152.5 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETER$ 
*** 
6*1* 
M***INIMUM FREQUENCY Z ***** 
TORSIONAL FRFQkJENCv HZ 


















* ARRAY PROPPRTIFS I 
1LANKET wIntw (IN) 
ARAY LENGTH (H) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY 4E16HT (LS3 
CEJTER O GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSI N PEP HLANKET (L)
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA I? 
SPECIFIc POWER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KGIKW) 










































































0 * ROOM PROPERTIES A 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LA-IN-Snm
ROOT SPRING (LB-TN/RAO) 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RaTIO 

























































SLIP RING ASSEMHLY 






















































































ARRAY TYPE GE RnLLOUT POWER/WING = 30,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH p 5,00 M 
BLANKET AREA *33333+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 183.0 LS 




I*M NIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *44 



















ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WIDTH TIN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (H) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TE.NSjl OEH BLANKET (LB) 
MOMEIT OF TNERTIA 11 
MOmENT OF INERTIA 1 
bPErIFIC POWER CIK/KG)
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (IG/K) 









































































a' ROD" PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (TN) 
El (LA#IN.3r)
ROOT SPRING (LH-TN/RAD) 
HUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
























































DRiM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP WING ASSEMBLY 


























































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING X 30,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH x 5,50 M


BLANKET AREA 8 .33333+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT • 183.0 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY 1Z **** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *0*0* 


















$ ARWAY PROPERTIES * 
HLANKET IDT (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (m) 
ASPECT RaTTD 
ARRAY *4AS (HG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (L) 
CE11lFR OP GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PEP RLANKET (LR)
MOENT OF INFRTIA I, 
MOHg1T OF INerTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 








































































$* BO0' PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER tTN) 
EI (L.-I-SD) 
ROOT SPRTNG (LB-IN/RAD) 
BUCKLING CAPAHILITY RATIO 

























































DtRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 






















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 30.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH m 6.00 M 
BLANKET AREA a .33333406 IN.SU BLANKET WEIGHT a 183.0 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
#4 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ * *009 .0, .030 ,037 O48 *056 
*o** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ** .009 .Oai *030 .037 048 .0S6 
**e* RENDING FREQUENCY HZ 60*1*8olB *040 o059 .073 .0o5 11t4 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET '10 TH (IN) 102.0 100.5 99.4 98.8 97.9 97.2 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 41.50 42.t4 42.57 42,85 43,25 43.56 
ASPECT RATIO 6,92 7.02 7.10 7,14 7.21 7,26 
ARRAY MASS (KG 213.0 l2o.3 J27,1 132.3 140.8 148.6 
ARRAY WEIGHT (L9) pa8.1 264.7 279,7 291.0 309.q 326.9 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 6b7d 661.5 654.2 b49.1 638.4 630,0 
TENION PER BLANKET (LB) .50 2,50 5.50 8.50 14.50 21.0 
MOE'IT OF INERTIA It *IR59+09 .1992+19 *210U#09 .2187+09 o2314+09 .24300q 
MOE"'IT OF INERTIA 12 .9505+Ob .9211+o6 .9024+06 *8405+06 .8748+o6 *8629+o6 
SPFCIFIC POWER (K/KG) ,p65 ,249 .236 .227 PtI3 .2o2 
SPFCIFIC WEIGHT (KG/K4) 3,8 4,0 4.2 4.4 4.7 5.0 
BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) t2.9 12.8 12.7 12.7 12.5 t2.4 
* ROnM PROPERTIES# 
DIAMETER (TN) 6,40 9,72 1H.9o 1331 15.40 16,96 
El (Lf.TN.SQ) -386464l6 *19921+o7 .4723*o7 *o003207 .12168+o8" .17878+08 
ROOT SPRING (LB-JN/RAD) .1130+05 ,3865nS .7090+()5 9924,n5 .1502+06 .2004+06 
HKtCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 54,80 25.27 17.21 13,94 10,94 9.5 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .53 1.75 3.08 4t18 6.18 7*92 
* C&NNISTER PROPFRTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 32,72 3659 39,42 41,26 43,4S 45,46 




248,7 264.7 27,7 291.0 3o9,9 326.9 
Rom T5.6 12.7 t9,a 24.2 3t.7 38,7 
CA6NISTER 641 13.? 20. 26.2 35,0 42, 
TENSION MECHANISM 1.2 1.7 2.7 3.3 S.0 6.3 
MAST SLEEVE 3,1 461 4,8 5.3 be.0 6.5 
SHAFT 3.9 ;,8 3.7 3.7 3*6 4*IS 
HEADER 2.6 2.7 2,8 3.0 3.3 3,6 C 











DRUM DEPLOY ACTIJATORS t.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 t.3 t.3 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 8.9 8.9 Ba9 R.9 8.9 8.9 
LEADING EDGE MEMBERS 3.! 31 3.0 3.0 3,0 3.o 
DRUM4S j7,9 )7,6 j7,4 17.3 17,2 17.0 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 ,3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING 2 30.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH s 6.50 M








*4M* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 4*44 
*4*., TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HI *** 
***** SENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


RLANKET MrT. (IN) 
 






ARRAY wETG-T (LB) 
 
Ct-4TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TESION DER NLANKET CL) 
 
m0"'f OF INERTIA 11 
 
MA0ENT OF INERTIr IP 
 
80 EC1FIC PO4QR (KW/KG) 
SPECUIC .IFICHT(KG/kW) 
SLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 







ROOT SPRINn (L.TN/RAD) 
 
RUCKLING CAPASTLITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATTO 
 




























lJ'4 DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RINC ASSEILY 
 







































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE RnLLOUT 
 POWER/WING a 30.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.00 M 
BLANKET 	 AREA u 






MINIMUM FREQQENCY MZ *o4** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 

































* ARNAY PROPERTIES *

MLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
AkRAY WEIGH' (LR) 
 
CEk'TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
 
MO ENT OF INERTIA It 
 














































































































SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 














































ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAn) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 




































































































































































































DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 





















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 	 POWER/WING 0 l0.0 Kw 
 ARRAY WIDTH a 7,50 M








*S*p* MZNIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
.4..; TORSIONAL FREQLIENCY HZ .*** 
 
S**
BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
* 	 APAY PROPFRTIEs 4


RLANI(ET WTTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
A4RAY WEIGmT (L) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
 
4OENT OF INFRTIA It 
 
MOMFNT OF INFRTIA IF 
 
SPECIFIc POwE (K/KG) 
 
SP'ECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/xw) 
 
ALANKFT . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 







ROOT SPRING (LB-N/RAD) 
 
HUCKLI14G CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPAI1LITY RATIO 
 




























DRU4 DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 















































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 30.0 $W ARRAY WIDTH x 8.00 M 
BLANET AREA a .33333+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT m 183.0 LB 




MINIMJUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 




















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASCECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
hOMENT OF TNFRIJA it 
JHENT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC P04dER (Kid/KG) 
SPFCIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KR ) 











































































PROPERTIES (iNo9(LI-TN-SQ) 5.DAETER 7.64 .200)5+06 .10159+ 7 q.34.22616+07 ln.43 .35219+07 11.95 .60722+0? 13.14 .88674+07 
ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
SICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 





































































DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RPING ASSEMBLY 























































ARRAY TYPE GF ROLLOUT POwER/WING s 35.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH A 6.00 M 
BLANKET APEA 3 .38889+o6 INNSO BLANKET WEIGHT 3 213.6 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
f$$$# MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 4*44* 
 
***at TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
$$$$ BENDING FREQUENCY HZ $4** 
 









ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY wEfGHr (LR) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)

TENSION PER BLANKET (LB
MOMENT OF INERTIA I! 
MOMENT O INERTIA 1P 
SPECIFIC PwFP (KWR/K) 
 
SPECIFIC wFIGHr (KGIKW) 
 
BLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 




ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 



























nflM OEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP 'ING ASSEMBLY 
 






















































































































































































































.035 O43 *052 
o035 *0o3 .052 




































































7.1 7.8 8.6 

















|7.2 	 17.1 16.9 
.3 .3 . 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 35,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6.50 M 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 




FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
.008 .019 .028 
008 .019 '028 










* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET iffTH (IN) 
ARRAy LENGTH (m) 
ASPECT PATIO 
AkQAy MASS (KG) 
ARQAY WEIGHT (0L) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
TENSION PER SLANKET (LB)
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
HUMEIT OF INFRTJA I 
SPECIFIC Pn0ER (KH/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Xw) 












































































.UCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 























































ORIJM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 





















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 35.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.00 M 
BLANKET AREA a *38889 06 IN.8Q BLANKET WEIGHT a 213.6 LB 




HTNI4UM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
8LANKET WTOTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY "ASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CENTER OF QRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
MO4EJT OF INERTIA It 
MOMFNT OF TFRTIA I? 
SPECIFIC PnwER (MW/KG) 
- SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 










































































* r004 PROPERTIES 
1)AHETER (TN) 
El CL-TN-SO) 
ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAO) 
BuCKLyNG CAPABILITY RATIO 















































* OEIGHtS (L) s 
ARRAY 
OOM 











































006,M DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLT RING &SSEHBLV 













































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 35,0 KMW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.50 M 
BLANKET AREA a *38889+06 IN.SO BLANKET WEIGHT a 213.6 LB 
''the MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
*Stth TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
S*1*BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WIfTw (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
A$ECT RATIO 
 
A.RAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARQAY WETGHT (LR) 
 
CEI.TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER ALANKET (LB) 
 
4OMENT OF IERTIA It 
 
4AENT OF INERTIA I? 
 
SPECIFIC P(14ER (IW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC .EIGHT (KG/KW) 
 




El (Li- IJ-S) 
 
ROOT SPRT'4 (LR.IN/RAD) 
 
4tICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
$TkENGTN CAPaBILITY RATIO 
 



























OPLIM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING %SSEMBLY 
 











*009 .020 *031 .040 .050 .061 








131.7 130.2 529*1 t283 
 127.5 126.8















































13.0 1269 12.9 12.8 12.8 12.7 
99TAMFTER 9.01 11.26 
 12.99 
 jO,59 16.37 




























 73 56 




4,8 t|08 17.0 22.7 28.8 35,4





















2.6 2.8 3,t. 
 3.4 3,9 4 L6 




t4,9 14.7 14.5 
 t4,4 
 14.3 
 t4.1 	 c





















.3 .1 .3 .3 
 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 35,0 KW ARRAY 
 WIDTH a 8.00.M


BLANKET AREA a ,38689+n6 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT w 213.6 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 0*** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **** 




















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET W10TH (IN) 
&kRAY LENGTH fM) 
ASPECT RATIO 
&RPAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LA) 
CEJTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
YF4SION PER HLANKET (LB)
'1O"FNT OF INERTIA It 
"OMNT(OF INFRTIA Ip 
SPECIFIC PnOER tMW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT CKG/KW) 









































































* AQOII PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LH-IN.SQ 
ROOT SPRNG (t,B.IN/RAO) 
ROICKLING CAPAeILITY RATIO 






















































D[maI OEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP PING tSSEMSLY 






















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 35.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8,50 M 
BLANKET AREA 5 .38889+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 213,6 LB 
FRFQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETFRS 
$*** HINIMJM FREQUENCY HZ *4*8* *010 022 .033 *o43 *o05 
4*4*. TORSIONAL FREQUENCy HZ 
*8*4* 9ENOING FREQUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
8LANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
APQAY WEIG14T (LB) 
 
rE'JTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
 
.4JMENT OF INERTIA It 
 
MOMFNT OP INFRTIA I2 
SPECIFIC PflER (KWiKG) 
SPECIFIC WETGHT (KGiKj) 
RLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE 
H 
*nO$-.1 PROPERTIES * 
DIf ETFR (IN) 
El (LR-NS0) 
 
ROOT SPRING. CLR-IN/RAD) 
 
BIICKLI1JG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
























DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSE M BLY 






$9*$*.010 .022 033 *043 .05 
 
19*8*.019 .?42 .065 '085 ,10? 
 
151.6 150.6 14903 148.5 1478 
 
32.58 32,80 33.0q 33,25 33.41 
 
3.83 30R6 3.89 3,91 3,93 
 
136.2 14t.2 146,5 151.6 157 1 
 
299.6 310.7 322.3 333.4 345.6 
 
500.9 498.2 496.7 493.9 490.6 
 
*50 2@5o 6.00 l5o() 16,50 
 
.1324+9 .1315+19 '1137+n9 .1488+09 .1543+o9 
 
.2519*07 .2481+0T .237+07 .2413+o7 .2392.n7 
 
.;)7 .a20 ,p39 .231 .223 
 
3.9 4.0 4,2 4.3 4,5 
 
(IN) 13.0 12.T 13.0 13.0 12.9 
 
5,4t 8.11 to.14 t1,69 13.12 
 
#23809+06 .12066*07 *29472,o7 052103+07 *82647o 
 
.7857+04 254+Q5 *5185.oS 17950+05 *tl24+n6 
 
39,O7 17.59 11.46 8.70 6.98 
 
.35 |,15 2418 3.25 4.46 
 
28,46 32.01 34.75 36,81 38.T1 
 
6,38 9.57 t.97 13.80 15.48 
 
299.6 3to.7 322.3 333.4 345.6 
 
3.8 8.6 13.s 18.1 22.9 
 
4,4 q'8 15.3 -20,4 25.7 
 
lt 1.5 2.3 3.2 4.4 
 
a.3 3.0 3.5 3.9 4.3 
 
10.2 1o0 q,9 9.8 9.7 
 
2.6 2.8 39? 3.8 4.4 
 
1.5 1.5 1,6 1.8 2.0 
 
18.2 18.o 17.8 j717's 5 
 
1.3 I.3 1,3 J.3 1.3 
 
9*3 9.3 903 9.3 9.3 
 
4.6 4,b 4.6 0.5 4.S 
 
26,4 E6.2 26,0 25.8 25,7 
 











































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWEROWING a 35.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9.00 M


BLANKET AREA a *38889.oe IN.S0 BLANKET WEIGHT x 2t3,6 LB


FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
P**'$ MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ $*** *OO 022 0034 *045 .Osb ,068 
*t*** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** *0l0 022 *034 SOUS *nSb .068 
***** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *61**) s19 .o3 @067 t088 6110 .135 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WTOTq (IN) 



























ARRAY WEIGHT (LA) 304.0 313.7 324.7 335.t 346.7 36516 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 463,4 465.6 460.2 455.7 454.8 44b.3 
TENSION PEP ILANKET CLB) .50 2950 6.00 10.50 16,50 25.00 
MOMENT OF INFkTIA I ,1I67+09 ,1227.09 .1258nq .1288+0q .1346+oq '1400+09 

















BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 13.0 33.8 12.9 j2.2 IR,9 12,.9 
# OOM PROPERTIES $ 
DTAMETER (IN) 5.j5 7.75 9*65 1110 12.59 14.00 
El eL-IN.8Q) .20963+06 010763+07 .25831To7 ,45?o3+07 *72387+97 011(63+08 
ROOT SPRING (LB-TN/HAD) .7142,o4 *2436*oS .4697+o .7147+o5 *1017+0b .t398,06 
PLICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 35,47 26,08 10.38 7,84 6,12 5.24 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .32 Ian? 2.nl 2.99 4.23 5,63 
* CANNISTFR PROPERTIES 
HEIGHT (IN) 27.63 31.25 33,68 35S54 37.12 34.00 
DIAMETER (tNi 6.O 9915 11s39 13.Io 14,86 16.52 
* wEIGHTS (LR) * 
ARRAY 304.0 313.7 3p4,7 335,1 34b.7 365.6 
1OO4 3.4 7.9 12,3 16,2 20,4 25.3 
CANNISTER 4.0 9'1 14.0 18s 23,7 29.3 
TENSION MECHANISM 1.1 1,5 2.2 3.0 4,2 5,9 
MAST SLEEVE 2.1 2.7 3.? 3.5 369 4.3 
SHAFT III7 i1.4 11.& 11.4 11.7 I7. 
MEAOER p.6 2,9 3.3 3.9 4.7 5.8 
DRUM REARING is5 1.5 1.b 1.8 2.0 2.2 
CrENTER SUPPORT 2n.1 197 J9,7 19,7 19,4 J9@3 
DR11M nEPLOY ACTUATORS t.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 j.3 I.0 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 9.3 9.3 9*3 9.3 9.3 9.3 
LEA)ING 
qIJUqS 










LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 
 
BLANKET AREA x 
 
*$0* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ **** 
*fl** TORSIONAL FREQUENCy HZ ***** 
*4* * BENDING FREQUENCY HZ s,*** 
A 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES *


BLANKET WT!TH (IN) 
 




ARRAY HASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)

TENSIO4 PE RLANKET (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
 
MONMtlT OF INERTIA 1? 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/MK) 
 















STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
























DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
5LID RING ASSEMBLY 
 






POWER/WING a 40,0 MW ARRAY WIDTH a 6,00 M








01O .017 o27 '035 O43 
 
'010 loT .027 .035 9043 
 
.019 .033 *o53 .069 .o87 
 
10n.5 99.1 97.4 96.3 95. 
 
56.14 56,96 57.9 5664 59.32 
 
9.36 9,a9 9.66 9,77 9,89 
 
14Q.7 159.4 174.7 tSBa. 203.8 
 
329.3 35o.6 384,4 414.4 4&8,3 
 
9tB.8 907.6 690,6 876.2 659.6 
 
1.00 3.00 8.00 14.00 22.5o 
 
*i5'j+ 09 04862+9 *5324+T9 5718+09 .6148,09 
 
.1197+07 .1162+07 .1123+07 .1097,07 .1072+07 
 
.267 	 .251 .229 0212 .|96 
 
3,7 4oo 4.4 0.7 5.1 
 
12.8 12.7 12.5 j2.3 12.1 
 
9,55 12,66 j6,q3 1901 2t68 
 
.14144+07 .43679+ol .12051+08 ,21599+n8 .35531*n8' 
 
.29aO+05 *69 65*05 .1491+0o .2310,06 .335S+o6 
 
60.93 	 35,69 22,55 17,25 13,97 
 
'9b 2.13 4.3) 6.33 8,85 
 
39,91 43,8- 48*04 55,2T 4o6nb 
 
it.27 14,93 19039 22.43 25.59 
 
3R9*. 350.6 384,4 41A.4 446,3 
12.4 ?2.2 37.o so.1 64,0 
 
13.3 	 23.4 39.4 52.8 68,6 
185 ell 3.9 6.3 9.1 
5.2 6.5 8.3 9.3 1004 
 
5.0 4.8 4.1 11.6 4,4
?.b 2,7 2.9 3,2 3,6 
 
i.5 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 
11.5 t1,3 11.1 10,9 1048 
 
1.3 1.3 1.3 2.3 j. 
 
9,7 9,T 9,7 9,7 9.7 
 
3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.9 
 
7.8 	 17.5 17.3 17.1 16,9 





































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 40.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6.50 H


BLANKET AREA 8 44444+06 IN-5Q BLANKET WEIGHT a 244,1 Le


FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 

**** MINIMUM FREQIJENCY HZ * 
***** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 

$*** ENOING rREQUENCY HZ 

* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 

ILANKET wlnIM (IN) 





ARRAY MASS ($G) 

ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 

CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 

TENSION PR BLANKET fLB) 

NOtIENr OF INERTIA I 

MUJhNT OF INERTIA I? 

SPECIFIC PowEQ (KM/KG) 

SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/Ki) 

HLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 







PL0T SPRING (LB-IN/RA) 

RUCKLING C&PAFILITY RATIO 


























Ow'M DEPLOY ACTUATORS 

SLIP RING iSSEMBLY 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY 	 TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 40,0 KW 	 ARRAY 	 WIDTH a 7,00 M

BLANKET WEIGHT a 244.1BLANXET AREA m 
 
**** MINIMJM FREQUENCY H *oi*ll 
 
.4*08 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ*8*4 
 
4*** BENDING FREQUENCY 4Z *4*4* 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


HLANKtT IltTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY 4ETGHT (LR) 
 
CENTER OF CRAVTTY (IN)

TE'SI4 PFP HLANKET (LB) 
 
HO'4EIT OF INERTIA I 
 
MOkENT OF INFRTIA I 
 
SPECIFIC POwER (1W/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHt (KG/KW) 
 









ROOT SPRING (LBAIN/RAO) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 



























0R11M DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 40.0 Ki 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 7.50 M









*;** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
*''s* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
**,s* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *44*4 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *








ARRAY MASS (KG] 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT CLR) 
 
rENTER OF rR&VITV (IN) 
 
TFNSION PER BLANKET (LB) 
 
'U"ENT OF INERTIA 1j

MOIENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) 
 
SPECIFIc WEIGHT (KG/KW)$LANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
0O * ROOM POOPERTIES 4 
DIA"ETER (IN) 
Et (Lk.TtJS 3) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
 
AUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 






















011M DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMSLY 































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT COwERIWING a 40.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.00 H 
BLANKET AREA a .44444+06 IN.Q BLANKET WEIGHT a 244,t LB 
FREQIJENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 

e*** tMNIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** ,n12 .020 *032 *0a '053 *062 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 0* 0O12 .032 .Oss *062* 20 .042 

4*44 SFN0ING FREQUENCY HZ *4*4*022 ,o39 .o63 .083 .115 ,125 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES 4 
bLANKFT WIDTH (IN) 141,7 139.6 t38,3 137.3 136,4 135.6 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 39.8? 40.43 40.83 41.10 41.17 41.61 
ASPECT RATIO 4.98 5,05 S.10 5.14 S.17 5.20 
&RAY MASS (9G) 153,1 158.7 167.6 176.0 185, 196.5 
AP'AY *LIGHT (LA) 336,8 349.1 369.2 387.1 408.4 432.4 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 625.2 627.0 620.7 614.5 6o6.5 595.2 
TENSION PER BLANKET (LBI 1.00 3.00 8.00 14.00 22,5o 32.50 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It .2259+09 .2386+0 .2526+09 .2644+n9 .2778#09 .2911+09 

MOMENT OF INERTTA I? .2453.07 2378+07 2332+07 .2302.07 .2275+7 .2253.o7 

SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) .261 252 238 .227 .215 .204 

SPECIFIC WFIGHT (KG/KW) 3.6 4.0 4.2 4,4 t'.6 4.9 

BLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.0 1209 12.9 t2.8 12.8 t2.7 

s BOOM PROPERTIES 
 6 

DIAMETER (IN) 914,66 18020
792 .895  

El (LR.INSQ) e71166+06 .22003407 .59830 0+ 10613+08 .17283+oS 425251+08 

Q0OT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) .1786,05 .4165*05 .8819+05 .1356+06 .1954+06 .2597+06 

PIICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 36.60 21.79 13.48 10.76 8,14 6,81 

STReLJGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .64 1.48 2.99 4,42 6.13 7.83 

* C4NNISTER PROPERTIES V 

"EIGHT (IN) 33o34 36,23 39.82 42.32 44.75 46.85 
DIAMETER (IN) 8.73 11.67 14,98 17,29 19.54 21.48 
* WEIGHTS (LAI * 

ARRAY 336.8 349.t 369.2 387.1 408.4 432.4 





























IA 7 1'4.3 5.6 c 1 
QRIJ- HEARING 1.5 1.6 2.7 1.9 2.t 2.4 
CENTER SUPPORT 











SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 9.7 9,7 9.7 9.7 907 9.7 
LEADING E06E MEMBERS 40,3 43 .2 4.2 4.2 aI 
OUHS 24.8 24.a 24.2 24.o 23.9 23 7 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 40O0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH o 8.5O H





)A*** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
is..* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
***4* BENDING FREQUENcY HZ 
 









ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY WETGHT (LR) 
 
CE.TER OF GrQAVITY (IN) 
 
TE'SIuN PEN BLANKET (fl)

MUOENT OF 1NERTIA I1 

'OMENT OF INERTIA I? 
SPECIFIr PPqfR (RO/KG) 
SPECIFIC wFIGHT (KG/kw) 
1 BLANKET - HAST CLEARANCE 
 
0 








9ICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 




























OPUM DEPlOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLT RING ASSEfMLY 
 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/wING * 40.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9.00 M 
BLANKET AREA 2 .4444g+O6 IN-SO BLANKET wEIGHT a 2441. LR 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *t*** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***S* 



















* ARRAY PROFPTtE8 * 
BLANKET IDTw (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
A3VEC1 RATTO 
ARRAY MIASS (KG) 
ARRAY LIflHT (LA) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TEbSJ1N PEP ALANKFT (LB) 
MOAENI OF INERTIA I1 
'O"ENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POMER (K/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 









































































H* ROOM PPOPERTIES 4 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El CLR-IN.SQ) 
ROT SPRING (LRsIN/RAD) 
AtICKLING CAP&AILITY RATIO 

























































































CE TER SUPPORT 
ORPM DEPLOY ACTUATONS 
SLI P RING ASSEMBLY 




















































ARRAY TY'PE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 45.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6.00 M








****0 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
*t**# TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
NLANKFT wInTH (IN) 
 
ARRAY LENGTH (m) 
ASPECT RATIO 
AHAY MASS (KG)
AqLAY .EIGHT (LR) 
 
CETER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TEJSION PEP BLANKET (LB)

MOMENT OF INERTIA it 
 
'0MENt OF INERTIA 1p 
 
SPECIFIC P',1ER (x'q/iG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT ('G/KW) 








RO)T SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
 
4uCKLING CAPAeILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 























nRLM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMPLY 
 



































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING v 45.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6.O M 
ILAN'ET AREA a .50000+06 IN.SJ BLANKET WEIGHT a 274.6 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETFRS 
MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** *009 '018 *o2s .035 '044 o055 
#04*0 
I**** 
TORSIONAL FRE'IJENCY MZ **$* 













* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANXKET ATnTR (IN) 11o.3 $8.3 106.6 105.5 104a 1010. 
AkPAY LENGTH (M) 57*59 58.63 59.57 600?0 60.91 62,44 
&SPECT RATIO 













ARRAY EIGHT (L4) 367,4 397,8 o35.3 465.6 s5s5? 56903 
CE'iTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 













MOMENT OF INE9TIA IJ *5328+09 ,5805+09 63384119 *b7bl o9 *7296,09 8273+09 
m0*IFHT OF INERTIA 1? ,1615+07 *155807 *15o+t7 31478+o7 .1445.+0 .1379+n7 
SPICIFIC PfrlwR (KW/KG) *p69 .?49 .227 .213 .t96 174 
SPECIFIC rIF(HT (KG/KW) 3,7 4.0 4.4 L,7 5.1 5,8 
L&NXET - MAST CLEARANCE ttN) 12,8 12.7 i2.5 12.4 12.1 12.9 
LI 
* RHO*8 PROPERTIES 4 














ROUT SPRING tLB-IN/RAoD .3106+05 .9024.ns .1837+o6 .2718+n6 .4002+06 .bo92+o6 
RICKLING CAPAHILITY RATTO 63.41 ?2,27 21.04 16.55 13.28 tl1)54 
SBtENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .89 2 q3 4.71 6 60 9.33 lZ86 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 
HEIGHT (IN) 
* 
4o.39 45.56 49.8q 52087 55,95 60.56 d 
DIAMETER (IN) 11.49 16.40 20.93 23,85 27,33 31, 












































EfUM BEARING |.5 1.6 1.8 2,0 2.3 2.8 
CENTER SUPPORT 













SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 10.2 lo,2 10.2 10.2 10.2 1n.2 
LEADING EDGE ME4SER8 3,4 3.3 3.3 3.p 3.2 3f 
QkUMS19'5 19.2 t8,9 t,7 18.5 18.1 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
.059 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 	 P04ER/WZNG 3 45.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7,00 M 
BLANKET AREA 3 .50000+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 274.6 LR 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
S*** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ **e*. .010 flt9 *029 
 o37 *046 *059

*tt*t TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *** 	 .010 .019 '029 .037 *06S*$t*
ENDING FREQUENCY Nz 	 ola 037 
 .057 073 ,093 *20 

" ARRAY PROPERTIES * 

ALANKET A 1 1?o.3 118 5 116.9
nTH 	(TN) 
 lisl8 I4146 113.2
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 	 52.77 53.59 54.03 
 S4.83 55.uO 56.07
ASPECT RATIO 
 7 54 7.66 7.76 7.83 7.91 8.o
ApbAY MASS (KG) 167.5 179.5 t94.4 206.4 222.4 2L47,
AAQAY WEt(HT (LA) 36R*5 395.o 
 427.6 45490 489.2 543.6
CEN'TER OF GRAVITY (IN)	 854.4 8U5.R 
 839,6 821.3 8 07.6 781,1
TF4Sy4 PEP,. LANKET (LB) 1.00 u.00 Io~oo 16,0 27.oo 115.00
A0'1E1IT OF INERTIA it 
 .4455,0 .4803+1)9 .5t"+(9 .5497409 o5096+9 
 .643 +09
MOM-FNT OF lvrI! I? .1937.07 .1877+o7 .i826+n7 .1794,07 .1760+07 .1723+o7
SPECIFIC Pn#EH (K/KG) 
 269 .251 .Z3t .218 @2n2 018a
SPECIFIC VEIGHT CKG/KvO 
 3.7 4,n 4.3 4.6 4.9 5.5




* OOM PROPERTIES 
nIAMETER (IN ) 
 9012 13,00 16656 Oleo 21,416 2,71
1

El 	 CLH.TN-S6 t12495+07 .51549,7 13248+a8 .22260.08 
 .37178 n8 63487,o
ROOT SPRING (LR-IN/RAn) 	
.2724+oS .7887+05 .1601+ob .2362+06 
 .3471+o6 5185,06
HUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 	 55.62 28.24 18.38 14.44 1J14O 
 qo7
STRFNGTH CAPARIL7TY RATIO 
 .81 2.20 4.29 
 6.03 8.36 11.88 

CANNTSTER PRnfPERTIES * 

HEIGHT (Ili)
 38,59 U3,43 47.36 50.21 53.42 56.87
DIAMETER (TN) 	 10,76 15.34 19.56 
 22.28 25.32 29.16 

* 	 wEIGWTS (LA)
ARRAY 368.5 395.0 427.6 4S4.O 
 489.2 543.6
400M 
 1t.3 23.4 37,4 48.9 63.9 
 83.3
CANNISTER 
 t2,2 24,7 4O*2 S2,t 67,4 
 80.2
TENSION MECHANISM 	 1.4 2.4 4.4 6.3 
 9.5 15.9
MAST SLEEVE 
 4.8 6.3 7.7 
 8*7 9.7 lilt.
SHAFT 
 8.0 7.8 
 7. 7.4 7.6 1167
HFADER 
 2.6 2.8 3.3 3.7 4.4 
 5.5
DAL)M HEARING 
 1.9 1.6 I.8 
 2.0 2.3 ?.8
CE'TER StPPORT 	 S.3 I5.o 4,7 14.6 4,41 14.,O"UM DEPLIJY ACTUATORS 	 t.3 1,3 1.3 1.3 10 1.3
SLIP RING ASSEM$LY 
 n.o2 	 lo.? lo.2 I,
10' aOo0

LEADING EI)GE MEMRERS 
 307 3*6 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5
*)Rkjts 21.2 20.9 20.7 20,5 21,3 20,0
LATCHES 

.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 

ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFRIWING * 45.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH x 7,So M 
BLANKET AREA 8 .50000+96 IN-S BLANKET WEIGHT a 274.6 LA 
FREQUENCY OhPENtENT PARAMETERS 
*eS* MINIMtJM FRF1IIENCY HZ **se* *0l0 .020 .031 .039 *0Q *o62 
*$*o TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **0* *0I0 .020 .031 .039 *049 *O62 
4**** 5FNDING FREQUENCY HZ n***19 .038 .060 .077 .o97 .125 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
LANKET wTOTH (IN)LENGTH () 13o.48.AY4 ,70 128.649,36 127.49,96 126.1So.36 125.050.82 123.651.36 
ASPECT RATIO 6.49 6.58 6.6b 672 6.78 618S 
ANPAY MASS (KG) 168.4 179.1 g92.2 2n2.8 217.8 23R.9 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LH) 370.6 394.0 22.8 44bt 477,9 SP7.7 
CE ITER OF GRAVITY (IN) 78J.2 774,0 763,5 755.2 741.2 718.4 
TENSION PEP eLANKET (L) 1.00 4,00 10.01) 16.50 27,o0 5,00 
m(IEN! OF INFHTIA It .378/,09 4043+09 4338+r)9 .4569+09 4859+n9 52713+0Q 
M0MLEIT OF INERTIA 12 R290+07 *2228+oT *2175'ol *2141o7 .2106+07 .2069+017 
SPECIFIC Pt2*ER (KW/KG) .27 251 ,234 .222 .2n7 .188 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/RI) 3.7 4.0 4.3 0.5 4.8 5.3 
BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 13.0 12.9 12.8 ja'7 le'. 1?.4 















ROOT SPRING (L3-ItJ/RAD) .2415,05 *6972+nS *1412+6b .a080+06 3049+06 '4545+0b 
LICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 49.09 25.26 j6.t7 12.69 10.16 7.95 
STRENGTH CAPAe1LITY RATIO .73 2.04 3690 5,Sn 7,84 11192 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 
NFIlfIT (IN) 37,15 41I.32 4S.38 48.06 50.69 54.27 
DIAMETER (IN) 10.11 10.51 18.3S 2n.88 23,90 27.30 
* wEI(HTS (L9) 
ARRAY 
4 
370.6 394. 422.8 446$1 477.9 527.7 
ost41.1 20.4 33,1 43,1 55,4 73.9 
CANNISTER 108 22,2 35.5 45,9 bo,1 78,4 
TtNSION MECHANISM 1.4 .3 4,1 5.9 0.8 14'8 
MAST SLEEVESHAFT 4,39,4 5.69.2 6.88,9 7.86.8 8.69.6 9 7 l5O 
HEADER P.6 2,9 3 3,9 4.7 6II 
WIJM BEARING I,5 1.b It 2,0 2.8 2.8 
CENTER SUPPORT 17.2 16.8 16.5 16.4 16,2 15.9 
DRIJM OEPLOY ACTUATORS 1,3 t.3 1.i 1.3 1,3 163 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY lo.2 10.2 10.2 lo.2 10.2 t)10 
LEADING EDGE MEMBERS 4,0 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.8 
r)U44s 22.9 22.6 22.4 22,2 22.0 21.8 
LATCHES . .3 .1 .3 3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING x S.50 9W ARRAY WIDTH w 8,00 M 
BLANKET AREA a o50000+O6 IN-BO BLANKET WEIGHT a 274.6 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
t**** 
****A 
MINTMLM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
$LANRET WIfTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGT (LA) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
TENSIOnl PER LANKET (LR)
MOMENr OF 1',FRTIA I1 
MOMfNT OF INFRTIA 1P 
SPECIFIC P(I4ER U@A/KG)
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW)









































































* ww)m PROPERTIES 
*IAMETER (IN) 8,13 11.s7 14.74 16.76 19.04 21.73 
I' (L'.IN.SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LI-IN/HAD) 
BUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 


















































t)ktJi nEPLOY ACTUATORS 
'LIP RING &SSEHRLY 




















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 45,o0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 6.00 M 
BLANKET AREA 8 *50000+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 3 274.6 LS 
flea, MIN!MIJM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
a.... TORSIOAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
***t* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


BLANKET |OTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS CKG) 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 
 
CENTER OF GR&VITY (IN) 
 
T NS!0n PEp bLANKET (LB) 
 
mUOENT OF INERTIA 1t 
 
MUMFNT OF INERTIA I2 
 
SPECIFIC PII*R CK./KG) 
 
SPECIFIC OEIrHT (XGKW) 
 
BLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE 
 





PO)IT SPRING (LA-IN/kAD) 
 
nUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPA6ILITY RATIO 
 



























nPUH DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP PING ASSEM4LY 
 








**0l1 .021 .033 o42 *03 
**t** .01l 021 .n33 042 *053 
***l 041 .064 082 'lns 
15n.6 148.9 t4714 146. 145.5 
 
42 |7 42.66 43.07 43,34 43.60 
 
4,96 o02 S.n? 5,lO 5.3 
 
171.5 180.0 t9o.6 199.1 21.8 
 
377.2 39s.9 419.2 438.11 465.9 
 
66j.3 658.2 650.9 645.5 634.5 
 
1.00 4.00 10.00 16.5n 27.no 
 
M940 .993+09 .3170+09 .3311+9 .349 +n9 
 
.30974i)7 	 3044o7 .296R+ 07 .2q35+o7 .2897+0i7 
 
.262 .2Rs .236 .226 211 
 
3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 4.7 
 
(IN) 12.9 13.0 12.9 l2.8 12.8 
 
7,73 11,90 14.ni 15.92 186o7 
 
.79785+06 *32663,07 .83224n7 .139o4+oS .23073+o8" 
 
.1946+05 .5601+05 .tt3o06 .166bo+6 *2427P6 
 
39.99 	 20.23 13.12 10.27 8.19 
.62 1.71 3.37 4.78 6,68 
34.25 38.41 41.70 444tt 46.82 
 
9.13 12.98 t6,53 18.79 21.33 
 
377.2 3Q59 4019.2 4380 465.9 
 
8.0 16.4 26.1 339 44.0 
 
8.8 17.9 28.9 37,4 48.1 
 
1.3 2.1 3.7 5.3 7.9 
 
3.5 4.6 S.5 6.2 6.9 
 
j27 12.4 12.1 13.0 14.7 
 
2.7 3.0 3.7 4.4 5.5 
 
I.5 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.3 
 
2tj3 21.0 20.6 2o.4 2n.2 
 
J.3 1,3 1.3 I. 1.4 
 
10.2 lo,2 l0.2 lo.2 .10.2 
 
a.6 a.6 4.5 tS a's 
26,4 26.l 25.8 25.7 ?5,5 
































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 45.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH. 9.00 M


BLANKET AREA a *50000+o6 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 274.6 LB






MfINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FHEIJUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES 4 
HLANXET f"f1w (IN)














ARRAY '4ASS (KG) 
A.RAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CfPTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
TtNSIO, PEP RLANK'T (CL)
MnI4ENT OF INENTIA 1o2491 
MOHENT OF INERrTA 12 

























































* ROOM PROPERTIES 
DIAMETER (IN) 
FI (L'-IN-Sn)
RunT SPRIN(, (LB-IN/RAD) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 



































































































Dw0m DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLTP RING 4SSEMHLY 







































ARRAY TYPE GF ROLLOIJT POWFR/WING a 50.0 KN ARRAy WIDTH u 7,00 M 
ALANKET AREA 8 .55556+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT x 30S.1 LR 
FREQUENCY DEPENOENT PARAMETERS 
**44* 
qfW** 
MINIMUM FREQUENCY H4j 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPFRTIFS * BLANKET 4IDtH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (H) 
ASPECT RATTO 
AR,14Y 11ASS (KG) 
ARRAY WtIGHT (LP3) 
rENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION P(R BLANKET (LB)
MfOH NT OF INERTIA It 
'40"ENT INFRTIA Ip
SPFCIFIC PO-ER (KR/KG) 
SPE±CIFIC WEIGHT (1<01Kw)








































































o * ROOM PROPEHTTES 4 
OtAMETFR (TN) 
Ei (LR-TN-SQ) 
ROOT SPRING (LR*0/4-AD) 
HIJCKLI.JG CAPABILITY RATIO 


























































DRJM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 






















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 	 POWER/WING w 50,0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH a 1.30 M 




*M** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
*t**' TORSIONAL FRIEJIFNCY HZ **n*11 
 
*$ BETIDING FREQUENCY HZ *t*,* 
 
O ARRAY PROPERTIES I


ALANKET WlnT4 (IN) 
 




ARPAY MAS5 (KG1 
 
A RAY WEIGT (L4) 
 
CEtJTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TfNSION PEP BLANKET (LB) 
 
MUENT UF INERTIA 11 
 
MO4FNT OF INF4 1A 1? 
 
SPECIFIC P0'ER (Kl/KG) 
 
SPfCIFIC WEIGHI (KG/Sw 
 
BLANKET - HAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 







ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) 
 
BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STEN1GTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 

























ONiM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 50.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8,00 M








*$€ MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
ses.. TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *8*4l 
**.*4 BEJDING FREQUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


BLANKET *TTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (1G) 
 
ARkAy wEIG~t (L8) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TI'SION PEP RLANKET (18 
 
PO"ENT UF INERTIA I 
 
MUMENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
&'ECIFIC POAFR (KM/KG) 
 
SPFCIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 











HOOT SPRING CLA.TN/RAD) 
RUCKLTIJG CAPAILITY RATIO 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 






















DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 




















































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 50.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8SO M 
BLANKET AREA 0 .55556+06 IN-S BLANKET WEIGHT a 305.1 LB 
FREGUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
I* MINIMUH FREQUENCY HZ ***** .012 ,031 *040 *051 *060 '063 
t** TORSIONAL FkFQUENCY HZ 













* ARNAY PRnPERTIEs * 
BLANKET aITH (IN) 



































rFlJTER rF GRAVITY (IN)
TPSTOIJ PER BLANKLT (LB)
MOENT OF INERTIA 11 




























(KG/Kw) .262 3,8 . 36 4.2 .224 's .2ol 4.8 1944 5.2 '19n 503 
dLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) tp.i 12.8 12.8 iv7 12.6 1.5 
* QOnM PROPERTIES A 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (M-IN.S) 



















ACKLING CAPA8ILITY RATIO 37,98 t0,95 11.3S 8.1 7,50 7.13 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .8s 3.54 5.24 7,58 9.71 10.39 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 
HEIGHT (IN) 37.34 44,57 41.55 50.89 52.86 63.63 
DIAMETER (tN) 10.89 18.o8 20,91 24.09 26,51 27*25 
* WFIGHTS (L43 
APAY 419.6 065, 492.0 531.0 566.6 578.1 











































CPNTLR SUPPORT 23,n 22.t 21.8 2t.5 21.3 2t.2 
DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMOLY 
































ARRAY TyPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a iO.O KW ARRAY WIOTH x 9,00 M 
BLANKET AREA a .5555b+06 TNSQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 3oS.1 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 





















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
RLANKET oTDTH (yN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (m) 
ASPECT RATIO 
A*RAY MASS (EG) 
APPAY WEIG.4T (L) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PEP BLANKET (LB) 
$QrFNT OF INERTIA 11 
MOHENT OF INERTIA I? 
SPECIFIC POAEP (KwIKG) 
SFECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/Kw) 










































































* POOM PROPERTIES 
DAMETER (IN) 
El (Lq-IN-S) 
ROOT SPRING (LR-IN/RAO) 
RICKLING CAPAHILITY RATIO 








































































































D1tiM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 

































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a Soo KW ARRAY WIDTH m 9,So M






***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
stesTORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
P$$*$
"ENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
* 	ARRAY PROPERTIES *


BLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY wEIG,T CLA) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER eLANKET (LO)

IOMFNT OF INERTIA IT 
 
MOMENT OF INerTIA I? 
 
SPFCIFIC POWER (KM/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WtIGHI (KG/KW) 
 
RLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE 
 








BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 






























OFtlM OFPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSETM LY 
 

















































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/wING a s0.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH • 10,00 M


HLANKET AREA a *55556+nb IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 305.1 LB


FREQUENCY DEPENnENT PARAMETERS 
v**9* HP]IT4U FREUUE14CY HZ *4*.013 .034 .04 .0S7 *066 .010 
e** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ '*44.013 .034 .044 '057 .066 '070 
I*** 9ENOING FREQUENCY HZ o$4s *oP% .065 .086 .113 134 01 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET AIOT (IN) 179.8 177,2 177.2 175,1 174.3 174.0 
ARPAY LENGTH (#4) 39.5 39,8? 39.8a 40.31 40.9 40.55 
ASPECT RATIO 3*93 1.98 3,98 4,o3 4.o5 4.05 
ARRAY mAgs (KG) 196.8 2t2.8 222,3 239,3 ?54.8 260.0 
AkRAY WETGHT (LR) 433.0 468.2 489,0 5264 5b0.7 572.0 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 595.5 590.6 582,6 57o.I 555.3 551,3 
TFNSI(I4 PEO BLANKET (LB) 1,50 10,50 18.5q Sa00 45,00 50.00 
HUM0NT OF TNFRTIA ]I .2724+o9 *2Q75+o9 .3076.o9 .3295+o9 .3449+o9 *35o4+o 
MOMEtIT OF INERTIA Ip .49394e7 4800+07 .480R+o7 *4707.07 ,4682*07 .4674+07 
SPECIFIC POWER (KW/KG) .54 .235 .225 .209 .196 .192 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/kW) 309 4.3 4.4 4,8 set 5.? 
8LANKET - MAST CLFARANCE (IN) 13,0 13,0 12.0 12.9 12.8 12.8 
* ROOM PRUPERTTES . 
DIAMETER (IN) 8.13 13,32 15.35 7,84 19,48 20,01 
ET (L-IN-SQ) 













BUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 29.46 11.30 8.51 6,65 5.63 55* 
STRNGTH CAPABILITY RATIO .70 2,86 4,24 6,33 7,93 8,50 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 
WEIGHT (IN) 33.87 40.f45 42,89 45.64 47,69 48,36 
DIAMETER (IN) 9.59 i5.72 18.11 2t106 22.98 23.6t 
* WEIGHT$ (LR)* 
AkPAY 433*0 468.2 489.0 526.4 560,7 572*0 
ROOM 8.8 24.0 31.8 42.2 So.5 53.3 
CANNISTER q.8 p6.3 3409 47,1 56,1 59.2r 
IENSION MECHANISM 1.4 3.s 9,9 8.8 12.3 12 " 
MAST SLEEVE 3,* 5,n 5n6 64 6.9 7 .0 
SHAFT 2o.2 19.6 19,6 29.2 40.2 44:4 
HEADER 2.8 4,3 5,6. 7,6 9,6 10, 4 tL 
CE4TER SUPPORT 3009 30,1 30,1 29,5 29.3 29.2 
OIUm DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 1.3 1, 1.3 i.3 1*3 
SLIP RING 4SSEMILY to.6 t(.6 to,6 1t.6 lo.6 1).6 
LEADING EDGE MEMBERS S.5 S.1 5.t 5.4 5.3 5.3 
"RUIS 31,4 31,0 31,o 30,6 3o, 3o,4 
LATCHES ,3 ,3 ,3 *3 0$ ,3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 55,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.00 M






FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 

**** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ fl*** 

itti. TORSIONAl. FREQUENCY HZ $010 

*44** RENOING FREQUENCY HZ ***** 

* ARRAY PROPERTIES 0 

.LANKET WTITY (IN) 

ARRAY LENGTH (M) 

ASPECT RA.TO
AkRAY MASS (kG) 

A'PAY WE6IAT (Li) 

CENtER OF GRAVITY (IN) 

TF',SI'I PEq RLARKET (LR) 

"O'IT OF INERTIA it 

MOMENT OF INERTIA I? 

SPECIFIC PnER (KW/KG) 

SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 

RPLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
O * POOM PROPERTTES * 
DIAMETER (TN) 
Er (LR-TN.S) 
ROOT SPRING (18-IN/RAD) 
4ICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 


























PtIIM ['PLOY ACTUATORS 

SLIP RING ASSEMHLY 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 55.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7,5o H

BLANKET AREA x 6Il1*l06 IN-.Q BLANKET WEIGHT 






*4*** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
**** TORSIONAL FREQIIFNCY HZ 
*4*0* SENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *


BLANKET *ITTH (IN) 
 
AMRAY LENGTH (H) 
 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY ETGHT (LR) 
CENTER OF CNAVITY (IN) 
tEsrOtl PER RLANKET (LRJ 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It 
MO-ENT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC P0-FR (KW/)G) 
SPECIFIC $EIGHT tkG/K) 




.~ * POf PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (TN) 
El (L-IN-SQ) 
RUOT SPRNG (LS.IN/RAD) 
 
SLICKLING CAPAILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CApABILITY RATIO 
 



















D uIM REARING 
CENTER SUPPORT 
 
DRJM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 

















































































































































































































































































































































































ARPAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWERjWING 8 55.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.00 M 
BLANKET AREA 3 .61111+n6 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 335.6 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREOLIENCY HZ 





















* APAY PROPERTIES * 
RI.ANKET WlnTN (IN) 
ARRAY LEIITH () 
ASPECT PATIO 
AkAAY HASS CK) 
A$WAY WEIGHT (LA) 
CE'.TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TE"STOI PEP 6LANKET (L) 
$O.LrJT OF TNEHTIA I 
MO-FNT OF IrRTIA 12 
SPkCIFIC PnJER CKW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WLjG,4T (KG/KW) 









































































* 4*ROOM PROPERTIES 
O1AMFTEN (IN) 
El (Ln-tN.Sr) 
ROOT SPRINr. (LH-eN/RAO) 
PlICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 























































































DIN DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSE4RLY 


















































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 55.0 KW ARRAY wIDTH a 8,50 4M 
HLANX(T AREA S .61111+06 INeS BLANKET WEIGHT a 335,6 LA 




NIU*MtN H EOUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 



















" ARRAY PRnPERTTFS * 
ALANKET WIDTH (IN) 
ARPAY LENGTH (H) 
ASPFCT RATIO 
A&1&6y PASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT CLR) 
CENTER OF (,RAVtTY (IN) 
TFNSTLIN PER BLANKET (LB) 
HOMENIT o INEkIZA It 
MOMFNJT OF INFUTTA 1 
5DECIPIC PnfER (sm/KG) 
SvECIFIC kFIC.NT (KG/KW) 










































































* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
DIA M ETE4 (IN) 
El (LH.TN.Sr)l 
FOOT SPRING CL14IN/RAD) 
RUCKLTNG CAPABILITY RATIO 





























































































AWIm nEPLOV ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 












































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 55,0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH a 9.00 H 
BLANKET AREA 3 6ltlt+f6 NwSO BLANKET WEIGHT x 33S,6 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 






















* APAY PROPERTIES * 
RLANKET 'lOtH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT WaTTO 
A ~~AY'lASS fKG) 
AkPAY WEIGHT CLH) 
CEITER OF GRAVITrY (IN)
TENSI~tN PFD SL ANKET (LB) 
MOMEhT OF INERTIA I1 
uOPE4T OF INERTIA Iz 
SPECIFIC PfIwER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KGjKW)










































































0 ROUM PPIPERTIES 
DIA"ETF rIM) 
El CtL-IN.So)
ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
tJCKL]NG CAPAIILITY RATIO 
























































R'm DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP PTNG ASSE)VLY 






















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING m 55.0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH a 9.50 $


BLANKET AREA V .6l11i+n6 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 335.6 LB


***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
**'* TORSIONAL FRE(QI)ENCY HZ 
 
I.... setItING FREGUFNCY NZ 
 
ARRAY PROPERTIES *I 
8LANKFT kI1tRH (ZN) 
 




ARRAY "AS$ (Kr) 
 
AWAY IETtHT (LA) -

CF',TER OF (,RAVITY (IN) 
 
TF' SI4 PER BLANKET (LB)

MOMENT OF rNEtIA it 
Mt[JMIT UP INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC POWEP (K/0G) 
SPECIFIC #EIGHT (CG//W) 











ROOT SPRTNG (LB-IN/RAy) 
 
tICIKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 























DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POER/WING a 55.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH . 10.00.M 
BLANKET AREA m o61111+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 335.6 LS 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
****4 
*4*te 
MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 








*o33 *044.044 *0S405 .069 
***** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ ***** 023 .041 .065 *086 ,In7 ,140 
$ ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
HLANrET oIfTw (IN) 179'5 177.2 t77,2 175.2 174.2 172. 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIa 
ARDAY MASS (KG) 
























CE'rER OF GRAVITY (IN) 













M(JM&tNT OF INERTIA l 
OF INERTIA 12
s8E0 cFIC PntEP (kW/KG) 
SPECIFIC ALEIGHT CKG/KW) 































* BOOM PROPERTIES 
DIAMETER (IN) 
El (LR-T-SI8 
ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAO) 
SUCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 








































































































rlk)M DEPL)Y ACTUATORS 
StIP RING ASS MLY 




































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 
BLANKET AREA 8 
 
0**4 MINIUMIM FREQUENCY HZ 
***** TOPSIOAt FREQUENCY HZ 
***4, PENOING FREOUENCY H7 **** 
* ARPAY PROPERTIES *


ALANKFT AIDTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY 'EIGHT (LR) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER ALANkET (LB)

MUMENT OF NEWRTIA I1 
mOMENT nF INERT!A 12 
bPECIFIC P04FR (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC wFtGHT (KG/Kw) 
f'LANKET - MAST CLFARANCE tIN) 
 





ROOT SP$ING (LB.TN/iAr) 
 
PlICKLING C&PAIILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPAHILITY RATIO 
 























PRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
P
SLI RING ASSEMRLY 





POWFR/WING u 60.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.00 M 




*olOtt; .01S 6026 *03 0p42 
.Oilo**i* .018 .026 *035 .02 
.o22 .n36 .052 '070 *086 
117.8 15.8 113."9 "2.1 109. 
 
71,85 73.12 74.33 75.51 77.37 
 
10.26 1O.45 1o.62 lo.79 11.1)5 
 
230,0 250,9 276.? 30Q60 337,9 
 
506.1 551.9 607.6 673.2 743.4 
 
1tbP.3 t144.1 1121.3 1o99.1 ln8b.4 
 
2.so 7,00 15.0 27.50 42.50 
 
.112¢10 .1233+,o *1354*to '1496+10 .1676+10 
 
.2422407 *2339*o7 .2263+7 .219507 .2093 7 
 
.26t 	 .239 .2J7 .196 78 
 
308 1.2 4.6 5.1 5.6 
 
12.8 12.6 12.3 12*1 t2.9 
 
jM,37 18,88 23.i8 27.19 30.90 
1579o8+07 $16791408 '37184+08 #70353+08 .11415,n9 
.8o06+05 .1912,06 .3471.n6 .5600,06 .8051+06 
55.20 	 34,03 23.95 17.91 15.01 
 
j*6y 3.56 6.12 9.09 12.21 
 
48.93 53.86 58.5 63.34 67.57 
16.95 22.27 27.36 32.08 36,46 
56l 551,9 607.6 673.2 743.4 
 
28'8 49.2 73.4 102.6 132. 27.3 
 
30,0 51.7 77,9 107.2 138.3 
 
2.S 4,4 7.6 12.4 l8.5 
8.9 i.2 13.5 is.8 18.0 
 
10.0 9,7 9.4 9.1 In.12.1 3.0 3.6 4,3 5.2 
 
1.5 1.7 1.9 2.3 2.7 
 
t7.9 17.S 17.t 1b.7 16.2 
 
1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
 
11.4 	 t.4 11.4 1.4 11.4 
316 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.3 
21.1 	 2o 8 20,4 20. 197 





































ARPAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWERWING a 60.0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH a 7.50 M 
BLANKET APEA a .66b67+46 IN-SO BLANKET WEIGHT a 366.1 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 4*4** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *4*# 




















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
-JLANXET %IDTW (IN)
&WPAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT MATTO 
ARPAY MASS (KG) 
AqtAY %EIGHT (LA) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PFR BLANKET (LO) 
MOMENT OF t4RTIA It 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 1; 
SPECIFIC P')qER (KM/KG)
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Ki) 









































































* ROOM PR(PERTthS 
DIAMETER (Tl) 
El (L-IN-3o) 
RUOT SPRING (LS-IN/RAO) 
RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
























































CkUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSELBLY 
LEADING EDGE 14FMIERS 
"5tLAS 





















































































ARRAy TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 60.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.00 M 
BLANKET AREA 9 .66667+06 yN.30 BLANKET WEIGHT a 366.1 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ $S**$ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 




















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
ARPAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WE16HIT (LH) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PEP RLANKtI (LB)
MOMENT OF INERTIA II 
-0"ENT OF INERTIA I? 
SPECIFIr PoAER (K /KG) 
SPECIFIC wEIGHT CKG/Iw) 









































































c S nOVk PRtIPERTIFS .DIAMETER (IN) 
El (Ln.IN.SQ
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/kA0) 
JUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 














































































CF' TER SUPPORT 
DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 







































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING x 60.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8o50 M 




M**'INIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
***.* TOPSIUNAL FREQUENCY HZ 
*4*** RENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
* 	 ARRAY PHOPERTIES *


BLANKET WIDTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY AE6HT (LR) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TE'SION PEP MLANKFT (LH) 
HOMENT OF INERTIA I1 
MUIENT OF INERTIA 1? 
SECIPIC PO-ER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/kw) 
RLANmET - MAST CLEAkANCE 
 







AOOT SPRING (LB-N/RADI 
 
PtCKLING CAPAHILITY RATIO 
 
STPE'IGTH CAPABILITY PATIO 
 



























OR i DEPlOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLI P RING ASSEMBLY 
 

























































































































































































































































































































































































ARR&Y TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING x 000 KW ARRAY WIOTH a 9.00 M 
BLANWET AREA 2 66667+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT m 366.1 LB 
FREQUENCY OPENDENT PARAMETERS 
***# MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ o*4* 13 o2 e31 O41 O50 063 
TORSIONAL FREWUENCy HZ .444* oOl.022 '031 041 o50 063 
f**** RENDING FREQUENCY HZ **t** .o2S .042 *061 082 #lot .129 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
BLANKET WInrH (IN) 













ASPECT RATIO 5.94 6.00 6.o6 6.12 6.17 60P3 
ARRAy MASS (KG) 231.4 244.5 260.4 279.3 301.7 338.3 
ARPAY WET6sT (LB) 509.0 537.9 S73,O 6t4.4 b63.7 744.4 
CENTER OF GRAVITY CIN) 837,8 830.2 821,0 810s4 784.4 756.7 
tFNStOU PER BLANKET (La) 













MOMENT OF INERTIA I? .4470#07 ,4375+o7 .4291+ol .4215+07 .4161+ni .4102.07 
SPECIFIC P04ER (KW/KG) .2591 45 .230 1215 ,19 9 .177 
SPECIFIC -EIGHT (KG/Kw) 3,9 4.1 4.3 4,7 5.0 5.6 
FLANKET . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 13.0 12.9 12.8 12,. t2.6 12, 
S* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
DIAMETER (IN) 32,54 .15.t2 jB,39 21,50 24,24 27,60 
El (L!-IN.SO) .32044+07 .91668+07 a20041+08 *37449+0S 58794+8 *98838+08 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) *5521+05 ,121t4o6 2184+06 *349o~o6 *4895+n6 *7226.06 
qtCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 35.b3 21*84 I5.o7 2t.24 9.24 7,28 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1,21 2.59 4.42 6,67 9.10 12.48 
* CANNISTER PRnPERTIES * 
NEIGHIT (IN) 41.70 45.55 49.52 53.31 56.06 60t3 
DIAMETER (IN) t3.62 j7.84 21.0 25,37 ?8,60 32.57 00 
* WEIGHTS (LR)
ARRAY 509o0 537.9 573.o 614.4 663.7 7,44 4 
ROOM 184 3o. 46.2 63,8 79.4 103.9 . 
CANNISTEQ iq.5 33.4 49.5 67.6 85,9 111.3 






















DRUM BEARING I.5 1.7 1.9 2.3 2.7 35 
CENTER SUPPORT 













SLIP RING ASSE'4LY 













')wUlS 28.0 27,7 27,4 27.2 27,0 26.7 
LATCHES as .3 .3 .0 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 60,0 KW 




***** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
 
$**'' TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *$$ 
 
'*4** BENOING FREQUENCY HZ *4*4* 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES 4





AwRy MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY wEIGwr (LS) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
IENSTOJ PER BLANKET (LB) 
 
HOMENT OF INERTIA 11 
 
4OENT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC PO4ER (K/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 
 
4LANkET w MAST CLEAkANCE (IN) 
 
CD 







ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/HAD) 
 
4'ICxLING CAPA8ILITY RATIO 
 
STQENGTH CAPABILITY PATIO 
 


























14hM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 











*Ot4 n2 *032 *043 
 
014 ?n22 .032 '113 
 
.o?6 a43 *Oel '084 
 
168*3 166,9 165,4 164.0 
 
50,31 5074 51.20 5J,64
530 5.34 5.39 5,44 
 
23;.i 245,1 
 259.6 277,4 
 
512.8 539,2 571,2 61n.2 
 
780.0 773,1 76s.a 
 75b,0 
 
2.50 7.no s.O 27,50 
 
.5391+09 *56764o9 *6o25+o9 *6431+n9 
 
.S072+0 .0987407 .0901+07 .4825+07 
 
25? .245 .231 .216 
 
3.9 4.1 4s) 4.6 
 
13.2 
 i2.9 12,9 12.8 
 
l1.n 14.44 17,55 2o.51 
 
.28387+01 080858+07 
 .17642.o6 .32904+08 
 
.5042+05 ,1105+06 *1984+n6 3167+n6 
 
32,55 19.92 13,73 Io.23 
 
1.12 2.42 
 4013 6.25 
 
4039 44,03 47.89 51,44 
 
13.02 17.04 
 20.71 24.20 
 
s22.8 539,2 
 571.2 610.2 
 
16,8 
 28.1 41,9 57.7 
 
17.9 3o,6 
 45,1 61.7 
 
2.9 3:4 5.7 9$g

5.3 6.S 7.7 8.8 
 
20.8 20.5 
 20.1 29.9 
 
a.9 3.6 4.7 6.4 
 |*5 h7 1.9 2.3 
 
St8 333 3o.8 30,4 
 
1.3 
 1,3 1.3 1.3 
 
tI.4 11,4 11,4 11.4 
 
5.1 5.1 
 5.1 5.0 
 
P9.7 29.4 29.2 
 28.9 
 

























































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 60,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a l0OO0 M 
BLANET AREA a .66667+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 366.1 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
8**4* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *0*1* 
**8* TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 8*4*. 


















* AR4AY PROPERTIES * 
4LANKET IDTH (IN)
ARHAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
AkRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WkTGHT (LB) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TEhSION PER HLaNKET (LB) 
'OmEJT OF TERTIA it 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I? 
SPECIFIC PII*eR (KA/KG) 
SPECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/Ko) 









































































0 * A0OJ1 PROPERTIES 
OTAmETEA (IN) 
El (Li-IN.S0) 
ROOT SPRING (LBp-J/RAO) 
AiJC'LING CAPABILITY RATIO 















































































ORoM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 


























































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING 8 65.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH i 7.00 M


BLANKET AREA 9 .72222406 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT 9 39696 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 






















* ARRAY PRPERTIES * 
LANKET WIOT.J (ZN) 
AhRAY LEN6TH (M) 
hSPECI RATIO 
ARRAY 4ISA (KG) 
































CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PE; RLANKET (LB) 
MOEliT OF INERTIA I1 
MO-4FNT OF INERTIA I? 
SPECIFIC PO'Ek (WW/K) 
SPECIFIC %EIGHT (KG/KW) 











































* AOOM PROPERTIES 4 
OTAMETER (yNI 
6! (Li-I'4-Sl) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
AJCKLING CAPAU1LITY RATIO 














































* aEIGHTS (L8) 
ARRAY 
* 






























































SLIP 403 ASSEMRLY 



























ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 65*0 KW ARRAY WIDTH s 7.50 M 
BLANKET AREA 0 .722Z2+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 396,6 LB 




MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREOUENCY HZ 






















" ARRAY PHnPERTIES * 
RLANIKET WIiTH (7N) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATTIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
AqPAY WEIGHT (LR) 
CENTER O& GRAVITY tIN) 
TFNSIO PFR 8LANKET (01) 
tiOIIIT OF INERTIA 11 
MO4E1IT OF INFRTIA 12 
SPECIFIC PO..ER (K%/KG) 
SPECIFIC 'EIGHT (K(G/KW) 









































































I * BOoM PROPERTIES 
DIAMETER (IN) 14,37 19.21 24,97 28.92 33.00 36.11 
El (L-IN-S) 
ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
,UCWLING CAPABILITY RATIO 



















































OUM DEPLOY ACTIATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 















































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POIER/WING a 65,0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH a 8,00 M


BLANKET AREA 2 .722e2406 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT u 396.6 LB






MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *** 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **t*l 


















* ARRAY PROPEATrES * 
BLANKET l)TH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATyo
ARRAY MASS (RG) 
AQRAY AELGHT CLH) 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PER PLANRET (LB)
4OPE'IT OF INERTiA 1t 
MOPtJT OF INERTIA 12 
SPECIFIC Pn ER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC HEIGHT (KG/kw) 








































































* ROIIM PROPERTIES * 
OIAMETER (TN) 
El (LB-1N-SO)
ROOT SPRING (LR.IN/RAD) 
AtICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 

































































flfM PEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP PING ASSEMBLY 






























































.3 .3 *1 13 .3 03 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 65.0 HW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.00 H 
BLANKET AREA a .72222+06 TN-S0 BLANKET WEIGHT a 396,6 1LO 
***I* MpIMUM FRFOIJENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
** PENDING FREQUENCY HZ 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
ALANKET wIDTH (IN) 
AwU AY LENGTH (N) 
tSPtC1 RATIO 
AkPAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARRAY EIGHT (L8) 
 
Cf'TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TE'SIOh PER RLANKET (LB) 
 
mOmFNT OF INERTIA 11 
 
..f' bIT OF INERTIA 12 
 
SPECIFIC POeER (Kv/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/K) 
 
LANKET - MAST CLEARANCE 
 





0OOT SPRING (LA-TN/RAn) 
 
QCMLIIG CADAsILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 




















DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP PING ASSEMBLY 
 




























































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE 
 ROLLOUT POWER/WING n 65.0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH u qo0 M 
BLANKET AREA a .72222+o6 INoSQ 








ent TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
5*0* eENDING FREQUENCY HZ *o*., 
 
HTNUIM FREQUENCY HZ 
 S*0st 
 
* ARRAY PROPfRTIES 4


ALANVET *yDTH (IN) 
 





AkRAy WEIGHT (Lg) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER FLANKET (LS)

"OENT OF INERTIA i 
MOMENT IF TNERTIA I? 
SPECIFIC POAEU (K'/KG) 
SPECIFIC #FIGHT (KG/ ) 
" HLANhqT . MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 








RUCKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 




























0U nEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP AINC. ASSEmLY 
 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE Gf ROLLOUT 
BLANKET AREA U 
*4*44 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
*44*4 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
**4*4 BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 44 
* 	 ARRAy PROPERTIFS # 
BLANKET WInTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
AkWAY WEIGHT (LR) 
 
CkkTEP OF 4RAVTITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PER ALANKET (LB) 
 
MOm&IT OF INERTIA II 
AoMFnhT OF INPT1A 3? 
SPECIFIC P04R (XW/Kg) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 










RfICKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 
 























DRIUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP PING ASSEMBLY 




POWER/WING u 6%.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 9,50 M 




o*t4**o13 .02 .034 o4.4 .05 
 
.44*4*013 .021 034 .044 .054 
)o24 .041 .067 















































































































































































 5.0 4.( 
 
29.7 
















































































ARaY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 65,0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH * 10.00 M 
BLANET AREA U 
p**$* MINIMUM FREQUENCV HZ 
 
*444 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
*4*4* PEN4DING FREQUENCY HZ 
 
* ARRAy PROPERTIES * 
6LANKET 4jr)jw (IN) 




AWQAY MASi (KG) 
 
ARRAY AEIGHT (LA) 
 
CENTLR OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSION PEp BLANKET (US 
 
motiT OF INERTIA It 
 
MU4ENT OF INERTIA 1? 
 
SPECIFIt POAFI4 (RK4K) 
 
SPECIFIC wFIGHT (KG/X) 
 
BLANkET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 





ROOT SPRTNG (LA-IN/RAD) 
 
RUCXLTMG CAPABILITY RATIO 
 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 
 





DI METER (IN) 
 
















ORUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RlN, ASSEMBLY 
 





















































































fo22 .035 *046 osb *ob4


.o22 .035 .046 .n5b '064


.o42 .069 .090 .113 .131


177.2 174,4 17?.,9 171,6 17o*T


51.77 52.60 53s04 53.44 53.75


5.18 5.26 5.30 5.34 5.31


266.6 288.4 311.4 339.5 365.9


587.o 634.4 685.1 746.8 614.9


763.7 777,2 759*7 77,*2 716.4


7.50 20.00 35.4) b5.00 76.o0


.63089 *6984+(Q .7466o9 *7997+o ,8465+o9


.60940 *5893+7 .5814+07 .5751+o7 .5712+07


*p44 .??s 0209 6191 018 
4.1 4.4 4.8 5.2 51.6


12.3 t2.9 12.8 t2.7 t2.7


14.84 19.26 22.24 25.00 21.oQ 
.90203+17 .24832+oS 44175+08 .7077.o8 .97217+68 
.1200+0b .2564+n6 .3950+06 ,5607+ob .7137+66 
j9,63 	 12.40 9.45 7,59 6.54


i.3s 4084 7,07 9.49 11.53


45.oS 490Q9 $3.6& 56,94 59048


t7.51 22.73 26.25 29.50 31,97


s87.0 634,4 685.t 746.8 804,9


30.3 50,3 67.6 86.1 In1.?


3?.3 54.3 72,4 91.5 107'a


3.4 7.2 t2.8 17.0 24.1


6.8 8.5 9.7 In0,7 ll.


249 24.l, 30.8 46.8 62.4


3.8 5.7 8t lto.9 13.9 
1.7 2.1 2.5 3. 3.7 
37.0 3b.o 35. 35.0 34.7


1.3 	 1.3 
 3o3
 
11.9 	 11.9 11.9 t*9 11.9


5,4 5.3 5.3 593 5.2


3t.2 	 3n,6 30.5 30.3 3n.I


.3 .3 03 .3 .


ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING v 70.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7.00 M 
RLANKET AREA a .77778+nb INeSO BLANKET WEIGHT a 427.1 L8 
FREQUENCY DIFPNOENT PARAMETERS 
4*0** 
*#.0t PrA4IMUM FREQLIENCY HZTORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ **** ***** ,0.019.010 .D19 .*r6 o02b *o33 .033 * i1 .041 .050 *050 
*#*** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *****t 018 .036 153 .o69 .088 *loq 
* ARRAY PROPEIXES * 
8LANKET AII)TH (IN)













ASPECT RATIO 12.0b 12.o 12.78 13.07 13.40 t3.74 
ARRAy MASb (HG) 268.1 30.1 349.6 394.8 454.9 589.z 
ARRAY '4TGHT (LB) 589.8 677.7 769,1 868.6 1000.9 1164#.2 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TU.Sjnln PE;, BLANKET (LR) 



















M{jLENT OF INERTIA I .27600+7 .26o+117 .2456+0 .2354+17 .224707 .21 47+o 
SPECIFIC P(nFER (KW/KG) al61 .227 .2o0 .177 .154 .132 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT tKG/Hw) 3.8 4.4 5.0 5.6 b.5 7.6 
BLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.7 2.3 12.8 12.9 12.8 12.6 
-* ROOM PROPERTIES * 
OmEE (I)16.21 23.4o 29.15 33.87 39.29 44.95 
El (LP-IN-S)
ROOT SPRING (L8-IN/RA)) 
PI'CKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 

























* CAPNISTFR PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 53.35 61.42 67.45 73.22 79.p3 85.47 
DIAMETER (IN) I.13 27.62 34.4o 39.97 46.37 53.04 
00 

















CANNISTER 3R.0 79.2 122.7 165.7 222.9 291o4 
TENSION MECHANISM 2.6 6.4 11.8 21.1 32.8 49:4 
MAST SLEEVE 11.3 15.7 9.b6' 22.8 26.7 0.9 





















DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 2.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 12.3 12.3 i2.3 I.3 12.3 12.3 
LEADING EDGE MEMBERS 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.2 361 
TRUMS 21.1 20,6 20.0 19.6 19.2 18.7 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 70.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH m 7,50 M


BLANKET AREA 3 
* M*S*INIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *4** 
*4** TORSIONAL FRFGUENCV HZ **** 
4*44* PE'IOING FREQUENCY HZ *4*44* 
* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES 4 

HL&MET A4nTN (IN) 

AkAY LEN(;IH (m) 
ASPECT RATIO 
AN.PAY MASS (xrG)
ARRAY WEItHT (LR) 

CUkTEk OF GRAVITY (IN)

TE ION PER BLANKET (LB) 

MO'4tNT OF INERTIA II 

MONFttT OF INFRTIA 12 

SPFCIFIC PONER (KW/KGI 

S PCIFTC *FIGHT (KG/W)










ROOT SPRING (LA-IN/kAO) 

RIJCKLIjG CAPABILITY RATTO 

STRENJGTH CAPA8ILITY RATIO 























0411q OPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP WING ASSEMtLY 
(EADING EOGE mL" ERS 
tarcHE$ 
177778+06 IN-eS 	 BLANKET WEIGHT a 427.1 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETER$ 

9010 *020 *028 .035 
.010 .020 .028 .035 
'1119 *38 .(55 *o72 
1?7 12a.2 122.0 119.0 

77.64 79.56 $1.00 8gt01 

10,35 10,61 10.80 I1,01 

26b.6 3o1*5 336.41 376*o 

586.5 663.3 740.0 827.2 

1256.2 1229,4 1202.o 1183.2 

2.50 lO0.0 21.5o 37.5n 

I1524+to *1731+o 31925+1p *2f75+lo 

.3277#07 	 .3122.07 *3003+W7 *2872+n7 
.?63 .232 .2o8 .186 
3.8 4.3 4.8 5.4 

12.8 12's 12.2 12.8 

15.24 2197 27.o 31.64 

&67615+07 	 .28399+n0 .6329o+ol .11595+09 

.9666+05 .2836+fib .5173+o6 *8146n6 

62.12 32.26 22.70 f7.R5 

1.61 '435 7*41 lo.82 

so.94 58.44 63.88 6908 

t7.99 25,92 3t.88 

586.5 	 663.3 740,o 827.2 

3?.3 66.9 100.3 137.3 

33.7 69.9 105.7 1448 

2.4 	 10.8 14.892 

10.0 13,8 16.7 19.6 

j396 12.9 12.5 11.9 

P6 3.4 4.2 5.3 

1,5 1.8 2.i 2.6 

22.5 21,6 21,o ?0.3 

1.3 1.3 1,3 1.3 

12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 

3.9 	 5.8 3.7 3.6 

.9 ?2. 2-2* 21.5
zo 















































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 
 
BLANkLT AREA s 
sna.4 MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *44* 
**4* TOPSJONAI FREQUENCY HZ **4 
Is** SENrNG FREQUENCY HZ 
* 	 ARRAY PROPkWTIFS


AIANKFT WIDTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY HaSb (KG) 
 
ANRAY .EIGHT (LB) 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TENSIOI PEP LANKET (LB) 
 
MOMENT OF INFRTIA it 
MOt OF INERTI& IA 
SPECIFIC Pn.E (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/Kw) 
BLaNkET - $aST CLEARANCE (IN) 





MOOT SPRTNC (LH-.TN/HRl) 
 
R,,CgLING CAPMU1LITY RATIO 
 






















nRIAM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
bLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 





POWER/WING a 70.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH a 8.00 t








.01* *020 o029 *o37 047 
 
,011 .02n .029 .037 .047 
 
*020 
o** .0(Io .058 .075 *n97
 
137.5 134.5 132.4 13c.7 127.5 
71.66 73.2 74.58 7'5.60 77.47 
 
8.98 9.18 903? 9,U5 9,68 
 
266.1 297.0 327.8 361.4 409.6 
585,5 653.4 721.1 795.2 901.1 
115.5 1133.8 1llo,7 1087.6 tn6p.3 
 
2.50 10.0( 21.50 37's b3.0O 
,1296.10 *1452+le *1598, in *175,tlo .1995+,o 
*3843+01 .36817 .357o07 .3481W7 .3326+n7 
*?b 236 .?14 .194 *I01 
 
3.8 4.2 4.7 5.2 5.9 
 
2.8 12.6 12.3 12.1 12.9 
 
14.37 20.68 25.41 29,41 3*.11 
.579 31+n? .24186 P8 .53658+08 *9618o#08 .16965+9 
.8608+05 .2514*n6 .457oob .70oo6 .1084+o7 
55.2t 	 28.59 20.08 1541 12.35 

1647 399 6.R5 9.83 13.87 

48.94 55,94 61.01 65.76 71O.n 
16,95 24.40 29.98 34.69 4n.25 
653.4 721.1 795.2 90.1 












0.9 1i.2 14.7 16,9 1997 
1S.9 15.2 1.7 14.7 22.5 
P.8 3.5 4.5 5,9 7.9 
1.5 j.8 2.1" 2.6 3.3 
25.4 24.6 24.0 23.4 22.6 
1.3 1.3 t.3 t.3 1.3 
12.3 J2.3 12.3 12.3 1?.3 
4.2 4.1 4.1 4.0 3.9 
P4.6 24.1 23.8 23.5 22.9 

































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING x 70.0 KW ARRAY OI0TH x 8.50 M 
BLANKET AREA 8 .77778+06 INSO BLANKET WEIGHT a 427.1 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERs 
*$** MINIMUM FREQUENCY H7 ***** .011 .021 '030 .039 '09 *060 
*4*# TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *fl$s .011 *n21 .030 .039 049 .'060 
***S* AENOING FREQUENCY HZ ***#* *021 0at .060 .078 *O .126 
* ARRAY PRAPPRTIES * 
MLANKET wTnTH (IN) 147.6 140.8 142.8 141.1 139.3 36.3 
A4PAY LENGTH (4) 66,92 68.21 69.t7 70,01 70.93 72.50 



















CF'tEP OF GRAVITY (jN) 
TENSION PER HLANMET (LB) 
n Ef4MTOF INERTIA 11 


























SPECIFIC PO4. (kb/kG) *?63 .238 .218 .J99 .177 .56b 
SPECIFIC "FIGHT (KCiKw) 3.8 4.2 4,6 bo 5.6 6.4 
BLANKET . MIST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.9 12.7 12.5 12.4 12.1 22.8 























RIICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO S0.0 25.84 t7.87 13.70 19.85 8.193 
STRENGTH CAPABILTTY RATIO 1037 3.70 6.31 9.09 12.89 17.39 
* CANNTSTFR PRPIPFRTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 46.89 53,49 S8.63 63.0 67.57 72.62 
(TAmETER (IN) 16.14 23.2o 28.29 32.7t 37.74 43.12 
* WEIGHTS (LB) * 
ARRAY 586.4 647.1 707,5 774.9 869.3 9882 
P00" 25.7 52.6 79.3 Ws.3 240.9 182.9 





























ORI" BEARING 1.5 J.8 2.1 2.6 3.3 4*4 
CfNTER SUPPORT 
RIIM DEPIOY ACTUATORS 

































ARRAY TYPE GE RnLLOUT POWER/WING 3 70.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 3 9.00 M 
RLANKET AREA a *77778+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 427*1 LB 




miJIlMm FREQUENCY HZ 
TORSIONAL FRfQUrNCV HZ 



















* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
PLANKET wInTH IN) 
Afv0AY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARPAY ETGHT (LA) 
CEJTFR OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TENSION PEP RLANKET (LB) 
*OMEJT OF INERTIA IT 
m[WIIET OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC POwER (KM/KG) 
SPECIFIC 4EIGHT (KG/Kw) 










































































* BOOM PROPERTIES * 
DTAMETFR (IN) 13.v5 18.61 22.B3 26.38 3o.21 34.35 
Et (LR-IN.SO) 
R00t SPRTNG (LB-TN/RAD) 
FkICKLIfJG CAPABILITY RATIO 



















































ODUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 


























































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING z 70*G KW ARRAY WIDTH a 950 M





t**** MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *41* 
 
**#9* TOPSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 
***** SENDING FREQUENCY HZ * 
 
A ARRAY P nPRTIFS A 
MLANKFT WTrTH (IN) 




APQAY AEIGHT (Le) 
 
CENI k OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
Tt SI0N PER RLANKET (LB)

Hi(lEtJT OF INTETIA It 
 
MOMENT OF INERTIA I? 
 
SPECIFIC PO.ER (Kw/KG) 
 
SPECIFIC WEICHT (KG/KW) 
 
SLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 




hOOT SPRTNG (LB-INI/RAD) 
 
RICILING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 



























t6kJM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP kING ASSEfREY 
 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE AnLLOUT POYER/WING a 70.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 10.00 '4 
BLANKET AREA N *77778onb IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 0271 LB 
FREDUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 





FREQUENCY HZ *444* 













* ARRAY PROPERTIES 4 
6LANKFT WIDTH (IN) 177.2 i75.4 173.6 t72.1 lo.4 168,8 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 55,75 56.32 56.90 57,40 57.95 58.52 
ASPECT RATIO S.58 5.63 i.69 ',74 5,8o 5.85 
ARRAY ?'ASS (kG) 271.3 292.1 312.8 338.8 376.8 424.3 
A.g&Y WEIGHT (LP) 596.8 614?7 688.2 745,4 8p8.9 933.5 
frNTER OF CRVIIY (IN) 862.6 851.4 841.5 82i.2 791.2 759.4 
TENS]0J PEP RLANKFT (LB)













POM$NT OF TNFRTI 1P .6501l07 .6374+07 .6252407 .6160+07 .6076+07 *6005t07 
SPECIFIC P'ER (Kj/KG) .258 .40 .224 'a0 .286 .165 
SPECIFIC -EIGHT (KG/Kv] 1.9 a62 45 4.8 b.4 6.1 
tLAHiKET . HaST CLEARANCE (IN) 15.7 3.4) 12,9 12.7 12.6 12.5 
N* BOOM PROPERTIES 
AIAMETER (IN) i1.9 17.oo 20,69 24,n6 27.52 31,n4 
El (LRlIh-S) .34871+n7 .14232+08 .31231+n8 .5544508 .94937+o& .15364+q9 
ROOT SPRING fL$.IN/RAO) .5883,05 *1689ii6 .304601)6 .468406 ,7lo+ob .t006+07 
PlICKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 38.27 19.33 13.32 lo.32 8.nM 6.44 
STRENGTH CAPAaTLITY RATIO 1.11 3ol 5.12 7.6t 10.63 14,11 
* CANNISTER PRnPERTIES * 
HE IGHT (IN) 42,41 48.36 52.so 56.28 60.42 64.64 
DIAMETER (TN) 14.,? 20.06 24.42 26.39 32,48 36.63 
* WEI(MTS CLA) 
ANrAY 596.8 642.7 688,2 745.94 a8 9 933.5 
00 19.4 39.6 59,3 78.5 193.7 133.2 
CANNISTER 













MAST SLEEVE ,1 8.2 9,7 lt1t 6 t12.1 
SHAFT 26.7 26.2 25.6 32.4 52.4 80.2 
HEADER 3,0 4.1 5,9 8,3 12.0 17.3 
DRUM BLARING I'S t.8 2.1 2.6 3.3 4.4 
CENTER SUPPORT 39.3 38.6 37.9 37,i 36.7 36.2 C) 
CRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 t.3 
SLIP RING aSSEHBLY 12.3 12.3 12.3 Q2.3 Q.3 12.3 
lEanING EDGE MEMBERS 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.2 5.? 
RL?(ls 313 31.0 30o7 30'5 3o.2 ?9,9 
LATCHES .3 .3 .1 .3 03 05 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING a 75,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 7,00 M 
BLANKET AREA a .83333+06 INeSQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 457.6 L6 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

ttt* MTNIMUH FREQUENCY HZ ***** 




*9;;. TOPSIONAL FREQIENCY HZ 4*4* 








* ARRAV PRnpRTIES * 
RLANKET wiTH MI) 




















































CENTE OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
TFNSION PEP HLANKET (1) 
 
MOMEINT OF INERTTA 11 
 

















































* SpekCIFIC WEIGHT (kG/KW) 
 




























ROOT S'RT&G (LH-IN/IAD) 
 


















































































































































OUL'M BEARING i.5 
 i.s 
 2.? 
 2.7 3.5 
 
CE'TER SUPPORT 
DRUM rEPLOY ACTUATORS 
SLIP RING ASSE4P3LY 
















































































































































ARRAV TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 75,0 KW ARRAY WIDTH m 7.50 M 
BLANKET AREA a .83333.ob IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 057.6 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**t** MjNTMtM FRFUENCY HZ $***$ *9oog 020 027 03S *03 052 
*.**4 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *44** '009 .020 .027 .035 *oM3 052 
i*44* BENDING FREQUENCY HZ 4*4*4 .018 .039 .055 .071 .090 .113 
* ARRAY PROPENTIES * 
SLANKET wIdT (IN) 126.9 123.0 119.8 117.5 114.9 112.1 
ARwAy LENGTH (M) 83.42 86,03 88.37 90.06 92.o8 94,4 
ASPECT RATIO 11.12 11.47 11.78 12.oI 12.2d 12.59 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 285.5 334.n 374,7 419.o 4d2.5 562,1 
A.PAY *EIGHT (LA) 628.1 734.7 8p4.3 921.8 1o61.5 1236.7 
CENIFR OF (.RAV!TY (IN) 
TFNSTfIN PER HLANKET (L) 



















mUPENT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIr POAER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC wEIGHT (KG/K) 

























* ROOM PROPERTIES #S PrAAIMEIER (T) 16.1 24,64 29.89 34.68 39.48 45.82 
El (LW-N-SQ) .78065407 o41513+08 .87605+o .15469+09 .26633+09 .44780+09 
kOOT SPRTNG (LH-TN/PAD) .1077+06 .377006 .660106 .1011l07 .1520+07 .224+ 07 
StjCKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 69.46 3p.46 23.89 18891 15.26 12.53 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1.65 5.17 8.35 11.90 16.37 21.75 
* CANNISTER PROPRTIE* 
MFIHT (IN) 52.83 6p,39 68.34 73,48 79.26 85.67 
DIAMETER (IN) 19,02 29,07 35.p7 40,92 47.j7 54.06 
* WEIGHTS (LnI * 0 
AkRAY 628.1 734.7 824.3 921.8 1061.5 1236.7 
















MAST SLEEVE 12.1 16.3 19.8 23.0 26.7 3o9 
SHAFT 14.4 13.5 12,8 12.3 j6.5 27.0 
HEAOER .8 3.5 4.4, 5.6 7.3 9 
DRUM BEARING I.5 1.8 2.2 2.7 3.5 4. 
rENTER SUPPORT 23.6 22.4 215 20.9 20.9 19.5 
(%RUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 13 1.3 1.3 2.3 1.3 t.3 -
SLIP PING ASSEMBLY 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 12.7 
LEADING EDGE MEMHERS 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.4 
PRUIS ?2.9 P2.3 21.7 21.3 20.9 2o4 
LATCHES .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POwER/WING x 75.0 MW ARRAY WIDTH a 8.00 M 




*$$to MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 4*** .010 *021 .0x9 .037 *045 .055 
49*44 TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ *4** .010 .021 .029 .037 *O45 .oSs 
*4*** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *** 0 9q .041 .058 .074 .095 otl8 
# ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
AL&NKET NII'TH tIN) 













ASPECT RATIO 9,65 9.92 1o.oS 10.30 10.50 1n.71 
ARRAY HASS (KG) p84.8 3p7.5 362,2 402.0 456.6 5?8.9 
ARRAY wETGHT (LP) 626.5 72o,6 79b.9 88445 t008.9 1163 6 
CENTFR OF GRAVITY (IN) 124.5 1214.9 1189,3 1175.2 1135.0 1O96 5 
TENSIO'I PER BLANKET (LB) 2.50 12.5o 25.o 42.50 70.00 112.00 
MOMENT OF INERTIA 11 .16034I .18S3+tn .2043+10 .22q6+0 .2586+10 .2q9b+10 
-'JFrI OF INERTIA J2 .4076,07 .3860+07 .3743+n7 .3S84+1)7 .3468+o7 .3352+{f7 
SPFCTFIC Po*eN (KN/KG) .p&3 .229 .2o7 .187 .164 tj42 
SPECIFIC WFIrHT (HGIkw) 3.8 4.4 4.8 5.4 6.1 7.t 
F3LANK@T - MAST CLEARANCE (TN) 12.8 1Z,5 j2.2 s2.9 12.9 12.7 
* ROOM PfOPERTIES * 

















R"CLING CAPA61LITY RATIO 61,78 28,78 20.95 16.43 1322 108(,) 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1.51 4.77 7.74 10.86 15.04 2o.14 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT CIN) So.71 59.66 64.75 Tn.l4 75,40 81.14 
DIAMETER (IN) 17.94 27.37 33.nS 380t4 43,90 5.0 
* wEIGHTS (LR) * 
ARRAY 626.S 7fl.6 796.9 684.5 1008.9 1163.6 
100" 31.9 74.4 107.2 146.1 192.2 249.6 
CANNISTER 33.5 77.9 13.4 15i.2 2o0.2 261,6 
TENSION MECHANISM p*4 6.8 12.3 19.6 35.9 53.4 















DWUM HEARING t.5 1.8 2.2 2,7e 5 4,7 
CFIIER SCIPPORT 













St IP RING ASSE"BLY t2.7 12.7 i?.7 12.7 12.7 12=1 
LE NING EOrE MEMBERS 4.2 4.1 4.n 3.9 3.9 3.8 
rat-S 2U.b 24.0 23.7 23,2 22.8 22.3 
LATCHES .3 .3 . .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT PObER/WING a 15.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH w 8.50 H4 
RLANKET AREA a .83333+A6 IN-S0 BLANKET WEIGHT a 457.6 LP 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
MI*4*TNIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ***** *010 .022 .030 *038 .048 .(SO 
#4,$$ T0RSInNAL FREQI)ENCY HZ ***0 .010 .022 ,030 .038 .048 .058 
*94*6 SENDING FREQUENCY HZ $4*$* .019 .043 .0611 .078 .099 0124 
A ARRAY PHnPENTIES * 
RLANKET WIDTH (IN) 147.2 143.7 141.7 239.9 136.9 134,6 
AkRAY LEN6TH (H) 71,89 73.65 74,69 75.65 77.31 78.64 
AbPECT RATIO 8.06 8.66 8.79 8.Q0 9.10 9.25 
4R4AY MASS (KG) 284.9 323.1 354,0 389.0 441.3 505.5 
AiMAY EI(,HT (LR) 6?6.8 710.8 778.9 855.8 97o.9 1112.1 
CFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) I15o,2 11?6.5 11115.1 1083.0 105(.1 1013.3 
TENSIOJ PER BLANKET (LB) 25.o 12.50 25.00 42.50 7u.oo 112,oo 
40­ lj OF INERTIA It .1381+10 *1575+1o *1721t+1 .1882410 .2121+1l *2399+1o 
utJENY OF TNFRTIA 1p .4723+07 .4500.17 .437+07 .,278*07 41t5+n7 '400207 
SPECIFIC PfIAFR (KW/KG) .p63 .?32 .212 ,193 .170 *148 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (HG/sW) 368 4,3 4.7 5.2 569 6.7 
RLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.9 12,7 12.4 12,3 12.9 12.8 
ROOM PROPERTIES s 
DTAMETER (TN) 14.37 21.0 26.41 3n,35 34.99 39,95 
El (L$.IN-Sf 57973+7 *30424+o8 .62587+n8 .10914.9 .18772+09 .31079+09 
ROOT SPkTNG CLR-IN/RAD) .8613+05 .2986bn6 .5130+06 .7784+06 .1169+07 .1706+17 
AIICKLING CAPAILITY RATIO 55.ph 25.65 18.65 14.48 11.69 9.53 
SIREJGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 1,38 4.39 7.15 10,08 14.n4 1892 
SCANNISTER PROPERTIES * 
HEIGHT (IN) 48,96 57,36 62.I3 66.79 71i92 77.21 0 , 
DIAMETER (TNI 16,96 25.84 31.16 35.81 41.28 47.14 
* kEIGwTS 
ARRAY 
(04) * 626.8 V1i.8 778.9 855.8 97o.9 I112.1 
ROD­ P8.8 66.7 95.6 128.1 169.3 
218.7 
CANNISTER 30.0 69.6 111. 133.5 177.4 231.2 
TENSION MECHANISM 2.3 6.0 11.5 1.1 33.2 49,3 
NAST SLEEVE 8,9 12.8 15.2 7.4 20.1 23.0 
OlIl BEARING 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.7 3.5 4.7 
CENTER SUPPORT 30.1 289 28,2 p7,6 26,6 ?5,9 
OWJ' DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 t.3 
SLIP PING ASSENSLY t2.7 2.7 12.1 g2.7 12.7 12,7 
LEADING EDGE MEMRERS 4,5 t.4 4.3 4.3 4.2 4. 
wkLI S p6.4 25,8 25.4 25,1 24.6 24,2 
LATCHES .3 .3 3 .3 .3 .1 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWERVWING 0 75.0 KW 	 ARRAY WIDTH * 9,00 M






**** HINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ ****1 
***1* TORSIONAL FR&ItUE'CY HZ **** Doll 
 
***** RENDING FNEQUENCY HZ 02$$*
* e0 
 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES *






ASPECT RATIO 67.6 
 7.47 
 
AQIAY HASS (KG) ?85.9 
 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR) 628.9 
 
CETER OF GRAVITY (IN) l0b6.3 
 
TP'ASII0: PEP ALANKET (LR) 2.50 
 
MOF'4T OF INEHTr& 11 .1203+10 
 
40E'IT (IF INERTIA 1? 





SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KW) 3.8 
 
I LANET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 13.0 
 
00 
* R(IOM POPEkTTES * 
rITAMETER (TN) 13,71 
 
El (L -I"N-SQ) 
 .50744407 
 
ROOT SPRTN. (tl.NN/RAfD) 
 






STRENGTH CAPARILITY RATIO 
 1.29 
 




OIAmETEP (TN) 47,08 
 16.18 
 




























CENTER SIuPPORT 33.7 
 
D.IIM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 1.3 
 
SLIP PING ASSEMBLY 
 12.7 
 












oL53 .031 040 .050 .061


.023 ,031 .040 ,ObO .661


O44 ,062 *080 610 .128


15O.0 152.1 150.3 148.5 t'5@4


68.73 69.6o 70.40 71.27 72.79
7,64 7.73 7.82 7.92 8.09


320o3 348,1 38o,6 428.3 489,3


704.6 765.8 837*3 942.2 107b4


10116.9 InJ10I 1007,3 97n.1 940.,1


?.o0 25.00 42.bo 70.00 112,00


,1355+ln ,1473#In ,1597+ 1) 1759+ln *2000+t0


.519o+47 .5066,o7 .4963+07 .4868e7 .4698f.o7


.231 .215 197 '175 b3


4.3 4,6 5e 5,7 6.5


12.7 12.6 12.4 12.2 12.9


20,87 24.97 28.88 32.92 37.67


0264964nO .54344+n8 .94508+08 .15953+09 .26624+09


.2692+t)6 .46 l+en6 .6988.06 1l035n7 .15t++h7


23.29 16.68 13.12 10.35 8.47


4.12 6.6n 9.55 13.0o 17.bb


55.05 59.92 63,96 68.73 39


24.63 29.*47 34,08 38,84 44.4s


704,6 765.8 817.3 942.2 t076,4


59.7 86,6 114.0 149*9 195.1


63,3 	 906b 121.1 157,3 205.9


be. 10,8 17.0 3.9 45.9


11.5 13.6 15.6 17.7 20*4


2t4 2008. 2M.7 38.7 57,7


4. 5.5 7.5 10.5 4.0


1.8 2.2 2.7 3.5 a.7


32.5 	 31.8 31.2 3o.5 29.5


1,3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3


12.7 12.7 12,7 12.7 ld.7


4.7 a.7 a,6 l.5 4.4 
27.5 	 27.2 P9 26.6 
.3 01 43 .3 A 
ARRAY TYPE GF ROLLOUT POWFR/kwNG a 75.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH 0 9,50 M 

BLANKET AREA a *83333+06 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 457.6 LB 

FREQUENCY DFPENDENT PARAMETERS 

* MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ
*** *0*** 

.024 .033 *o42 052 
 *063 

*4** TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ ***** 
.011 .024 .033 .042 
 .o52 063 

***** IEtIOZNG FRLIENCY HZ fl*** 
 *o2l i'O16 .064 F)83 lnvb .234 

S ARRAY PROPkRTTES s 

BLANKET .­tTH (IN) 
 t68.3 164.2 162.4 
 160.7 159.0 157.1 

ARRAY LENGTH (H)
 bp.88 64.44 65.17 65.84 66.51
ASPECT RATTO 67.37
6.62 6.78 6.86 
 6.95 7.01 7,09
ARRAY HASS (KG) 
 287.6 318.7 344.0 374,7 
 420.3 477,6
A4RAY WFIGMT 
(LA) 632.8 71I 756.8 8p4.4 924.6 10507
rFNTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 985.8 976. 963.0 
 942.2 903.4 866.6
TF4It10l PER BLANKFT (1S) 2.5o 
 12.5o 25.00 42.50 
 7o.oo ZI2.oo

"mU'MNT OF ItFRtTA I 
 .100+10 teo118+1o 275+n .1378 1o 
 .1506+10 .1676*10
7"M0ENT OF PIFRTIA IP 
 6?2 9 +o .593o+07 .5804+07 .5701+07 .5608o7 Sb19+o7 

SPECIFIC P0SER (KW/fG) 
 26! .235 d.l3 .200 .178 .j57

SPECIFIC AFGHT (KG/K ) 
 U,.2 4,6 5,q 5.6 6.4 
NI LANOET * MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.2 12.8 12.7 12.6 12.3 12s2 
S (M PROPERTS * 




.44355+07 .23291+nS .4765oo8 
 .82675+ 8 .13921+9 .2808+09ROOT SPRING (LR-IN/Al) 
.7046+0 
 .2444+o6 *'t48l+fb .6321.6 *9343+o6 .1353.o7
kLICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
 45.70 21.24 15.19 11,77 9.40 
 7,S!
STREN*GTH CAPABILITY RATIO I.0o 3.87 6.21 8.81 12.3b lb.39 

* CANN!STEPPHDPERtIS * 

HEIGHT (IN) 45.27 53.05 57.68 bRD6 66.a1 

DIAMETER (TN) 
 15.43 23.52 2,12 
 32.28 37.n3 41.89 It:C 





 632.8 701.1 756.8 824.4 924.6 
 loso.1
t0OM 23.3 54.0 78.1 
 143,9 134.5 t74.2
CANNISTER 
 24.9 57,8 A2.7 
 108.9 143.2 183.2 
 r
TENSIONI MECHANISM
MAST SLEEVE 2.1 5.7 l.2 t6.1
7.3 ]o 12.3 14,0 29.0 Re2.8
15.9 18.0o . 

SHAFT 
 p5.7 p44 23.8 36.0 47.3 
 72.5
HEADER 
 2.9 4.3 
 6.0 8.2 11.7 16.9
DRUM HEARING 
 $.5 1,8 2.2 
 p.7 3.5 il7 

CENTER SUPPORT 
 38.a 36.3 35.6 35.f 34,3 33.6ORIM DEPLOY ACTUATORS I.3 1.3 t.3 
 1.3 1.3 1.3
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 12.7 12.7 
 12.7 12.7 .12.7 12.7
LEADING EDGE MEMRRS 
 5.1 5.0 5.o 4.9 
 4.9 0.8
r'RUM 




 .3 s3 .3.33 

ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING 3 75.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH a 10,00 M 
BLANKET AREA 8 *83333+06 INeSO BLANKET WEIGHT a 457.6 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS

****t MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ *0*0* .011 
 
*$a** TORSIONAL FREQUENCy HZ *oft 
O*t**

***$* 8ENDING FREQUENCY HZ .0 1 
 o**0t

0 AP4AY PROPERTIES 0 
RL&NKET WIF'TH (IN) 177.2 
 





ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 P89.5 
 
AwRAy WEIGHT (LR) 
 636.9 
 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 9P7.5 
 
TENSInN PER RLANMET (LB) 
 2.So 
 
H0-kt4T OF INERTIA It 
 *9425On9 
 
HMOMFiNT OF INERTIA 13 
 .6928+07 
 
SPECIFIC Pr} E (KW/KG) 
 OPS9 
 
-	 SPFCIPIC WEIGHT (1G/1w)
 3,9 
$LANKET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 13.4 
 







ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
 .6524,05 
 
lICKLING CAPAPILITY RATIO 
 42.20 
 





































tflIM ArpiL(y ACTUATORS 
 1.3 
 
SLIP RING ASSEM$LY 
 12.7 
 







































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GF ROLLOUT 
 
BLANKET AREA 3 
**$s* HfHp4LIH FREQUENCY HZ *.lfl 
A T*#* 	ORSIINAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 #*** 
H**IQ
BENDING FREQ UENCY HZ 
 
* 	 ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
eLANKET wTnTH (IN) 
 




ARRAY MASS (KG) 
 
ARIAY EIGHT (L8) 
 
CE@.TER OF GRAVITY (IN) 
 
Th.SION PEk sLANKE'T (LB)
HOMIT OF INERTIA I1 
MOE'flT OF INERTIA 1? 
SPECIFIC PO.FR (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/Kw) 





El 	 (LA-IN-S0 
 
ROOT SPRING1 (L-IN/RAD) 
 
4tICKLING CAPA4ILITY RATIO 
 






























RLJM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
 





POWFR/WING a 80.0 XW 	 ARRAY WIDTH x 7.00 M 






*014 .026 .032 *040 *047 *651 
*014 .026 *032 .040 .047 0051 
n* .054 .068 
 .087 61'7 .120.o28 	
 
113.5 107.2 1o4.5 nIt.1 98,0 95.8


99.46 105.3? 108.0,7 11.i61 t15.16 117,87


14.21 15.05 15.44 15.94 16.45 16.84


342.6 4o.4 5n2,8 b98.2 70b.2 792.7


750.1 968.8 Ilt6b. 1315.9 155).5 1744.0


1554.b 151oS.4 1478.8 J443.2 146.3 1400.6


7,5o 30,00 50,oo 85,00 130.00 170.00


.3101+10 .4094+10 .4721+io .5673+10 .6786+0 .7737,10


.2944,07 	 .2629+07 .2501+0 .235S+7 .2226, ? o2137 07


0?33 .182 .159 o234 .113 .1ol


4.3 5.S 6.3 7.5 8.8 9.9


12.2 12.8 12,7 ?p.5 12.3 12.2 
34,235.70 41.35 48.27 54.87 59#72


*33293+n8 tl4931+oQ .26202+09 .47518+09 077353+09 .10599+l0


.3195.o6 .9847,o6 .150107 .2346+n7 .3381,07 .4282+o7


52.32 28.U0 22.86 16.33 15.48 14.03


4.06 10,43 14,45 19,81 25.3 29.tb


64.n6 77.o2 83.26 91.06 98,47 10S75


28.59 42.13 48,79 56.96 64.74 70.7


754.1 968,8 1106.2 1315.9 1551.5 1744.o


o.6 176,2 236.6 325.0 422.7 500.3


84.6 183,5 246.o 335.2 432.8 512.6


5.7 19.3 294 49.2 75,9 100.0


1874 ?03 319 37.9 44,0 46t6 
12.2 10.9 10.3 15.4 21.1 25.6


3.1 	 4.3 5.4, 7.1 9.0 I0.6 
1 P.3 2.9 4.0 5.3 6.4 
2n.8 	 19.1 18,3 17.5 16.7 t6.2 
.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
13.1 13.1 3t 13.1 13.1 13.1


3.5 3.3 3.) 3.1 3.o 2.9


20.7 	 t9.7 19.2 18B.6 8.1 17.7 
.3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 
ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 80.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH u 7e5Q 4 
BLANKET AREA a *88589+06 INeSo BLANKET WEIGHT a 488.1 Le 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
**$* MINIMIlm FREQUEJCY HZ ****V 
**** TORSIONAL FRE1QUENCY HZ *s*** 



















* ARRAY PROPFHTTES * 
$LANKFT WIDTH (IN)



























ARAAY AEIGHT (LR) 738.7 922,6 1039.6 1216.7 1416.0 1577.3 
CENTER OF GRAVITY (IN)
TfhSIUN PER BLANKET (LB)


















MOmENT OF INERTIA I 
SPECIFIC POWn (KW/KG) 



















HLANKET - MAST CLEARANCE CIN) 12.5 12.9 t2.7 12.6 12.5 12.3 
* AP nO PPOPERTIES 
GIAMETER flN)













ROOT SPRING (LB.IN/RAD) *2803,ob $8509+06 1287+0 11995+o7 *2851+07 *358oo7 
NLICKLING CAPABILITY PATIO 




























* WEIGHTS CLF) 4 
AR4AY 738.7 922.6 1039.6 1218.7 1418.0 1577.3 




























HEADER 3.1 4.7 6,o 8.1 10.7 12.8 
nRilM BEARING i.7 2.3 2.9 4.0 b.3 6.4 
CFTER SUPPORT 
t'"tIm DEPLOY ACTUATORS 


































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWFR/WING a 80.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH a 8,00 M 




**** MpIpIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
 
**so. TORSIONAL FREQUENCY HZ 
 





ALANKET 'ITTH (IN) 
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
ASPECT RATIO 
ARRAY MASS (KG) 
ARRAY WEIGHT (LR ) 
CE',TLH OF GRAVITY (IN) 
TE'SInu PFP HLANKET (L8) 
HO-ENT OF INERtiA I1 
MOMENT OF INERTIA !P 
SPECIFIC PnIER (KW/KG) 
SPECIFIC .ETGHT (KG/KW) 




* ROOM PROPERTIES 
OTAMETER (IN) 
FI (n-TN.S'fl 
Kr;,T SPRING fL.R-N/Afn) 
PICKLING CAPABILITY RATIO 
STRENGTH CAPABILITY RATIO 





















DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
5LI RING ASSEMBLY 






















































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING * 80.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH m 8o.5 M 
BLANKET AREA a .88889+b INSQ BLANKET WEIGHT x 488.1 Ls 
FREGUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 

pest MINIMUM FREQUENCY HZ 
#*** TORSIONAL FQEt)FNCY HZ 
* 44*
RENDING FREOUENCY HZ 

ARPAY PRnPERTIES * 

HLANKET WTATN (IN) 





ARRAY MASS (KG) 

ARqAy WEIGHT (LM) 

CE4tER OF (,RAVITY (IN) 

TENSIOJ PFN BLANKET (LE) 

$OENT OF INERTIA I1 

MOMENT OF INERTIA Ip 

SPECIFIC POAER (KW/KG) 

SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/K) 







ET 	 (Li.IN.Sq) 

ROOT SPRING (LB-IN/RAD) 
AUCKLING CAPASILITY PATIO 
STkE;GTH CAPABILITY RATIU 

























1114IM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 
,Lltt RING ASSEMRLY 
LfEaING FDGE MEMRFRS 
LTkUMS 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE RALLnUT POWER/WING a 80.0 KW ARRAY WIDTH m 9.00 H 
bLANKET AREA X *88A69+n6 IN.SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 488.t LA 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 

en.. MINIHUH FREQUENCY HZ *4C. 
**f.a TORSIONAL FRELUUENCY HZ 4*4 
**4. SENDING FREQUENCY HZ *4*44 
* APRAY PROPERTIES * 

HLANKET W!PT. (IN) 





ANHAY MASS (KG) 

ARRAY EIGLIT (LF) 

CF'IER OF GRAVITY (IN) 

T1 SjION PER $LANKET (LB) 

MOMENT OF INERTIA II 

MOMENT OF INERTTA I 

SPECIFIC PC*Fr (KWIKG) 

SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/KH) 

M
SLANKET - AST CLEAHANCE (IN) 
* ROOM PROPERTIES 





PriOT $PRIN1 (LB.IN/RAD) 

ALJCKLI'JG CAPAdILITY RATIO 

STRENGTH CAPAHILITY RATIO 

























DRUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT 
 POWER/WING a 80,0 KW 
 ARRAY WIDTH a 9,50 M

















*E** AMENDING FREQUENCY HZ **** o03S .06b *084 




*APRAY PROPERTyFS * 
WIOTHFLANMET
(IN)  165o0 162,3 
 I59,5 j57.5
 j545 153.1
ARRAY LENGTH (M) 
 68. 2 





&4RAY MASS (IG) 7.37 7.ta5 7.5S 7.69
 7.76
3p5.8 377.8 
 414.6 471.4 
ARRAY lEIGHT (LA) 
 53S.6 586.5
716,7 
 831.t 912. 
 1037.0 
 1178.3 1291),2
CF0&4 UF GRAVITY (IN) 
 1(153.6 
 1026.7 999.1 
 960.8 93o.I
TrNSIl PEP BLANKET (LS) 90T5






mOmtNT OF INFNTIA 1a *6353+7 
 .608io7 *5969407 *5851,07 
 .5674+0 .5608+07




 .193 .170 
SPECIFIC *EIGHT
 (KG/Xs) *j09 .136
 4.1 4,7 
 5.2 $,9 
 6.7 7.3
RLANKE? - 'AST CLEARANCE (IN) 
 12.S 12.6 











.15753 08 .6963+08 .11234+0Q .19600+09
ROOT SPRING (LBdIN/RAD) 
.1823+1i6 .3t106,09 .41499,09
*5336+o6 *7955+06 
STRKN CAPAMILITY RATIO *1280+ol .17o9+o7
 .212(J+07
P19. 15.31 
 12.16 9.44 
 7.89 6.97






 6t.46 65.51 
 70481 75,72 79.17
DIAMETER (IN) 21.62 30.93 35 58 












TENSION MECHANISM 174.4 222.7 
 257.0
4.2 13.3 






 14.2 16.3 18.6 2!.2 
 22.8
SHAFT
HEADER 26.2 25.0 
 34.4 55.7
3.6 6.6 79.9 101'.4
9.1 I3.5 18,6 a3.2
DkUM BEARING 1.7 ?$3 




DPLm DEPLOY ACTUATORS 38.0 37.1 36,4
 35.6 34,4 33.9
Is3 t.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 j.3
SLIP kING ASSE6LY 13.1 13.t 13.1 
 13.1 13.1EAOING EDGE MEMEERS 13.1
,0 4.9 













ARRAY TYPE GE ROLLOUT POWER/WING 3 80.0 Kw ARRAY WIDTH a 10.00 M 
8LANKET ARFA a *88889+06 IN-SQ BLANKET WEIGHT a 488.1 LB 
FREQUENCY DEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
***$* MTNIMUM FMFQUENCY HZ ***** *018 0341 .043 *055 *065 *073 
T**fORSIO4AL FREQUENCY HZ *08** .03 .034 *013 .055 .065 .173 
O**** BENDING FREQUENCY HZ *.*** .034 O68 .087 .113 *139 .157 
* ARRAY PROPERTIES * 
MLANKfT 010TN (IN) t75.2 171.6 169.9 168.0 166.2 163.9 
AkQAY LENGTH (M) 64.4 6S,78 66.1 67.2t 67,93 68.90 
ASPECT Q&TO 6.44 6.58 6.64 6.72 6.79 6,89 
ARRAY "4ASS (KG) 326,2 373.7 4D9.5 464,5 5?b.9 57b.3 
ARRAy WEIGHT eLK) 7j7.5 8?2.1 901P.8 1021.8 1157.1 1267.8 
CF.TER OF GRAVITY (IN) Qau.t 962.3 93LIOP 896.2 86o.7 64o.6 
TE S ON PER BLANKET (LB) 7,50 30.00 50.00 65,00 130,00 17000 
MOMENT OF INERTIA It .121611 .1398+ln ,150+to ,1672 io .1851410 .2020+lo 
HMQ4"JT (IF TNERTIA 1? .7192+07 .6916,07 .6805,o .669207 .6b08+7 .6470+07 
SPECIFIC P'h.EH (KM/KG) .?45 .ati .1i5 .172 .152 .139 
SPECIFIC WEIGHT (KG/w) 4,1 4.7 5. 5.8 b6 7 
BLANkET - MAST CLEARANCE (IN) 12.9 12.7 12.5 12.3 12.2 12.9 
* RO(- PROPE.T11ES * 
nAMETER (TN) 07,54 25.o6 28.81 33.10 37400 40@12 
El (L8-INS-0) .13974+08 .58255+o8 .99008+08 .11229409 .269180 . o36207+09 
RnOT SPRTtiG (IS4IN/RAD) .1666)*6 .4861,n6 .7236+o6 .1096+07 .1532+07 .1913+07 
ALICKLING CAPARILITY RATIO 27.42 14.00 11.') 8.61 7.04 6.33 
STRENGTH CAPAI1LITY RATIO 2.55 6.65 9.st 13,24 17.nl 20.27 
* CANNISTER PROPERTIES 4 
HEIGHT (IN] 50.43 59.32 63.0 68.21 72,81 76,O 
DIAMETER (IN) 2o.70 29.57 34.00 39005 43.66 47.35 
* wfIGHTS (L8) * 
APPAY 7i7.5 822.1 900.8 1021.08 1157.1 1267.8 
MUO 41.8 87.2 113.1 15l.o 190.8 221.3 
CANNISTER 44.8 91. 120.7 159.3 199.1 233.9 
TENSION MECHANISM 4.0 12.6 8.7 30.5 46.0 5909 
MAST SLEEVE 9.4 13.n 14.8 16.9 18.8 2o.5 
SHAFT p9. 28.4 4t.4 67.3 99.3 124.2 
DRUM HEARING 1.7 2.3 2.9" 4.0 5.3 6.4 
cEKTER SUPPORT 43,0 41.4 40.7 39.9 39.1 38.2 
PPUM DEPLOY ACTUATORS 1.3 t.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 2. 3 
SLTP RING ASSEISLY 13.1 t3.2 t3.1 13.1 13.1 13,1 
LEADING EDGE MEMBERS 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.0 
fpumS 31.2 30.6 30.3 30.0 29.7 29.3 










I. SELECTION OF FOLDOUT ARRAY ....... ............ F-2


II. SELECTION OF ROLLOUT ARRAY ........ .......... F-6











APPLICATION OF DATA TO A TYPICAL MISSION








Power 	 20 kW/wing


Area 	 width 	 4 m (157 in.), unbroken


Position boom 	 length 5 m (197 in.)


Wing frequency :0.04 Hz


Assume that a preliminary layout of the design shows a position










1.5 x 	 106 lb-in.2











The designer has provided the following relationship between boom


stiffness and boom weight:






 > 1.5 x 106 W = 0.4373.2 x 	10 6 TIP P 	 P 
1.5 x 	106 El 0.6 x 106 W = 0.777 x 10- 5 -P p 	 p 
106 W = 0.395 x 10 - 5 05.5 	 x 10 6 GJ > 2.5 x 
p p p
5 
2.5 x 	 106 GJ > 1.1 x 106 W = 0.567 x 10 ­
5 
1.1 x 	 106 GJ 0.5 x 106 W = 1.01 x 10 
­
p p 	 p 






It is desired to find a combination of array and position boom


combination to minimize the total wing weight.


I. 	 Selection of Foldout Array
















A conservative assumption will be made, namely, that it is not


known if the lowest frequency for the foldout array is a bending mode


or a torsion mode. From Figure 6(c) the array mass is determined as:


H - 20 
a 0.0475 421 kg 
W = 926 lb 
a 
The array system bending frequency can now be estimated using





























f = 0.05 Hz 
s 
It is seen that the chosen position boom is stiff enough in bending to


not affect the array bending frequency.


For torsion an estimate must be made of the array moment of








= 1.9 x 106 lb-in.a 11 (926) (157) 

Then, using Equations (20) and (21),






T = 0.307 rad/sec


fT = 0.236 Hz






The system weight for the above iteration is 926 + 8.7 
 - 935 lb.


The above choice is too conservative. Either the array frequency can be








Case 1. Lower Array Frequency









keeping a constant position boom design. Then







f = 0.045 HzS 
f = 0.044 Hz 
s 









keeping a constant position boom design, then


W = 849 lbs 
fB= 0.041 Hz 
s 
T




for a system weight of 858 lb.


Since fTS. = 0.04 Hz, the required system frequency, no more itera­
tions are requLred, and an array design whose frequency is 0.041 Hz 
will satisfy the requirements with a position boom as designed. 
Case 2. Lower Position Boom Stiffness 
The array frequency will be kept constant at 0.05 Hz but the 
position boom stiffness will be lowered by 65%. Thus, 



























f = 0.05 Hzs 
fT = 0.044 Hz 
s 






Comparing Case 1 and Case 2, it is clear that it is more weight


effective to lower the array frequency than to lower the position boom


stiffness. Some additional weight savings may be realized by stiffening


the position boom and lowering the array frequency below the required


0.041 Hz as calculated in Case 1.


The array properties can now be found by entering the data table


in Appendix E for a foldout array of 20 kW/wing and 4 meters width.


It is seen that data for the array frequency of 0.041 Hz are not avail­

able. Linear interpolation between the listed frequencies of 0.037 Hz


and 0.046 Hz yields the following characteristics for the foldout arrays:


Array weight 847.7 lb


Bending frequency 0.041 Hz


Torsion frequency 0.238 Hz


Blanket tension 35.4 lb


Boom diameter 25.3 in.


Canister height 85.4 in.


Boom weight 219.2 lb


Canister weight 116.9 lb


Blanket weight 416.0 lb


Container weight 38.3 lb


It should be noted that the above characteristics are derived in
 

an approximate fashion by linear interpolation. Some of the variables,


such as blanket tension, do not vary linearly and can better be


approximated by plotting blanket tension vs frequency for the range of


interest and thus improving the accuracy.


It should, furthermore, be noted that the lowest array frequency


has been used for estimating both the system bending and torsion fre­







data of Appendix E above, further iterations using these data may result


in less conservative, more weight effective designs.


Ii. Selection of Rollout Array


The procedure duplicated the steps taken for the foldout array.


As a first try, an array with a frequency of fa = 0.05 Hz, ta= 0.314


rad/sec is selected. Again, the assumption will be made that it is not


known if the lowest frequency for the rollout array is a bending or


torsion mode. From Figure 8(c) the array mass is determined as


M = 104.2 kg
a 
W = 229.2 lb 
a 






















S = 0.314 rad/sec 







f = 0.05 Hz 
S 
The position boom has very little effect on the system bending












Then, using Equations (20) and (21),
 








fT = 0.39 Hz









The system weight for the above is


229.2 + 8.7 = 238 lb


Again, the above choice is too conservative. Either the array


frequency can be lowered or the position boom stiffness can be reduced.


Case 1. Lower Array Frequency

For the second step the array frequency has been lowered to 
f = 0.041 Hz 
a 


















f = 0.0396 Hz
s 
for a system weight of 226 lb.


Since fT = 0.04 Hz, the required system frequency, no more itera­

tions will beSperformed and an array design whose frequency is 0.041 Hz


will satisfy the requirements with a position boom as designed.


Case 2. Lower Position Boom Stiffness


The array frequency will be kept constant at the original estimate


of 0.05 Hz but the boom stiffness will be lowered to


E = 0.6 x 106 2b-in.2 





















for a system weight of 234 lb.


Here, again, it is more advantageous to lower the array frequency


than to decrease boom sti-f-fness. Some additional weight savings may be


realized by stiffening the position boom and lowering the array freq­

uency below the required 0.041 Hz as calculated in Case 1. The array


properties can now be found by entering the data display in Appendix E


for a rollout array of 20 kW/wing and 4 meters wide. Data for an array


frequency of 0.041 Hz is not available. Interpolation between given


values will be required. Linear interpolation between the frequencies








Array weight 222.2 lb


Bending frequency 0.084 Hz


Torsion frequency 0.041 Hz


Blanket tension 8.3 lb


Boom diameter 14.3 in


Canister height 43.4 in.


Boom weight 27.9 lb


Canister weight 30.0 lb


Blanket weight 122.0 lb


Shaft weight 1.2 lb


It should be noted that the above characteristics are derived in


an approximate fashion for linear interpolation. Some improvement


can be achieved by plotting the available data rather than using linear


interpolation. The lowest array frequency has been used for both bend­

ing and torsion. These estimates may be improved by using the values


for the lateral torsion and bending frequencies.
 

III. Comparison of Foldout vs Rollout


For the same basic system requirement the foldout system weight


was estimated at 858 lb. The rollout system weight is 234 lb.
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